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The Science of Antislavery:  
Scientists, Abolitionism, and the Myth of Slavery’s Backwardness 
Eric Herschthal 
 
The Science of Antislavery explores the critical though rarely studied role scientists played in 
the early antislavery movement. It argues that scientists not only helped legitimize abolitionism but 
also helped create the myth that slavery was a backward institution. During the Age of Revolution 
(1770-1830), when antislavery societies first took root, abolitionism attracted many scientific 
supporters. Though their refutations of scientific racism are perhaps better known, they also made 
many arguments that went beyond race. Chemists argued that new chemical techniques would fertilize 
the soil more effectively, which would in turn reduce the need for slave labor. Botanists touted the 
natural environments of new British colonies in Africa and Southeast Asia, contending that they would 
make ideal free labor alternatives to Caribbean plantations. Geologists argued that the western 
American frontier, with its unique mineral deposits, was best suited to free white agricultural 
settlements rather than slavery’s expansion. Even by the 1830s, when the movement was taken over 
by a more radical, less elite multiracial coalition, scientific arguments continued to influence 
antislavery arguments. From the 1830s until the Civil War, antislavery supporters on both sides of the 
Atlantic argued that slaveholders’ alleged refusal to adopt new machinery was evidence of their 
backwardness. Today, as a new generation of historians demonstrate how modern slavery in fact was, 
The Science of Antislavery shows how the idea that it was somehow never modern came into being. 
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The Magic Trick of Science 
 
 The spring of 1788 brought good news to Benjamin Rush. As a professor of chemistry at 
the University of Pennsylvania’s medical school and one of the nation’s most respected 
abolitionists, antislavery leaders in Britain wanted his help. Over the past decade, Rush had devised 
a litany of medical and scientific theories that ruthlessly attacked slavery. Many of the diseases 
that plantation physicians suggested stemmed from Africans’ alleged depravity, Rush argued were 
in fact caused by slavery itself. Enslaved women had “Difficult labors,” he wrote in a lecture he 
frequently gave to his medical students, not because of any fundamental character trait or 
physiological flaw, but because of “the injuries to the pelvis from kicks” they routinely suffered 
by their overseers.1 The “slave disease” that plantation physicians called Cachexia Africana, or the 
seemingly odd habit of eating dirt, Rush renamed “Dirteatis” and attributed not to innate African 
savagery, but to “the miseries of their slavery.”2 By August, Rush’s close friend, the British 
abolitionist and physician John Coakley Lettsom, thanked him for sending the lecture, noting its 
publication in London newspapers and that it was about to be read “before the Medical Society” 
of London.3  By supplying the transatlantic antislavery movement with a host of scientific 
																																																								
1 Lecture titled “Diseases of Negroes.” Mss. Subseries VII, Vol. 125, Rush Family Papers, 1748-1876, Library 
Company of Philadelphia. (Hereafter, RFP.) 
2 “Diseases of Negroes,” Mss. Subseries VII, Vol. 125, RFP. For more on “Cachexia Africana,” see: Rana Hogarth, 
“Comparing Anatomies, Constructing Races: Medicine and Slavery in the Atlantic World, 1787-1838” (PhD diss. 
Johns Hopkins University, 2012), esp. chap. 2. Physicians today believe that enslaved Africans who had been eating 
soil likely suffered from hookworm, a parasite that breeds in unsanitary environments and often leads inflicted patients 
to crave soil or chalky-tasting substances. 
3 John Coakley Lettsom to Rush, Aug. 10, 1788, Mss., Subseries I, Vol. 28, RFP. 
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arguments, Rush and Lettsom believed science would help the world “awake to the miseries of the 
slavery of negroes.” 4 
 Scientists, or men of science as they were then called, played a critical if largely ignored 
role in the antislavery movement’s foundational years. From the outbreak of the American 
Revolution to the early 1830s, dozens of men of science—physicians, explorers, chemists, 
inventors, botanists, geologists, astronomers—provided the leading antislavery societies in the 
United States and Britain with countless scientific arguments. Though they frequently argued that 
Africans were physically equal to Europeans, their arguments went far beyond race. Chemists said 
that new fertilization techniques would make plantation soil more fertile, reducing the need for 
slave labor. Geologists and explorers touted the soil and climate of new settlements in the western 
frontier, in Africa and Southeast Asia, which they believed would make suitable new colonies for 
freed slaves, or provide free labor alternatives to slave plantations. Inventors contended that, if 
slaveholders only adopted steam engines and animal-powered machinery, they would no longer 
need slaves at all. “In no one instance had slavery and the use of mechanical inventions existed 
together,” wrote the British Anti-Slavery Society in 1825, amplifying these views.5 
Scientific arguments lent the early antislavery movement essential legitimacy. Coming of 
age during the Enlightenment, early abolitionist leaders sought to align their cause not only with 
enlightened ideals like natural rights and equality, but with an intellectual culture that emphasized 
empiricism, reason, and gradual human progress. These were exactly the values that men of 
science embodied. During this first great wave of transatlantic abolitionist activism, roughly 
between 1770 and 1830, the leading antislavery societies pushed a gradual agenda. They 
																																																								
4 Ibid. 
5 Mr. Whitmore, “Proceedings of Second General Meeting of the Society,” Anti-Slavery Monthly Reporter, Vol. 1, 
No. 1 (June 1825): 6. 
	3 
prioritized legal measures that would slowly curb the growth of slavery, like ending the 
transatlantic slave trade, as well as legal codes that would ameliorate the institution’s harshness 
and prepare slaves for their eventual freedom: mandated days of rest, teaching slaves Christianity, 
adopting labor-saving technologies. They also embraced a host of colonization schemes. Long 
insisted upon by “enlightened” planters, the abolitionist elite largely acquiesced to the idea that 
slaves should be urged to voluntarily resettle once free.  
Men of science offered abolitionists copious evidence to bolster this agenda. But in doing 
so, they helped create the myth, still prevalent today, that slavery was a fundamentally backward 
institution, incompatible with modern life. Even after a new, more radical leadership emerged in 
the 1830s, one led by an interracial, less elite coalition of women and men, the idea that slavery 
was “retrogressive,” that slaveholders were “still living in a primitive age,” persisted.6 Historians 
have long known that arguments about the economic superiority of free labor helped create the 
fiction of slavery’s backwardness. But they were not all. An equally powerful narrative emerged 
in abolitionism’s foundational years, one that successfully portrayed slaveholders not only as the 
enemies of capitalism, but also as the enemies of science. The effect was not only to make 
antislavery ideas respectable, but, equally important, to obscure the ways slavery continued to 
adapt and even thrive in a modernizing world.  
 
The central question driving this work—what role did science play within the antislavery 
movement?—has gone largely unaddressed by historians. If discussed at all, scholars of 
antislavery tend to subsume discussions of science under generalized discussions of the 
																																																								
6 David Brion Davis, Slavery and Human Progress (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984), xvii. 
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Enlightenment.7  In this telling, science’s chief contribution to the debates over slavery was to 
sanction a burgeoning racial discourse that favored slaveholders. If Africans were not innately 
inferior, or possibly even a different species, the argument goes, then the more fluid 
Enlightenment-era theory of race suggested that Africans had not yet reached the civilizational 
sophistication of Europeans. Either way, Enlightenment racial science favored antislavery’s 
enemies, “justify[ing] severe restraint and rigorous exclusion.”8 But often missing from this 
analysis is a subtler appreciation of the ways early antislavery leaders used the same Enlightenment 
theories to argue against slavery. Antislavery men of science agreed that Africans were less 
developed than Europeans. But they shifted the blame away from Africa’s natural environment 
and toward the conditions of slavery itself: slavery, not nature, they believed, kept Africans in a 
“less civilized” state. 
The notable exception of a study to explore the role science played beyond the field of 
racial science was Seymour Drescher’s The Mighty Experiment (2002).9 Drescher, a leading 
scholar of abolitionism, argued that slavery’s defenders effectively neutralized the broader 
																																																								
7 When scholars of abolitionism mention the influence that scientific thought had on debates over slavery, they tend 
to highlight the ways that Enlightenment science contributed to proslavery arguments, particularly the notion that 
enslaved people were innately inferiority and thus uniquely suited to enslavement. For recent studies on the American 
antislavery movement taking this view, see: Manisha Sinha, The Slave’s Cause: A History of Abolition (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2016), 35; Patrick Rael, Eighty-Eight Years: The Long Death of Slavery in the United States, 
1777-1865 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2015), 19. For works with a transnational approach taking a similar 
stance, see: David Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Emancipation (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
2014), 33-34; Robin Blackburn, The American Crucible: Slavery, Emancipation and Human Rights (New York: 
Verso, 2011), 145-50. Apart from scholarship on abolitionism, scholarship on the Enlightenment’s relationship to 
racial discourse tends to stress how Enlightenment racial science ultimately spawned the more essentialist scientific 
racism of the nineteenth century and thus helped justify African enslavement. See, for instance: Andrew S. Curran, 
The Anatomy of Blackness: Science & Slavery in an Age of Enlightenment (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2011); Emmanuel C. Eze, ed., Race and the Enlightenment: A Reader (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996); Louis Sala-
Molins, Dark Side of the Light: Slavery and the French Enlightenment (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
2006); Bruce Dain, A Hideous Monster of the Mind: American Race Theory in the Early Republic. (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2002); David Bindman, Ape to Apollo: Aesthetics and the Idea of Race in the 18th Century 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2002). For a classic study see: Winthrop Jordan, White Over Black: American 
Attitudes Toward the Negro, 1550-1812 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1968). 
8 Blackburn, American Crucible, 146.  
9 Seymour Drescher, The Mighty Experiment: Free Labor versus Slavery in British Emancipation (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2002). 
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scientific arguments abolitionists made by interpreting the same evidence to fit their own agenda.10 
But he confined his study to the “social sciences,” particularly demography and economics. 11 
Virtually ignored was the entire corpus of natural sciences—from chemistry to botany, geology to 
natural history—as well as medicine and technology. Yet they are central to this story. Drescher 
also focused exclusively on the British antislavery movement, whereas here the American story 
gets equal attention, as well as the wider Atlantic world of which it was a part.12 The transatlantic 
approach underscores the Anglo-American movement’s limitations. The abolitionist elite not only 
distanced their movement from the more radical Haitian Revolution, where enslaved and free 
people of color compelled the French government to issue an immediate emancipation decree in 
1794; elite abolitionists also explicitly supported America and Britain’s imperial expansion. By 
widening the geographic focus, the larger role men of science played, and the more complicated 
legacy they left, comes more clearly into view.  
Among historians of science, the antislavery movement has also received limited attention. 
In fact, until the past decade historians of science seemed to assume that “slavery and science had 
nothing to do with each other.”13  But a growing number of scholars have begun to challenge that 
assumption. Prominent naturalists in Europe relied upon slave-ship captains to collect natural 
curiosities from Africa’s shores, some have shown; others have detailed the ways European 
naturalists relied upon the knowledge of enslaved Africans to collect natural history objects and 
																																																								
10 Ibid., 87. 
11 For his definition of the “social sciences,” see page 6. 
12 The transatlantic orientation of this project builds upon the more recent abolitionist scholarship. For prominent 
recent studies with a transatlantic approach, see: Davis, Problem of Slavery in the Age of Emancipation; Sinha, The 
Slave’s Cause; Rael, Eighty-Eight Years; W. Caleb McDaniel, The Problem of Democracy in the Age of Slavery: 
Garrisonian Abolitionists and Transatlantic Reform (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2013); 
Christopher L. Brown, Moral Capital: Foundations of British Abolitionism (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2006); J.R. Oldfield, Transatlantic Abolitionism in the Age of Revolution: An International History of Anti-
Slavery, c. 1787-1820 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013). 
13 James Delbourgo, “Gardens of Life and Death,” British Journal for the History of Science, Vol. 43, No. 1 (March 
2010): 114. 
	6 
explore Africa’s interior.14 Scholars in the related subfields of the history of medicine and the 
history of technology have been somewhat more active. Like historians of science, they are as 
interested in the ways medicine and technology sustained slave regimes as they are in the ways the 
enslaved contributed to medical knowledge and technological innovation.15 But in all this 
																																																								
14 For prominent examples of scholarship linking the history of science (apart from the voluminous literature on 
medicine, race and slavery), see: Kathleen Murphy, “Collecting Slave Traders: James Petiver, Natural History, and 
the British Slave Trade,” The William and Mary Quarterly, Vol. 70, No. 4 (Oct. 2013): 637-70; Susan Scott Parrish, 
“Diasporic African Sources of Enlightenment Knowledge,” in Science and Empire in the Atlantic World, eds. James 
Delbourgo and Nicholas Dew (London: Routledge Press, 2008): 281-310. James Delbourgo, “The Newtonian Slave 
Body: Racial Enlightenment in the Atlantic World,” Atlantic Studies, Vol. 9, No. 2 (2012): 185-207; James Delbourgo, 
“Divers Things: Collecting the World Under Water,” History of Science 49:163 (Jun.. 2011): 149-85; Marcelo Aranda 
et al. “The circuits of the slave trade shaped the collection of natural curiosities and the construction of natural 
knowledge,” Atlantic Studies, Vol. 7, No. 4 (December 2010): 493-509; Londa Schiebinger, “Prospecting for Drugs: 
European Naturalists in the West Indies,” in Colonial Botany: Science, Commerce and Politics in the Early Modern 
World, eds. Londa Schiebinger and Claudia Swan (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005): 119-33; 
David Lambert, Mastering the Niger: James MacQueen’s African Geography and the Struggle over Atlantic Slavery 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013); Suman Seth, “Materialism, Slavery and The History of Jamaica,” Isis, 
Vol. 105, No. 4 (Dec. 2014): 759-63; Judith Carney, Black Rice: The African Origins of Rice Cultivation in the 
Americas (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001); Judith Carney and Richard N. Rosomoff, In the Shadow of 
Slavery: Africa's Botanical Legacy in the Atlantic World (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2009); Joyce 
Chaplin, An Anxious Pursuit: Agricultural Innovation and Modernity in the Lower South, 1730-1815 (Chapel Hill: 
The University of North Carolina Press, 1993). 
15 For examples of scholarship dealing with medicine and slavery, see: Sharla M. Fett, Working Cures: Healing, 
Healthy, and Power on Southern Slave Plantations (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002); Marie 
Schwartz, Birthing a Slave: Motherhood and Medicine in the Antebellum South (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 2006); Katherine Paugh, “Yaws, Syphilis, Sexuality, and the Circulation of Medical Knowledge in the British 
Caribbean and the Atlantic World,” Bulletin in the History of Medicine, Vol. 88, No. 2 (Summer 2014): 225-52; 
Michael Sappol, A Traffic of Dead Bodies: Anatomy and Embodied Social Identity in Nineteenth-Century America. 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002); Todd Savitt, Medicine and Slavery: The Diseases and Care of Blacks 
in Antebellum Virginia (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2006); Peter McCandless, Slavery, Disease and Suffering 
in the Southern Lowcountry (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011); Richard Sheridan, Doctors and Slaves: 
A Medical and Demographic History of Slavery in the British West Indies, 1680-1834 (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1985); Ann Fabian, Skull Collectors: Race, Science, and America’s Unburied Dead (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2010). For work on technology and slavery, see: Daniel Rood, “An International Harvest: 
The Second Slavery, the Virginia-Brazil Connection, and the Development of the McCormick Reaper,” in Slavery’s 
Capitalism, eds. Sven Beckert and Seth Rockman (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 2016), 87-104; Aaron 
Marrs, Railroads in the Old South: Pursuing Progress in a Slave Society (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
2009); Michele Gillespie, “Building Networks of Knowledge: Henry Merrell and Textile Manufacturing in the 
Antebellum South,” in Technology, Innovation, and Southern Industrialization: From the Antebellum Era to the 
Computer Age, eds. Susanna Delfino and Michele Gillespie (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2009), 97-124; 
Angela Lakwete, Inventing the Cotton Gin: Machine and Myth in Antebellum America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University, Press, 2003); Maria Portuondo, “Plantation Factories: Science and Technology in Late-Eighteenth-
Century Cuba,” Technology and Culture, Vol. 44, No. 2 (Apr. 2003): 231-57; Chaplin, Anxious Pursuits. For a classic 
article on planters’ embrace of technology, see: R. Keith Aufhauser, “Slavery and Technological Change,” Journal of 
Economic History, Vol. 34, No. 1 (1974): 39-50.  
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literature, the relationship between science and antislavery, in contrast to slavery, remains poorly 
studied.  
Exploring science’s role in the antislavery movement does not merely fill in these gaps. 
More importantly, it opens a new line of inquiry into a broader debate that has recently been 
resurgent: the relationship between slavery and capitalism.16  Driving much of this scholarship is 
the desire to overturn “one of the most persistent myths in American history”—namely that slavery 
was relic of pre-modern era, confined to a few southern states and the Caribbean, and had little to 
do with the industrial, modern capitalist economies that would “inevitably” replace it.17  Though 
acknowledging their debt to past historians, the current research has uncovered many new 
connections linking slavery to capitalism’s rise. Banks in New York and London traded in 
securities underwritten by the value of slaves. Slaveholders eagerly purchased and even pioneered 
modern technologies like steam engines and steamboats. The nation’s leading universities, 
incubators of economic development, owned slaves, sold slaves, and grew rich from trustee 
donations based on slave labor.18 But for all the merits of this new scholarship, it takes as an article 
of faith that Enlightenment era economic arguments about slavery’s inefficiencies created the myth 																																																								
16 The literature on slavery and capitalism is vast, much of it indebted to Eric William’s pioneering study Capitalism 
and Slavery (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1944). Prominent works to recently revitalize the literature 
on capitalism and slavery include: Slavery’s Capitalism, eds. Beckert et al; Edward Baptist, The Half Has Never Been 
Told (New York: Basic Books, 2014); Sven Beckert, Empire of Cotton: A Global History (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 2014); Walter Johnson, River of Dark Dreams: Slavery and Empire in the Cotton Kingdom (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2013); Greg Grandin, The Empire of Necessity: Slavery, Freedom, and Deception in the 
New World (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2014); Seth Rockman, Scraping By: Wage Labor, Slavery, and Survival 
in Early Baltimore (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009); Calvin Schermerhorn, The Business of Slavery 
and the Rise of American Capitalism, 1815-1860 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2015); Joshua Rothman, Flush 
Times and Fever Dreams: A Story of Capitalism and Slavery in the Age of Jackson (Athens: University of Georgia 
Press, 2012). For older and important contributions to this debate, on the American side, see: Robert Fogel and Stanley 
Engerman, Time on the Cross: The Economics of American Slavery (New York: Little, Brown, & Co., 1974); on the 
British side, see: Drescher, Econocide: British Slavery in the Era of Abolition (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh 
Press, 1977). See also: The Antislavery Debate: Capitalism and Abolitionism as a Problem of Historical 
Interpretation, ed. Thomas Bender (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992). 
17 Sven Beckert and Seth Rockman, “Introduction,” Slavery’s Capitalism, 6. 
18 See: Craig Steven Wilder, Ebony & Ivy: Race, Slavery, and the Troubled History of America’s Universities (New 
York: Bloomsbury Press, 2013); Wilder’s work is also included in Slavery’s Capitalism; see: “War and Priests: 
Catholic Colleges and Slavery in the Age of Revolution,” 227-42. 
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of slavery’s backwardness.19 Exploring abolitionists’ scientific arguments provides an alternative 
view. Rather than challenge the current scholarship, it helps explain how the narrative it seeks to 
undermine—slavery’s incompatibility with modernity—got there in the first place. Science and 
technology symbolized modernity as much as capitalism; thus to understand how antislavery men 
of science linked their work to the abolitionist cause is to see anew how slavery came be seen as 
backward. 
 
Men of science who actively aided the organized antislavery movement are at the center of 
this narrative. Studying their private correspondence and hand-written journals, their published 
essays, maps and lectures, and how their work made its way into abolitionist literature and the 
halls of Congress and Parliament, allows us to see that scientific arguments were not simply used 
without men of science’s consent; to the contrary, men of science actively crafted scientific ideas 
to help the abolitionist agenda. While their scientific arguments and methods may appear 
“unscientific” by contemporary standards, dismissing their work as mere “pseudoscience” would 
be fundamentally ahistorical: these men saw their work as legitimate, as did their contemporaries. 
Most historians of science now agree that scientific knowledge was not, and is not, an abstract 
body of truths that humans beings need only to discover: it is something that human beings actively 
																																																								
19 See: Baptist, The Half Has Never Been Told, xvi; Beckert and Rockman, “Introduction,” Slavery’s Capitalism, 4, 
9; John Majewski, “Why Did Northerners Oppose the Expansion of Slavery? Economic Development and Education 
in the Limestone South,” in Slavery’s Capitalism, 277; Johnson, River of Dark Dreams, 6, 12. Among the first modern 
scholars to cement the view of slavery and slaveholders as “backward” was Eugene Genovese, see: Eugene Genovese, 
The Political Economy of Slavery: Studies in the Economy & Society of the Slave South (New York: Pantheon Books, 
1965). For older scholarship detailing the ways eighteenth and nineteenth century economic thought depicted slavery 
as a hindrance on economic progress, see: Davis, Slavery and Human Progress, xiii-xv, 113-14; Eric Foner, Free Soil, 
Free Labor, Free Men: The Ideology of the Republican Party Before the Civil War (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1970), 40-72. It should be noted that another focus of the older scholarship on slavery and capitalism centers 
on whether abolitionism itself grew out of an economic shift toward capitalism; this was the second major argument 
of William’s Capitalism and Slavery. My work is not intended to wade into those debates. 
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create in an attempt to understand the material world. As such, it is subject to the same personal 
biases and political forces that impinge upon all human knowledge.20  
Focusing on elite men of science and the organized antislavery societies they aided is not 
done in ignorance of enslaved and free blacks’ agency; rather, it is precisely in debt to the recent 
scholarship underscoring the black contribution to science and antislavery that the elite figures 
here appear in a more critical light.21  Moreover, the enslaved and free people of color, as well as 
white women, who do feature prominently in this work—Benjamin Banneker, an early black 
astronomer; Frances Wright, an early white feminist and abolitionist; Paul Cuffe, a free black sailor 
and prominent advocate of black colonization—are understood as genuine scientific thinkers. That 
their white colleagues refused to accept them as such (or, in Banneker’s case, only to “prove” 
African intelligence) helps explain why the role science played in the antislavery movement left 
such an ambiguous legacy.  
 
Understanding science’s role within the antislavery movement requires a basic 
understanding of the nature of science in this period.22 During the late stages of the Enlightenment, 																																																								
20 For classic works helping to develop and conceptualize this “social constructivist,” anti-Whiggish view of science, 
see: Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962); Bruno 
Latour, Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers Through Society (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1988); Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air-Pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the Experimental 
Life (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985). 
21 Much of the recent scholarship on abolitionism, particularly on the American side of the movement, stresses the 
centrality of enslaved and free men and women’s agency in fomenting a larger movement. See, for instance: Sinha, 
The Slave’s Cause; Rael, Eighty-Eight Years; Prophets of Protest: Reconsidering the History of American 
Abolitionism, eds. Timothy P. McCarthy and John Stauffer (New York: The New Press, 2006); Davis, Problem of 
Slavery in the Age of Emancipation, esp. chap. 8. Sinha in particular has been the most strident in attacking what she 
sees as a tendency among academic historians to cast abolitionists as “bourgeois reformers burdened by racial 
paternalism and economic conservativism” (Slave’s Cause, 1). Despite my indebtedness to Sinha’s work, I believe 
her black-centered approach conflates the crucial distinctions between black and white abolitionists. In general, white 
abolitionists’ views on race, economics, and the pace of change differed markedly from the views of black women 
and men, enslaved and free, who they tried to help. To recast all abolitionists as radical visionaries on account of 
blacks’ centrality to the movement is to elide these crucial distinctions.  
22 The following summary is taken largely from Roy Porter, “Introduction,” in Cambridge History of Science: Vol. 4: 
Eighteenth Century, ed. Roy Porter (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 1-20. For other useful summaries 
on the sciences in the Enlightenment, see: Thomas L. Hankins, Science and the Enlightenment (New York: Cambridge 
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roughly between the latter eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, discrete if still fluid 
disciplines began to take shape. “Natural philosophy,” the general term for science for much of the 
seventeenth century, gradually gave way to more recognizably contemporary fields—chemistry, 
geology, biology.23 Experimentation became a hallmark of scientific research, with a host of 
instruments, from electrical machines and barometers, to microscopes and telescopes, being used 
to conduct scientific studies. Public audiences flocked to public scientific lectures, as eager to learn 
as they were to be entertained. Scientific institutions spread across the globe, both in Europe and 
their colonial outposts. In 1743, Benjamin Franklin, a key figure in this story, founded the 
American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia, which was itself modeled on the Royal Society 
in London. Universities and governments gradually caught up, with colleges funding new 
professorships in botany, medicine and chemistry, and governments paying for innumerable 
scientific expeditions. Though original scientific discoveries still appeared in popular newspapers 
and learned magazines, a slate of new scientific journals sprang up to support all the new research.  
Yet for all of science’s growth, its officially recognized practitioners were almost 
exclusively educated white men.24 Apart from physicians and university professors, science still 
tended to be an unpaid gentlemanly hobby; partly as a result, men who were already wealthy, or 
found wealthy patrons, had the time to experiment, explore and write scholarly treatise. Though 
these “men of science”—a term aptly reflecting their genteel aspirations—often relied upon 
																																																								
University Press, 2003); William Clark, Jan Golinski, and Simon Schaffer, “Introduction,” in The Sciences in 
Enlightenment Europe, eds. William Clark Jan Golinski, and Simon Schaffer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1999), 3-31. 
23 Porter, “Introduction,” in Cambridge History of Science: Vol. 4: Eighteenth Century, 5, 14. For a skeptical view 
about whether “natural philosophy” was ever itself a unified field, see: Simon Schaffer, “Natural Philosophy,” in The 
Ferment of Knowledge: Studies in the Historiography of Eighteenth-Century Science, eds. G.S. Rousseau and Roy 
Porter (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 55-92. 
24 Steven Shapin, “The Image of the Man of Science,” in Cambridge History of Science: Vol. 4: Eighteenth Century, 
159-83. 
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marginalized people to conduct their work, their contributions were rarely acknowledged.25 The 
private journals of Adam Afzelius, an abolitionist and the chief botanist in the British antislavery 
colony Sierra Leone, received help from a formerly enslaved woman known only as “Mrs. Logan” 
to scour the colony for profitable goods.26  William Allen, a wealthy pharmaceutical owner, 
chemist and leading British abolitionist in the early nineteenth century, relied upon James Wise, a 
black settler in Sierra Leone, to collect exotic plants for “a member of the Linnaean Society,” the 
premier botanical society in London.27  Yet none of these figures received acknowledgment for 
their work. 
Despite the exclusivity of this gentlemanly club, men of science generally argued that their 
research would be to the “benefit of mankind.” In addition, they believed that the diffusion of 
scientific knowledge would awaken society to its grossest moral abuses. In Opticks (1704) Isaac 
Newton, an idol to many men of science in this story, wrote that as scientific knowledge expanded, 
“the bounds of Moral Philosophy will also be enlarged.”28 Joseph Priestley, a great admirer of 
Newton who discovered oxygen and endorsed abolitionism, echoed this view, writing that, through 
the cultivation of scientific knowledge, “the security, and happiness of mankind are daily 
improved. ”29 By the turn of the nineteenth century, men of science held unparalleled authority; 
they were uniquely positioned to bring that authority to bear on the problem of slavery. Though 
																																																								
25 See: Patricia Fara, “Marginalized Practices,” in Cambridge History of Science: Vol. 4: Eighteenth Century, 485-
508; Londa Schiebinger, “The Philosopher’s Beard: Women and Gender in Science,” in Cambridge History of 
Science: Vol. 4: Eighteenth Century, 184-210; James Delbourgo and Nicholas Dew, “Introduction: The Far Side of 
the Ocean,” in Science and Empire in the Atlantic World, eds. Delbourgo et al (New York: Routledge, 2008), 1-28. 
26 Adam Afzelius Sierra Leone Journal, 1795-1796, edited and translated by Alexander P. Kup (Uppsala: Almqvist & 
Wiksell, 1967). Afzelius, May 22, 1795, Sierra Leone Journal, 16; Afzelius, May 23, Sierra Leone Journal, 16; Jan. 
4, 1796, Sierra Leone Journal, 39. According to Kup’s footnotes, Mrs. Logan was the wife of a black settler, Mr. 
Logan, who was certainly a Nova Scotian and formerly a slave in Virginia See, Sierra Leone Journal, fn. 54r, 88-89. 
27 William Allen to James Wise, March 28, 1814, Mss. African Correspondence. Held by GlaxoSmithKline. 
28 Cited in Porter, “Introduction,” Cambridge History of Science: Vol. 4: Eighteenth Century, 12. 
29 Joseph Priestley, The History and Present State of Electricity (London, 1767), iv.  
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this enlightened scientific culture did not cause the men of science to embrace abolitionism, it did 
provide them with the means to critique slavery using the logic of science.  
 
Understanding science’s role within the antislavery movement also requires a brief 
overview of the antislavery movement itself. The first abolitionist societies in Britain and early 
America shared striking similarities to eighteenth century scientific societies; often, their 
memberships overlapped. The most prominent antislavery organizations—the Pennsylvania 
Abolition Society, founded in 1775; London’s Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave 
Trade, established in 1787; and their auxiliaries and successors—were exclusively white, 
exclusively male. 30  The connections members of these societies had to government officials 
meant that these societies held an inordinate amount of power; as a result, they established the 
initial framework for how emancipation would occur, and on whose terms. Several of their 
members had also been slaveholders, and like their southern and Caribbean counterparts, they 
shared a paternalistic attitude toward enslaved and free people of color. Moreover, the antislavery 
elite felt that they understood the mind of the “enlightened” planter better than anyone else. The 
gradual agenda they favored reflected these views. Most of the emancipation decrees enacted by 
all six northern states by 1804 required that slaves serve well into their twenties.31 Slave-owners, 
not slaves, should be compensated. Rather than free slaves immediately, as occurred during the 
																																																								
30 The following summary of the antislavery movement is taken from the following works: Blackburn, American 
Crucible, esp. chaps. 7-14; Seymour Drescher, Abolition: A History of Slavery and Antislavery (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2009), esp. chaps. 5-11; Richard Newman, The Transformation of American Abolitionism: Fighting 
Slavery in the Early Republic (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 2002). Other useful works include: David 
Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution, 1770-1823 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1975); 
Sinha, The Slave’s Cause; Rael, Eighty-Eight Years; Brown, Moral Capital; David Brion Davis, Inhuman Bondage: 
The Rise and Fall of Slavery in the New World (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006); Ira Berlin, The Long 
Emancipation: The Demise of Slavery in the United States (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2015); Oldfield, 
Transatlantic Abolitionism in the Age of Revolution. 
31 Sinha, Slave’s Cause, chap. 3. 
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Haitian Revolution, they reasoned it was better to cut off the supply of slaves from Africa and let 
the institution die out slowly. When the governments of the United States and Britain jointly 
abolished the transatlantic slave trade in 1807, their work appeared to be paying off. 
 But in the first few decades of the nineteenth century, slavery only expanded. By 1815, 
there were more slaves in the United States, the Caribbean and Brazil—the dominant plantation 
societies—than on the eve of abolitionism’s rise: 3,000,000 in 1815, compared to 2,340,000 in 
1770.32  Slavery’s spread stemmed, at least in part, from the very scientific innovations that 
antislavery men of science argued would defeat it. Though abolitionist leaders were loath to admit 
it, slaveholders eagerly adopted new technologies.33  Eli Whitney’s fabled cotton gin, invented in 
1793, not only put slave-picked cotton at the centers of the American and British economies for 
the next seventy years, it also spurred astronomical slave increases: Georgia’s enslaved population 
doubled between 1790 and 1800, to 21,000; in South Carolina, it nearly quadrupled between 1790 
and 1810, to 70,000.34   
Even as slavery grew, the abolitionist elite continued to embrace gradualist measures. 
Britain doubled down on policing the slave trade and passed decrees designed to reduce slavery’s 
harshness in the West Indies, a process called amelioration.35 Both British and American 
abolitionists endorsed the creation of free labor agricultural settlements, whether out west or in 
Britain’s expanding eastern empire; over time, they believed, these new settlements would out-
																																																								
32 Blackburn, American Crucible, Table 1, p. x. 
33 For examples, see: Daniel Rood, “An International Harvest: The Second Slavery, the Virginia-Brazil Connection, 
and the Development of the McCormick Reaper,” in Slavery’s Capitalism; Aaron Marrs, Railroads in the Old South; 
Michele Gillespie, “Building Networks of Knowledge: Henry Merrell and Textile Manufacturing in the Antebellum 
South,” in Technology, Innovation, and Southern Industrialization; Angela Lakwete, Inventing the Cotton Gin; Maria 
Portuondo, “Plantation Factories: Science and Technology in Late-Eighteenth-Century Cuba,” Technology and 
Culture; R. Keith Aufhauser, “Slavery and Technological Change,” Journal of Economic History.  
34 Beckert, Empire of Cotton, chap. 5 (digital edition, no page numbers). 
35 For studies of amelioration, see: Christa Dierksheide, Amelioration and Empire: Progress and Slavery in the 
Plantation Americas (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2014); J.R. Ward, British West Indian Slavery, 
1750-1834: The Process of Amelioration (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988). 
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perform slave plantations. By the 1820s, the abolitionist elite, particularly in the United States, 
conceded that gradual emancipation would only occur if freed slaves were voluntarily resettled, 
an idea called colonization. Though historians have only recently begun to acknowledge it, 
colonization was in fact critical to the early antislavery agenda.36 Slaveholders demanded it; 
abolitionists remained ambivalent about free blacks’ place in white societies; in any event, the 
rapid curtailment of black civil rights in the North seemed to leave no other option. In 1821, most 
free blacks in New York lost the right to vote. In the new states of Ohio and Indiana, they were 
barred from buying federal land.37 Since 1786, Massachusetts outlawed interracial marriage.38 
Indeed, segregation came to the North long before it went south. To address these realities, 
American antislavery leaders worked closely with the British abolitionists supporting Sierra 
Leone, founded as a free black colony in 1787; their efforts in turn laid the groundwork for Liberia, 
the American free black colony founded roughly thirty years later. 
Only in the 1830s did the abolitionist movement experience a drastic transformation.39 
During this so-called “second-wave,” where this work leaves off, a rising and well-organized free 
black community in the North joined with less elite, more radical white abolitionists, as well as 																																																								
36 For an excellent summary of the historiography on colonization, see: Samantha Seeley, “Beyond the American 
Colonization Society,” History Compass 14:3 (Mar. 2016): 93-104. For more recent historical revisions that 
underscore the antislavery intentions of northern auxiliaries of the national American Colonization Society, see: Eric 
Burin, Slavery and the Peculiar Solution: A History of the American Colonization Society (Gainesville: University 
Press of Florida, 2005); Beverly Tomek, Colonization and its Discontents: Emancipation, Emigration, and Antislavery 
in Antebellum Pennsylvania (New York: New York University Press, 2010). See also the forthcoming essay 
collection: Reconsiderations and Redirections in the Study of African Colonization, eds. Beverly Tomek and Matthew 
Hetrick (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, forthcoming); Nicholas Guyatt, “‘The Outskirts of Our Happiness’: 
Race and the Lure of Colonization in the Early Republic,” Journal of American History, Vol. 95, No. 4 (Mar. 2009): 
986-1011. Douglas Egerton, “‘It’s Origin is Not a Little Curious: A New Look at the American Colonization Society’,” 
The Journal of the Early Republic, Vol. 5, No. 4 (1985): 263–80; Davis, Problem of Slavery in the Age of 
Emancipation, chaps. 3-7. 
37 Blackburn, American Crucible, 245-46. 
38 Guyatt, Bind Us Apart, 173.  
39 See: Newman, Transformation of American Abolitionism, chaps. 4-6; Davis, Problem of Slavery in the Age of 
Emancipation, chap. 7; Rael, Eighty-Eight Years, chaps. 5-6; Sinha, The Slave’s Cause, chap. 7. For a classic essay 
explaining the shift from gradualism to immediatism, see: David Brion Davis, “The Emergence of Immediatism in 
British and American Antislavery Thought,” The Mississippi Valley Historical Review, Vol. 49, No. 2 (1962): 209-
30. 
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middle class white women. They demanded the immediate, rather than gradual end to slavery, and 
they defended, rather than distanced themselves from, slave revolts, often arguing that they were 
an inevitable consequence of slavery’s continuation. Moreover, the earlier generation’s careful 
appeals to planters’ reason gave way to fiery appeals to the moral conscience of the populace at 
large. Yet these “immediatist” abolitionists were now deemed a radical fringe, and while not all 
men of science rejected them, their influence within the radical movement waned. Only in Britain 
did gradualists manage to keep a hold on the mainstream movement long enough to dictate the 
course of British emancipation. In 1833, Parliament officially emancipated all of its 800,000 
slaves, but on the condition that planters be compensated at the extraordinary sum of £20 million, 
roughly forty percent of Britain’s annual gross domestic product.40  Slaves would also serve 
another five years as unpaid labor while they were being “prepared” for freedom. That British 
legislators famously called their emancipation scheme a “mighty experiment” aptly reflected the 
legacy men of science left.41 British emancipation was less an example to be followed than a social 
experiment whose results remained unknown. The early abolitionist elite could be remembered as 
the liberators, while the formerly enslaved would have to prove that they were capable of freedom. 
 
  The chapters that follow uncover the many ways men of science contributed to this larger 
narrative. The story begins in Britain, at the heart of the Industrial Revolution. The men of science 
who helped invent the core machinery fueling Britain’s industrialization were among the first to 
extol science’s potential to gradually abolish slavery. Men like Erasmus Darwin, the grandfather 
of Charles, the potter and inventor Josiah Wedgwood, and Joseph Priestley contended that 
																																																								
40 Drescher: Mighty Experiment, 136. 
41 This quote is from Edward Stanley, the colonial secretary who opened the final debates on the emancipation bill 
using that phrase, on May 14, 1833; see: Drescher, the Mighty Experiment, 123. Drescher reaches a similar conclusion 
about British emancipation’s legacy; see Mighty Experiment, 123-24. 
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planters’ adoption of new technologies would gradually reduce the need for slave labor. Some 
even mused that sugar itself might one day be made in a chemical laboratory, eradicating the need 
for plantations entirely.42 When the Haitian Revolutions broke out in the 1790s, however, these 
men were forced to grapple with a more radical emancipatory program. Years before his grandson, 
Erasmus Darwin began to develop his own evolutionary theories; he suggested that slavery was 
an inevitable aspect of human development, albeit one that a future, more enlightened age—and 
one guided by science—would eventually overcome.43 In 1794, Priestley’s perceived radicalism 
forced him to flee to the United States. There he got to see up close how the American variant of 
abolitionism was taking shape.  
The new nation’s leading men of science—Benjamin Franklin and Benjamin Rush—each 
served as president of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society, and both found ways to incorporate 
antislavery views into their scientific work. Franklin published a map of the Gulf Stream wind 
system that cut the new republic off from the Caribbean and Africa, and thus the slave systems 
they represented.44 Rush not only attributed a host of medical diseases to slavery, he also argued 
that blackness itself was the symptom of a disease that slavery made worse. In time, he argued, 
blacks might even turn white.45 Benjamin Banneker, one of the few black men of science to be 
																																																								
42 See: Erasmus Darwin, Phytologia: or the philosophy of agriculture and gardening. With the theory of draining 
morasses and with an improved construction of the drill plough (London, 1800): 78, 597. 
43 Erasmus Darwin, The Progress of Society, or the Temple of Nature, in The Poetry of Erasmus Darwin: Enlightened 
Spaces, Romantic Times (Farnham: Ashgate, 2013), ed. Martin Priestman, “Appendix A: The Progress of Society, or 
the Temple of Nature by Erasmus Darwin,” 259-282. I draw upon the insights of Patricia Fara, in Erasmus Darwin: 
Sex, Science, and Serendipity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 248-51. Fara discusses the general 
revolutionary violence of the 1790s and its impact on Darwin; here I focus on the events in Haiti. 
44 Benjamin Franklin, “A Letter from Dr. Benjamin Franklin, to Mr. Alphonsus le Roy, Member of Several Academies, 
at Paris. Containing Sundry Maritime Observations,” Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. 2 
(1786), 294-329. Here I build upon an argument made by Joyce Chaplin, in First Scientific American (New York: 
Basic Books, 2006), 319-322. Chaplin focused on how the last version of Franklin’s Gulf Stream map cut out mainland 
Britain, whereas I focus on Africa and the Caribbean, which were also cut out. 
45 Benjamin Rush, “Observations Intended to Favour a Supposition That the Black Color (As It Is Called) of the 
Negroes Is Derived from the Leprosy,” Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. 4 (1799): 297. 
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publicly recognized as such, flatly rejected these racial assumptions.46 He also understood that his 
acceptance as a man of science was conditional: white abolitionists touted his scientific skills only 
as “proof” of black intelligence, not for the genuine insights they offered. To appreciate Banneker 
as a legitimate man of science is thus to revise a common perception that narrows our 
understanding him: that he was an early voice in the radical black protest tradition.47 By 
foregrounding his scientific work, he becomes a far more ambivalent abolitionist, one who allowed 
elite white abolitionists to use his work so long as it meant his scientific achievements would be 
more widely recognized.  
Long before the colonization movement gained steam in the United States, Britain had 
pioneered the idea of a repatriating freed slaves to Africa, with the creation of Sierra Leone in 
1787. British naturalists, physicians and explorers, though rarely recognized, played a central role 
depicting the West African settlement as ideal for former slaves. Throughout the 1770s and into 
the early 1800s, they touted Sierra Leone’s natural environment, its climate and soil, as a superior 
alternative to West Indian plantations.48 Their work proved pivotal to the colony’s creation, as well 
as to fending off later criticisms. Yet these men of science seldom acknowledged the help they 
received from formerly enslaved women and men who first settled the colony. Many of these 
settlers were former American slaves who risked their lives escaping to British lines during the 
American Revolution to claim their freedom. Britain granted them freedom, but like the northern 
																																																								
46 See: Benjamin Banneker to Thomas Jefferson, Aug. 19, 1791, Papers of Thomas Jefferson (PTJ), 22:49-54. For 
Banneker’s manuscript copy, see: Benjamin Banneker, Astronomical Journal, Mss. 2700, Maryland Historical 
Society. 
47 For scholars placing Banneker with the radical protest tradition, see: Sinha, Slave’s Cause, 144-46; Newman, 
“‘Good Communication Corrects Bad Manners’,” in Contesting Slavery, eds. John Craig Hammond and Matthew 
Masons, 69-93; William L. Andrews, “Benjamin Banneker's Revision of Thomas Jefferson” in Genius in Bondage: 
Literature of the Early Black Atlantic, eds. Vincent Carretta and Philip Gould (Louisville: University of Kentucky, 
2001), 218-241. 
48 For examples, see: Memoirs of John Fothergill, ed. John Coakley Lettsom (London, 1786), 69-70; Henry 
Smeathman to Thomas Knowles, c. July 1783 (Second Letter), New-Jerusalem Magazine (1790): 286, 288; Thomas 
Winterbottom, An Account of the Native Africans in the Neighborhood of Sierra Leone (London, 1803). 
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states of America, proved incapable of incorporating them into British society. To bring these 
black Atlantic figures into the story is to see both the black contribution to Western science and 
antislavery, as well as how it got erased.  
Sierra Leone’s survival, if not quite its economic success, sustained American abolitionist 
interest in the idea of colonization. By the late 1810s and 1820s, many white antislavery leaders 
accepted the voluntary resettlement of free blacks to Liberia; alternatively, they embraced 
destinations that a few black leaders themselves were willing to back, whether in Haiti or 
somewhere along the western frontier. Some of the early republic’s most esteemed men of science 
avidly endorsed colonization schemes; they too found ways to infuse their arguments with 
scientific justifications. William Maclure, the nation’s first geologist, wrote that the geology of the 
Ohio River Valley was best suited to free, as opposed to slave, labor.49 Benjamin Silliman, Yale’s 
first chemistry professor, defended himself against radical abolitionist attacks by arguing that, had 
the northern climate and soil been as hospitable to plantation agriculture as the South, slavery 
would have just as easily flourished in New England.50 Exploring their efforts to build the early 
republic’s burgeoning scientific institutions, from its journals to its universities, also helps explain 
their refusal to adopt more radical antislavery measures. These men had become dependent on 
slaveholders to raise funds for their universities’ natural history collections, and to house, clothe 
and feed them on their geological expeditions. They in part endorsed a more conservative 
antislavery position—colonization—in order to accommodate their slaveholding patrons’ 
concerns.  
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Only Maclure would become radicalized in the later 1820s, largely on account of meeting 
the early feminist and abolitionist, Frances Wright. Like him, she was a recent British émigré and 
a scientific enthusiast. The inheritor of a large family fortune, she refurbished an old Manhattan 
church and rebranded it the Hall of Science in 1829, reflecting her belief that, through the diffusion 
of scientific knowledge, the public’s moral sense would be awakened. Yet she had ample evidence 
that science could not cure all. A few years earlier, she purchased a slave plantation in western 
Tennessee, named Nashoba, hoping that she could prove to planters that slaves could be taught to 
be more efficient laborers.51 Through scientific management and a science-based education, 
modeled on Maclure’s educational theories, slaves would not only earn their owners enough 
money to buy their own freedom but also to resettle them wherever they chose. “A masterpiece of 
Logical reasoning,” Maclure called Wright’s experimental plantation, after making a visit in 
1826.52 When Wright’s experiment failed, she turned again to Maclure’s theories to explain why: 
slavery had so corrupted the minds of slaves, she argued, that they barely stood a chance of 
reversing their degradation.53  
While American abolitionists struggled over the feasibility of resettling freed slaves, 
British abolitionists deepened their commitment to colonization projects. Of course, Britain did 
not have to worry about resettling their West Indian slaves—they were already, in effect, 
“colonized” in the Caribbean, where the slave population ran to nearly ninety percent. But 
abolitionists hoped to prove that free labor agricultural colonies established in places like Southeast 
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Asia and West Africa, and worked by indigenous populations, would demonstrate the superiority 
of free labor. The British chemist and pharmaceutical manufacturer, William Allen, became a 
leading abolitionist in the 1810s and 1820s, and much of his effort went into improving Sierra 
Leone’s agricultural output. In part, he relied on Paul Cuffe, the black Massachusetts sailor, to help 
him ship modern agricultural “machines” and experimental seeds to the colony.54 Allen also 
highlighted the work of abolitionists in Britain’s new Southeast Asian territories, acquired shortly 
after the Napoleonic Wars. He worked closely with Thomas Stamford Raffles, for instance, a 
prominent naturalist and abolitionist who helped the British colonize Singapore in 1822. Raffles 
not only touted the climate and soil of various Southeast Asian islands as ideal for free labor 
plantations, he also explained away an indigenous form of slave labor he discovered, shifting the 
blame away from the natural environment and onto the foreign rulers he hoped to oust.55  
Despite these efforts, Britain’s West Indian slave-owners remained unmoved. Throughout 
the 1820s, they refused to adopt even the most modest amelioration reforms, be they allowing 
slaves a day of rest or abolishing the whip. After decades arguing that new technologies would 
also help ameliorate the burden on slaves, British abolitionists began to adopt a more 
confrontational tone. Now they insisted that planters’ refusal to adopt new technologies was 
evidence of their backwardness.56  Their strident critiques came in response to a growing, more 
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radical mass movement. By the early 1830s, women, preachers, and working class petitioners 
began to demand the immediate end to slavery. They were themselves reacting to a wave of 
carefully coordinated slave revolts in the British Caribbean. Anxious not to lose their grip on the 
movement, Britain’s abolitionist elite cast emancipation not as a radical crusade against slavery, 
but as a careful “experiment.” Arguments about the scientific and technological backwardness of 
slaveholders appeared throughout the final Parliamentary debates over slavery; while they were 
hardly the only ones abolitionists made in the run-up to emancipation, they left a lasting legacy. 
Slavery came to be seen as a relic of a pre-modern era, slaveholders the enemies of science. ♦
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Chapter 1 
 Full Steam Ahead 
 
When the newly established Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade met in 
London on July 5, 1787, its members decided that the organization needed an official seal. The 
seal could be stamped on antislavery pamphlets or engraved on a host of affordable consumer 
products—pins, bracelets, snuffboxes: anything that British and American consumers might easily 
purchase to advertise the cause. “Resolved,” the society’s minutes recorded on July 5, “That a Seal 
be engraved for the use of this Society” and that it “prepare a design for the same. ”57 A little over 
a month later, the society elected a new member, the inventor and wealthy potter Josiah 
Wedgwood, who they immediately enlisted in the project. Likely with Wedgwood’s help, the seal 
design committee came up with an image that featured “an African in Chains in a supplicating 
Posture, with the Motto ‘Am I not a Man & a Brother’” on October 16. 58   By the end of the year, 
Wedgwood was back at his factory in Stoke-on-Trent, about 170 miles northwest of London, 
working with his artists and hundreds of employees, to create what would become the most 
recognizable piece of antislavery paraphernalia the movement ever produced. 59  
 Through the mass production of “Am I Not a Man and a Brother?” medallions, Wedgwood 
played an outsized role popularizing the antislavery cause. In the streets of London, Philadelphia, 																																																								
57Fair Minute Books of the Committee for the Abolition of the Slave Trade, May 22, 1787 - July 9, 1819. British 
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58 SEAST Minute Book, Mss., mf., Oct. 16, 1787.  
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Book (17 Feb. 1786 - 28 Dec. 1787), Etruria 53 (300016), entry for Dec. 7, 1787. For an overview of the medallion’s 
creation, see: J. R. Oldfield, Popular Politics and British Anti-Slavery: The Mobilisation of Public Opinion against 
the Slave Trade, 1787-1807 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1995), 156, 155-184. See also: Marcus Wood, 
The Horrible Gift of Freedom: Atlantic Slavery and the Representation of Emancipation (Athens: University of 
Georgia Press, 2010), esp. 35-89; Martha Katz-Hyman, “Doing Good While Doing Well: The Decision to Manufacture 
Products that Supported the Abolition of the Slave Trade and Slavery in Great Britain,” Slavery & Abolition, Vol. 29, 
No. 2, (June 2008): 219-31. For image of medallion, see: Figure 2 at end of chapter. 
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Birmingham and New York, hundreds of antislavery supporters, many of them middle-class 
women, could soon be seen donning the medallion on any number of Wedgwood products.60 
“Several wore them in bracelets, and others had them fitted up in an ornamental manner as pins 
for their hair,” wrote Thomas Clarkson, a leader of the London abolition society.61  
Wedgwood’s skills at marketing undoubtedly helped him seize the growing market for 
things fashionable and virtuous.62 But less appreciated is the extent to which Wedgwood relied 
upon scientific knowledge to marshal an audience for the antislavery medallions. Wedgwood was 
elected to the Royal Society, England’s most prestigious scientific body, in 1783, and throughout 
his professional life he avidly followed the day’s latest scientific developments.63 Chemists, 
geologists, physicians and naturalists would in fact play an important role shaping the making and 
marketing of the antislavery medallion. Chemists helped Wedgwood understand how to 
manipulate dyes and earthenware, which in turn produced more attractive medallions; geologists 
helped him search for new raw materials, which he would then use for the medallions. Medical 
theories and natural history also informed the medallion’s imagery. Scientific ideas about the 
physiological basis of emotions suggested that a supplicant slave, begging for his freedom, would 
better induce sympathy, rather than fear, in the minds of his white, often female consumers. The 
slave’s scant clothing evoked the notion, partly rooted in natural history, that indigenous Africans 
existed in a more peaceful, primitive state of nature prior to their enslavement.  
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Wedgwood absorbed many of these ideas by corresponding with a group of men of science, 
from Benjamin Franklin and Joseph Priestley to Erasmus Darwin, whose scientific work is often 
viewed as having helped lay the foundation for the Industrial Revolution.64 Exploring these men 
together not only reveals how the very idea that scientific progress would help destroy slavery 
came into being: it also offers an alternative way to understand the Industrial Revolution’s 
relationship to abolitionism. For decades, historians of antislavery have largely understood the 
Industrial Revolution as an economic event. Equating industrialization with capitalism, they have 
fiercely debated the extent to which the emergence of industrial capitalist economies influenced 
the rise of abolitionism, if it even did so at all.65  But to understand the Industrial Revolution 
primarily through the lens of science, rather than economics, shifts our attention away from the 
question of capitalism’s relationship to antislavery, and towards science’s relationship to 
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antislavery. In the process, we see how the men of science associated with the Industrial 
Revolution began to cast science as the enemy of slavery. At the same time, we see how their 
idyllic representation of the scientific process helped conceal the ways their scientific work 
depended on slave labor and legitimated new social inequalities that would eventually prove the 
early, gradualist movement’s undoing.  
Scientific ideas provided all these men with a means to critique established hierarchies. 
Wedgwood, Priestley and Franklin had each been born to families of modest means and saw the 
rigid social hierarchies that defined the eighteenth century Atlantic World as impositions on their 
own social advancement. By the time of the American Revolution, they began to parlay their 
reformist politics into the very content of their scientific writing. Wedgwood wrote that Priestley 
and Franklin’s experiments with electricity should make “the great ones of the Earth tremble,” 
while Priestley, whose own experiments led to the discovery of oxygen, noted that even the sight 
of an “air-pump, or an electrical machine” should give “English hierarchy…equal reason to 
tremble.”66 There was nothing inherent to science that led these men to their antislavery views. 
But they folded the antislavery cause into their broader vision of social reform, and depicted 
scientific progress as the central engine driving this transformation. Darwin speculated that future 
discoveries in chemistry might one day make it possible to grow sugar in a laboratory rather than 
on a plantation; Wedgwood suggested that “the introduction of machines” on plantations might 
reduce the burden on enslaved laborers.67   
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Priestley took it several steps further. Throughout the 1770s and 1780s, the moral values 
he associated with scientific experimentation began to overlap with and reinforce the values 
abolitionists cited in their attacks on slavery. For Priestley, the pursuit of scientific truth and the 
antislavery cause were both religious imperatives. To study the natural world, or the divinely 
authored “Book of Nature,” was akin to studying scripture; studying science thus helped “expand 
man’s benevolence.”68 Priestley saw the antislavery campaign in equally religious terms, and 
therefore had little difficulty folding the pursuit of scientific truth into an argument for slavery’s 
eradication: science and antislavery fulfilled the same divine mission. Practicing science also 
taught students to respect physical labor, the value of intellectual modesty, empirically based 
arguments, and gradual progress.69 The same values re-appeared in his antislavery writings: 
abolitionism’s success, he suggested, hinged on its incremental approach, its appeals to planters’ 
sense of reason, and in exposing the “simple facts” about slavery’s inhumanity.70 By describing 
the abolitionists’ agenda in terms his readers had come to value through his scientific writings, 
Priestley helped align the antislavery cause with the cause of science. 
The radical upheavals of the 1790s came as a surprise to these men. The French and Haitian 
Revolutions, coupled with women’s growing self-assertion into public life, threatened the model 
of gradual, orderly, male-led progress their scientific work was premised upon. Wedgwood and 
Franklin died by mid-1790s, but Priestley and Darwin lived another decade and struggled to 
reconcile their views about scientific progress with the decade’s radical changes. Priestley sought 
refuge in the United States, fleeing to Pennsylvania in 1794 after a counter-revolutionary mob 
attacked his Birmingham home and laboratory. But in the United States, he refused to even 
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acknowledge Haiti’s existence, falling back on the belief that scientific progress would eventually 
render slavery unnecessary. Darwin worked harder to re-evaluate his views. The Haitian 
Revolution in part led him to revise his theory of evolution, particularly the causes of human 
progress and slavery’s place within it.71 But like most of the abolitionist elite, he saw Haiti’s slave-
led immediate emancipation not as a harbinger of a new enlightened era, but as something better 
left unmentioned. In his telling, slavery became a tragic if necessary part of human evolution, 
albeit one that enlightened men of science would eventually, in due time, help slaves overcome.  
 
I. 
 Little in Josiah Wedgwood’s upbringing would suggest an aptitude for science. He was 
born in 1730 to a long line of potters in the small town of Burslem. The nearest school was seven 
miles away. Though his mother made sure he received some education, by the age of fourteen he 
began his first pottery apprenticeship.72 Yet Wedgwood had the ambition and insight to realize 
that scientific knowledge might help his career. The benefits were practical as well as social. 
Experimenting with new chemicals and machines might cut costs and lead to better products, while 
attaining the reputation of a man of science would raise his social status. Wedgwood wanted both. 
Practically, he proved himself a far more talented experimenter and inventor than is often 
recognized. In the mid-1760s, as he began to expand his pottery business, he adopted a host of new 
machines to his factory floor. In 1763, he adapted one of the first engine-powered lathes to a 
pottery factory; five years later, he worked with his friend Erasmus Darwin to design a horizontal 
mill that would pulverize stone into pigments—“an ingenious invention,” Wedgwood called it.73 
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Wedgwood proved equally talented at chemistry. He conducted nearly 5,000 chemical experiments 
throughout his career, offered critiques of Priestley’s experiments and supplied him with 
experimental materials: glass tubes, pipes and vanes, basalt, porcelain and “lava from Vesuvius.”74  
 Wedgwood, Priestley and Darwin were part of a tightly knit group of scientific 
practitioners who lived in and around Birmingham. They called their group the Lunar Society, 
“because,” as Priestley later recounted, “the time of our meeting was near the full moon.”75 
Between the 1760s and early 1790s, the Lunar Society met regularly to discuss their research, 
much of it geared toward improving the efficiency of the manufacturers within the group. For that 
reason, they are often viewed as helping to pave the way for the Industrial Revolution.76 Though 
membership was informal and fluctuated over the years, frequent guests included not only 
Priestley, Wedgwood and Darwin, but also James Watt, the inventor of the steam engine, and 
Benjamin Franklin; though not a regular member, Franklin established close working relationships 
with many of these men.77 For all of them, science’s power lay not only in its practical utility but 
also in its ability to raise their social status.78 As their scientific renown grew, they would use their 
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newfound authority to challenge established social hierarchies; at the same time, they would use 
it to secure their place atop an emerging industrial order.  
No one proved more adept at this than Benjamin Franklin. By the late-1740s, he had 
already made a fortune from his printing business, acquiring the luxuries, including slaves, that 
came with financial success.79 But he still craved status, the kind that wealth and slaves could 
never buy alone. Not coincidentally, he began to print his experiments on electricity at roughly the 
same time he began to pursue a political career in Britain.80 Peter Collinson, a close friend and 
natural historian in London, helped get Franklin’s theories about electricity read before the Royal 
Society in 1749, and published in London two years later.81 Almost immediately Franklin became 
an intellectual celebrity.82 In June of 1752, London’s Gentleman’s Magazine noted that “Mr. B 
Franklin”’s experiments “have become famous” in France, and that King Louis XV “signified his 
pleasure of seeing the performance” of them.83 Two years later, the magazine published an ode to 
Franklin, likening his scientific work to something even greater, more noble than politics: “Let 
others muse on sublunary things / The rise of empires and the fall of kings”; this friend “to science, 
and to man” should receive whatever “honours that are virtue’s meed.”84 By 1757, his intellectual 
reputation firmly established, Franklin was appointed Pennsylvania’s colonial agent in London. 
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He spent most of the following two decades in England, reporting regularly to the king’s deputies 
in Whitehall.85  
Franklin’s ability to transform himself into a virtuous, powerful gentleman on account of 
his scientific work proved immensely alluring to men like Wedgwood and Priestley. Priestley’s 
own career as a man of science began when he decided to write a popular history of electricity 
based on Franklin’s work. Titled The History and Present State of Electricity (1767), it presented 
Franklin as heir to “the glory of the great Isaac Newton,” securing Franklin’s scientific fame in the 
process of narrating its emergence.86  Franklin rewarded Priestley by helping him get elected to 
the Royal Society in 1766, calling Priestley a “very intelligent, ingenious and indefatigably diligent 
Experimenter.”87 Seventeen years later, Priestley would do the same for Wedgwood. “I 
communicated your ingenious paper to Mr. Banks,” Priestley wrote to Wedgwood in November 
1780, regarding a new thermometer Wedgwood designed: “doubt not its being well received.”88 
By 1783, the Royal Society elected Wedgwood a fellow, lending him the kind of authority only 
science could confer.89  
 Scientific authority could and often was leveraged for political ends. But in the late 
eighteenth century, men of science, particularly those affiliated with the Lunar Society, crafted an 
image of themselves that suggested just the opposite: they were uncorrupted by politics. Relatedly, 
they suggested that they had unique access to the “secrets of nature,” as Wedgwood put it, and 
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worked to improve the wellbeing of all humanity.90 Wedgwood evinced all the hallmarks of this 
image in a 1766 letter commenting on Priestley’s first electrical experiments. “Dr Priestleys very 
ingenious experiments” were not only “extensively useful,” but almost superhuman: “What 
dareing [sic] mortals you are! to rob the Thunder of his Bolts,—& for what?—no doubt to blast 
the oppressors of the poor & needy or else to execute some public piece of justice.”91 If politicians 
accrued power by manipulating men, Wedgwood suggested, then men of science achieved it by 
manipulating a more awesome, mysterious and divine source: nature itself. Moreover, men of 
science used it not for mere political gain but for a greater moral good, to execute “some public 
piece of justice.” 
Priestley’s History of Electricity echoed and elaborated these views. Men of science were 
corrupted by neither politics nor money: Let princes “fight for the countries when they are 
discovered,” he wrote, “let merchants scramble for the advantages that may be made by them.”92 
Men of science alone enabled the “complete discovery of the face of the earth”; their “great 
inventions” allowed “mankind…to subsist with more ease.”93  Priestley also suggested that 
studying science opened one’s eyes to the suffering of mankind throughout human history, and 
gave hope that scientific progress would help all societies overcome the “vices and miseries of 
mankind.”94 History demonstrated that the “security, and happiness of mankind are daily 
improved” through the advancement of science.95 The image these men crafted of themselves—
politically uncorrupted, having access to nature’s secrets, and imbued with an enlarged sense of 
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humanity—reinforced one another. Unlike politicians, whose authority rested in their ability to 
command mere mortals, the authority of men of science derived from their ability to manipulate 
the entire natural world. By emphasizing that they served all humanity rather than any particular 
nation, they also reinforced the idea that they were above politics. It was this unique kind of 
scientific authority that would make their endorsements of abolitionism so significant. 
Though men of science increasingly portrayed themselves as benefactors of all mankind, 
there was nothing innate to science that inevitably drew them to the antislavery cause. As historians 
have long contended, arguments based in Enlightenment science could just as often condone 
slavery as they could undermine it.96 Moreover, Wedgwood and the network of manufacturers and 
men of science with whom he associated had long benefited from the Atlantic slave economy.97 
The British West Indies had become the dominant market for British manufactured goods by the 
end of the eighteenth century: in 1700, the West Indies imported only 10 percent of all British 
exports; by 1797, it took in 57 percent.98 Though profits from slavery and the slave trade perhaps 
never made up more than 5 percent of Britain’s national income in the eighteenth century, roughly 
39 percent of slavery-derived profits were re-invested into activities that promoted 
industrialization, like building new canals and purchasing steam engines.99  
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Wedgwood’s letters and receipts reveal his links to slavery firsthand. In 1766, he instructed 
his business partner, Thomas Bentley, to dump surplus “Green desert” dinnerware on clients in the 
“West India Islands.”100 Ten years later, the slave-owning family of Grenada governor William 
Leybourne put in an order for “the Yellow Ware.”101 Even as Wedgwood’s efforts on behalf of the 
campaign began in earnest, in the late 1780s, iron manufacturers near his Midlands factory 
continued to supply “muzzles or gags made at Birmingham for the slaves in our islands,” as Darwin 
reported to Wedgwood in 1789.102 The American Revolution forced Wedgwood to shift his 
business away from Britain’s American colonies, but his company retained several West Indian 
clients.103 In 1802, seven years after Wedgwood’s death, his son Josiah II took over the business 
and continued to sell wares to slave-dealing customers. The Company of Merchants Trading to 
Africa, England’s main slave trading firm, put in an order of “Six Crates of Earthenware” and “Six 
Breakfast Setts”; the Longlands of Jamaica ordered an “additional Cream mug” and a “Butter 
cup.”104 
The motivations for embracing abolitionism were complex, and perhaps unknowable. But 
of interest here is the way men of science used their scientific work to advance the movement. 
Beyond the unique authority they claimed for themselves, the Lunar Society men who supported 
abolitionism also imbued their scientific work with a clear moral mission. In part, they argued that 
the advancement of science would eradicate not only human suffering, but human evil itself. The 
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diffusion of scientific knowledge would be “the means, under God, of extirpating all error and 
prejudice,” Priestley wrote.105  They also inflected their scientific writings with the same values 
that underwrote the early antislavery campaign, narrowing the distance between science and 
antislavery. Like the early antislavery elite, many men of science saw their work as a religious 
calling. Like abolitionists, they venerated the physical labor that went into their work, prioritized 
appeals to fact, and told their readers to appreciate a gradual pace of change. They also conditioned 
them for modest expectations.106 
Priestley’s writings reveal the way the underlying ethics of science and antislavery began 
to overlap. Advancements in science not only made all mankind “more comfortable and happy,” 
he wrote, but the very study of science inculcated a pious, benevolent cast of mind.107 Far from 
being the irreligious apostates they are often made out to be, Enlightenment men of science often 
underscored the religious dimension of their scientific work.108 Priestley earned a living as a 
Dissenting minister in the early 1770s, and always insisted that science and faith reinforced 
another.109 Studying nature, he argued, not only revealed the sublimity of God’s creation—that is, 
the natural world—it also inculcating the same moral teachings that religion did. “The 
contemplation of the works of God should … expand [man’s] benevolence,” he wrote in the 
History of Electricity; it should “teach him to aspire to the moral perfections of the great author of 
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all things.”110 In Experiments and Observations on Different Kinds of Air (1774-1777), where he 
published his experiments on oxygen, he argued that all experimenters were but “instrument[s] in 
the hands of divine providence,” working toward “some great purpose that we cannot yet fully 
comprehend.”111 Studying nature even elevated man’s appreciation for his fellow beings. 
Astronomy inspired awe in the vastness of the universe, and because humans understood 
themselves to be a part of the cosmos, studying the stars seemed “peculiarly calculated” to “give 
us a higher idea of the value of our being.”112    
Priestley also highlighted the importance of labor to scientific discovery. By the mid-
eighteenth century, scientific fields premised on active experimentation, as opposed to putatively 
“passive” observation, had captured the public’s imagination. The popularity of Franklin’s 
experiments with electricity, and Priestley’s in chemistry, epitomized this trend.113 Electrical and 
chemical experiments involved alluring instruments—air-pumps, wires, flames, “an earthen 
retorted filled with moistened clary.”114 And operating them required a lot of work. Priestley 
complained to Wedgwood that, though his experiments were difficult, “nothing of value is to be 
had without labour.”115 When writing for the public, Priestley elevated experimental science’s 
moral worth by underscoring the labor it demanded.116 In the History of Electricity, he argued that 
experimental science represented the supreme form of knowledge precisely because it combined 																																																								
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“the hands and arms, as well as…the head” to arrive at deeper truths.117 Though the intellectual 
aspect was crucial, it was the physical dimension that taught experimentalists not only to admire 
nature but to harness its power “to the useful purposes of human life.”118 By contrast, natural 
history offered only intellectual spectacle: it dazzled naturalists with nature’s “uniformity and 
variety,” he argued, but required none of the physical labor involved in experimental science; as a 
result, it lacked the same moral virtue.119  
By emphasizing the labor that went into scientific discovery, Priestley offered his readers 
a way to see how slavery corrupted respectable forms of labor. The crime of slavery was that it 
degraded labor, forcing slaves to toil all their lives without accruing any of its material rewards. In 
a sermon denouncing slavery, published in 1788, Priestley told his audience to imagine themselves 
being “confined to hard labour all our lives,” as slaves were.120  They would recoil at the thought 
because all people who labored shared in a similar experience: “what they suffer…may in some 
measure be imagined by us.”121 To be clear, Priestley did not want his readers to view scientific 
labor (or their own) as akin to slavery. On the contrary. What made the work of science morally 
worthy was that it required both body and mind; as such, it was ideally suited for “the middle ranks 
of life,” he wrote.122 Priestley offered his largely middle-class readers an image of scientific work 
that mirrored not the labor of slaves, but the kinds of labor they experienced in their own lives, as 
shopkeepers, homemakers, lawyers and manufacturers. They worked for their keep and ought to 
feel good about it. Unlike the landed elite. And unlike the unfortunate slaves and servants, who, 
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he wrote in Miscellaneous Observations Relating to Education (1778), ought to be “taught 
contentment in their station” while the middle ranks of life worked for their improvement.123  
Priestley’s scientific writings also elevated the importance of fact over theory, of 
experiment over speculation; in the process, he conditioned his readers to have modest 
expectations and to be skeptical of radical changes.124 In Experiments and Observations, he railed 
against his rival chemist, Antoine Lavoisier, who had begun to challenge traditional 
understandings of chemistry. Priestley remained committed to the older Aristotelian concept of 
matter, which was based on the idea that all matter derived from four essential elements: air, water, 
fire and earth. But in the mid-1770s, Lavoisier, in part relying on Priestley’s experiments, began 
to argue that matter was made up of even smaller elements, overthrowing the entire Aristotelian 
framework and providing the framework for the modern periodic table.125 Priestley defended his 
work by insisting that Lavoisier jumped to conclusions without adequate evidence: “but I chuse to 
wait for more facts, before I deduce any general theory,” he wrote in his defense.126 “Speculation 
is a cheap commodity,” he continued, “New and important facts are most wanted, and therefore of 
more value.”127 It was precisely because scientific experimentation required “much labour, and 
patience,” he wrote elsewhere, that its truths were more reliable.128 Priestley’s emphasis on facts, 
and the painstaking work it took to establish them, fit within his broader depiction of science’s 
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gradual progression.129 If scientific research took “much time,” it followed that scientific progress, 
and the benefits mankind accrued from it, would come slowly as well.130  
Priestley’s depiction of scientific progress provided his readers with a model for 
implementing changes in society. When, in the late 1760s, he began to advocate for the repeal of 
laws that barred Dissenters from holding public office and attending Cambridge and Oxford, he 
argued that all efforts to reform society should adhere to scientific principles. Civil society was 
“founded, as all arts are, upon science,” he wrote in An Essay on the First principles of Government 
(1768).131 As such, any experiment in social reform “must be performed by the help of data which 
with experience and observation furnish us.”132 He also warned reformers against pushing for 
radical changes. Exercise “due caution,” he told his fellow reformers, because, “like other arts and 
sciences,” government-driven reform “improves slowly.”133 Though gradual change was the 
“slowest method,” it was also the “surest” and the most likely “to lead mankind to happiness.”134  
The early abolitionist agenda mirrored this model of social change. The leading abolitionist 
societies denounced immediate emancipation, pressing instead for incremental measures that 
would induce planters to treat their slaves more humanely.135 The Anglo-American movement’s 
first great success, abolishing the Atlantic slave trade in 1807-08, was premised on this very idea: 
slave-owners would treat their slaves with more care once they realized that the pool of imported 
African laborers was finite. Moreover, abolitionists, particularly in Britain, shied away from 
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emphasizing the end goal of emancipation. To do so conjured the fear of having to live as equals 
alongside former slaves. Instead, they promoted alternative new colonies, especially in West 
Africa, where free African labor could be proven to be more productive than enslaved labor. The 
early abolitionist elite also believed that slaves, long degraded by slavery and originating from a 
less developed civilization, were unprepared for immediate freedom; certainly, they were in no 
place to carry out emancipation themselves. Instead, it was the responsibility of the upwardly 
mobile “middle ranks of life” to bring about their liberation.  
Priestley’s 1788 sermon, the most extensive antislavery work he ever published, promoted 
this basic agenda. He argued for “a stoppage of the importation of slaves,” the creation of free 
labor sugar colonies in Africa, and cautioned against “immediate emancipation.” 136 But it was not 
just what measures he promoted, but how he promoted them that made his sermon so revealing. 
By describing the abolitionists’ approach in the same terms he used to describe the nature of 
scientific progress, he reflected the way the core values underpinning Enlightenment science—an 
appeal to facts, careful experimentation, and gradual progress—could be repurposed to legitimate 
the abolitionist agenda. Priestley emphasized that cold, hard evidence would persuade skeptics of 
slavery’s illegitimacy. “[N]othing, my brethren, I am confident, will be requisite, besides stating 
the simple facts.”137 He then offered a deluge of information for his readers to circulate among 
their peers: the “half a million persons [who] are annually destroyed”; the kidnappings and wars 
fought in Africa just to attain slaves; the beatings, rapes and “shocking indecencies to which the 
females are subjected”; the breaking up “husbands and wives, parents and children.”138 He gave 
them a history of the slave trade, beginning in 1551.139 
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Priestley’s sermon also made a virtue of incrementalism. He urged antislavery 
sympathizers not to rush headlong into emancipation, echoing both the way scientific knowledge 
progressed—gradually, and through careful experimentation—and his belief that science provided 
a model for social reform. “Immediate emancipation” was “improper,” he wrote; slavery was such 
a “complex and unnatural state” that undoing it would take ages, but “in time it will be done.”140 
The pace of change he imagined was Britain’s centuries-long progress from feudalism to its 
present state, where all were now “freemen.”141 Further counseling against immediate 
emancipation was slavery’s degrading effects: “Those who have long been slaves would not know 
how to make a proper use of freedom.”142 He suggested experimenting with Spain’s relatively 
more liberal manumission laws, alluding to coartición, in which slaves signed a contract with their 
owners to buy their freedom at a fixed price. This would teach a slave the value of labor, and how 
to “make proper use of his freedom.”143 In sum, Priestley offered his readers a vision of how 
emancipation would unfold, one that comported with a broader Enlightenment vision of slow but 
steady scientific progress. In this way, the gradualist agenda came to appear not only as one path 
among many, but the “surest” path sanctioned by science.  
 
The Lunar Society’s abolitionists did not only suggest that gradual scientific progress was 
a model for antislavery reform. They also depicted the technologies associated with Britain’s 
industrialization as emblems of scientific achievement, helping to create the idea that 
industrialization and the technologies behind it would help eradicate slavery. Wedgwood, Priestley 
and Darwin proved especially adept at depicting the instruments and machines that came to define 
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the industrial era—steam engines, cotton mills, electrical batteries—as markers of scientific 
accomplishment, ones that could be mobilized to attack slavery as everything industrial societies 
were not: civilized, humane, scientific. For Priestley, “philosophical instruments” were both an 
“endless fund of knowledge,” as well as the embodiment of science’s ability to bring about social 
transformation: tyrants of all kinds had good “reason to tremble even at an air pump, or an electrical 
machine.”144 Wedgwood suggested something similar when commenting on Priestley and 
Franklin’s electrical experiments, suggesting that electrical machines enabled men to “rob the 
Thunder of his Bolts,” and in turn “execute some public piece of justice.”145  
Not to be outdone was Erasmus Darwin. Between 1789 and 1791, he published a widely 
read two-volume poem, Botanic Garden, that tightly linked science, industrial technologies and 
abolitionism.146 Ostensibly intended to teach women the rudiments of botany, it veered wildly off 
course. He depicted Wedgwood’s factory, as well as the steam engine and the recently invented 
cotton mill, as the embodiments of scientific achievement, the pulling together of Franklin, 
Priestley and Wedgwood’s discoveries. Watt’s “UNCONQUER’D STEAM!” might one day 
“Drag the slow barge, or drive the rapid car”; Richard Arkwright’s cotton mill, which mechanically 
pulled apart cotton fibers, made “smooth the ravell'd fleece”; at “WEDGWOOD”’s factory, “flint 
liquescent pours / Through finer sieves in whiter showers.”147 All of this “magnificent machinery” 
was rooted in scientific discoveries, and portended a more liberal, equal and free future.148 The 
“Immortal Franklin”’s electrical discoveries not only powered Britain’s industrialization, but also, 
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allegorically, America’s revolution.149 Franklin unleashed a “patriot-flame,” which “electrified 
man” and brought “the laurels of LIBERTY” to America’s shores.150 
There was nothing inevitable about industrial technologies being seen as harbingers of a 
more modern, enlightened age. In other parts of Europe, tradition-bound scientific patrons depicted 
the steam engine as a machine that would restore order, simplicity and “natural” hierarchies: an 
“Arcadian apparatus,” as one historian has put it.151 The idea that industrial technologies, and the 
science undergirding them, would flatten hierarchies and destroy slavery had to be invented. 
Darwin’s Botanic Garden demonstrated how this was done. He wove antislavery passages into the 
poem’s lengthy odes to Wedgwood’s factory and Franklin’s lightening rod, implying that science 
and technology would help bring about slavery’s end. He not only held up Wedgwood’s factory 
as the apotheosis of scientific accomplishment, but singled out the antislavery medallion as the 
noblest fruit of industrial technology: “The bold Cameo speaks,” he wrote, “From the poor fetter’d 
SLAVE on bended knee / From Britain’s sons imploring to be free.”152 In the poem’s copious 
footnotes, Darwin explained how Wedgwood’s medallion would itself “excite the humane to 
attend to and assist in the abolition of the detestable traffic.”153 
The antislavery passages were joined by others that linked industrial technologies to the 
eradication of still other social evils. Watt’s steam engine, he wrote in a footnote, was now being 
used for a new “apparatus for Coining”; by preventing counterfeiting, he explained, this new 
technology saved people from being unjustly executed for mistakenly using illegal money.154 
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production, it also made it possible for cotton to one day be “the principal clothing of mankind”; 
through Arkwright’s invention, in other words, the world’s poor would be clothed.155 Darwin’s 
poem gave his readers a clear impression: scientific knowledge created the day’s technological 
marvels, and these machines would in turn eradicate social evils. In this telling, Wedgwood’s 
medallion represented more than a simple “bauble,” a cheap capitalist commodity: it was the fruit 
of a long line of scientific and technological advances, a symbol as much as a product of scientific 
achievement. 
Darwin’s poem was no outlier. Several Lunar Society men took it as a matter of fact that 
machine technology help would spell the end of slavery. One of Wedgwood’s most extensive, 
private letters on slavery explicitly made this case. “[T]he introduction of machines & free labour,” 
he wrote to the poet Anne Seward, in 1788, would mean that plantation owners “could not be 
materially injured by prohibiting further importations.”156 In the letter, Wedgwood tried to 
convince Seward, a well-known poet, to join the movement and write a poem on its behalf. Seward 
declined, however, citing her anxieties about the “treacherous and bloody disposition of Negroes,” 
and her concern that abolishing the slave trade might harm “our National interest.”157 Wedgwood 
persisted, arguing that the “introduction of machines” would prevent slave-owners, and the British 
empire, from suffering any financial loss. Wedgwood’s letters to other Lunar Society friends 
suggested they felt similarly about technology’s labor-saving potential. In 1788, he wrote to Watt: 
“I take it for granted that you and I are on the same side of the question respecting the slave trade,” 
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adding that he organized “a petition from the pottery for [the] abolition of it, as I do not like a half 
measure in this black business."158   
In 1788, Priestley elaborated on technology’s moral worth by rooting all inventions in 
scientific experimentation, then folding them into a broader vision of civilizational advancement 
that slavery undermined. He in part built on an Enlightenment model of societal development 
called stadial theory, which posited that human societies passed through discreet stages, from 
savage to civilized. According to the theory, all societies began in a primitive, hunted-gatherer 
phase, then progressed to a shepherding, pastoral phase; next came an agricultural age, followed 
by the most civilized state of society: a manufacturing-based commercial age. After that, 
civilization became decadent and went into decline.159 Though intellectuals fiercely debated the 
ideal stage, Priestley implied in Lectures on History and General Policy (1788) that Britain’s 
industrialization represented the height of civilizational progress, and pointed to industrial 
technologies as symbols of civilization. Technology, he argued, only progressed when human 
beings had a “considerable degree of security and independence.”160 Since slaves did not earn 
money, he argued, slavery prevented a large swath of potential consumers (slaves) from having 
the expandable income necessary to buy manufactured goods. In turn, consumer demand was 
depressed, leaving manufacturers with little incentive to create more efficient technologies.161  
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Priestley made clear that all technological innovations were based in scientific discoveries. 
“The connexion between arts and science hardly needs to be pointed out,” he wrote, with the term 
“arts” connoting artificial technologies. 162 “The great improvement in the arts in modern times has 
certainly arisen from the late improvements of science.”163 For inventors, the most useful scientific 
fields included “mathematical knowledge” (for the “construction of engines”), as well as 
“chymistry,” to which we owe “the fire engine, our skill in dying, and many other arts.”164 By 
emphasizing the scientific foundations of all technologies, Priestley suggested that slavery also 
impinged on scientific advancement. In essence, slavery had a domino effect: it choked the desire 
for technological innovation, and because men of science often made new discoveries while 
inventing technologies for manufacturers, slavery also stymied future scientific progress. In a 
society that valorized science, Priestley’s ability to associate industrial technologies with scientific 
progress paid dividends: slavery not only became the enemy of industrialization, it also became 
the enemy of science. 
 
 Wedgwood’s slavery medallion was not only the product of “magnificent machinery.” Its 
very design, of a supplicant slave begging for his freedom, rested on a scientific understanding of 
emotions.165 By the eighteenth century, men of science began to see emotions as entwined with 
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anatomy and physiology. Rejecting the mind-body dualism of Descartes, Anglophone men of 
science increasingly viewed the mind and brain as synonymous, with the brain essentially seen as 
another bodily organ. Brain and body were connected through the nervous system, which was 
thought to consist of fine white fibers laced throughout the body. The five senses received external 
stimuli, then sent those sensations to the brain via the nervous system; through a concatenation of 
tiny vibrations, the nervous system moved these sensations through the body. For strict materialists 
like Darwin and Priestley, thoughts, emotions and ideas were generated through the final vibration 
of nerves in the brain. In this view, exposure to too many negative or disturbing sounds, images, 
experiences or ideas led to mental disease. Conversely, exposure to pleasing experiences promoted 
positive thoughts, healthy emotions and even proper moral behavior. These ideas were not 
sequestered to the intellectual elite, but, through the popularization of scientific literature, became 
“an element of ordinary cultural life.”166  
Priestley helped circulate these ideas by editing the writings of Dr. David Hartley, a 
renowned English physician and theologian, whose work fused the science of mind to moral 
behavior. In Hartley’s Theory of the Human Mind (1775), Priestley explained that Hartley offered 
a physiological basis of “the ideas of moral right, and moral obligation.”167 Darwin, a practicing 
physician, also admired the “ingenious Dr. Hartley,” and cited him to explain how the images 
evoked in Botanic Garden worked upon his readers’ emotions. 168 In an interlude before one of his 
antislavery stanzas, he wrote that artists should depict images that were neither too strong nor too 
violent.169 To do otherwise would be like a painter representing a soldier’s thigh “shot away by a 
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cannon ball”: the viewer would “turn from it with disgust.”170 Instead, images that evoked pity 
would engender sympathy, and in turn act as a natural stimulus to action. In this sense, Darwin’s 
suggestion that the “poor fetter’d SLAVE on bended knee” would “call the pearly drops from 
Pity’s eye” suggested a scientific understanding of the medallion’s imagery.171 The supplicant 
slave was not a spontaneous artistic confection, but a scientifically informed image deliberately 
calculated to evoke the viewer’s sympathy. Through physiology, Darwin was conditioning his 
readers to sympathize with helpless, sentimental images of slaves; anything else—a slave standing 
upright, defiant, breaking her chains—would naturally lead them to turn away in disgust. 
Darwin’s poem also suggested how the science of emotion enabled the male abolitionist 
elite to manage women’s place within the movement. As Clarkson wrote in his History of the 
Abolition of the Slave Trade (1808), “the ladies” played an important role popularizing the 
cause.172 Wedgwood manufactured hundreds of cameos for women—bracelets, rings, “pins for 
their hair”; he also imprinted the cameo on countless other products, from teacups to vases, 
purchased mainly by female consumers.173 The challenge the movement’s male elite faced was 
how to harness women’s collective voice without threatening men’s leadership role, either in the 
movement or society at large. In part, the answer lay in framing the solicitation of women in a way 
that did not challenge the role women were expected to play in society. In addition, antislavery 
men of science suggested that the movement’s poetic and visually imagery aligned with widely 
accepted medical ideas that deemed women emotionally fragile, and innately more sympathetic 
than men.  
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In the eighteenth century, physicians argued that women had a more delicate nervous 
system than men; as a result, they had more active imaginations, and were more sensitive and 
emotionally volatile.174 If not properly regulated, women might suffer from nervous disorders 
considered more common among women than men, like hysteria. “In women,” wrote the 
prominent Edinburgh physician Robert Whytt, in 1765, “hysteric symptoms occur more 
frequently.”175 Though he insisted that hysteria was not exclusive to women, he explained that its 
frequency among women resulted from their having a “more delicate frame.”176 Darwin’s A Plan 
for the Conduct of Female Education (1797) reflected these underlying principles.177 Though the 
text advocated for women’s education at a time when they received none, it also reinforced the 
widespread belief in women’s emotional volatility. He cautioned women from reading too many 
romantic novels, since their “high-wrought scenes of elegant distress … have been found to blunt 
the feelings of such readers toward real objects of misery.”178 A proper education should be attuned 
to women’s particular mental constitution, and should cultivate their naturally sympathetic 
inclinations. As in the Botanic Garden, he argued that lurid scenes would “awaken only disgust in 
their minds,” rather than “sentiments of pity and benevolence.”179  
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Understanding the gendered assumptions embedded within the physiology of emotions 
illuminates the way Wedgwood’s slave medallion, and Darwin’s poetic odes to it, played to the 
presumed emotional and mental capacities of women. The slave’s non-threatening posture, 
bending on one knee, comported with the view that women were more emotionally vulnerable to 
violent, bold images. By depicting the slave in a way that evoked pity, rather than “disgust,” it 
maximized women’s presumed sensitivity to despairing figures. Darwin’s verses paid equal 
deference to women’s presumed mental and emotional temperaments. In one of the lengthier 
stanzas devoted to abolitionism, Darwin repurposed the Biblical story of an infant Moses being 
cast into slavery, and in so doing suggested that women were more sympathetic to images of 
helpless children than men. He depicted a weeping white woman saving the outcast infant, inviting 
his female readers to see in her a model for their own behavior: she “Gives her white bosom to his 
eager lips / The salt-tears mingling with the milk he sips.”180 Meanwhile, it was men in Parliament 
who would take decisive action: “YE BANDS OF SENATORS!” he wrote, “Stretch your strong 
arm, for ye have the power to save!”181 
Antislavery men of science did not challenge traditional conceptions of women’s role in 
society. Darwin and Priestley may have advocated for women’s education, putting them at odds 
with conservatives, but they believed women’s education served one primary purpose: to make 
them suitable wives, and ultimately fertile reproducers. Darwin argued for women’s education not 
on the grounds that it would help them enter the male-dominated public sphere, but so that they 
would become good domestic partners: “a good daughter, a good wife, and a good mother,” he 
wrote.182 Education would help women cultivate the “mild and retiring” virtues, he explained, 
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rather than make them “bold and dazzling,” and thus unattractive to male suitors.183 Darwin’s ideas 
about the purpose of women’s education fit with his larger view of evolution. In all organic species, 
from plants to humans, he gave that females had an equal role in their specie’s progress and 
evolution. But no matter the species, the female’s primary job was to reproduce.184 Priestley felt 
similarly, writing that if a woman’s “education has been virtuous and proper, and at all liberal, 
they will be valuable wives to men of liberal minds and better fortunes.”185 None of these men 
expected women to step out of their domestic, dependent roles: “It is peculiarly necessary,” 
Priestley wrote, that educated women “not flatter themselves with prospects, which there will be 
no probability of being realized.”186 
It is tempting to view these men’s embrace of women in the antislavery movement as part 
of a broader vision of women’s political and social equality. But it is more accurate to see it as a 
careful attempt to leverage women’s influence as wives, while keeping them confined to the 
domestic sphere. In 1792, five years before Darwin wrote Female Education, the British radical 
Mary Wollstonecraft argued in A Vindication of the Rights of Woman that women would no longer 
be “confined to domestic concerns.”187 Though she contended that educating women would make 
them better wives, she expressed an equal commitment to women’s “civil and political rights.”188 
By contrast, reformers like Darwin, Priestley and Wedgwood saw women as subservient 
domestics, lacking any obvious political rights. But rather than ignore them, women should be 
brought into the campaign. Their unique domestic authority and their innate emotional qualities 																																																								
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made them perfectly suited to the cause. The highest virtue a woman should cultivate, Darwin 
wrote in Female Education, was “Sympathy with the pains and pleasures of others”—exactly what 
the antislavery movement needed.189  Since cultivating sympathy was framed as an attempt to 
make women better wives, the abolitionist elite could view the women who purchased 
Wedgwood’s antislavery medallions not as a threat to their authority, but as fulfilling their uxorial 
duties. 
Wedgwood’s medallion not only rested upon gendered conceptions of emotions and 
women’s place within society. The image also drew upon ideas from natural history and geology. 
In regard to natural history, the supplicant slave conjured a primitive simpleton, a “noble savage” 
violently stolen from an African Eden. Naked save for a loin cloth, the slave’s dress, or lack of it, 
echoed the stock noble savage imagery used to depict all kinds of non-Europeans throughout the 
early modern period. Darwin put in words what Wedgwood left to graphic design. Throughout 
Botanic Garden, he depicted Britain as being at the vanguard of civilization, a modern world power 
poised to save helpless natives. “Hear, oh, BRITANNIA! potent Queen of isles,” he wrote, listen 
to “The SLAVE, in chains, in supplicating knee” who “Spreads his wide arms, and lifts his eyes 
to Thee.”190 The slave was not only in chains, but “innocent,” living in untamed nature (“Afric’s 
groves”), and stalked by slave-catchers that unleashed “the dogs of hell” in her ancestral home.191  
Wedgwood undoubtedly knew about the noble savage ideal and the science of natural 
history that informed it. In the mid-eighteenth century, one of his intellectual heroes, the French 
philosophe Jean-Jacques Rousseau, helped popularize the idea of the noble savage. Wedgwood 
not only made a bust of Rousseau in 1779, the year after he died, but also of his contemporary, the 
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natural historian Carl Linnaeus.192 Three years earlier, Wedgwood’s business partner, Thomas 
Bentley, an important influence on Wedgwood’s intellectual development, made a visit to the 
sixty-four-year-old philosophe in Paris.193 “My heart expanded with joy when Madame”—Thérèse 
Levasseur, Rousseau’s wife—“opened the door and desired us to walk in,” Bentley wrote in his 
diary.194 Though rarely remembered as a scientific thinker, Rousseau’s articulation of the noble 
savage ideal in Discourses on the Origin and Basis of Inequality Among Men (1754) explicitly 
drew upon the work of the French natural historian le Comte de Buffon.195 Like many natural 
historians, Buffon relied upon stadial theory to explain the progression of human societies from 
primitive to civilized. Despite relying on Buffon’s work, Rousseau was less enamored with 
Europe’s state of civilization, believing it had already passed its prime and was entering a state of 
decay. By extolling “savage” societies as noble, more simple and virtuous, Rousseau meant to 
critique European civilization. But in the process, he erased the complexities of native societies, 
reducing them to romantic stereotypes. Wedgewood’s medallion did the same. 
Bentley’s diary also pointed to the ways geology influenced Wedgwood’s antislavery 
medallion. During his visit to Paris, Bentley and Rousseau discussed the antislavery campaign and 
the growing turmoil in Britain’s north American colonies, but Rousseau found “more pleasure in 
conversing with Nature than these artificial things,” Bentley recorded.196 Geology was a particular 
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favorite topic of Rousseau’s. By the 1770s, men of science began to challenge the biblical story of 
creation by pointing to new geological discoveries, especially recently unearthed fossil remains 
and observations of the stratification of the earth’s surface. Especially noteworthy in these debates 
was John Whitehurst, a Lunar Society member with whom Wedgwood often went on “Fossiling 
part[ies],” and whose “arguments” Bentley mentioned in his meeting with Rousseau.197 
Whitehurst’s research showed that some land-dwelling fossils lay deeper in the earth’s surface 
than marine fossils, which implied that land animals might have been older than sea creatures, in 
contradiction to the biblical order of creation. Near Wedgwood’s factory, Whitehurst found 
deposits of basalt, a rock formed from lava. This suggested that the earth’s surfaces may have been 
formed from volcanic explosions, contravening the biblical story of a great flood.198  
Though Whitehurst avoided spelling out the sacrilegious implications of his research, his 
Lunar Society friends were quick to point them out. Wedgwood was particularly annoyed when 
Whitehurst tried to bend his evidence to fit the biblical narrative, for fear of stoking controversy: 
“Had the man a Bishop at his elbow?” Wedgwood wrote Bentley on October 24, 1778: “He 
certainly was haunted with them somewhere.”199 Rousseau, for his part, did not mind the heretical 
implications—“the world might have existed 5,000 or 5,000,000 of years for anything he knew,” 
Bentley recorded Rousseau telling him.200 But Rousseau worried that “modern atheists” would 
soon seize upon the geological evidence to persecute the faithful for “worshipping God.”201 
Rousseau and Wedgwood’s remarks reveal the way geology was increasingly being used 
to undermine religious orthodoxy. For Lunar Society members, geology’s subversiveness was not 																																																								
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so much that it challenged all religious belief, but rather the traditional Anglican Church and the 
established hierarchies it supported, slavery included. Darwin’s Botanic Garden demonstrated the 
way the new geological theories could be tied to the antislavery campaign. His lines extolling 
Wedgwood’s antislavery medallion were immediately preceded by a lengthy passage explaining 
the volcano-centered view of earth’s creation, one that scriptural literalists found so troubling. 
Though Darwin did not make explicit the non-literalist message, his narrative of the earth’s 
creation, centered on “the first VOLCANO rage,” clearly did not comport with the biblical story 
of creation, nor did it rely on any divine intervention to explain the earth’s formation.202 Darwin 
went on to describe how the first volcanic eruptions produced all the known geological resources 
that Wedgwood needed to create his potted wares—limestone, flint, “ductile Clays,” all fused 
together by “Nature’s chemic toil.”203 In Darwin’s hands, volcanos, and the geological science that 
explained them, blew up established ways of thinking about religion and slavery at once. 
Wedgwood greatly approved of Darwin’s poem. 204 The two corresponded extensively 
about how Darwin was characterizing the slave medallion, as well as Wedgwood’s contribution to 
the science behind pottery manufacturing. “After you have read the passage on the Slave Trade,” 
Darwin wrote Wedgwood, on February 22, 1789, “I do not insist your reading any more.”205 In 
June, Darwin asked whether “anything of consequence” had been done “in the medallion or cameo 
kind before you?”206 One month later, Darwin said he would include in his footnotes “some 
common mixture for pottery, and for the glazing and enamels, to have the appearance of conveying 
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knowledge.”207 Wedgwood was flattered with Darwin’s final draft, praising Darwin’s “learned 
notes” and likening him to a “powerful magician” who turned Wedgwood’s humble “granite, & 
still harder flint” into “the softest poetic numbers.”208 Their exchange suggested not only how 
much Darwin valued the scientific knowledge that went into the making of Wedgwood’s slave 
medallion, but also the weight these men placed on how their work was presented to the broader 
public. In fact, presentation was sometimes more important than accuracy: “what you have really 
done is no part of my question,” Darwin emphasized when asking Wedgwood about his 
contribution to the history of pottery manufacturing: what mattered was whether “you pretend 
yourself to have improved the antique forms.”209  
 Darwin’s magic with words performed other tricks as well. The image of science he helped 
craft—of science as a civilizing, humanitarian force—helped rid the financial interests that the 
antislavery campaign served of an unseemly appearance. The loss of the American colonies forced 
British manufacturers to look to new colonial outposts for potential consumers and raw materials. 
210 Wedgwood and Darwin showed particular interest in West Africa, even recommending an 
explorer, George Gray, to Joseph Banks in 1789. Wedgwood, Darwin and Banks hoped that 
funding African expeditions would find trading routes and the kinds of raw materials necessary 
for Wedgwood’s pottery wares. In June 1789, Darwin wrote to Wedgwood that Gray would 
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“improve science by new facts, or arts by new materials to work upon.”211 The following year, 
Wedgwood sent Darwin updates on other African expeditions, which Darwin noted would “open 
immense sources of trade.”212   
These expeditions had little to do with the antislavery cause. In fact, the group of patrons 
Banks put together to fund the expeditions, the African Association, included several 
slaveholders.213 But the creation of Sierra Leone in 1787 added a humanitarian element to the hunt 
for commodities and customers in West Africa. Conceived by abolitionists, Sierra Leone was 
intended as a humane alternative to Caribbean slave plantations. Abolitionists believed that 
indigenous Africans, if colonized and treated as free laborers, would produce tropical commodities 
more profitably and more humanely than in the West Indies, relieving anxieties that the British 
empire might face financial ruin if they ended slavery.214 In 1790, Thomas Clarkson redoubled 
efforts to make the colony profitable and, on August 25, offered Wedgwood “eight or nine shares” 
to become a board member on “equal footing” with the rest.215 Three years later, he asked 
Wedgwood to help him find other investors who shared the company’s equal commitment to 
abolitionism and profit, reminding Wedgwood to seek out investors who would “be better pleasd 
[sic] with Good resulting to Africa than from great Commercial Profits to himself.”216 Joining 
Sierra Leone’s board enabled Wedgwood to not so much hide his financial interests in West Africa 
as to recast them in a nobler light.  
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Wedgwood’s desire to find new raw materials cannot be understated. The loss of Britain’s 
North American colonies cut off an important supply of clay, leading Wedgwood to constantly be 
in search of alternatives. He relied on earthenware from the thirteen colonies at least since in 1767, 
when he paid a South Carolina-based agent, Thomas Griffiths, to send him clays that Cherokees 
used for their pottery. “[Y]ou & I shall do very well amongst the Cherokees,” Wedgwood wrote 
Bentley on May 20, 1767, upon discovering Cherokee clays.217 By 1777, Wedgwood considered 
profiteering off the War of Independence by spreading a rumor that one of his most valued artificial 
ceramics, jasperware, depended on “the Cherokee clay.”218 There was nothing like “scarcity,” he 
wrote Bentley, “to make them worth any price you could ask for them.”219 After the war, 
Wedgwood not only looked to Sierra Leone, but also to Botany Bay. Founded in 1788, Botany 
Bay was envisioned as an enlightened, humane penal colony along the same lines as Sierra 
Leone.220 Britain would send its growing incarcerated population to the colony, turning them into 
productive laborers and helping Britain civilize the indigenous population. In addition, explorers 
would help scour the region for raw materials, enabling manufacturers to acquire new materials 
and sell their finished products to colonial subjects. 
Wedgwood’s last scientific paper, published in Philosophical Transactions in 1790, nicely 
captured the way science, humanitarianism and profit were increasingly seen as mutually 
reinforcing. The paper included a chemical analysis of white clays Joseph Banks sent to him from 
the Botany Bay region; Wedgwood concluded that the clays would make “an excellent material 
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for pottery, and may be certainly made the basis of a valuable manufacture for our infant colony 
there.”221 The paper tapped into a larger vision, partly rooted in stadial theory, which held that free 
trade would help civilize indigenous populations. Reform-minded men of science believed that 
natives, particularly in warmer climates, were “lazy” since “their wants are few,” as Priestley wrote 
regarding native Africans in his 1788 antislavery sermon.222 Yet they would become more 
industrious, and more civilized, once Europeans introduced them to manufactured goods. Since 
the only way to attain these goods was with expendable income, the thinking went, natives would 
gladly work as paid laborers for imperial agents seeking to extract their land’s resources. Darwin’s 
Botanic Garden spelled out this logic, and further connected it to the Botany Bay and Sierra Leone 
projects. The same passage extolling Wedgwood’s antislavery medallion included a similar ode to 
Wedgwood’s so-called “Hope” medallion, which Wedgwood created to promote Botany Bay. 
“Made of clay from Botany Bay,” Darwin wrote in a footnote, Wedgwood’s Hope medallion, like 
the antislavery cameo, would “shew the inhabitants what their materials would do” and would 
“encourage their industry.”223In Sierra Leone and Botany Bay, science and humanitarianism were 
helping to transform the image of profit. Rather than something to hide, profit-seeking was being 
reconceived as a virtuous endeavor precisely because it was guided by scientific research and 
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II.  
By the 1790s, the Lunar Society’s vision of an orderly, gradual end to slavery unfolding in 
tandem with scientific progress came into question. Immediate emancipation in Haiti, achieved by 
a slave rebellion and sanctioned by the French Jacobin government in 1794, posed a radical 
alternative to the Anglo-American movement’s gradualist approach. Meanwhile, British counter-
revolutionaries blamed abolitionists and like-minded reformers for stoking the Haitian Revolution 
and a host of events associated with it, from the American Revolution to the Reign of Terror. The 
Anti-Jacobin, or Weekly Examiner, a counter-revolutionary British periodical, satirized Darwin’s 
Botanic Garden in 1798, implying that reformers like him would soon be condoning for the bloody 
overthrow of all British institutions: “Where nursed in seats of innocence and bliss, / REFORM 
greets TERROR with fraternal kiss.”224 Priestley also became a target. In 1791, before the French 
Revolution had taken a radical turn, Lunar Society members organized a celebration for the falling 
of the Bastille; in response, a counter-revolutionary mob attacked Priestley’s home: they 
“demolish[ed] my library, apparatus, and, as far as they could, every thing belonging to me,” he 
recalled.225 Three years later, he fled to America.226 
Counter-revolutionaries ridiculed the Lunar Society’s scientific work for what they 
correctly saw as its subversive political message. Even in private, Darwin linked his adoption of 
Antoine Lavoisier’s new chemical nomenclature to his support for the French Revolution: “I feel 
myself becoming all French in both chemistry and politics,” Darwin wrote to Watt in 1790, upon 
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the outbreak of the French Revolution. 227 But counter-revolutionaries helped create an image of 
these men as something they were not: antislavery radicals, unflinchingly committed to slavery’s 
demise. Though hardly identical, their support for abolition shifted depending on the 
circumstances, and according to the degree to which it conformed to an idealized model of 
scientific progress. For Priestley and Darwin, like most of the abolitionist elite, Haiti’s immediate 
emancipation was not a model to be followed but studiously avoided. In addition, though they 
distanced themselves from the idea that industrialization would naturally spell the end of slavery, 
they kept alive the belief that slavery and science were natural enemies. In America, Priestley 
became enamored with the idea of a yeoman republic, one where the diffusion of scientific 
knowledge went hand in hand with the spread of freedom. Meanwhile, Darwin crafted a theory of 
societal evolution in which slavery became a natural albeit temporary step in mankind’s progress. 
In Darwin’s utopian final state, slavery no longer existed, and scientific truth reigned supreme. 
 
Despite the attacks on him, Darwin continued to critique slavery in his scientific writings. 
Yet he did not stray far from the central idea he had been developing for decades: that science 
would help reduce the need for slave labor. His last scientific work, Phytologia (1800), about how 
science could improve agriculture, offered a host of speculative “future experiments” that might 
“strengthen the country, to enable it to repel the invasion of foreign enemies” and might enable 
modern empires to live in accordance with the principles of “justice and humanity.”228 Some of 
his ideas were intended to foster the growth of Britain’s population, which was seen as a marker 
of civilizational progress. Machine technology, such as a drill plough he invented, would be “less 
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liable to be out of order,” and, by increasing the food supply, would help Britain’s population 
grow. Other ideas would reduce Britain’s reliance on imports: growing trees in Scotland, he 
suggested, would reduce Britain’s imports of foreign timber.229 Still other ideas would end 
Britain’s reliance on slave labor. Britain could reduce its reliance on slave-grown sugar, he wrote, 
by experimenting with the “chemical production” of sugar in a laboratory: “if sugar could be made 
from its elements without the assistance of vegetation, such abundant food might be supplied as 
might tenfold increase the number of mankind!”230 In the meantime, he hoped sugar “may soon be 
cultivated by the hands of freedom.”231 The same suggestion appeared in his final poem, Temple 
of Nature (1803), published a year after his death: “if our improved chemistry should ever discover 
the art of making sugar from fossile [sic] or aerial matter without the assistance of vegetation,” he 
wrote, humans “might live upon the earth without preying on each other.”232 
Darwin’s Temple of Nature not only suggested a chemical solution to slavery. It also 
offered a theory of social progress, one that preserved the idea that science would help foster 
slavery’s gradual demise, while implicitly rejecting the kind of radical immediate emancipation 
enacted in Haiti. Like Botanic Garden, Temple of Nature functioned as a didactic poem, with 
copious footnotes explaining the scientific theories underlying each verse. The poem’s most 
significant scientific idea was a unified theory of evolution, one that wed the evolution of 
individual species to the evolution of human society as a whole, and would later influence his 
grandson Charles Darwin.233 In the poem, Darwin contended that all matter emerged from the 
same primordial origins, and each successive species represented a steady improvement upon the 																																																								
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one that preceded it. Humans stood at the apex of the organic chain, and, through their nervous 
system, were primed to seek out pleasurable sensations and avoid painful ones. The pursuit of 
pleasure, and the cultivation of an ingrained capacity for sympathy, inspired the most gifted men 
to conceive of ideas that helped all humankind overcome its worst tendencies.234 In turn, the 
implementation of these scientific ideas, embodied by new technologies, helped humanity 
gradually progress toward a more civilized state of society. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Darwin again 
depicted men of science and their mechanical inventions as embodying the process by which 
humanity progressed: “The plans of Science with the works of art,” he wrote, “Warm every clime, 
and brighten every hour.”235 
The tumultuous events of the 1790s posed a challenge to Darwin’s theory of natural, 
orderly progress. The persistence of slavery, and the growing violence in Haiti and France, did not 
fit easily with a worldview in which humanity steadily evolved toward a more peaceful future. 
Since the 1770s, Darwin extolled industrialization and the American Revolution as representative 
of a newly enlightened, scientific age, one overseen by men of science like the “Immortal 
FRANKLIN.”236 But an age of electricity and liberty, of chemistry and steam engines, was not 
supposed to include guillotines, a slave-led emancipation, and the steady growth of slavery 
throughout the Atlantic world. Darwin struggled to make sense of these anomalies, and in Temple 
of Nature he found a way to adapt his theory of societal progress to account for them. However, 
he did so in a way that preserved the notion that science and slavery were at odds, and suggested 
that slave-led emancipations were not a solution to the problem of slavery but something better 
left ignored.  
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Darwin’s first unpublished draft of Temple of Nature, titled The Progress of Society and 
composed between 1798 and 1799, reveal him struggling with the idea that an age of science and 
industrialization could also include slavery.237  Darwin jotted down five distinct stages in society’s 
evolution, a rubric rooted in stadial theory, and directly tied to his theory of the evolution of 
individual species. All human societies, he suggested, started out in an “Age of Hunting,” then 
progressed to an “Age of Pasturage”; next came an “Age of Agriculture,” followed by an “Age of 
Commerce,” which he suggested European society was then living in. Last came the idealized, 
final state, the “Age of Philosophy.”238 Darwin listed the key attributes of the latter three stages, 
and “Slavery” and “Manufacturing” featured together only in the Age of Commerce, but not in the 
final Age of Philosophy. Meanwhile, “Science” only appeared in the Age of Philosophy, alongside 
“Liberty,” “Peace” and “Moral World.”239 By removing “Science” from the Age of Commerce 
and putting it in a yet-to-be-realized Age of Philosophy, Darwin disassociated science from 
slavery. Yet he also decoupled “Science” from “Manufacturing,” in effect revising his earlier belief 
that science and manufacturing were mutually reinforcing and capable of alleviating human 
injustices, slavery included. In this schema, manufacturing represented the industrial age, which 
suggests that Darwin could accept the idea that industrialization was no panacea for slavery. But 
he still could not conceive of a world where science and slavery co-existed. 
Darwin’s Temple of Nature also depicted slavery not as a contingent development within 
human societies, but as a natural and perhaps necessary aspect in societal progress. Keeping with 
his view that mankind evolved by the same principles as all organic species, he depicted man-
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made miseries like poverty and war as akin to natural disasters like earthquakes and disease. In his 
view, both man-made and environmental disasters served as natural checks on unfettered 
population growth. “War, and pestilence, disease, and dearth,” he wrote, “Sweep the superfluous 
myriads from the earth.” 240 Yet he offered a hopeful ending, suggesting that all matter “from the 
grave returns,” and therefore helped subsequent species evolve toward a more peaceful, improved 
future.241 In his naturalized version of reincarnation, no death was senseless. Though Darwin did 
not include slavery in the lines describing “war” and “dearth,” he discussed slavery in the same 
canto, the whole of which showed how destructive forces ultimately served a positive evolutionary 
function. If he did not explicitly write that slavery was a natural check on population growth, he 
certainly allowed readers to come to that conclusion.  
Darwin’s attempt to naturalize man-made disasters was hardly unique. In the wake of the 
tumultuous 1790s, many Enlightenment thinkers began to revise their models of societal progress. 
Representative of this trend was Thomas Malthus, whose Essay on the Principle of Population 
(1798) argued that if the population continued to grow unchecked, it would outstrip the food 
supply; thus, “misery is the check that represses the superior power of population.”242 Malthus 
greatly influenced Darwin, but there was an important difference between the two.243 After 
proslavery theorists used Malthus’s theory to justify slavery on the grounds that it served a 
necessary ecological function, Malthus, an abolitionist sympathizer, explicitly rejected the idea in 
the revised edition of Theory of Population (1803).244 By contrast, Darwin allowed his poem to 
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leave open the possibility that slavery might serve a natural purpose. Moreover, his unpublished 
notes for the poem suggest that he saw slavery as a tragic but natural stage in society’s progress, 
one that would be eradicated by the time mankind reached the Age of Philosophy. By directly 
tying his theory of societal progress to organic evolution, he also gave the impression that slavery’s 
eradication was inevitable; nature would take care of the problem. 245  
Darwin’s poem was equally significant for what it refused to mention. It said nothing about 
Haiti’s slave-led emancipation, nor its official sanctioning by the Jacobin government. Of course, 
to celebrate Haitian emancipation would play into the hands of his critics, who frequently invoked 
Haiti to delegitimize the entire abolitionist movement. Even the abolitionist leader William 
Wilberforce steered clear of any association with Haiti. Just before the passage of Britain’s anti-
slave trade bill in 1807, he wrote that to “emancipate [slaves] at once” would be the “grossest 
violation.”246 But it would be wrong to view the studied avoidance of Haiti as unanimous. 
Throughout the Atlantic world, enslaved and free black women and men openly celebrated the 
events in Haiti, and within the United States, there were even pockets of cautious white support. 
In 1797, President John Adams opened formal diplomatic ties with the black republic; a few white 
abolitionists began to argue that immediate emancipation was the only solution, the only way to 
stave off a similar slave revolt.247 American and British newspapers not infrequently depicted the 
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revolution’s black leader, Toussaint L’Ouverture, in a favorable light: an “extraordinary man,” 
New York’s The Balance called him on July 16, 1801.248 One year later, the Mercantile Advertiser 
of New York republished a London newspaper that read: “Were Toussaint L’Ouverture to be put 
to death, it would be thought the blackest murder of the whole Revolution.”249 For Darwin, the 
inability to see in Haiti an argument for immediate emancipation was not a failure of imagination; 
it was the deliberate denial of a model of emancipation that did not comport with his theory of 
gradual scientific progress.   
Priestley displayed a similar unease with Haitian emancipation. Not long after he arrived 
in the United States, on June 4, 1794, Democratic-Republicans embraced him as a natural ally. 
Benjamin Rush, who began to align himself with Democratic-Republicans in the 1790s, 
unsuccessfully courted him for a professorship in chemistry at the University of Pennsylvania.250 
Meanwhile, in 1794 a New York Democratic-Republican society welcomed him in an open letter, 
noting that, like him, it believed “a republican representative government was not only best 
adapted to promote human happiness” but was the “only rational system.”251 Federalists were as 
disparaging as Democratic-Republicans were fawning.252 The Federalist propagandist William 
Cobbett portrayed Priestley as a delusional radical, associating his political and scientific ideas 
with anarchy in France and a rash, blood-soaked emancipation in Haiti. In a 1794 pamphlet, 
Cobbett claimed that Priestley supported the “mad plan” of immediate emancipation in Haiti, 
rather than the “much more sincere desire of seeing all mankind free” as represented in the federal 
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Constitution, which allowed Congress to debate closing the slave trade in 1807.253 Cobbett also 
lampooned Priestley for contending that political institutions operated by scientific principles: a 
government “presents nothing like a system; nothing like a thing composed, and written in a 
book.”254   
Cobbett’s caricature of Priestley was not entirely baseless. He was correct when he implied 
that Priestley tried to legitimate certain political reforms by associating them with scientific laws. 
But in suggesting that Priestley approved of immediate emancipation, or was even a firmly 
committed abolitionist, he could not have been more wrong. During the entirety of Priestley’s ten-
year stay in America, until his death in 1804, Priestley seldom spoke out against slavery. When he 
did, he offered at most tepid approval of the gradualist agenda. In response to the Democratic-
Republican society’s open letter, which in part solicited his support for abolition, Priestley offered 
at best polite approval, suggesting that slavery would soon fade into history: a vestige of “former 
times,” he called it, one that “may be expected soon to die away.”255 In 1799, he responded to 
another Federalist attack, this one smearing him as a radical on account of the honorary French 
citizenship he received from the revolution’s initial leaders.256 Priestley countered his critics by 
reminding his readers that the meaning of the French Revolution, as well as abolitionism, had been 
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vastly different in those early, halcyon days: “Attend to the circumstance of the time in which I 
was made a citizen of France,” Priestley wrote.257 The revolution’s initial leaders, he wrote, 
planned only to reduce their government to “a limited monarchy resembling that of England”; they 
also gave William Wilberforce honorary citizenship not because he advocated for emancipation 
per se but rather “the abolition of the slave trade.”258 Even the universally vaunted George 
Washington, he noted, was given honorary citizenship—“and surely you do not for this suspect 
him of being your enemy.”259 
In his private life, Priestley also demonstrated a certain tolerance for slavery. In 1795, he 
hired a slave to take care of his ailing wife. “[W]e only hire a black slave by the week,” he wrote 
to his brother-in-law, John Wilkinson, from his rural Pennsylvania home, in December of 1795.260 
This was fifteen years after Pennsylvania enacted one of the nation’s first gradual emancipation 
laws, and when slaves made up less than one percent of the entire population.261  Priestley was 
hardly alone among British émigrés who opposed slave labor while in England, but found it 
impossible to get by without it in America. Priestley’s fellow chemist, friend and émigré, Thomas 
Cooper, once an ardent abolitionist in Britain, tried to purchase slaves shortly after his arrival; by 
the 1820s, he became one of the South’s most prominent proslavery defenders.262 One of 
Priestley’s sons became a successful sugar planter in Louisiana; his daughter married a sugar 
planter as well.263 To be sure, Priestley cannot be faulted for the company he kept, and he did 
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privately confess unease with slavery. In 1796, he grumbled to the wife of a British diplomat in 
Philadelphia: “the Servants alone are sufficient to render a native of Britain miserable in this 
Country.”264 But in light of his meek defense of abolition and his own use of a slave, these 
comments represent at best evidence of a man conflicted, at worst, disingenuous remarks intended 
to burnish his abolitionist credentials. 
Priestley may have avoided public references to slavery once in the United States. But he 
continued to press the idea that science and freedom were natural allies. In 1799, he published an 
essay titled “Maxims of Political Arithmetic,” which described his vision of America’s future and 
essentially paraphrased Jefferson’s ideal of a yeoman republic.265 Like Jefferson, he imagined an 
agrarian republic worked by independent small farmers. Though Priestley made no mention of 
slavery, slaveholders appeared nowhere in the future nation, similar to the agrarian republic of 
Jefferson’s imagination. Moreover, Priestley’s idealized yeoman republic implicitly rested upon 
the diffusion of scientific knowledge. He argued that Federalists wasted tax dollars on military 
defense rather than investing in education, using science to embody the ideal of a useful education. 
Imagine “what solid advantage, might be derived from half the expence [sic] in sending out men 
of science for the purpose of purchasing works of literature and philosophical instruments,” he 
wrote.266 
Priestley had a strong ideological kinship with Jefferson. He enthusiastically endorsed 
Jefferson’s presidency, dedicating his final work to “Thomas Jefferson President of the United 
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States” in 1803.267 Three years earlier, Jefferson solicited Priestley’s advice for the “selection of 
the sciences” curriculum at the university Jefferson was devising, and the two maintained a steady 
correspondence until Priestley’s death.268 Both men were attracted to each other for obvious 
reasons. They were Francophiles and science enthusiasts who felt that the diffusion of scientific 
knowledge would help foster freer, and more equal societies.269 Both men also showed a marked 
ambivalence about slavery. Though Jefferson fought, in the 1780s, to limit slavery’s expansion in 
the Northwest Territory, by the turn of the century, he lacked the political will to end it.270 
Priestley’s antislavery commitments followed a similar arc. In the 1780s, before the Haitian and 
French Revolutions had tainted the abolitionist movement, he proudly endorsed abolitionism. But 
when faced with public ridicule and a radical alternative—immediate emancipation, of the kind 
achieved in Haiti—he backed away, fearful of defending a now unpopular cause, and refusing to 
even acknowledge Haiti’s existence. The belief that the diffusion of scientific knowledge would 
gradually bring human beings to their senses, that men of science might one day devise “future 
experiments” to alleviate the need for slave labor, proved comforting. There was no point 
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defending abolitionism if it meant being associated with radicalism, and certainly not if scientific 
ideas could be relied upon to suggest that slavery would eventually die away. 
Jefferson was not the only American who shared Priestley’s views. An equally sympathetic 
figure was Benjamin Rush. Elected president of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society in 1803, a 
year before Priestley’s death, Rush was even more insistent that science and slavery were natural 
enemies. Rush was among the first to hear of Priestley’s death. On February 6, 1804, he received 
a letter from the chemist Thomas Cooper, which read in part: “Dr. Priestley died this morning 
about 11 o’clock, without the slightest degree of apparent pain,” and continued: “I am sure you 
will sincerely regret the decease of a man so highly eminent and useful in the literary and 
philosophical world, and so much a personal friend.”271  Rush would indeed regret the loss of such 
a close friend. But unlike Priestley, and his Lunar Society colleagues, Rush imagined science 
playing a far more active role in slavery’s demise than anything they could have imagined. ♦ 
  
																																																								
















Figure 1 (above): A depiction of a popular eighteenth century electrical experiment. From 





























Figure 2 (below): Antislavery Medallion. 
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Chapter 2 
Stars and Stripes 
 
 In 1792, two years before Priestley arrived in America, Benjamin Rush delivered a 
remarkable address before the American Philosophical Society. A signer of the Declaration of 
Independence and one of the new republic’s most prominent physicians, Rush was eagerly courted 
by Pennsylvania’s abolitionist leaders. In the lecture, Rush declared that a specific disease, leprosy, 
caused the darkening of black peoples’ skin. Once physicians found a cure, he concluded, black 
Americans would turn white, which would “add greatly to their happiness,” for however much 
they “appear to be satisfied with their color, there are many proofs of their preferring that of white 
people.” 272 The implications were obvious. His theory would prove, once and for all, that “the 
whole human race…descended from one pair,” while also countering arguments that Africans 
were innately predisposed to slave labor.273 More importantly, it would solve a question that had 
vexed many white Americans: What to do with slaves after freedom? Rush was suggesting that 
blacks, once no longer enslaved and cured of their blackness, could assimilate into the new nation 
as full, equal—and white—American citizens.  
 Rush’s antislavery arguments were deeply tied to his vision of a white yeoman republic. 
Like many patriots, he partly used the antislavery cause to advance a political agenda. Prior to the 
revolutionary period, only Quakers and a few lone religious figures had challenged slavery 
publicly. But Britain’s conflict with its American colonies expanded antislavery arguments beyond 
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their religious basis and took them into the realm of politics.274 Regardless of one’s religious views 
or even one’s moral convictions, aligning oneself with abolitionism could be a useful way to 
advocate for a political cause. For Rush and likeminded patriots, attacking slavery in part helped 
them avoid the charge of hypocrisy. Conservative British writers routinely mocked patriots for 
claiming that Parliament treated colonists like “slaves,” when, in fact, patriots had grown rich from 
slave labor. “How is it that we hear the loudest yelps for liberty among the drivers of Negroes?” 
the British wit Samuel Johnson famously quipped, in 1775.275 Patriot leaders like Rush and his 
mentor, Benjamin Franklin, countered their critics by blaming the origins of chattel slavery on 
tyrannical British rule and downplaying the significance of slavery within the thirteen colonies.276 
In the process, they helped expand abolitionism beyond its sectarian roots into a broad based 
politically-oriented movement. 
Meanwhile, British imperial officials had their own political reasons for supporting 
abolitionism. The loss of the thirteen colonies led officials to question the long-term viability of 
its slave-based Atlantic economy. They slowly began to turn their attention to building putatively 
slave-free colonies in the East, from India to Indonesia, in part by using the empire’s political 
crusade against the international slave trade as cover for an imperial rebooting.277 Britain could 
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also restore its self-image as the true defender of liberty, which had been challenged by the patriots’ 
victory.278 Antislavery’s core and often deeply religious leaders, on both sides of the Atlantic, were 
not blind to the political uses of their cause; in fact, they eagerly courted political figures suddenly 
receptive to abolitionism. But the politicization of antislavery posed as many challenges as it did 
opportunities. The upside was that the heightened political interest meant that abolitionists could 
use government to effect real change; the downside was that, as antislavery became entangled with 
nationalist agendas, it risked limiting the movement’s international dimension. Slavery’s most 
ardent critics had long understood slavery to be a transnational problem: the slave economy 
benefited merchants in New England and farmers in Pennsylvania as much it did slave-owners in 
Jamaica and bankers in London.279 If antislavery became too wrapped up in any one political 
agenda, slavery might be weakened somewhere, but never eradicated everywhere. 
 Therein lay the importance of men of science. Men like Rush and Franklin not only 
developed extensive transatlantic scientific networks that helped sustain abolitionism’s earlier 
transatlantic community; they also presented their scientific work as being above political interests. 
Because science was alleged to be for the benefit of all mankind and had the veneer of 
disinterestedness, enlisting men of science into the antislavery cause would help temper the 
nationalistic agendas that abolitionism increasingly served. Moreover, soliciting men of science 
would help abolitionism shed its pious, sectarian image.280 By making antislavery appear less a 
religious or moral issue, and more a rational one backed by science, abolitionism could gain a 
wider audience. Pennsylvania’s original antislavery Quaker leadership understood this. Anthony 
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Benezet, a devout Quaker and antislavery advocate since the 1750s, asked both Rush and Franklin 
to write antislavery essays in the early 1770s.281 After the war, in 1787, the Pennsylvania Abolition 
Society (PAS) asked Franklin to serve as president, a position he held until his death in 1790. 
Thirteen years later, the society elected Rush president—in fact, three of the organization’s four 
presidents between 1787 and 1817 were men of science.282 Yet Rush and Franklin are only part of 
the story. The society’s leaders had also solicited Benjamin Banneker, a free black astronomer, 
believing that his scientific abilities would refute claims of African Americans’ alleged intellectual 
inferiority. To study the scientific contributions of Rush, Franklin and Banneker together reveals 
what abolitionists stood to gain by courting men of science, and what they stood to lose. 
For all these men, the decision to align themselves with the antislavery movement was 
never only, or even fundamentally, about the moral sin of slavery. Unlike abolitionism’s pre-
revolutionary Quaker vanguard, their decision to aid the movement was as much if not more about 
advancing particular, and sometimes competing, political agendas. For Rush and Franklin, 
abolitionism provided a means to advance American independence and their hope for a white 
republic.283 Banneker’s engagement with abolitionism was equally complicated, and perhaps least 
well understood. Though often considered an early black abolitionist, his involvement with the 
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movement was far more tenuous.284 Born free in rural Maryland and removed from the early 
republic’s growing free black urban communities, Banneker spent far more time pursuing a life of 
science than a life of activism. His decision, in 1791, to publish his first antislavery almanac had 
as much to do with his desire to see his hard-won scientific accomplishments recognized as it did 
his obvious sympathy for the cause. Two years earlier, he first mentioned his desire to “Calculate 
a Common Almanack,” but said nothing about it serving a political cause, antislavery or 
otherwise.285 Only after repeated failures to publish his work on his own did he agree to 
abolitionists’ requests to play up his race in exchange for their help getting published. 
But Banneker would not be played a fool. Much like Rush and Banneker, both of whose 
work appeared in his almanacs, he made sure that the antislavery cause could also include his own 
political vision. In his second almanac, published in 1792, Banneker included a letter he wrote to 
Thomas Jefferson that attacked slavery on the grounds that it ran counter to the spirit of the 
Declaration of Independence. Was it not Jefferson himself who “publickly [sic] held forth this true 
and invaluable doctrine”: that “all men are created equal” and are entitled to “certain unalienable 
rights”? Banneker asked.286 Unlike Rush or Franklin, however, Banneker’s political vision did not 
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imagine a white republic, but a multiracial one. “I freely and Chearfully [sic] acknowledge, that I 
am of the African race,” he told Jefferson, “and [am] in that colour which is natural to them of the 
deepest dye.”287 In effect, Banneker rejected the idea that blackness was a curable disease, that 
black citizenship was a question abolitionists and their sympathizers could easily explain away. 
The American republic he imagined entailed not the erasure of African Americans, but their full 
and unapologetic inclusion.  
Though the political agendas of Banneker, Rush and Franklin differed, abolitionist leaders 
eagerly courted them anyway. Whatever uncomfortable questions their antislavery views raised in 
regard to a post-emancipation America, it was their scientific contributions that made them so 
valuable. Rush’s medical theories, Franklin’s political arithmetic and nautical maps, and 
Banneker’s astronomical calculations all came embedded with clear antislavery messages. 
Abolitionist leaders exaggerated their commitment to the movement, as have later historians, but 
that does not make their contributions to antislavery any less significant. On the contrary: it was 
precisely because their scientific arguments mattered so greatly that antislavery leaders were 
willing to brook their contradictions, compromises and competing political visions. The 
endorsement of science would not only widen abolitionism’s appeal, abolitionists understood, it 
would also make science and antislavery seem like natural allies.  
 
I. 
 Benjamin Franklin had a long and intimate relationship with slavery. In 1735, the twenty-
nine-year-old Franklin bought his first slave, Joseph.288 Over the course of his life, Franklin would 
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acquire at least seven more, most of whom lived in his Philadelphia home, and two of whom, Peter 
and King, traveled with him to London in 1757. He freed none of them during his lifetime. Some 
died under his family’s control; King escaped to freedom three years after arriving in London; and 
only one, Bob, Franklin manumit “after my decease,” as he wrote in his last will, in 1788.289 A 
good portion of Franklin’s wealth also derived from the sale of slaves. As the editor and owner of 
the Pennsylvania Gazette, which Franklin published between 1729 and 1748, at least twenty 
percent of the advertisements, the papers’ most reliable source of revenue, concerned slave or 
indentured laborers.290 The May 3, 1733 issue featured a typical slave sale ad: for sale was a thirty-
year-old “Negro Woman,” good at cooking, ironing and sewing, who had two young sons, one 
two, the other six. The younger son would be included with her price, the ad noted, while the older 
son could be sold either “with his Mother, or by himself, as the Buyer pleases.”291 Franklin did not 
merely place the ads, he also facilitated the trade. Nearly all of the ads told prospective buyers that, 
if they wanted to see the slave and negotiate a price, they should come to his shop and “Enquire 
of the Printer.”292  
 Franklin’s investment in slavery did not necessarily make him a hypocrite: slavery touched 
nearly every facet of eighteenth century colonial life, and many early abolitionist leaders had once 
owned or directly profited from slavery. But nor was Franklin’s late-in-life endorsement of the 
PAS an uplifting story, a tale of a compromised man who finally came to his senses, as historians 
often frame it.293 Near the end of his life, Franklin may have become the public face of the PAS 
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and touted his alleged lifelong commitment to antislavery. But if we appreciate what a “rather 
strange friend of antislavery” Franklin was, as a more critical scholar has put it, we see why his 
final endorsement of the movement was so important.294 Franklin’s support mattered not because 
he was staunchly committed, nor because he was an influential statesman alone. Franklin mattered 
because he gave the movement scientific legitimacy.  
In contrast to the prerevolutionary Quaker abolitionist vanguard, Franklin argued against 
slavery on scientific, racial and political grounds, rather than on religious ones. Beginning in 1755, 
when he published his first public antislavery remarks, and through 1790, when he signed a PAS 
petition to Congress just before his death, Franklin emphasized the racial threat slavery posed to 
an imagined all-white America, as well as the myth of an innocent, liberty loving nation. To make 
his case, he used the science of political arithmetic, environmentalist theories of race, and even 
nautical maps. Early antislavery leaders courted him not in spite of the nationalistic, racial and 
scientific nature of his arguments, but precisely because of it: they knew that playing to collective 
white fears of black assimilation, and expanding antislavery’s justifications beyond Quaker 
teachings, would broaden the movement’s appeal. In the process, Franklin would help make 
antislavery seem scientific, patriotic and modern.  
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 Near the end of his life, Franklin liked to boast about publishing some of the earliest 
antislavery writings in the thirteen colonies. “About the year 1728 or 29 I myself printed a book 
for Ralph Sandiford,” he wrote to a British antislavery supporter, John Wright, in London, on 
November 4, 1789; in 1737, he published “another book on the same subject by Benjamin Lay.”295 
Franklin’s boast in part reflected his attempt, near the end of his life, to fashion himself into a 
longtime abolitionist. But it also reflected his attempt to make his country, the newly United States, 
look less dependent on slavery than it was. Franklin’s boast came in the response to Wright’s initial 
letter, which noted that Parliament seemed likely to abolish the slave trade soon, and suggested 
that English Quakers initiated the campaign in a 1758 London Yearly Meeting. Franklin’s letter 
corrected him: the London meeting “was not the first sowing of the good seed you mention,” he 
wrote, noting that, in 1693, Quakers “in the city of Philadelphia” had published their own 
antislavery epistle, which was then followed by his comment about publishing Sandiford and Lay’s 
antislavery works.296 This was Franklin’s antislavery epitomized: ever anxious to protect his 
nation’s image, he aligned himself with abolitionists less out of moral concern for the enslaved 
than to deflect attention from America’s contradictions, a country for which the freedom of some 
depended on the enslavement of others.  
Moreover, Franklin tried to deflate Wright’s own nationalistic gloating by using a cutting 
scientific metaphor. The abolition of the slave trade was inevitable, akin to a law of physics, 
Franklin told him, since antislavery’s momentum, which began in America and was decades in the 
making, had all but guaranteed slavery’s decline: Britain’s decision to act “so late,” he wrote, “is 
some confirmation of Lord Bacon’s observation that a good motion never dies,” referencing the 
																																																								




early modern natural philosopher, Francis Bacon.297 Here and elsewhere, Franklin wittily deployed 
scientific language to make his case; if only a passing refrain, the analogy both denied Britain 
credit, and suggested that slavery’s demise was a thing inevitable. Of course, the truth was that 
abolitionism functioned nothing like a law of physics. Far from inevitable, abolitionism’s success 
depended on a combination of, among other things, dogged activism, enslaved resistance and 
contingent historical events that made antislavery, rather suddenly, politically appealing.  
In the late seventeenth century, a few religious dissidents in the American colonies voiced 
their disapproval of slavery.298 But not until slavery became tied up in political arguments between 
the British empire and its rebellious American colonies would anything like an organized mass 
movement emerge. Franklin’s own ambiguous relationship to prerevolutionary Quaker activists, 
who had become the leaders of early antislavery reform, reflects the way both politics and science 
would help broaden the movement’s appeal. Franklin did in fact publish the early antislavery 
writings of Sandiford and Lay, in 1729 and 1737, respectively. But that did not mean he necessarily 
agreed with their views. The antislavery opinions of Sandiford and Lay, both Quaker merchants, 
were explosive, denounced by the majority of Quakers on both sides of the Atlantic. Franklin knew 
how divisive their views were, but he was a relatively new printer in town and, in pursuit of profit, 
he printed their work—so long as his name was kept off their works, and so long as they distributed 
the pamphlets themselves. To the extent that Franklin sympathized with their views, it probably 
had more to do with their attacks on established religious hierarchy than his own troubled 
conscience. 299 																																																								
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More importantly, the antislavery arguments of Quakers like Sandiford and Lay differed 
markedly from the ones Franklin would make, and publish anonymously, in the coming years. 
Early Quaker critiques of slavery were directed inward, toward the Quaker community itself. They 
were premised on the idea that slavery was a moral sin, a violation of foundational Quaker 
beliefs.300 Lay’s All Slave-keepers that Keep the Innocent in Bondage (1737), subtitled “Apostates 
pretending to lay claim to the pure & holy Christian religion,” repeatedly called slavery “that filthy 
Sin,” and emphasized how slavery violated the Quaker principle of “preaching up Perfection in 
holiness” and “the universal Love of God to all people, of all Colours and Countries.”301 Though 
Franklin, a deist, admired the Quakers’ egalitarianism, he had little interest in their professions of 
religious purity. To him, the Quakers’ religious rejection of slavery was a kind of 
fundamentalism.302 In his Autobiography, which he began writing in 1771 and was published 
posthumously in 1818, he offered a critique of all kinds of religious dogmatism, and singled out 
Quakers. He bemoaned what he depicted as their stringent biblical literalism, citing their pacifism 
as a prime example. By elevating pacifism into a religious doctrine, he wrote, Quakers left no room 
for doubt, no room for the possibility of being wrong. “Like a Man travelling in foggy Weather,” 
he wrote, all devout people believe they see clearly what is right in front of them, and only 
everyone else is “wrapped up in the Fog.”303  
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For Franklin, this kind of certitude not only flew in the face of reason. It flew in the face 
of what it meant to be an enlightened, scientific thinker.304 Franklin’s socialization to 
Enlightenment scientific culture, beginning with a visit to the Royal Society on his first trip to 
London, in 1726, helped him appreciate the persuasive power of intellectual modesty.305 Like 
Priestley, Darwin and Wedgwood, he learned that scientific arguments were won not necessarily 
on account of the evidence, but on how the evidence was presented.306 Establishing probability, 
not certainty, was the ideal of Enlightenment science, and Franklin’s ability to master that culture, 
perhaps as much as his inventions, experiments and theories, helped ensure his scientific 
success.307 In his Autobiography, he described his “Method” of persuasion, on all matters, which 
echoed the mores of Enlightenment men of science: instead of saying words like “Certainly, 
undoubtedly…rather say, I conceive, or I apprehend” or “It appears to me.”308 Franklin said that 
he learned these habits of intellectual modesty from reading early deist philosophers, which might 
well be true.309 But they were also practiced and honed in conversations with the men of science 
he began to persuade from the 1740s onward.  
Moreover, Franklin believed that difficult moral questions were better decided using a 
calm, mathematical formula rather than relying on religious doctrine. In a letter to Priestley, from 
September 19, 1773, he described how, when faced with a difficult decision, he would devise an 
equation to help him make a rational choice. He made a chart with one side listing the “Pro,” the 
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other “Con,” then weighted each reason, for and against, based on how important he believed each 
reason to be. Then he added it all up and made a decision, dispassionately and scientifically. That 
way, he told Priestley, “I can judge better, and am less likely to make a rash Step.” He called this 
method “Moral or Prudential Algebra.”310 Franklin’s penchant for approaching moral questions 
as if they could be solved like algebraic equations served both him and the early Quaker 
abolitionists well. By arguing against slavery in scientific terms, he could deflect criticisms that 
he was himself a religious fanatic, a problem particularly acute to the prerevolutionary Quaker 
vanguard. 311 Early Quaker abolitionists, meanwhile, could benefit from the potential Franklin’s 
arguments had to widen their movement’s appeal. Franklin’s first essay critiquing slavery, 
Observations Concerning the Increase of Mankind, published in 1755 on both sides of the Atlantic, 
had nothing to do with the Quaker antislavery movement.312 Instead, he argued against slavery on 
the grounds that it threatened the British empire’s long-term economic viability as well as its racial 
homogeneity, and he did so using the new science of “political arithmetic,” an antecedent to 
modern demographics.313 These were exactly the kinds of arguments that the more politically 
savvy early Quaker abolitionists realized could expand their movement.  
 Observations was not primarily concerned with slavery, but with a recent British law that 
prohibited the erection of iron furnaces and mills in the American colonies. Franklin thought the 
protectionist policy would cut off employment for potential English immigrants, and in doing so 
limit the colonies’ population growth, then considered a quintessential measure of a society’s 
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health. The scientific subfield of political arithmetic emerged in the late seventeenth century to 
help imperial officials calculate the potential for population growth, and Observations established 
Franklin as a talented practitioner.314 In Observations, Franklin not only carefully calculated how 
“People increase in Proportion to the Number of Marriages,” but also how a host of imperial 
policies checked the colonies’ white population growth.315 Slavery was listed alongside several 
other ill-conceived policies, such as the “Loss of Territory” and “being conquered,” and a central 
problem of slavery was that it “greatly diminish’d the Whites” by “depriv[ing] of Employment” 
recent British immigrants.316 In making his case against slavery on political, racial and scientific 
grounds, Franklin simultaneously avoided making religious objections, and even rejected an 
alternative political argument against slavery. To imperial officials who feared that slaves might 
provide colonial manufacturers with a cheaper source of labor than could manufacturers in 
England, he said they had no reason to worry. “Slaves can never be so cheap here as the Labour 
of working Men is in Britain,” adding: “Any one may compute it.”317 Colonists only used slaves, 
he argued, because they were easier to control: unlike indentured servants, they did not escape 
“their Masters,” as he himself had done.318 
 Franklin wrote Observations in 1751, when he was newly elected to the Pennsylvania 
Assembly and had begun to eye official membership in the Royal Society. The essay reflected 
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Franklin’s political savvy. Soon after writing the essay, he sent a copy to Peter Collinson in 
London, a scientific colleague who helped get Franklin elected to the Royal Society in 1756.319 
Collinson encouraged him to publish the essay, noting that it gave him, Collinson—a British man 
of science with an equally important reputation to uphold—no “offence.”320 The comment 
indicated the way Franklin’s political and scientific arguments against slavery shielded him from 
accusations of religious fanaticism, and could even be read as a sign of loyalty to the Crown. 
Indeed, Franklin’s initial critique of slavery was not couched as an argument against the British 
empire, as they would later become, but in favor of it.321 “Weakening the Children”—meaning the 
colonies—“weakens the whole Family,” Franklin wrote, implying that slavery posed a threat to 
both the colonies and the metropole.322  
 Franklin’s essay also reflected his shrewd exploitation of the empire’s racial fears.323 
Observations said nothing about the violence, physical and otherwise, that bondage did to the 
enslaved; instead, it focused exclusively on the harm it did to white colonists. “Whites who have 
Slaves” become “enfeebled” and lazy, he wrote, eventually becoming “proud, [and] disgusted with 
Labour.”324 He also played to an implicit British preference for a white-majority empire. “Why 
increase the Sons of Africa, by Planting them in America,” he wrote, “where we have so fair an 
Opportunity, by excluding all Blacks and Tawneys, of increasing the lovely White?”325 Scientific 																																																								
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metaphors again helped him make his case: Viewed from the cosmos, “the Inhabitants in Mars or 
Venus,” Franklin wrote, would much prefer to look down on a continent populated by white 
“Superior Beings” rather than Africans.326 The first edition of the essay also argued that every 
slave was “by Nature a Thief,” and used it as yet another argument against slavery.327 However, 
in the next edition, published in 1760, he revised that phrase to read: “every Slave being from the 
Nature of Slavery a Thief.”328 Though Franklin’s revision is often interpreted as evidence of his 
growing sympathy for the enslaved, it perhaps says less about his diminishing racial prejudices 
than about Franklin’s desire to align his writing with the latest scientific theories about race.  
 In 1749, the French naturalist le Comte de Buffon updated the early modern scientific 
theory of race, known as environmentalism, with the publication of Histoire Naturelle. 
Environmentalism held that the social and natural environments, not any innate quality, accounted 
for racial difference; race, in effect, was fluid, not fixed. 329 Franklin received a copy of Buffon’s 
Histoire Naturelle in 1754, and changed his remark in 1760, which could suggest that he wanted 
his work to appear more scientific, particularly now that his scientific reputation was firmly 
established.330 The idea that the social institution of slavery caused bad traits perfectly aligned with 
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men of science in the years to come. Yet historians tend to focus on a private letter Franklin wrote 
in December 1763, to John Waring, the founder of a school for enslaved black children in 
Philadelphia, to argue that Franklin’s racial prejudices were lessening by the 1760s. In 1763, 
Franklin visited the school, which was founded by the Anglican humanitarian group, the 
Associates of Dr. Bray, in 1758; after the visit, he told Waring that he had “conceiv’d a higher 
Opinion of the natural Capacities of the black Race, than I had ever before entertained.”331 Even 
if Franklin’s racial views were changing, he still admitted harboring prejudices: “You will wonder 
perhaps that I should ever doubt it,” he told Waring, in regard to black intelligence, adding, “I will 
not undertake to justify all my Prejudices, nor to account for them.”332 
 Franklin’s racial prejudices are important not for what they reveal about his personal flaws 
but for what they say about his importance to abolitionists. The movement’s early leaders would 
tolerate his racial biases, even his slaveholding, so long as they remained private, and, crucially, 
because his scientific and political arguments could help grow the movement. His edited racial 
comment, about slavery causing negative traits, not only evinced the way scientifically-sound 
racial arguments would increasingly appeal to the movement’s early leaders, but also the way 
antislavery arguments about black racial equality would, by the latter eighteenth century, expand 
to include both biblical and scientific rationales.333 Lay’s 1737 tract featured the typical early 
eighteenth century religious defense of racial equality: God created all people equal, “in all colours, 
and Countries.”334 For the deeply pious, nothing else was needed. But for the “enlightened” elite 
who controlled the levers of government, Franklin’s environmentalist had a more sophisticated 
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patina. Of course, environmentalism grew directly from the same biblical story, but by the latter 
eighteenth century, Enlightenment men of science reframed it on more secular terms.  
 After the publication of Observations Franklin was increasingly on abolitionists’ radar. To 
be sure, he was an unpredictable and often double-dealing figure. In 1768, for instance, as the 
newly appointed colonial Georgia agent in London, he petitioned Whitehall to approve the 
colony’s pro-slavery laws.335 But Franklin’s wife, Deborah, encouraged his involvement with 
abolitionists. She became closely involved with Philadelphia’s antislavery activists in the late-
1750s, and at least since 1758, kept a portrait of Lay in their Philadelphia home.336 It was also her 
support for the school for enslaved children that encouraged Franklin’s own support. On August 
9, 1759, Deborah told Franklin, who was back in London, about her recent visit to the school: she 
had “a great deal of Pleasure” seeing “the Negro Children catechized,” and planned to send their 
own new slave, Othello, to the school.337 One year later, the board unanimously elected Benjamin 
Franklin president, a position he accepted perhaps as much to appease his wife as for his own 
sympathy with antislavery. It was also through Deborah that Anthony Benezet, a devout Quaker 
antislavery leader who began to solicit the aid of prominent figures in the 1760s, had a connection 
to Benjamin: Benezet’s brother had married a relative of hers.338 That familial link may have 
encouraged Benezet to reach out to Franklin, asking for his help combatting this “terrible evil” in 
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a letter to Franklin on April 27, 1772.339 Benezet also let Franklin know that other “most weighty” 
scientific colleagues in London, like the physician John Fothergill, had also been contacted.340  
 Beginning in the 1770s, Franklin made an increased number of public comments against 
slavery, although anonymously. They resulted less from a desire to appease his wife than from 
political reasons—particularly, a need to counter the charge of American hypocrisy as the conflict 
with Britain intensified. The Stamp Act Crisis, which began in 1765, led many American colonists 
to compare taxation rhetorically with slavery; in turn, anti-American writers relished mocking 
them, as Samuel Johnson famously did, saying that people who benefited so much from chattel 
slavery had no right claiming themselves lovers of liberty. The argument was not only made by 
polemicists with little interest in abolitionism, but even by staunch British abolitionists like 
Granville Sharp, whom Franklin befriended in London. In 1769, Sharp argued that the “boasted 
liberty of our American colonies...has so little right to that sacred name” when every slaveholder 
is himself an “arbitrary monarch.”341  
 Franklin wrote his first full essay on slavery in January 30, 1770, partly in response to 
Sharp’s pamphlet, and it reflected how the politics of the American Revolution forced even tepid, 
erratic antislavery sympathizers like Franklin to increasingly confront the issue. Titled 
“Conversations on Slavery,” and published anonymously in London’s Public Advertiser, Franklin 
admitted that slavery was a “Crime.”342 But it dwelled almost entirely on defending Americans 
from the charge of hypocrisy. Written as a satire, the article opened with a fictional Englishman 
mocking “You Americans” for fussing about “every little imaginary Infringement on what you 
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take to be your Liberties,” all the while practicing slavery.343 But the American called his bluff. 
How convenient it was, the American countered, that Britain should choose to champion the 
slaves’ cause “at this Time”: that is, when colonists were arguing for their own freedom.344 
“Remember, Sir,” the American added, England “began the Slave trade.”345 In any event, the 
English treated its laborers, and the Scottish their coalminers, not much better than Americans 
treated their slaves: If “having black Faces” made a man a slave, the American quipped, he would 
think coalminers themselves were slaves, until he realized that under “the Smut their Skin is 
white.”346 
 Franklin’s fictional American also argued that North American slavery was, in relation to 
British West Indian slavery, comparatively mild. Political arithmetic again played a role in his 
explanation. Franklin vastly underestimated the number of slaves in North America—“perhaps, 
one Family in a Hundred . . . has a Slave in it”—and then used the low estimate to argue that severe 
laws only occurred where a black majority existed.347 Only “where Slaves greatly outnumber the 
Whites, as in Barbadoes now,” he wrote, were harsh laws “necessary.”348 Moreover, the 
Englishman ignored the fact that most slaves taken to the colonies were “of a plotting Disposition, 
dark, sullen, [and] malicious.”349 “Conversations” made no explicit argument for ending slavery. 
But it expressed a real acknowledgment of the problem and foreshadowed the way likeminded 
patriotic men of science would, in the coming decades, come to think about the issue: Soothed by 
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a selective reading of the data, they could convince themselves that slavery would, if not die away 
on its own, then be fixed calmly, rationally, and in due time.  
 Franklin was forced to address the issue again in the wake of the Somersett Case of 1772. 
James Somersett, enslaved to a Bostonian, had escaped shortly after his owner took him to 
England, in 1771. After he was recaptured and nearly resold to an owner in Jamaica, Sharp took 
on Somersett’s case and helped him win his freedom. Though the chief justice, Lord Mansfield, 
did nothing to free any other slaves in England, British abolitionists celebrated the ruling as if he 
did.350 On June 18, 1777, Franklin published a short letter, again anonymously, in the London 
Chronicle that praised the decision but emphasized how much more work had to be done.351 
Franklin suggested a cautious antislavery program, one focused primarily on ending the slave 
trade, and at most “declaring the children of present Slaves free after they become of age.”352 But 
particularly noteworthy is the way he deflected attention away from slavery in the North American 
colonies and focused almost exclusively on British hypocrisy. “Pharisaical Britain!” he wrote: 
“[T]o pride thyself in setting free a single Slave,” he said in relation to the recent Somerset 
decision, “while thy Merchants . . . continue a commerce whereby so many hundreds of thousands 
are dragged into a slavery . . . !”353  
 Equally noteworthy is Franklin’s use of political arithmetic, this time in relation to slaves. 
Nearly a third of the letter described the shockingly high number of slaves both in the colonies and 
taken annually in the Atlantic slave trade. “By a late computation made in America,” he wrote, 
nearly “eight hundred and fifty thousand Negroes” lived in all the British colonies, while “about 
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one hundred thousand” more were imported annually, “of which number about one third perish” 
from disease during the Middle Passage.354 Franklin took these numbers directly from a recent 
letter he received from Benezet, later thanking him for giving him “the Number of Slaves imported 
and perishing.”355  Shrewdly, Franklin did not publish his name on these antislavery articles—to 
do risked alienating the southern colonies whose support the patriots needed to win the war. But 
Benezet’s solicitation of him anyway, and giving him data to make the case, indicates how 
important these scientific arguments were becoming to the nascent antislavery movement. Benezet 
did not even need Franklin’s name, and the scientific stature it conferred, on these articles: the 
scientific arguments themselves were good enough. Benezet, committed to a transatlantic 
movement, was even willing to tolerate Franklin’s habit of dismissing British antislavery efforts. 
The “Hypocrisy of this Country”! Franklin wrote Benezet, in reference to England: it “encourages 
such a detestable Commerce” yet congratulates its “Love of Liberty . . . in setting free a single 
Negro.”356 
 The conflict with Britain triggered Franklin’s antislavery remarks, but fashioning himself 
as a staunch antislavery ally also helped curry favor with likeminded scientific figures. The people 
Franklin trusted and admired most were men of science, not simply general Enlightenment 
intellectuals, and many of them had been coming out in defense of abolitionism. 357 If creating the 
appearance of being an antislavery supporter might secure their support for the patriot war effort, 
he was happy to do so. In March 1773, he agreed to help Jacques Dubourg, a French botanist and 
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his French translator, circulate an antislavery pamphlet in America.358 In a letter from March 20, 
1774, Franklin expressed support for black freedom in a letter to the Marquis de Condorcet, who 
in 1781 wrote a powerful indictment of slavery.359 Condorcet had sent Franklin a questionnaire 
about Pennsylvania’s natural history, which included a question about the state’s black population; 
Franklin responded that the “Negroes who are free live among the White People, but are generally 
improvident and poor.”360 He emphasized that their poverty resulted not because they were 
“deficient in natural understanding,” but because “they have not the Advantage of Education.”361 
Both scientifically sound and humane-sounding, Franklin’s letter simultaneously implied his 
support for antislavery while also minimizing the importance of slavery to, and racial 
discrimination in, his own state. With fellow scientific Americans, Franklin did something similar, 
leveraging an appearance of support for antislavery to fortify their political allegiance. On May 1, 
1773, Benjamin Rush, whom Franklin mentored, sent him his own antislavery pamphlet, which 
Franklin kindly applauded—“It is well written,” he told Rush, adding that slavery was a practice 
that for too long has “disgrac’d our Nation.”362  
 During the war years, several newly independent states took steps to end slavery, and 
thousands of slaves seized their own freedom by escaping to British lines. But nothing like an 
organized antislavery movement emerged until the war ended.363 Rather quickly, the antislavery 
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movement had been redefined from an eccentric religious movement into a political cause. It was 
at this point that Franklin began to experiment with political solutions to slavery, realizing that 
antislavery could help shore up the patriot victory.364 In 1782, with a peace deal imminent, patriot 
leaders selected Franklin to be part of the American delegation to negotiate a treaty in Paris.365  
Slavery emerged as a delicate issue. American slave-owners demanded that Britain return their 
escaped slaves, but other Americans saw it as an opportunity to gradually detach the nation from 
slavery. Ever the compromiser, Franklin began to work out some possible solutions sometime after 
July 10, 1782, drafting them in an unpublished letter titled “A Thought concerning the Sugar 
Islands” and only printed years after his death. 366  
 His scientific colleagues again proved an important influence. Some of his scientific friends 
were negotiators for the British, and they too had antislavery sympathies, or at least saw 
abolitionism as a means to restore lost moral capital. As a negotiating tool, Franklin played up his 
interest in abolitionism, much as he had with Condorcet, while devising a plan that would make 
Europe—not America—responsible for ending slavery in the “Sugar Islands”: that is, the West 
Indies, not the newly independent states. Franklin’s essay was part of a series of back-channel 
diplomatic correspondences he kept up throughout the war with other like-minded British men of 
science, the most important of which was David Hartley. Hartley was part of an informal British 
peace delegation, and the son of the senior David Hartley, whose physiological theories of moral 
behavior influenced the Lunar Society abolitionists. 367 During the war, Franklin liked to 
emphasize to Hartley a shared interests in science and antislavery, suggesting it would help heal 																																																								
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political wounds: “I speak to you as a Philosopher and a Philanthropist,” Franklin wrote to him in 
1779, using then common terms for a man of science and humanitarian. 368 “The subject being 
peace,” Franklin said in the same letter, he thought they should take measure of  “the latitude & 
longitude of the Politicks of nations” so as to bring about an end to the war as soon as possible.369  
Again, science and antislavery were being leveraged for political ends. 
 Franklin framed “A Thought concerning the Sugar Islands,” which Franklin included in a 
letter to Hartley on May 8, 1783, as a peace offering. It argued that ending slavery in the West 
Indies would prevent future wars. In addition, emancipation would reduce the British empire’s tax 
burden, given “all the Taxes” their subjects paid to “maintain Troops for the Defence of the 
Islands.”370 He also told Europeans to consider “the Blood of one another which the white Nations 
shed in fighting for those Islands.”371 On Franklin’s part, the letter evinced a new willingness to 
think seriously about a political solution to slavery. But the letter focused less on slavery’s harm 
to the enslaved, than on the deaths it caused to “white Nations” fighting to acquire the islands. It 
also focused only on ending slavery in the West Indies, and said nothing about American slavery. 
Though framed as being in Europe’s interest, his proposal was anything but: West Indian slave 
still remained deeply profitable for European empires. What drove Franklin’s letter, then, was his 
desire to shore up America’s political interests. Dismantling slavery in the West Indies would 
strike a blow at the heart of Europe’s Atlantic colonies, and thus lessen the threat European 
satellites posed so near to America’s borders.372  
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, neither the French nor the British did anything to end slavery at 
the Treaty of Paris, the September 3, 1783 treaty that officially ended the war. As the American 
negotiator, Franklin even helped American slave-owners win a key concession: a formal guarantee 
that American states could legally pursue their “confiscated” property—that is, their slaves—
which had escaped to “his Majesty’s arms.”373 Indeed, the more political power Franklin attained, 
the less likely he was willing to push the antislavery issue at the bargaining table. And yet, 
whatever disappointments antislavery activists might have felt, they pursued him nonetheless. 
Why? Because, as a public intellectual, his ability to give antislavery arguments a scientific cast 
helped legitimate their cause.  
The last scientific essay Franklin published, titled “Maritime Observation,” provides an 
example of why abolitionists found him so useful. Printed in the American Philosophical Society’s 
Transactions, in 1786, it included several key passages from “A Thought concerning the Sugar 
Islands.”374 The essay served as a clearing house for all the sea-related knowledge he gathered over 
the past three decades: now that he was an “old man” (he was eighty), he thought it worthwhile to 
“once and for all, empty my nautical budget, and give you all the thoughts that have . . . occurred 
to me relating navigation.”375 Franklin included ideas on everything from how to build a ship that 
balanced properly, to what to pack when braving a transatlantic voyage. Then came, almost 
verbatim, the passages from “A Thought concerning the Sugar Islands.” He dutifully mentioned 
the “hardships of slavery” born by the enslaved, as well as the “numbers necessarily slain” to 
capture slaves in Africa.376 But again it was the cost to sailors and soldiers that occupied his 																																																								
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attention. When one considered “the wars we make to take and retake the sugar islands from one 
another, and the fleets and armies that perish in those expeditions,” he argued, virtually repeating 
his earlier lines, one would see sugar as “stained with spots of human blood!”377 
 In “Maritime Observations,” however, Franklin reframed the passages from “A Thought 
concerning the Sugar Islands” to appeal to American ears. He excised a proposal he had made in 
the earlier letter about forming an international protectorate to oversee the sugar colonies, 
replacing it with a passage that emphasized the corrupting nature of slave-grown luxuries. Think 
about all the lives of sailors lost merely in “transporting superfluities,” he wrote, like “sugar and 
tobacco from America.”378 He then reminded his readers of all that Europeans “pay in taxes to 
maintain the fleets” that protect these luxury goods.379 The trope of luxury corrupting simple, 
honest American farmers was a prominent theme during the revolution, and here he played it to 
maximum effect. During the 1780s, while in France, Franklin was ever quick to don his beaver 
cap, a way to play up the image of America as a land of simple white yeoman republicans, and this 
essay continued in that vein, painting slavery as an affront to that ideal. Similarly, Franklin’s 
mention of how slavery raised taxes, so great a topic during the revolution, was sure to set off 
alarm. By linking slavery to these heightened American fears—luxury, taxes—and embedding 
them within a scientific text, Franklin gave antislavery ideas a widened appeal; in doing so, he 
offered abolitionist leaders a gift they were happy to accept, whatever his failures at the negotiating 
table.  
 “Maritime Observations” also demonstrated how Franklin shaped scientific knowledge to 






Gulf Stream, knowledge of which played an important part in improving the speed of voyages 
between Britain and the North American colonies. The Gulf Stream is a fast-flowing current within 
the Atlantic Ocean that starts around Florida, sweeps up the eastern seaboard, and trails off deep 
into the northern Atlantic Ocean. If sailors heading west from England accidently run into it, they 
effectively start sailing against a tide. Before the revolution, Franklin studied the stream to help 
improve relations between the colonies and mainland Britain.380 British sailors had been 
complaining that it took considerably longer to travel from England to the northernmost American 
colonies than to travel in the opposite direction. Franklin’s cousin, Timothy Folger, a sea captain 
from Nantucket, explained that Rhode Island whalers were long “acquainted with the Course” of 
the stream, then gave Franklin its precise movement.381 But British officials virtually ignored the 
description Franklin wrote for them in 1768. So, nearly twenty years later, Franklin offered a 
revised version to the American editors of Transactions as a kind of patriotic present.382  
 Franklin imbued the final 1786 description with a distinct American imprint.383 As one 
recent historian has noted, “Maritime Observations” speculated that the cause lay chiefly with the 
“great accumulation of water on the eastern coast of America,” erasing the earlier emphasis he put 
on the earth’s rotation.384 The effect was to focus on an American origin, deleting entirely a 
possible global explanation, and by implication, an imperial one.385 Moreover, the new map 
accompanying Franklin’s essay depicted the Gulf Stream as only flowing along the eastern 
seaboard, removing Europe entirely from the picture.† Franklin even rebuked the British explicitly 
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for ignoring his earlier map, grumbling that they felt “too wise to be counselled by simpler 
American fishermen”—that is, the Rhode Island whalers who originally discovered it.386  
 If Franklin’s 1786 Gulf Stream essay contained a patriotic message, it also contained an 
antislavery one. The accompanying map not only cut Europe out of the illustration: it also cut out 
Africa and the Caribbean. Franklin’s map thus implied a postwar shift in his geographic vision, 
one that turned away from Europe and from the Atlantic slave system. But this geographic erasure 
did not imply an effort to help Africans; on the contrary, it suggested that, by detaching America 
from the slave system, America could simultaneously remove itself from any association with 
Africans.387 Even Franklin’s attempt to credit non-Western scientific knowledge in his “Maritime” 
essay neglected any mention of Africa or Africans. Franklin extolled the boat-making technology 
of the Chinese, Pacific Islanders, and Native Americans, arguing that Americans could learn from 
people Europeans typically denigrated. 388 But he said nothing about native African or African 
American contributions, despite the ubiquity of black sailors throughout the Atlantic World.389   
 “Maritime Observations” came to embody all the contradictions in Franklin’s antislavery 
views. Though he increasingly expressed them in public, the ideas themselves would focus 
primarily on antislavery’s benefits to an implicitly white America. Franklin’s Gulf Stream map 
provided a perfect visual analogue. He hoped to rid America of slavery not so much by attacking 
the institution directly, but by pretending that it barely existed in the new nation, and by somehow 
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removing the nation from the wider Atlantic World in which it did. These contradictions would, 
of course, matter little to the new nation’s abolitionist leaders. The scientific authority he could 
lend the movement was too great an asset to quibble with some of his particular views.  
 On April 23, 1787, after the PAS restructured itself to broaden its membership beyond 
Quakers, it elected Franklin president.390 The timing was apt: they selected him just before the 
Continental Congress was to meet in Philadelphia, in May of 1787, and they seem to have hoped 
he would lobby the framers to take a strong antislavery stance. 391 Their hopes were soon dashed. 
He helped broker the three-fifths compromise, opening his Philadelphia home to the special 
committee whose proposal for partial slave representation for the purposes of representation 
ultimately gave slaveholding states outsized power in the federal government.392 The finalized 
Constitution also offered other protections to slavery, which, to many abolitionist leaders, included 
the clause that allowed the Atlantic slave trade to be opened for debate in 1807. To abolitionists, 
the clause read not as a promise to gradually end slavery but as a guarantee that slavery would 
grow for at least another twenty years.393 
 Whether the PAS felt let down by Franklin is impossible to know—for obvious reasons, 
he never mentioned his role shaping the protections for slavery in the Constitution. Yet Franklin’s 
scientific authority mattered enough that the society’s leaders continued to push him to publicly 
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endorse their movement. On February 5, 1790, Franklin’s health rapidly declining, James 
Pemberton, a Quaker, PAS vice president, and the society’s shrewdest strategist, pressed Franklin 
to sign a petition to Congress demanding an end to the slave trade.394 One year later, Pemberton 
would play an equally critical role soliciting Benjamin Banneker to write a scientific almanac on 
the movement’s behalf. Historians often use the petition as evidence of Franklin’s awakened moral 
conscience, yet he played no role writing the petition; the petition’s language also contained as 
many religious arguments as it did Franklin’s nationalistic and scientific ideas.395 On the issue of 
the physical equality of “the African race,” the petition stressed that “mankind are all formed by 
the Almighty”—exactly the kind of religious justification of racial equality that Franklin had given 
up.396 Yet, however subtly, it also alluded to environmentalism: slavery “degraded” Africans, the 
petition said, an idea that aligned with the environmentalist idea that social conditions could cause 
physical deficiencies. Moreover, the petition defended abolitionism on the grounds that ending 
slavery would protect America’s image as the land of liberty. As Franklin had long worried, 
slavery threated that image; Congress should therefore “devise means for removing this 
Inconsistency from the Character of the American people,” the petition said, adding that slavery 
went against the “Political Creed of America.”397 As if in a kind of national competition with 
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Britain, it also pointed out that the antislavery movement was growing not only at home but also 
“abroad.”398  This was Franklin’s antislavery through and through: scientific and nationalist, it 
appealed to the nation’s leaders sense of themselves as enlightenment patriots, not only as 
Christians.  
 The 1790 petition sparked one of the first debates in Congress about slavery’s place in the 
nation’s future. In that, the PAS’s strategy of soliciting Franklin’s signature paid off. But the 
debate’s resolution was hardly worth celebrating. On March 5, 1790, Congress issued a report 
which concluded that what the Constitution said “relating to the abolition of slavery” was clear 
enough: though Congress had some authority to regulate the importation of African slaves, it had 
no power to interfere “in the emancipation of slaves” or with those who may be “imported into or 
born within any of the said States.” 399 However, the report did express hope that individual states 
might take it upon themselves to revise their laws “from time to time” and make every attempt to 
“tend to the happiness of slaves.”400 Franklin could not have said it better himself. Compromised, 
and calculated, the report allowed the nation, represented by Congress, to present itself as a 
defender of liberty while excusing slavery’s continuation on a few aberrant states.  
 
II. 
 Franklin died on April 17, 1790, roughly five weeks after Congress issued its report, and 
just as the organized antislavery movement was getting on its feet. But Franklin knew exceedingly 
well the person who would help steer the movement forward in the following two decades: 
Benjamin Rush. A member of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society since its revitalization, in 1784, 
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Rush became its president in 1803, playing a prominent role in the society until his death ten years 
later. Born forty years after Franklin, in 1746, Rush became acquainted with Franklin while 
studying for his medical degree at the University of Edinburgh in the late 1760s. The two 
corresponded for the remainder of Franklin’s life, and both understood exceedingly well the 
damage slavery could do to the nation’s image. In his diary, Rush recorded Franklin’s last moments 
in April of 1790 in deeply personal terms, helping to secure Franklin’s image as a staunch 
abolitionist ally—“To record all the exploits of his benevolence . . . would employ a volume,” 
Rush wrote, referencing his antislavery work.401 Rush even plucked a “lock of hair” from 
Franklin’s corpse and sent it to their mutual scientific colleagues abroad, both of whom 
sympathized with antislavery and American independence: Dr. Richard Price, a mathematician 
who, along with Priestley, was a leading dissenting minister in England; and the Marquis de 
Lafayette, the French nobleman who fought for the patriots during the War of Independence. 402 It 
was as if Franklin’s physical being embodied science and antislavery, twin expressions of an 
American ideal. 
 Few wed their scientific work to the causes of antislavery and republicanism more tightly 
than Rush.403 Whether from his lectern as professor of medicine at the University of Pennsylvania 
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or the dais of the American Philosophical Society, Rush developed a litany of medical and 
scientific arguments that attacked slavery at the same time that they advanced his hope for a white 
yeoman republic. In 1766, a few years after graduating from the College of New Jersey (later 
renamed Princeton University), Rush travelled abroad to get his medical degree from University 
of Edinburgh, then the Anglophone world’s leading medical school.404 Rush used his dissertation 
at Edinburgh, which he was finishing up in the spring of 1768, as an excuse to write to Franklin, 
who was then acting as a colonial official in London. Rush asked Franklin if he could dedicate his 
dissertation to him; flattered, Franklin consented, and also advised him to use his medical 
education to serve the American colonies: “I promise my self that you will return [to the colonies] 
with such a Stock of useful Knowledge as will render you an Ornament to your Country.” 405 It 
was advice Rush would not forget. 
 Before returning to the colonies, Rush visited London and Paris, with Franklin introducing 
him to each city’s scientific elite. In London, Franklin introduced the twenty-three-year-old Rush 
to his close friend, Sir John Pringle, “then the favorite physician of the Queen,” Rush recounted in 
his memoirs.406 He also met Dr. John Fothergill, a leading physician who would soon play a critical 
role in the foundation of Sierra Leone.407 Franklin then offered to pay for part of Rush’s trip to 
Paris, and again introduced him to its most prominent scientific figures: the chemist Antoine 
Baumé; Bernard de Jussieu, botanist for the royal gardens at Versailles; and Dubourg, the 
physician, botanist and abolitionist who would translate Franklin’s work. Upon meeting Dubourg, 
Rush recalled that Dubourg greeted him “in the following words: ‘Voila! Un ami de Mons. 																																																								
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Franklin.”408 These scientific networks would play an important role in sustaining abolitionists’ 
transatlantic alliances in the years to come. 
 Upon returning to Philadelphia in 1769, Rush became professor of chemistry at the medical 
school of what would soon be renamed the University of Pennsylvania.409 Rather quickly, he also 
got involved in politics. Unlike Franklin, Rush was a more committed abolitionist, if one who still 
shared Franklin’s view of a slave-free white republic. In 1772, Anthony Benezet hoped to persuade 
the Pennsylvania colonial legislature to pass a bill that would increase the tax on slave imports, 
and asked Rush to help.410 Perhaps knowing of Rush’s deep religiosity (he was an evangelical 
Presbyterian) and perhaps feeling that his endorsement might lend the cause scientific stature, 
Benezet requested he write a pamphlet.411  The resulting essay, An Address to the Inhabitants of 
the British Settlements, on the Slavery of the Negroes in America, published anonymously in 1773, 
was the first antislavery act—indeed, one of the first political acts—Rush ever took.412  
 Rush’s scientific background served him well. In the original Address, Rush deployed the 
environmentalist notion of race to refute the proslavery argument that Africans were innately 
inferior and naturally predisposed to hard labor. Similar to Franklin but to a greater extent, Rush 
contended that the conditions of slavery itself caused whatever inferior traits Africans allegedly 
exhibited. Though slavery’s defenders contended that the “Intellects of Negroes” and their 
“capacities for virtue and happiness . . . [were] inferior to those of the inhabitants of Europe,” Rush 
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found no evidence of that at all.413 He drew upon the work of scientific explorers in Africa to 
demonstrate that, on their own continent, Africans were at root physically and intellectually equal 
to Europeans.414 On their native continent, he wrote, Africans had all the “ingenuity, humanity, 
and strong attachment to their parents, relations, friends and country,” and were in every way 
“equal to the Europeans.”415 He did not deny, however, that Africans, once enslaved and brought 
to America, had begun to show signs of moral and intellectual degradation. “All the vices which 
are charged upon the Negroes in the southern colonies and the West-Indies,” he wrote, are “the 
genuine offspring of slavery.”416  
 Like Franklin, Rush also tried to present America not as a place that had benefited from 
slavery, but as a place that had been victim to it. To help him blame slavery’s presence in America 
on the British, he played up a recent measure passed by Virginia’s colonial assembly to restrict the 
slave trade, which was subsequently rejected by “king and parliament.”417 Rush also focused on 
what Parliament, not America, could do to end the slave trade, like “dissolving” the African 
Company of Merchants, Britain’s main slave-trading enterprise, and prohibiting the slave trade 
into the colonies itself.418 He found it harder, however, to answer the question of what to do with 
those already enslaved in America: “I would propose,” he suggested, that slaves already too old or 
who had “acquired all the low vices of slavery” should remain enslaved.419 Meanwhile, younger 
slaves should be given a religious and secular education, so that they could be freed after an 
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unspecified term of service, enabling them to support themselves once free. Last, Rush raised 
another problematic issue: did free blacks deserve equal political rights? The answer he cautiously 
offered—that free blacks might be entitled “to all the privileges of free-born British subjects”—
was a daring proposition.420 But he fully understood that the issue was “a most difficult question,” 
and immediately backed away: “let every man contrive to answer it for himself.”421 
 After he printed the essay, Rush’s identity as the author was quickly revealed. But unlike 
Franklin, he embraced his image as an abolitionist. He immediately sent off a copy to Granville 
Sharp, introducing himself as being in “the profession of physic,” as medicine was often called, 
commencing what would become a decades-long correspondence.422 To Franklin he sent another 
copy, telling him that he also gave his Address to “our good Friend Mons. Dubourg of Paris.”423 
Franklin wrote back praising his essay, but not everyone was so kind.424 Within months of the 
Address’s publication, Richard Nisbet, a West Indian slave-owner, published a lengthy rebuttal, 
arguing even more forcefully that West Africans were innately inferior, and therefore suited to 
slave labor. “[O]n the whole,” Nisbet wrote, “it seems probably, that they are a much inferior 
race.”425 He dismissed the environmentalist explanation altogether: “The stupidity of the natives 
[of West Africa] cannot be attributed to climate,” he wrote, since Egyptians had occupied the same 
continent yet “were one of the first nations that became eminent for their progress in the arts.”426  
 Rush quickly published a point-by-point refutation. It revealed the way antislavery men of 
science would increasingly use the environmentalist framework to attack slavery’s defenders, 
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while simultaneously reinforcing the notion that Africans were still, in certain cultural ways, 
inferior. Titled a Vindication (1773) and included as an appendix, Rush’s response reiterated the 
basic environmentalist framework—“Human Nature is the same in all Ages and Countries,” he 
wrote, “and all the difference we perceive . . . may be accounted for from Climate, Country, 
Degrees of Civilization, form of Government, or other accidental causes.”427 Rush first tried to 
account for perceived African traits, ones Africans exhibited before being “degraded” by slavery. 
He did not bother citing examples of African ingenuity or civilization—indeed, before the rise of 
the abolitionist movement, and the creation of Sierra Leone in particular, Europeans had little 
access to or interest in exploring the continent.428 So he instead explained African characteristics, 
all of them negative, in a way that put the burden entirely on the natural environment, while still 
implying that, upon a change in environment, Africans could become the equals of whites.  
 Rush argued, for instance, that West Africa’s vast terrain created insurmountable distances 
between people, making it difficult to establish organized governments; without proper 
government, he reasoned, civilization could not take root. Moreover, the continent’s extreme heat 
brought about “Indolence of Mind, and Body,” making Africans susceptible to enslavement—in 
other words, they were too lazy, or too unintelligent to defend themselves. 429 Here Rush essentially 
recycled what had become a widespread truism among men of science, regardless of their views 
on slavery. Africa’s tropical environments, the theory went, created a natural abundance of food, 
which made its inhabitants less likely to work.430 
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 Rush’s emphasis on the African continent’s role in making Africans “indolent” revealed a 
subtle but significant difference with British abolitionists. British men of science argued that the 
natural environment’s fertility boded well for the establishment of free-labor settlements, a cheaper 
and more humane alternative to slave plantations. But for similar reasons, they downplayed the 
environment’s stultifying effects on native African industry. By contrast, American abolitionists, 
at this point at least, had neither the power nor the interest in focusing their arguments on imperial 
alternatives to slave plantations. Far more important was limiting slavery’s growth within the 
colonies, and increasing its free white population. Thus, Rush had every reason to argue that 
Africa’s tropical environment made its inhabitants slothful. He could use it to explain, using the 
logic of environmentalism, why slavery required such grisly violence: “the Love of Ease which is 
peculiar to the Inhabitants of Warm Climates” necessitated, tragically, “severe Laws and 
Punishments.”431 Moreover, because these inhumane punishments went against the “laws of 
nature,” it was only reasonable to stop the importation of slaves and increase the number of “White 
People.”432 
 Rush was now beginning to sound a lot like Franklin. Rush echoed his mentor in making 
an antislavery argument premised on how slavery checked white population growth, but he also 
went beyond him. Rush put slavery at the center of his theory of population increase to a degree 
Franklin never would. In the Vindication, Rush reiterated Franklin’s argument that “Luxury”—a 
result of slavery—checked population growth, mainly by leading slaveholders to waste their 
money, rather than use it to support a growing family.433 He also included extensive calculations 
to show that slaves failed to reproduce naturally in the West Indies, which thus required the 
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continuation of a barbaric Atlantic slave trade.434 But in contrast to Franklin, Rush showed a more 
genuine interest in slavery’s effects on the enslaved. He relied extensively on medical testimony 
from physicians in the West Indies to argue that rape, euphemistically called “debauchery,” led 
enslaved women to become sterile. Citing, among other scientific texts, a natural history of Guiana 
written by the colonial naturalist and eventual British spy, Edward Bancroft, Rush argued that the 
frequency with which slaveholders raped enslaved women led many of them to “procure repeated 
Abortions, which incapacitates them for Child bearing.”435 
 Having deployed environmentalism and political arithmetic to make an antislavery case, 
Rush now turned to his true expertise: medicine. Rush countered Nisbet’s argument that enslaved 
Africans’ “carelessness in preserving their health” accounted for their low birthrate, and instead 
pointed to the conditions in which slaves lived. He attributed diseases associated with enslaved 
children, like “jaw disorder” or “tetanus,” in which a child’s jaw remained tautly shut, to poorly 
ventilated slave cabins. He also argued that these cabins made enslaved children overheat, 
stimulating a number of diseases.436 Rush’s interest in slave health, however, was not limited to 
physical illnesses. He attributed the high infant mortality rate to social factors as well. Enslaved 
fathers, he wrote, were less likely to take care of their children when they lacked confidence in 
“the Fidelity of their Wives”—an infidelity made all too common by predatory male slave-
owners.437 Here, Rush characteristically accepted a core premise of slavery’s defenders: that 
enslaved Africans exhibited some signs of inferiority. But he attributed these deficiencies to 
slavery, rejecting the notion that they were somehow innate.  
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 As the conflict with Britain intensified, Rush wrote other scientific essays that directly 
attacked Britain, and presaged the way he would use medical arguments to attack slavery. In a 
controversial lecture delivered before the American Philosophical Society, in February of 1774, 
he argued that Britain’s suppression of the colonists’ liberties, combined with their decadent 
lifestyle, made all British subjects vulnerable to disease. “Our bills of mortality,” he warned his 
American audience, “show the encroachments of British diseases upon us.”438  The essay became 
a harbinger of what was to come: Rush would argue, in this lecture and after, that political tyranny 
and the luxuries derived from an over-commercialized lifestyle predisposed the body to disease. 
By contrast, “the blessings of liberty,” combined with yeoman agriculture, eradicated all 
“loathsome and destructive disorders.”439   
 Rush framed the 1774 lecture as a comparison between the diseases of Native Americans 
and European nations, England in particular. The essay represented Rush’s entry into a growing 
debate sparked by Buffon’s Histoire Naturelle.440 Buffon argued that North America’s wet, cold 
climate caused its flora and fauna to gradually become smaller, weaker and more vulnerable to 
disease—in short, “degraded.” This stood in marked contrast to Europe, whose temperate climate 
promoted healthier and larger plants and animals.441 By the late 1760s, many European 
intellectuals began to build on Buffon’s “degeneration” thesis to argue that Europeans who 
immigrated to the New World would themselves degenerate. As the Prussian intellectual Cornelius 
de Pauw put it in his Philosophical Researches on the Americans (1768): “The Europeans who 
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pass into America degenerate, as do the animals: a proof that the climate is unfavorable to the 
improvement of either man or animal.”442 
 Thomas Jefferson became the most famous American man of science to wade into this 
debate.443 But more than a decade before Jefferson countered the degeneration thesis in Notes on 
the State of Virginia (1787), Rush began attacking it himself. In Rush’s 1774 lecture, he calculated 
that, proportionally, the English had in recent decades experienced more deaths than all Native 
Americans combined. He then argued that, while the specific diseases each group succumbed to 
differed, the relative freedom and simplicity of Native Americans’ lifestyle made them less 
vulnerable to the diseases commonly found among mainland Britons. To make his case, Rush drew 
upon the basic medical ideas of his Edinburgh professor, Dr. William Cullen. In the mid-eighteenth 
century, Cullen broke away from the Galenic view of body, which held that diseases resulted from 
an imbalance of the four bodily humors. Cullen instead argued that diseases stemmed from either 
the excitation or muting of the nervous system. 444 Absent the later nineteenth century’s notion of 
pathogens (“germ theory”), Cullen and others like him believed that a combination of physical and 
emotional factors could cause disease. Mental and emotional states arising from, say, the loss of 
property, might lead to disease just as easily as purely physical causes, like the inhalation of 
noxious air. The theory implied that all diseases shared a common set of causes, and only a 
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disease’s outward manifestation, that is, its symptoms, explained the need to give different names 
to individual diseases.445 
 Rush used this framework to maximum effect. In the 1774 lecture, titled “Inquiry into the 
Natural History of Medicine among the Indians,” he argued that Britain’s elite had become more 
vulnerable to disease in part because its empire had become too dependent on commerce, and thus 
too wealthy.446 Extreme wealth divorced men from the healthy benefits of moderate physical labor, 
making them lazy and also prone to vices like drinking; this in turn predisposed them to disease. 
“How fatal are the effects of idleness and intemperance among the rich[!]” he exclaimed.447 “I am 
not one of those modern philosophers, who derive the vices of mankind from the influence of 
civilization,” Rush allowed, “but I am safe in asserting, that their number and malignity increase 
with the refinements of polished life.”448 
 Native Americans, by contrast, lived a simpler life. They were thus less prone to diseases 
that characterized decadent, and especially city, living—venereal diseases, hysteria, “the 
NERVOUS FEVER.”449 Rush argued that Native Americans had an “equality of power and 
property” that mitigated envy, the kind of emotion that triggered British diseases.450 Similarly, 
Native Americans experienced none of the emotional toil experienced by the loss of liberty—or, 
as he put it, “political slavery”—which predisposed Britons to diseases that “most deform and 
debase the human body.”451 Yet Rush was not arguing for colonial Americans to return to natives’ 
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“savage” state of society; instead, he urged them to pursue an agricultural, or yeoman farming 
lifestyle. He evoked an imagined European past where this once existed: “The abolition of the 
feudal system in Europe,” he wrote, “by introducing freedom, introduced at the same time 
agriculture.”452 By increasing the food supply and increasing individual freedom, this lost, mythic 
Europe had “put a stop to these disorders” that now defined modern English life.453 It was this 
vision—of an agricultural society where freedom flourished, and slavery was unknown—that Rush 
increasingly argued was America’s destiny.   
 Rush’s renown spread quickly after the lecture. His growing scientific stature gave him 
access to many of the revolutionary figures that would soon descend upon Philadelphia. In 
September of 1774, John Adams and Samuel Adams stayed with him when the first Continental 
Congress met in the city; Patrick Henry, of Virginia, became his patient (Rush gave him an 
“inoculation for small pox,” he later recalled); and Thomas Paine, newly arrived from Britain, had  
Rush comment on early drafts of Common Sense (1775-1776), among the most influential pieces 
of patriot propaganda.454  In the summer of 1776, Rush became the only physician to sign the 
Declaration of Independence, and a year later, he served as a surgeon general in George 
Washington’s army.455 Rush, perhaps naïvely, felt his politics would not get in the way of his own 
scientific advancement. In 1774, he sent his lecture on Native American diseases to Franklin, still 
in London, hoping it would help him get inducted into the Royal Society. Franklin, though, could 
read the writing on the wall: the political divide between Britain and America had grown too wide, 
he told Rush. He was “unwilling to hazard your being refus’d,” Franklin told Rush, “as it would 
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be better not to propose you than to do it without a moral Certainty of Success.”456 Rush and 
Franklin, to varying degrees, often tried to use science and antislavery to win friends in Europe, 
but it was clear that political divisions could not be so easily swept away.    
 
 After the war, Rush began to align his political views more closely with his medical ones. 
What helped this process was Rush’s development of his own theory of disease. During the 1780s, 
Rush amended Cullen’s system and devised a new “unitary” theory of disease that emphasized 
that all diseases were fundamentally the same.457 Rush’s emphasis on the unity of all diseases, 
though hardly unique, reflected the frustration many physicians had with the ever-expanding list 
of new diseases. By classifying diseases by their symptoms, rather than their root causes, 
eighteenth century physicians engaged in endless debates over what exactly distinguished one 
disease from another; as a result, the number of possible cures proliferated. Hoping to cut through 
the confusion, Rush shifted attention away from symptoms and toward the basic causes. If all 
diseases had the same origins, he reasoned, then curing them might be simpler, too.458 
 Like Cullen, Rush argued that diseases resulted when the nervous system was either over- 
or under-stimulated, but he then took it one step further. He contended that an imbalance in the 
nervous system caused an unnatural circulation of the blood, which then caused certain vessels to 
either fill up with blood or become depleted. Diseases were thus the manifestation of bloated or 
depleted blood vessels in a particular bodily organ. Equally important, Rush, like the physician 
Erasmus Darwin, rejected the dichotomy between mind and brain, seeing the two as synonymous. 
Mental and bodily diseases thus became effectively the same thing—mental diseases reflected 
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dysfunctional blood vessels in the brain, while bodily diseases reflected dysfunctional blood 
vessels in the body. Last, Rush’s theory held that mind and body deeply influenced each other. 
Extreme states of joy and sadness could predispose the body to physical diseases just as easily as 
extremes in heat or cold could induce mental insanity. Rush’s therapeutic regimen stemmed from 
the logic of this system. He emphasized creating an environment, in both the natural and social 
sense, where neither the body nor mind would be susceptible to conditions that might predispose 
the body or mind to illness. If that failed and a disease took root, he advocated using a stimulant 
to excite depleted blood vessels, or, to relieve an excess of blood, deploying his favored method: 
bloodletting.459 
 Rush’s emphasis on mental states and the social environment profoundly influenced his 
ability to deploy medical theory to advance his political views. In a medical essay describing the 
effects of the American Revolution on the body, published in 1789, Rush described how one’s 
political commitments affected his vulnerability to disease. Rush attributed the disease and 
eventual deaths of four South Carolina loyalists to the “loss of former power or influence in 
government,” as well as the “neglect, insults, and oppression, to which loyalists were exposed.”460 
Here, Rush essentially applied a mental disease his mentor, Cullen, called “hypochondriasis” and 
applied it to the revolutionary experience. Since the names of the diseases were themselves, 
according to Rush, not terribly important, he rather playfully took “the liberty of distinguishing it 
by the specific name of Revolutiana.”461 Rush also pathologized what he felt were the 
constitutional excesses many of his fellow Americans had taken during and after the war. In doing 
so, he was making a thinly veiled argument for adopting the new federal Constitution and the new, 
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more conservative Pennsylvania constitution, both of which he publicly championed. Many 
Americans saw both constitutions as taking power out of the hands of the recently enfranchised, a 
charge Rush did not so much deny as argue was, in a literal sense, healthier. Citizens who clamored 
for expansively democratic constitutions, he wrote, suffered from “a species of insanity,” a mental 
disorder that resulted from an “excess of the passion for liberty,” and which “could not be removed 
by reason, nor restrained by government.” Rush called this disease “Anarchia.”462  
 Rush would soon apply his theory about the effects of government directly to slavery. In a 
remarkable, unpublished lecture titled “Diseases caused of government” given to his medical 
students sometime around 1790, he explained why republics were healthier than both limited 
monarchies and outright tyrannies.463 Rush began the lecture by dividing governments into three 
categories: “despotic,” followed by “half despotic and half free—as in limited monarchies,” and 
“lastly free—as in pure Republics where all the power of a Country is derived from the Suffrages 
of the people.”464 He then argued that the healthiest system of government, a republic, perfectly 
modulated the body’s natural need for liberty. Even when certain freedoms were lost, he argued, 
the loss was more gradual, more limited, and could more easily be reinstated through the franchise. 
Moreover, the voting process furnished “an easy and certain channel thro’ which those passions 
vent themselves.”465 Republics stood in contrast to monarchies, he wrote. In monarchies, “the 
alternate influence of liberty and slavery on the mind [acts] like a variable climate, [and] produces 
a succession of extremes of excitement and debility, which have an unfriendly influence on the 
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body.”466 Worst of all were tyrannical regimes, whose total suppression of individual liberty led 
to bodily deformities.467   
  Rush extended this logic to slavery. Both political tyranny and chattel slavery stifled the 
body’s natural desire for freedom, making the body vulnerable to disease, he argued. Any political 
system that did not properly modulate the body’s need for liberty, he explained in the same lecture, 
predisposed the body to illness in exactly the same way chattel slavery incapacitated the enslaved: 
“There is in all slaves the absence of the stimulus of the love of liberty . . . and hence animal life 
exists in them in a feeble state,” he wrote, and then drew a direct parallel to tyrannical 
governments.468 In effect, he was suggesting that over time political oppression would sap people 
of the will to live, a condition he found rampant among chattel slaves. To be sure, Rush 
acknowledged that the purely natural factors, like “the heat of the sun” or “large quantities of 
animal food and ardent spirits,” might counter the deadening effects of oppression, political or 
otherwise.469 But the fundamental problem remained: an unnatural system of rule.  
 In making a specific medical argument that tied republican ideology directly to 
abolitionism, Rush went beyond most other well-educated antislavery patriots. Many elite patriots 
nominally endorsed the idea, whether on principle or for political reasons, that the revolution 
implied that some form of freedom was guaranteed to all human beings, slaves included. But Rush 
expanded republican ideology beyond the realm of political theory and brought it into the sphere 
of medicine. In doing so, he made the link between political and chattel slavery more than 
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 After the adoption of the federal Constitution in 1789, Rush avoided official political roles. 
But it was not an easy task. The revolution defined his life, and he increasingly felt that if the 
republican ideals he fought for were lost, he would very literally be putting the nation’s health at 
risk. From 1790 onward, he thus continued lecturing his students on the healthy effects of a yeoman 
republic, especially one devoid of slavery. In one unpublished lecture, he told his students that 
“[B]enevolent affections,” meaning acts of philanthropy like abolitionism, “have a friendly 
influence upon health,” adding that such acts are “exerted most in a Republic.”470 In another 
unpublished lecture, he extolled “the effects of Republicanism upon health,” declaiming that any 
student who did not endorse republicanism should not even be considered a true physician: “it 
should follow that a physician who is not a Republican holds principles that call in question his 
knowledge of the principles of medicine.”471 Rush would also deploy scientific theories to argue 
for a specific vision of republicanism: a yeoman republic, one upheld by industrious white farmers 
and devoid of slavery. During the 1790s, a rancorous political divide opened up between 
Federalists, who advocated a strong manufacturing and commercial economy, a powerful federal 
government, and friendly relations with Britain, and Democratic-Republicans, who supported 
independent yeoman farmers, backed the French, and were wary of centralized power. Rush 
increasingly identified with Democratic-Republicans, maintaining a close relationship with the 
party’s intellectual architect, Thomas Jefferson; and though antislavery was never part of the 
Democratic-Republican platform, Rush often combined the Democratic-Republican white yeoman 
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 Rush relied heavily on medicine and natural history to make a case for a slave-free white 
yeoman republic. In an unpublished lecture titled “Diseases from the different states of society,” 
he advised his students to read his 1774 lecture on Native American diseases, though he did not 
elaborate further; perhaps he hoped to say, as he had in that lecture, that an overly commercial 
society led to bodily disease. Rush then made a suggestive note to himself in the margins, 
reminding himself to point out that “one in six slaves die annually in the West Indies,” suggesting 
he may have wanted to emphasize the unnatural loss of human life slavery caused.473 In another 
essay from 1798, Rush created a narrative of Pennsylvania’s natural and social history that clearly 
endorsed a slave-free yeoman republic. Rush argued that Pennsylvania’s state government, a 
virtuous and sturdy republic, grew organically from the state’s slave-free agricultural economy.474  
Deploying stadial theory, Rush argued that the colony’s first settlers entered a vast, untamed, 
disease ridden environment. But over time, after cutting down its trees and planting modest farms, 
it developed into a healthy yeoman society. At that point, the Pennsylvania farmer became “a man 
of property and good character.”475 As the farmer’s wealth increased, “he values the protection of 
laws: hence he punctually pays his taxes towards the support of government.”476 Working the land 
oneself and enjoying its modest rewards, Rush suggested, led naturally to responsible citizenship. 
Slave-owning did the opposite. As he wrote, yeoman Pennsylvanians may “possess less refinement 
than their southern neighbours, who cultivate their land with slaves,” but “they possess more 
republican virtue.”477   
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 Rush conveniently avoided Pennsylvania’s history of slavery. Though never more than 
1.6% of the total population, Pennsylvania contained 5,561 enslaved African Americans in 1770; 
6,855 ten years later; and, in 1790, a decade after the state’s gradual emancipation law went into 
effect, 3,760.478  Nevertheless, in rebuking the “refinement” of southern slaveholders, Rush made 
a useful allusion to the recent war with Britain. All his work suggested that luxury led to disease: 
Decadence in London was no different from decadence in Savannah. Excessive wealth divorced 
one from the healthy benefits of moderate physical labor at the same time that it promoted 
intemperance, making the body vulnerable to disease. Rush often emphasized the negative effects 
of slavery on the white population, but he remained sensitive to its pernicious effects on slaves. 
By the end of the century, he would expand the earlier ideas he expressed in his 1773 Vindication 
regarding the illnesses slaves suffered on account of their enslavement. In an unpublished lecture 
titled “Diseases of Negroes,” Rush again argued that “Difficult labors,” stemmed “from the injuries 
to the pelvis from kicks and carrying weights when young.”479  He gave the new name of 
“Dirteatis” to an old disease physicians in slave societies long called “Cachexia Africana.” The 
disease’s main symptom, dirt eating, led many physicians to assume it was a uniquely African 
disease, attributable to their savage, unclean ways.480 But Rush now insisted “Dirteatis” only 
occurred “after they enter upon the miseries of their slavery.”481  
 Lectures like the “Diseases of Negroes” demonstrate that not all of Rush’s antislavery 
medical ideas were tied to a particular political program. For that reason, Rush could still lend his 
theories to his antislavery allies in Britain; that would help build a scientific reputation abroad, 																																																								
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and, in doing so, increase his political influence at home. In April of 1788, he sent his “Diseases 
of Negroes” lecture to his fellow physician and abolitionist in London, Dr. John Coakley Lettsom, 
pointing out that many of the ideas appeared in his original 1773 antislavery essay; with pride, 
Rush told Lettsom that the original pamphlet “took a view of the effects of slavery upon the health 
and lives of the negroes.”482 On August 10, 1788, Lettsom wrote back with good news: his lecture 
“appeared in the Morning Chronicle” and was “now before the Medical Society” of London, which 
Lettsom helped establish.483 “The whole English nation is awake to the miseries of the slavery of 
negroes,” Lettsom added, thanking Rush for inspiring “distant nations with the same liberal 
principles.”484 As this episode suggests, politics often threatened transnational scientific and 
antislavery alliances, but it never quite destroyed them. 
 To be sure, Rush continued to develop ideas that showed a pronounced American imprint. 
By far the most revealing was his theory that blackness was a curable disease. In this lecture, read 
before the American Philosophical Society on July 14, 1792, Rush drew upon natural history, the 
environmentalist notion of race, recent explorations to Africa, and other medical authorities to 
argue that black physical features resulted from a leprosy.485 He framed the essay as an explicit 
endorsement and modest advancement upon a widely-discussed essay, written by the Princeton 
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president, naturalist and theologian, Dr. Samuel Stanhope Smith. In 1787, Smith’s Essay on the 
Causes of Variety of Complexion and Figure in the Human Species argued that all humans were 
fundamentally equal, and that differences in outward appearance arose mainly from environmental 
factors, like diet, climate and geography.486 In Rush’s public lecture, he politely endorsed the basic 
environmental framework Smith relied upon, noting that he only wanted to add an additional 
factor—disease—to the explanation. But in his unpublished draft, Rush made it clear that, while 
natural factors like diet and climate were important parts of the story, disease was central: 
blackness “must be the effect of Disease,” he wrote.487  
 Rush focused on leprosy as the root cause for a number of reasons. Most obviously, it 
allowed him to attack the notion that Africans’ darker skin tone made them better suited to work 
in hot climates. Since dark skin lesions were a symptom of leprosy, Rush could argue that 
blackness was not an asset, but the opposite, an illness, one that “should entitle them to a double 
portion of our humanity.”488 Focusing on leprosy also enabled him to suggest, however 
awkwardly, that blacks might be able to live alongside whites once they were free: if they turned 
white, his logic went, then assimilating former slaves into the white republic posed no challenge 
at all. Of course, Rush also suggested that black leprosy might be contagious, which he used to 
justify his disapproval of interracial sex. It was a characteristic hedge that reflected a core tension 
at the heart of the white led antislavery movement: What to do with blacks once free? For Rush, 
the suggestion that leprosy was contagious allowed him to avoid the accusation that he believed in 
immediate black integration. Yet, if blackness could be cured, it also allowed him to hold out the 
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possibility of assimilation in the long term.489 It also allowed him to suggest that men of science 
and abolitionists were natural allies, and that, together, they would solve the problem of black 
citizenship: “[L]et science and humanity combine their efforts, and endeavor to discover a remedy 
for it,” he wrote, adding that no matter how much black people “appear to be satisfied with their 
color, there are many proofs of their preferring that of white people.”490 
 Shrewdly, Rush cited many respectable European scientific authorities to prove his theory; 
that helped him avoid the charge of being politically motivated. Naturalists, scientific explorers 
and physicians, he showed, all provided ample evidence that Africans likely contracted leprosy 
centuries ago, and that that the symptoms were passed down through the generations. He cited, for 
instance, the French naturalist Jacques-Henri Bernadin de Saint-Pierre, whose Études de la Nature 
(1784) argued that leprosy originated in Africa: “It is from the ancient miry canals of Egypt,” 
Bernadin wrote, “that the leprosy and the pestilence are perpetually issuing.”491 Rush also relied 
on the accounts of recent scientific explorers to Java, Africa and elsewhere who described lepers 
as having many of the conditions he found common among slaves: venereal diseases and a lack of 
desire to live, as well as skin discoloration, “thick lips,” “woolly hair” and a “disagreeable 
smell.”492 Rush’s theory was in part the natural extension of his previous interest in the diseases 
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caused by slavery. But he now pushed it a significant step further. Blacks did not simply suffer 
diseases on account of their enslavement: blackness itself was the symptom of a disease.  
 Though Rush’s theory never gained many adherents, it cannot be easily written off as an 
odd historical curiosity. The notion that blackness was somehow unnatural had many scientific 
supporters throughout the eighteenth century. Well before Rush’s theory, Buffon argued in 
Histoire Naturelle that, if Africans were transported to a cooler northern climate, over time they 
would eventually turn white.493 In his own lecture, Rush alluded to the then common fascination 
with African albinos, whom many men of science suspected was proof that white skin was the 
original skin color.494 Closer to home, in Philadelphia, men of science had become enthralled with 
black men and women who appeared to be turning white.495 Rush cited several examples, including 
the most famous case: a free black Virginian named Henry Moss.496 Moss had what modern 
physicians call vitiligo, or the gradual loss of skin pigmentation. But to Rush and many other 
scientific figures, the condition suggested that whiteness was the natural, healthiest skin tone. 
Moss, charging a fee, allowed himself to be displayed in the city’s natural history museum, and 
gave himself up to countless medical researchers. Rush cited numerous experiments that 
physicians performed on Moss and other black vitiligo patients, all of which promised “cures” for 
their blackness. Some physicians had bled and purged these patients, which helped “lessen the 
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black color in negroes”; the renowned British physician and chemist Dr. Thomas Beddoes wrote 
that splashing acid on black skin seemed to work as well.497 As late as 1803, Rush could be found 
experimenting on Moss, who reported that Rush had “blistered him &c, but to no purpose.”498 
 Rush’s theory of blackness was deeply shaped by its particular time and place.499 As the 
new nation took shape, race, with skin as its shorthand, emerged as a fraught marker of citizenship. 
Slaves had fought for and taken advantage of the many northern gradual emancipation policies 
enacted during and after the American Revolution; as a result, the nation’s free black population 
grew significantly, nowhere more than in Philadelphia. In 1790, the city’s free black population 
rose to 1,849, a sixteen-fold increase from 1775, when it stood at 114.500 Nationwide, in 1790, the 
free black population stood at 59,466, roughly 12 percent of the entire black population, in a nation 
numbering nearly four million in total.501 When nearly all Africans had been enslaved, black 
citizenship was a moot point. But as the free black population increased, race became an issue state 
and federal legislators increasingly had to consider. Freedom, not slavery, focused the nation’s 
attention on race as never before.502  
 The exact definition of citizenship was ill defined at the nation’s founding. Neither the 
federal Constitution nor Pennsylvania’s 1790 constitution said anything about racial qualifications, 
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especially regarding the ability to own property, to be taxed, and to vote. But in practical terms 
neither constitution had to: free blacks, so recently out of slavery and facing relentless de facto 
discrimination, could hardly amass any property at all. Since suffrage was based on property 
ownership (and of course, gender), voting was a distant concern. 503 Of more immediate concern 
was their safety. The 1793 federal Fugitive Slave Law allowed slave-holders to cross state lines to 
re-enslave runaways, leading to a wave of free blacks being captured in Philadelphia, the heart of 
the nation’s nascent free black community, and sold into slavery.504  But black claims to political 
inclusion extended far beyond formal definitions of citizenship. By participating in street protests, 
signing petitions, celebrating national holidays, and building free black churches and schools on 
American soil, blacks staked a claim to their full political belonging.505  
 Rush’s theory of blackness was also shaped by the challenges facing the abolitionist 
movement. The Haitian Revolution led slaveholders to blame abolitionists for fomenting the slave 
revolt, pointing to free blacks in the nation as potential subversives. Increasingly, many 
abolitionists in America, including a few free black abolitionists, showed at least nominal support 
for black colonization. In this context, Rush’s theory about blackness was, in a sense, radical: he 
was suggesting that free blacks could assimilate into the nation as full equal citizens, once they 
were cured of their color. Rush differed from many white antislavery sympathizers in other ways 
as well. Unlike Franklin, Rush developed personal relationships with several free black 
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Philadelphians. Throughout the 1790s, he helped Absalom Jones and Richard Allen, two of 
Philadelphia’s free black leaders, establish the first free black churches.506  The move to create 
black churches began after white Philadelphians demanded that the city’s free blacks sit in 
segregated pews. Rush lamented but accepted that reality, a fact he demonstrated by helping them 
build their own churches. On July 25, 1791, he recorded in his private journal meeting with “about 
a dozen free blacks” and giving them a draft of a church constitution for them to debate among 
themselves.507 At times he wrote movingly about his experience with the city’s black 
congregations, swelling with pride when Jones asked him to sit at the “head of the table” at his 
church’s inauguration in 1793, and remembering fondly how William Gray, another black church 
member, tried “to express his feelings to us” but was checked “by a flood of tears.”508   
 Rush’s white peers sometimes ridiculed him for working on behalf of the free black 
community. When word spread that he was helping to raise money for black churches, Rush 
recorded in his diary that the state’s chief Episcopalian bishop, Dr. William White, “expressed his 
disapprobation.”509 But Rush remained committed, even expressing hope that one day there might 
not be any need for separate black institutions. When he attended the funeral of William Gray’s 
wife, a free black woman, he recorded in his diary the beauty of seeing white and black mourners 
commune together: “the sight was a new one in Philadelphia,” he wrote on June 18, 1792, adding 
that it gave him hope that “the partition wall which divide[s] the Blacks from the Whites will still 
be further broken down.”510 Yet Rush was not above slaveholding. In 1784, he purchased William 
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Grubber, a native African and his only slave.511 Ten years later, Rush granted Grubber his request 
for freedom, though he remained a paid house servant until he died in 1799. In owning a household 
slave, Rush was not unlike many other white antislavery leaders. But in his own mind, he may 
have felt he was practicing what had become a white antislavery orthodoxy: he was “saving” 
Grubber from a crueler plantation slavery, “improving” his mind and manners, and thus enabling 
him to support himself when free. As Rush recorded in his diary, he bought Grubber when he was 
a “Drunkard and swore frequently,” but that after teaching him Christianity and the value of honest 
work, he became a “moral man” and a “faithful and affectionate Servant.”512 Rush’s scientific 
ideas would have only fortified this view. He had grown accustomed to arguing, on scientific 
grounds, that Africans were the potential physical and intellectual equals of whites, and had only 
been degraded by slavery, if not their less civilized native environment. 
 
 In tying his political views so closely and openly to his science, Rush put his scientific 
reputation at risk. Nowhere did this become clearer than during yellow fever outbreaks that struck 
port cities up and down the Atlantic seaboard throughout the 1790s and early 1800s. Philadelphia 
experienced one of the worst outbreaks in the summer of 1793; the death toll reached 4,000, nearly 
a tenth of the city’s population. The inability to stop the epidemics created a crisis within the 
medical establishment, with physicians attacking one another in Philadelphia and throughout the 
Atlantic World about its exact causes. One core disagreement revolved around whether yellow 
fever was an imported, contagious disease passed from human-to-human, or whether it was a non-
contagious, domestic disease caused by distinct local conditions. Many factors influenced whether 
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a physician fell within the contagionist or localist camp, but central to them were the politics of 
republicanism and abolitionism. 513 
 Proslavery British physicians almost immediately tied abolitionism to the contagionist 
view. Beginning in 1795, Dr. Colin Chisholm, a prominent Royal Navy physician who owned a 
slave plantation in Grenada, began to argue that many of the recent epidemics originated from a 
specific abolitionist ship that arrived in Grenada in 1793. The disease-carrying ship was “chartered 
by the Sierra Leona [sic] Company,” he wrote in 1795, and was chartered by men possessed with 
“the fanatical enthusiasm for the Abolition of the Slave Trade.”514 His argument came at an 
auspicious time: between 1793 and 1798, the British tried to capture Haiti, but the slave rebellion, 
led by Toussaint L’Ouverture, successfully defeated the invasion. L’Ouverture deliberately 
exploited British soldiers’ vulnerability to the disease, taking his own troops to the healthier 
mountaintops and forcing the British to camp out in the hotter, more humid ports. It was a brilliant 
move: by the time the British retreated, nearly 15,000 British infantrymen, or roughly 60 percent 
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of the 25,000 troops sent to the island, died, an overwhelming number from disease.515  With his 
contagionist theory, Chisholm tried to deflect attention away from this epidemiological danger, 
hoping it would convince British policymakers not to retreat from Haiti and the broader slave 
system for which it stood.516   
 Rather quickly, some of Rush’s medical students attacked Chisholm’s theory, exposing it 
for what they felt it was: proslavery propaganda. In 1798, Rush’s former student, Dr. Elihu Smith, 
now a New York physician and antislavery sympathizer, took Chisholm to task in a journal he 
founded a year earlier, Medical Repository, which quickly became a bastion for the localist view. 
In his essay, Smith wrote that Chisholm’s theory, whether “from inattention, or ignorance, or 
design,” clearly attempted to impugn a group of “philanthropic gentleman” trying to end “the 
iniquitous traffic in human flesh.”517 One year later, Noah Webster, whose dictionary would soon 
make him famous, wrote a little-remembered account of the disease, arguing forcefully for the 
localist position.518 A staunch abolitionist, Webster’s A Brief History of Epidemic and Pestilential 
Diseases (1799), attacked the proslavery agenda lurking behind Chisholm’s contagionist theory, 
calling it “a labored attempt.”519  Meanwhile, Webster tried to get Rush to make a public stance in 
favor of localism, citing him generously in his text and privately flattering his medical views: “I 
believe you to be the advocate of truth,” he wrote Rush, in December of 1797.520 																																																								
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 By the turn of the century, the association between the contagionist theory and slavery 
apologists became clear. Only after that point did Rush side with the localists, suggesting the ways 
that the politics of abolitionism influenced Rush’s medical opinions.521 In 1803, Rush published 
an essay in the Medical Repository announcing that he no longer believed the fever “was a highly 
contagious disease,” and that he was “indebted” to “Mr. Webster’s publications,” as well as his 
medical students, for changing his view.522 Rush also apologized for previously supporting 
contagionism, noting that he had in part been misled by “West-Indian writers,” itself a subtle 
rebuke of slavery.523 By siding with the localists, however, Rush risked implying that the local 
American environment caused the disease. That was in part why so many American physicians 
avoided it.524 Webster laid bare this political subtext when, in 1797, he pleaded with physicians to 
resist allowing their patriotism to blind them from good medical reasoning: the “philosopher and 
candid citizen will desert the indefensible ground of importation and acknowledge that our climate 
has obtained no decree of heaven exempting it from the operations of the general laws of 
nature.”525  
 Rush did not have to worry. The original theory he offered to explain the outbreak of 1793 
did not imply that the entire nation was a potential bastion of disease. Instead, he hinted, subtly 
but clearly, that a slave-free yeoman republic would prevent future outbreaks. Rush emphasized 
that the sickly urban environment—not the healthy, airy “hilly country”—was a key factor causing 
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the disease.526 Moist, hot, unventilated urban spaces, he argued, provided the necessary conditions 
in which the disease could spread. Indeed, Federalists accused Rush of trying to destroy the 
nation’s commercial interests; after all, what better way to grind trade to a halt than to that suggest 
ports were cesspools of disease? In 1793, Timothy Pickering, a leading Federalist and member of 
George Washington’s cabinet, received a letter from a Federalist sympathizer deriding Rush as 
“very mischievous,” telling him to “Stifle this Brat if you can.”527 Rush’s theory also tied 
Philadelphia’s 1793 outbreak to decaying coffee—widely known as a slave-grown product—that 
had been dropped off on the city’s docks. Left to fester in the humid urban ports, he argued, the 
rotting coffee released noxious fumes that, when inhaled, triggered the disease.528 Rush’s theory 
avoided the smear of being unpatriotic, at the same time that it bolstered his vision for a slave-free 
yeoman republic. By shifting the focus to the urban environment and away from the countryside, 
he implied that farming was the healthier lifestyle. And by highlighting coffee as an additional 
culprit, he offered an indirect attack on slavery. 
 Festering grievances against the British only aided localism’s appeal to American 
physicians.529 Throughout the late 1790s and early 1800, Rush’s students at the Medical Repository 
went great lengths to associate contagionism with the British empire. For too long, the journal’s 
editors wrote in 1797, the nation had depended on British medical authorities. The Medical 
Repository would help fix that, offering its readers the “earliest and most authentic American 
information.”530 The recurrent yellow fevers only made the need for local scientific authorities 
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more urgent, they argued. American men of science had the ability to investigate their own natural 
environment to a degree “possessed . . . by no other people.”531  
 British journals only fueled the patriotic subtext beneath the debate. Throughout the 1800 
and 1810s, British publications championed Chisholm and contagionism by belittling the localist 
theory as the product of amateur American physicians. Even journals sympathetic to abolitionism 
could overlook Chisholm’s anti-abolitionist insinuations for the sake of defending their national 
kin. In 1810, London’s Monthly Review praised Chisholm’s most recent defense of contagionism, 
chastising the “rudeness” with which American men of science treated his theory. The journal also 
denounced Rush’s theory, mocking his notion that the outbreaks stemmed from “a cargo of 
damaged coffee” and noting how unfortunate it was that “the greatest part of the American 
physicians” have persuaded themselves of the localist position.532 Rush would also part ways with 
his friend Lettsom, the British physician and abolitionist, in part because of the political subtext. 
“It is not contagious, and never spreads beyond the influence of the atmosphere in which it is 
generated,” Rush wrote to Lettsom on May 13, 1804.533  That even antislavery men of science 
could gravitate toward the contagionist view suggests that abolitionist politics was not the sole 
factor driving the yellow fever debate. In fact, it suggests that the politics of nationhood could be 
an even greater influence. When the political fault lines became clear, with the British backing 
contagionism and many Americans backing localism, the dueling medical theories became proxies 
for a thinly veiled political feud. Neither the cause of science nor antislavery could ever fully 
extinguish those tensions.  
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 Rush spent his final years publicly defending his scientific and political views. The two 
had become so intertwined that defending one almost always meant defending the other. When 
Jefferson won the presidency in 1800, William Cobbett, the British-born Federalist journalist 
deeply supportive of slavery, highlighted Rush’s abolitionist politics to ridicule his medical 
theories. 534 He pointed to Rush’s work alongside the “two Revered Negroes”—Absalom Jones 
and Richard Allen—during the 1793 outbreak to impugn his use of bloodletting. Jones and Allen, 
Cobbett wrote, had the least bit of training, yet ran about the city yelling, “Purge and bleed! Purge 
and bleed!”535 Rush’s remedies, he sneered, probably received only the approval of “King 
Touissant,” a clever allusion that linked the blood spilled in Haiti with the blood spilled with 
Rush’s technique.536 Cobbett even singled out Rush’s essay on blackness, mocking the notion that 
“the colour of the Negroes proceeds solely from the Leprosy, and that, when the race shall be 
purged of that disease, they will all turn white!!!”537  
 Rush defended himself in print throughout the 1800s. He highlighted the way his critics 
used politics, not science, to delegitimize his medical work. In an essay titled A Defence of Blood-
Letting, reprinted in 1809, he lamented how political rivalries often led British physicians to 
disassociate themselves from any practice deemed too American. “In contemplating the prejudices 
against blood-letting,” he wrote, “I have been led to ascribe them to a cause wholly political.”538 
If a political enemy of the British ate soup, he wrote, the British would eat meat, and likewise, if 
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physicians of a political rival “advise bleeding” then “English physicians forbid it.”539 “Here then,” 
he concluded, “we discover the source of the prejudices and error . . . upon the subject of blood-
letting. They are of British origin.”540 But it was a futile line of argument. Rush had long embedded 
political agendas in his medical work. To chastise his critics for doing the same smacked of 
hypocrisy. While defending his reputation in public, Rush continued to work on the PAS’s behalf. 
In 1803, he was elected president of the society, a position he held until his death ten years later. 
But he was in many ways gloomy about abolitionism’s future. The passage of the anti-slave trade 
bill in 1808 went almost entirely unremarked in his private papers.541 Instead, he and most of the 
society’s leaders tried mainly to secure the modest advances the society had made. They devoted 
much of their energy to filing petitions with the federal government to enforce the slave trade ban. 
On the state level, they filed lawsuits on behalf of slaves who ran to freedom in Pennsylvania, and 
sued for the freedom of free blacks when they were illegally captured and sold into slavery.542  
 Rush in particular showed a marked ambivalence about whether free blacks might be able 
to integrate into the new nation. On the one hand, he helped raise money for the first free black 
institutions in Philadelphia, sending Sharp updates on the city’s growing black churches and 
schools: “Our African friends continue to flourish in Philadelphia,” he wrote in his last latter to 
Sharp, on June 20, 1809.543 But his simultaneous support for a free black settlement in western 
Pennsylvania suggested that he felt blacks could be included in the nation only as long as they 
remained separated from whites—in other words, separate but equal.544 In 1804, Rush purchased 
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three small tracts of land in western Pennsylvania hoping to encourage newly freed slaves to 
become yeoman farmers. A decade earlier, he drafted a plan for this free black settlement and 
delivered it to the PAS, writing that it would help diminish the “vices” blacks had “contracted in 
slavery.”545 Rush did not mention that it might help cure any specific diseases they contracted in 
slavery, nor did he say that the plan might cure blackness itself; perhaps he felt neither idea would 
help attract many recruits. In any event, no free blacks took him up on his offer.   
 By the end of his life, Rush increasingly worried about the future of both the antislavery 
movement and America’s experiment with republican government. Every day wars throughout the 
Atlantic World seemed to swing nations from one political extreme to the other, he told his close 
friend and former U.S. president, John Adams, in June 1806: “if we fly from the lyon of despotism, 
the bear of Anarchy meets us.”546  He began to doubt whether advances in science and the spread 
of revolution might ever bring about the kind of slave-free, agrarian republics he had hoped for, 
whether at home or abroad. Science and “even liberty,” he wrote, “long ago failed in their Attempts 
to improve the conditions to mankind.”547  Nonetheless, he would go on using science to promote 
his political views. “Tomorrow I expect to close my lectures,” he told Adams three years later.548  
“The Subject of my last lecture will be ‘the diseases of the eyes & ears,” at last showing a bit of 
humor.549  The nation had become blind to the dangers of strong central banks, he said, and deaf 
to the ways Britain had been impressing American sailors. Difficult as these diseases “are to cure 
in the human body,” he wrote, “they are far less so, than when they affect those two Senses in 
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public bodies.”550 Antislavery leaders may have been disappointed by his pessimism, but they 
undoubtedly would have appreciated the scientific analogy. 
 
III. 
 Rush’s theory that blacks could turn white contained a clear if insulting message: beyond 
their appearance, blacks had the full potential to become equal to whites. He spent years finding 
examples of black men (only men) who excelled in math and science, publishing these cases as 
proof of their innate intellectual capacity. In 1788, he printed a short article on the “extraordinary 
Powers of Calculation” of a “Negro Slave, in Maryland” named Thomas Fuller; when asked to 
calculate the number of seconds someone had lived after being given his exact age Rush reported 
that in “a minute and a half [Fuller] told the number.”551 Had Rush spent more time in Maryland, 
he would have found an even better example: Benjamin Banneker, a self-taught astronomer. Born 
free in 1731, Banneker was the living embodiment of almost everything Rush hoped blacks would 
become: self-sufficient, learned, patriotic. Though he showed no signs of turning white, Banneker 
spent most his adult life as a tobacco farmer in rural Maryland, in a small town about ten miles 
west of Baltimore.552 At night, after hours in the field, he turned to his true passion: science. In 
1753, he taught himself how to construct a mechanical clock, a remarkable feat that turned him 
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into a local legend.553 His unpublished astronomical journal reveals an acute observer of the natural 
world: in 1749, he noticed locusts that appeared one summer “but they like Comets make but a 
short stay with us.”554  Every seventeen years, like clockwork, they reappeared, and Banneker soon 
realized he was witnessing the unique mating pattern of North American cicadas.  
 But undoubtedly, it was the night sky that fascinated him most. His journal is filled with 
painstaking calculations, based in part on his astronomical observations, and which made his 
almanacs possible. They show a relentless pursuit of the technical proficiency required to calculate 
the astronomical tables, or ephemeris, that formed the backbone of the almanacs he began 
publishing in 1791: “To obtain the Southing of a Star or planet, find the true Longitude of the Sun 
and also of the star or planet, then with their Longitudes enter the Table of Right . . .”555 One time, 
he noticed that the textbooks he used to teach himself astronomy gave contradictory instructions: 
“It appears to me that the wise of men may certain times be in an error,” he wrote in 1796, his 
confidence clearly increasing.556 Those who knew him personally remembered him foremost as an 
astronomer, a man devoted to his scientific work. Martha Tyson, the daughter of George Ellicott, 
a close friend who lent him his scientific books and instruments, recalled that after he started to 
learn astronomy in the early 1780s, it “became the one study to which all others yielded 
precedence.”557 In 1796, Susanna Mason, an abolitionist who had worked with Benezet, travelled 
to meet the now famous “sable son of science.”558 She found him still living in a “lowly dwelling” 
made of logs, but surrounded by his orchard garden and eager to show off his scientific work. He 
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made a point of showing Mason his “wooden clock of his own constructing,” as well as his 
almanac.559 Jacob Hall, one of the very few free black men who knew Banneker since childhood, 
told Tyson: “[A]ll his delight was to dive into books.”560 Even a local Maryland slaveholder, 
Charles Dorsey, remembered him as engrossed in mathematical equations. Banneker would bring 
“abstruse questions in arithmetic” he composed himself to the local town store, Dorsey recalled, a 
sight that “made so deep an impression on my mind” that he never forgot it.561 
 Banneker’s lifelong commitment to science made his antislavery work possible, but it has 
largely been overshadowed by his involvement with the antislavery movement. Scholars have 
tended to relegate Banneker’s science to a secondary role in his life, merely a vehicle for his 
antislavery agenda.562 But for Banneker, it was the opposite way around: science was at the core 
of his identity, and while he cared deeply about ending slavery, he was neither a regular nor an 
entirely reliable abolitionist ally. For a black man in a white republic, there were real physical 
dangers involved in publicly fighting for black equality. There were compromises required too: as 
a white-led movement, abolitionism’s leaders valued Banneker less for what he had to say than for 
what he represented, evidence against the idea of innate black inferiority. Banneker understood his 
race made him attractive to the movement’s white elite, yet he also knew he could get something 
out of his involvement with them. Denied access to America’s scientific institutions because he 
was black, he allowed white abolitionist leaders to play up his race in his almanacs, so long as it 
meant his scientific work would at last be recognized.  
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 Banneker’s decision to aid the movement was both political and personal. Politically, he 
could use his almanacs to promote his vision of a multiracial republic. Personally, he could use 
them to get his scientific work published. As a black man, he had almost no chance of being 
published in an elite scientific journal like the American Philosophical Society’s Transactions. 
Almanacs, however, were the only print medium where men, and even some women, interested in 
astronomy but lacking the proper gender and racial credentials could publish their work. Though 
almanacs lacked the prestige of elite journals, they were scientific publications nonetheless. They 
were also incredibly popular. In the seventeenth century, Harvard-educated students mostly 
calculated the ephemeris for almanac printers, but by the eighteenth century, they were 
increasingly calculated and edited by less educated people with a scholarly bent: surveyors, 
navigators, even a few statesmen. By the time of the American Revolution, no other print medium 
had a wider circulation, not even the Bible.563 
 No one did more to open the genre to less-educated authors than Benjamin Franklin. With 
the appearance of his Poor Richard’s Almanac in 1732, Franklin, barely twenty-six-years-old and 
lacking a university education, transformed the medium from a purely practical publication into a 
political and educational one. Like all almanacs, the core of Poor Richard’s Almanac was the 
ephemeris. These astronomical tables predicted the rising and setting of the sun, the phases of the 
moon, the times and heights of the tides, and the weather, all of which made them essential to 
farmers and sailors. In addition, Poor Richard’s Almanac, like most others, included information 
on court dates, interest rates, religious and political holidays, and basic medical remedies. 
Franklin’s novelty was to embed the almanac with a litany of literary essays, poems, scientific 
knowledge, history, and political writings, much of it copied from other publications, other parts 
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written by himself, under the pseudonym “Richard Saunders,” or, colloquially, “poor Richard.”564 
Franklin’s almanac came to embody his Enlightenment belief that the popularization of elite 
knowledge would help transform the colonies into a powerful, populous region.  
 The moral and political views Franklin’s almanacs promoted made the genre especially 
amenable to Banneker. Politically, Franklin’s almanacs advocated British Whig views, ones 
premised on ideas of popular sovereignty, liberty, and individual rights, and which laid the 
groundwork for the American Revolution.565 In 1748, Poor Richard’s Almanac extolled 
Pennsylvania’s founder William Penn for “securing the liberty, and endeavoring the happiness of 
his people,” noting that a “true hero fights to preserve, and not to destroy, the lives, liberties, and 
estates, of his people.”566 Morally, Franklin championed industry, modesty, and education as the 
keys to a virtuous life. “Industry, Perseverance, and Frugality, make Fortune yield,” he wrote in 
the 1744 almanac.567 From 1748 onward, Franklin’s almanacs became even more pedagogical, 
often extolling the lives of scientific greats, many of them astronomers. The 1748 edition gave a 
short description of “the famous Astronomer Copernicus,” the man who discovered that “this Earth 
a Planet revolving round” the sun.568 The 1756 edition featured an ode to Newton:  
Astronomy hail! Science Heavenly, born! 
Thy Schemes the Life assist, the Mind adorn, 
Newton! vast Mind! whose piercying Powers Applyed 
The Secret Cause of Motion first described 569 
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 By making almanacs intellectually respectable, Franklin helped almanacs shed their image, 
at least in part, as a cheap, thoughtless medium suitable only for folk tales, astrology and news 
about the weather. Moreover, Franklin helped transform the genre into a political platform. Both 
these aspects made them ideal for both Banneker and the antislavery movement’s leaders. For 
Banneker, he could use them to realize his scientific ambitions, as well as to assert his own political 
vision for a post-emancipation America; abolitionist leaders, meanwhile, could use it to show that 
Africans were capable of intellectual achievement. And nothing said that better than science. 
 The idea to publish Banneker’s astronomical calculations in an almanac originated with 
Banneker. Beginning in the early 1780s, Banneker began to teach himself astronomy with the help 
of George Ellicott, the son of a Quaker family that owned the town’s general store. Ellicott, nearly 
thirty years younger than Banneker, lent him Ferguson’s Astronomy and Leadbetter’s Lunar 
Tables, both popular astronomical textbooks, as well as a telescope; he also probably allowed him 
to use the celestial globe he bought in 1789.570 That same year, Banneker wrote to Ellicott 
expressing his frustration that the techniques Leadbetter and Ferguson described to measure 
eclipses were in “direct opposition.”571 Though he soon realized that each author simply started 
from opposing vantage points, he mentioned in passing that if his skills improved, “I Doubt not 
being able to Calculate a Common Almanack.”572 It was the first mention that Banneker might 
want to print his work. Few of Banneker’s personal letters survive, and the ones that do only refer 
second-hand to what happened next. But it is clear that Banneker, on his own initiative, completed 
an ephemeris the following year, hoping to publish an almanac for 1791. There is no evidence that 
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Banneker planned to include antislavery remarks in this first attempted almanac. In any case, the 
first publisher he approached, the Goddard & Angell firm in Baltimore, was not an obvious choice 
for publishing antislavery material, which suggests Banneker did not plan on making abolitionism 
a strong feature of his almanac. Only the third publisher to whom he sent his ephemeris, John 
Hayes of Baltimore, stood out as a leading abolitionist.573   
 Hayes was a charter member of Maryland’s short-lived antislavery society, established in 
1789, and would quickly see the opportunity Banneker afforded the movement. After the first two 
publishers rejected Banneker’s proposal, Hayes told Banneker “he would gladly” print the 
ephemeris “provided the Calculations Came any ways near the truth,” as Banneker recalled in a 
letter to George Ellicott’s older cousin, the surveyor Andrew Ellicott, on May 6, 1790.574 Banneker 
wrote to Andrew immediately after Hayes told Banneker that he was sending Banneker’s 
ephemeris to Andrew to check its accuracy. Hayes’ decision to send the almanac to Andrew 
probably backfired: Andrew had been the author of the almanacs Hayes already printed, so Hayes 
was in effect asking Banneker’s potential competitor to approve of his work. Ellicott’s response 
has not been found, but Hayes ultimately turned Banneker down.575  
 Yet once abolitionists got wind of Banneker’s race, they quickly prioritized getting his 
work into print—and making the antislavery cause a central feature. To be sure, Banneker certainly 
knew early on that his race might be a potential selling point. When he wrote to Andrew in May 
of 1790, he played to his antislavery sympathies. “I hope that you will be kind enough to view 
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with an eye of pitty [my ephemeris],” Banneker wrote, asking him to overlook any minor mistakes: 
“as I suppose it to be the first attempt of the kind that ever was made in America by a person of 
my Complection.”576  But this might suggest less Banneker’s original intention than his realization 
that printers would only consider his work if he used it to benefit the antislavery cause. After his 
first attempt to publish without abolitionists’ support had failed, Banneker perhaps now understood 
that he would have to, and forever be, known as the “sable son of science.” 
 Banneker may have also realized that the white world would mainly see him as the black 
astronomer after he was selected to help survey Washington, D.C. In 1791, Thomas Jefferson 
commissioned Andrew Ellicott to be the lead surveyor for the new federal city. Ellicott needed an 
assistant, and after his younger cousin George declined the original offer, George recommended 
Banneker, who Andrew had by then known from Banneker’s earlier letter. Banneker eagerly 
accepted Andrew’s offer, and over two months beginning in February of 1791 he served as 
Andrew’s personal aide. Banneker’s talent with astronomical instruments served him well. Ellicott 
put Banneker in charge of keeping his expensive instruments—telescopes, stopwatches, sextants, 
an astronomical clock—in working order.577 But Banneker also used the experience to make 
astronomical calculations for himself, ones he would soon use in his first almanac. In his 
astronomical journal, he recorded a solar eclipse on April 3, 1791, then made “a back trial to see 
how my present method”—of calculating an ephemeris—“agree with the former.”578 But perhaps 
most important, the two-month survey trip may have made Banneker realize that his abilities as an 
astronomer could only get him so far. Martha Tyson, George Ellicott’s daughter, recalled years 
later that although the fellow engineers on the survey “disregarded all prejudice” when they 
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realized Banneker’s scientific skills, he still had to eat separately.579  Tyson, who left the only 
known account of the episode, tried to put a brighter face on the event, writing that the engineer 
corps invited Banneker to sit with them, and that Banneker, out of “his characteristic modesty,” 
declined the offer. 580 But it may be that he was simply never asked, or that he wanted to save them 
the discomfort. Either way, the experience revealed how racial prejudice belied the ideal of science 
as a universal enterprise, open to all. 
 The survey’s white members may have viewed Banneker’s race as a hindrance, but 
antislavery activists saw it as an undeniable asset. When abolitionist-friendly newspapers found 
out that Banneker had been on the prestigious federal city survey, they used it as proof of black 
intellectual abilities. On March 19, 1791, the Philadelphia General Advertiser reprinted a widely 
published story that highlighted Banneker’s role: here was “an Ethiopian,” the article reported, 
“whose abilities, as a surveyor, and an astronomer, clearly prove that Mr. Jefferson’s concluding 
that race of men were void of mental endowments, was without foundation.”581 A few years earlier 
in Notes on the State of Virginia (1787), Jefferson had speculated that blacks might be intellectually 
inferior, an accusation Banneker would soon directly confront Jefferson about. But whatever 
thoughts Banneker may have harbored, he realized that now was not the time to speak out. More 
important was to complete his ephemeris, making sure it had the integrity to make it into print. 
Once his scientific work stood on its own merits, he could give the abolitionist movement what 
they were looking for, and he could get what he was looking for as well. 
  James Pemberton, who had worked so hard to solicit Franklin and succeeded him as PAS 
president, played a critical role getting Banneker published. After Banneker’s personal attempt to 
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publish his own almanac in 1790 went nowhere, Pemberton stepped into help and notified the 
Maryland society’s president, Joseph Townsend, about Banneker. In November of 1790, 
Townsend replied to a letter from Pemberton, saying that he would look into “the Black man’s 
calculations” as soon as possible.582 George Ellicott’s younger brother, Elias, elected to the PAS 
in 1790, quickly got involved himself. Elias told Pemberton that Banneker was now happy to make 
note of his race: “He thinks as it is the first performance of the kind ever done by One of his 
Complection that it might be a manes [sic] of Promoting the Cause of Humanity as many are of 
Opinion that the Blacks are Void of Mental endowments.”583 What men like Pemberton, Elias 
Ellicott and Townsend understood was that Banneker offered something different to abolitionists 
than other black intellectuals. Unlike early black writers like Phillis Wheatley and Olaudah 
Equiano, Banneker was not offering literary evidence of black intellectual talent—he was offering 
scientific evidence.  
Yet Banneker’s skill was not allowed to speak for itself. Until free blacks established their 
own printing presses in the 1820s, nearly all black authors needed to have their work 
“authenticated” by white authors. 584 Many readers, and even later scholars, doubted whether 
blacks even wrote these texts themselves. Banneker’s work posed an additional challenge: it did 
not simply need respectable white men to verify his authorship (in any case, the almanac’s 
publisher received eleven signatures verifying he was); it required men of science to verify that his 
calculations were accurate.585 Almost immediately antislavery men of science jumped to 
Banneker’s defense, which had the effect of aligning even more men of science with the antislavery 																																																								
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movement. David Rittenhouse, the nation’s most renowned astronomer and president of the 
American Philosophical Society, sent the Pennsylvania Abolition Society a formal endorsement: 
“a very extraordinary performance, considering the Color of the Author,” Rittenhouse wrote 
Pemberton on August 6, 1791, after receiving a manuscript copy.586 “Every Instance of Genius 
amongst the Negroes is worthy of attention, because their oppressors seem to lay great stress on 
their inferior mental abilities.”587 William Waring, another astronomer and member of the 
American Philosophical Society, also offered his vote of confidence: “I have examined Benjamin 
Banneker’s Almanac for the Year 1792,” he wrote on August 16, 1791, and “am of the Opinion” 
that it deserves to be published.588 Benjamin’s Rush’s former student, Dr. James McHenry, offered 
an even fuller endorsement: “I consider this Negro as a fresh proof that the powers of the mind are 
disconnected with the colour of the skin.”589 Indeed it was a strange twist of fate that Banneker, 
who only fitfully involved himself with the movement, helped create the impression that men of 
science were widely in support of it.   
 Several of these scientific endorsements were solicited by Pemberton, a further indication 
of how much stock he put in men of science. But Banneker solicited at least one endorsement 
himself: from Thomas Jefferson, then secretary of state and one of the nation’s most prominent 
men of science. Banneker’s intention behind the letter soon became clear. After Goddard & Angell, 
the Baltimore publisher of Banneker’s 1792 almanac, initially objected to other publishers using 
the McHenry letter, Banneker stepped in. “[M]y letter to Mr. Jefferson and his answer to me,” 
Banneker wrote Pemberton on September 3, 1791, would easily suffice as an alternative if 
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Goddard did not relent.590 In short, Banneker intended the letter to Jefferson, at least at first, not 
as the attack on slavery that it became, but as an attempt to get one of the nation’s most notable 
men of science to give him the scientific validation he knew he deserved. Banneker’s letter to 
Jefferson, written on August 19, 1791, is often cited as prime evidence of Banneker’s antislavery 
convictions. But Banneker’s initial intention—to receive scientific validation—tends to be 
neglected. 591 Banneker made clear in the letter, however, that he did not initially plan to make 
antislavery comments, telling Jefferson that “originally my design” was only to send his completed 
almanac “as a present,” and nothing more.592 Only as he began to write the letter, he suggested, 
did he realize that this was his chance, probably his only one, to make his views about slavery 
known to a man who had immense power to change it.  
Rather quickly, Banneker got what he hoped for—not only a respectful reply from 
Jefferson, but additional validation from an even more towering man of science, “Monsieur de 
Condorcet, Secretary of the Academy of sciences in Paris,” to whom Jefferson told Banneker, in 
his August 30 letter, he would immediately send his almanac.593 The exchange between Banneker 
and Jefferson gave everyone what they wanted. Banneker got the scientific respect he hoped for. 
He could also make known—for the one and only time—his views about slavery. Meanwhile, 
abolitionists, black and white, could point to Banneker as proof that blacks were innately equal to 
whites. Even Jefferson, whose remarks about the intellectual inferiority of blacks had dogged him 
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for years, could use Banneker’s prompt to exculpate himself from charges of being scientifically 
unsound regarding his views of race.594  
 Indeed, perhaps the most interesting aspect of the Banneker-Jefferson exchange is not what 
it did for Banneker, but what it did for Jefferson. The views on race that Jefferson expressed earlier 
in Notes on the State of Virginia—that blacks were “in reason much inferior,” and perhaps innately 
so—were increasingly at odds with the environmentalist theory that many European men of 
science now championed, and whose approval Jefferson always craved.595 Similar to what Franklin 
had done decades earlier, Jefferson used Banneker’s letter to demonstrate that his racial views 
were no longer out of step with European men of science. He quickly forwarded Banneker’s 
calculations to Condorcet, highlighting his implicit embrace of environmentalism. “I shall be 
delighted to see these instances of moral eminence so multiplied,” Jefferson wrote Condorcet on 
August 30, 1791, “as to prove that the want of talents observed in them is merely the effect of their 
degraded condition.”596 His short reply to Banneker, written the same day and soon made public, 
made the same point. Banneker offered proof, Jefferson wrote, that any difference between the 
races arises from the “degraded condition of their existence both in Africa and America.”597 To be 
sure, Jefferson’s revision reflected a calculated ambiguity—he could still claim, if pressed, that 
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even if slavery “degraded” Africans, slavery was indigenous to Africa and therefore Americans 
were not responsible for fixing the problem. And in private, he continued to doubt whether 
Banneker made his calculations himself: he might have had “aid from [George] Ellicott,” Jefferson 
wrote to a friend, in 1809, who “never missed an opportunity of puffing him.”598 Yet it is a bitter 
irony that Banneker’s letter to Jefferson, which was intended to give Banneker scientific 
validation, ended up giving Jefferson even more. 
 Of course, Banneker had another objective. He would use his letter to Jefferson to express 
his own political vision of a multiracial republic, providing an alternative to the white republic that 
Rush and Franklin had imagined. Like them, Banneker played to American patriotism, saying that 
slavery belied the principles of the Declaration of the Independence. Rhetorically, he asked 
Jefferson to remember how unnatural if felt to live under the “tyranny of the British Crown,” 
adding that it was no different now for enslaved Africans.599 But Banneker refused to apologize 
for his blackness: “Sir I freely and Chearfully acknowledge, that I am of the African race, and in 
that colour which is natural to them of the deepest dye.”600 Banneker’s confident expression of 
African identity, combined with his justification for emancipation based on the principles of the 
nation’s founding document, suggested, albeit implicitly, a desire for full black citizenship. He 
offered no plan to voluntarily emigrate, an idea that would soon gain popularity among white 
antislavery supporters, and implied a denial of full black equality; he offered no hope that 
blackness would be cured, as Rush argued; and he offered no indication that “amalgamation”—or 
interracial sex, then a common integrationist argument—would ease black assimilation.    
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 For obvious reasons, a later generation of abolitionists and historians would cite 
Banneker’s letter to depict him as a staunch antislavery supporter, over-simplifying his 
engagement with the movement. But in many ways he was accidental abolitionist, a man who 
devoted most of his life to science, not antislavery activism, and who only became involved in the 
movement when he saw that his scientific abilities were suddenly marketable. Race may have 
bounded his life, but he was not bound by racial politics. He played no role building the free black 
institutions—newspapers, churches, schools—to which men like Absalom Jones and Richard 
Allen dedicated their lives. After his letter to Jefferson, Banneker never wrote anything against 
slavery. Instead, he allowed the publishers of his almanacs, twenty-eight editions printed over the 
next five years, to reprint other peoples’ antislavery writings alongside the ephemeris he calculated 
each year. In a very literal sense, then, Banneker’s almanacs embodied the nature of his abolitionist 
contribution: he did the science, and gladly left it to others to write the antislavery work.  
 If Banneker’s own antislavery writings were limited, his almanacs nonetheless provided a 
platform for other men of science to add their voices to the antislavery cause. Works by Benjamin 
Rush and Benjamin Franklin appeared in several editions, lending the almanacs added scientific 
gravitas. For the 1793 edition, the Philadelphia publisher, Joseph Crukshank, printed an 
anonymous essay by Rush calling for a “Peace-Office” to replace the War Office.601 The essay 
reflected Rush’s belief that responsible republican citizenship and the spread of knowledge would 
rid the world of all its vices, from slavery to war. A “genuine republican” would lead the peace 
office, Rush wrote, and the leader would “establish and maintain free-schools in every city, village 
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and township.” 602 The office seal would include a picture of a “St. Domingo planter, a man of 
color, and a native of Africa, legislating in the same colonial assembly.”603   
 Crukshank’s almanac also featured a poem tying Franklin’s experiments in lightning to the 
spread of freedom and the end of slavery. “Are negroes savages?,” the poem began, “Britons once 
were so / And little knew beyond the dark and bow.”604 After attacking the notion that African 
“savagery” justified enslavement, the poem portrayed the current age as one where freedom was 
spreading rapidly, an era guided by reason and science. Franklin and the American Revolution 
stood as the symbols of this enlightened age: “the first spark that lit the mighty flame / From some 
lone hand—perhaps from Franklin came.”605 The Baltimore edition of the 1793 almanac, 
published by Goddard & Angell, recycled passages from Franklin’s Poor Richard Almanac. “Time 
is money,” Banneker’s almanac printed, advice taken directly from “the late Doctor Franklin.”606 
Of course, there was an irony to many of these passages. Rush and Franklin were markedly 
ambivalent about the place of free blacks in the new republic, and yet their words and personae 
were used to substantiate the implicit claim of black citizenship that Banneker’s almanacs 
represented. Banneker’s scientific abilities, after all, not only proved that Africans did not deserve 
to be enslaved: they proved that, if given the opportunity, blacks could contribute equally to the 
new nation.  
 Rush and Franklin’s writings contained no explicit scientific arguments. But other writings 
in his almanacs invoked science, and astronomy in particular, as a field of inquiry that comported 
with antislavery views. The 1792 almanac published in Baltimore, for instance, portrayed 																																																								
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astronomical observations as a means of empowerment. When contemplating the vastness of the 
cosmos, one passage read, the arrogance of kings, of the powerful over the weak—and, implicitly, 
of master over slave—were exposed for what they were: “but a dim speck, hardly perceivable in 
the map of the universe.”607 When the universe was taken as the measure of man, it went on, the 
powerful “shrink into pompous nothings.”608 
 Goddard & Angell’s almanac also reprinted part of another astronomical essay, written by 
David Rittenhouse and first delivered before the American Philosophical Society in 1775, which 
made similar points. Rittenhouse’s original oration argued for the importance of astronomy to 
science in general, but it also contained attacks on political tyranny and chattel slavery. In the 
oration, Rittenhouse rhetorically addressed the inhabitants of other planets, hoping they governed 
themselves with more reason and more decency than humans on earth. “We will hope that your 
statesmen are patriots,” he intoned, and that they have not yet been corrupted “with our vices, nor 
injured . . . by violence.”609 The almanac reprinted the lines that immediately followed, ones that 
attacked the enslavement of Africans “merely because their bodies may be disposed to reflect or 
absorb the rays of light in a way different from ours.”610 Rittenhouse’s thoughts on skin color 
reflected the particular skills of an astronomer, differing noticeably from Rush’s medicine-based 
ideas. In the original oration, Rittenhouse gave a short history of astronomy, showing how pursuing 
astronomy led Newton to make new discoveries about the nature of light. Advancements in 
knowledge about light, in turn, enabled Rittenhouse to argue that differences in skin color reflected 
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nothing more than differences in the way pigments absorbed light. If for Rush, medical knowledge 
offered a powerful set of antislavery arguments, for Rittenhouse, astronomy proved key. 
 The 1793 Baltimore almanac contained other passages highlighting how Africans first 
taught astronomy and writing to Europeans. “Astronomy,” one passage noted, was “first studied 
by the Moors, and brought to Europe” in 1201 CE, then later “taken up by Copernicus.”611  Another 
line noted that Egyptians invented “Letters” in 1822 BCE and centuries later “introduced [them] 
among the savages of Europe.”612 Of course, none of this was new: many histories from the period 
depicted Europe’s civilizational advancement as only the most recent epoch in a long line of fallen 
empires dating back to the ancient Egyptians. And while these histories contained an implicit slight 
to contemporary Africa and Africans—the degraded vestiges of a once great people—editors could 
pluck facts from them, as shown here, to remind readers of Africans’ ultimate potential. Banneker 
likely approved of these messages even if he was not responsible for the literary content. There is 
even evidence, however thin, that the passages about African astronomy may have had deep 
personal resonance with Banneker. Some historians have suggested that Banneker’s interest in 
astronomy may have been partly inspired by his grandfather, a West African chieftain named 
Bannaka.613  Sometime in the late seventeenth century, slave traders captured Bannaka in Africa 
and sold him to former English indentured servant named Molly Welsh, in Maryland. She soon 
freed him, marrying him around 1696.614   
 Banneker never met Bannaka, his maternal grandfather, but the evidence that exists 
strongly suggests that his memory left a powerful influence on the entire Banneker family. When 																																																								
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Martha Tyson went to interview Benjamin’s remaining family in the 1836, they passed on vivid 
details of Bannaka: he was an “African prince,” they told her, “man of bright intelligence, and fine 
temper, with a very agreeable presence, dignified manner, and contemplative habits.”615 Bannaka’s 
defiance also supports the claim of his high-born status: he refused to convert to Christianity 
despite his wife’s insistence; nor did he willingly work as a field slave while under Welsh’s 
ownership.616 Bannaka may have also learned astronomy in Africa. His name suggests he was a 
Dogon, an ethnic group in modern-day Mali, and one with a sophisticated and deep history of 
astronomical practice.617 Some historians have conjectured that, as a prominent Dogon, Bannaka 
may have learned astronomy, and possibly passed that knowledge down to Banneker through 
Molly. Though there is no direct evidence for these claims, it is at the very least possible that 
Bannaka’s elite African status and possible Dogon education provided an inspiration for Banneker 
to similarly distinguish himself. 
 For all Banneker’s effort, the rapidly changing political conditions of the 1790s would shut 
the door to his scientific advancement almost as soon as it had opened. By the mid-1790s, anti-
abolitionist voices grew ascendant amid the ongoing revolutions in Haiti and France. Public 
interest in Banneker’s work plummeted after 1795. The final two years that printers published his 
almanacs, for 1796 and 1797, had a severely limited circulation.618 They contain few antislavery 
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passages, and the 1797 editions do not even make any mention of Banneker’s race at all.619 Almost 
in an instant, his chief selling point, his race, became his greatest liability. Yet Banneker’s 
determination to continue publishing his almanacs, even when his editors began cutting out their 
antislavery messages, stands as a testament to his devotion to science. He may have been forced 
to quiet his political views, but he would not allow his scientific abilities to go unrecognized. 
Though publishers stopped printing his almanacs after 1797, he continued to make yearly 
ephemeris in his astronomical journal until 1805, a year before his death, further proof that his 
greatest interest was, and had always been, his scientific work.620  Observations of the night sky, 
too, fill out his journal, long after his renown as the “sable son of science” eroded. He noted the 
appearance of a strange mist around nine o’clock one cold evening in November of 1798, the 
“Condensed particles of the Atmosphere of divers [sic] colours gathering round the moon.”621 Five 
years later, on February 2, 1803, he watched with wonder as the setting sun “beautified the Snow” 
that had fallen earlier that day.622 
 Highlighting the centrality of science to Banneker’s life does nothing to diminish his 
importance to the antislavery movement. On the contrary, and like Franklin, it focuses our attention 
on what made him so important to the movement’s leaders in the first place: it was less his general 
intelligence than his specific scientific skills, ones he spent a lifetime honing. Focusing on 
Banneker’s scientific interests also reminds us that not all black men and women devoted their 
lives to defending their race or fighting against slavery—and yet that too could be its own kind of 
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political act. To live as they wished, not how society told them to live, was its own claim on 
freedom.  
 In any event, Banneker had many reasons to quiet his antislavery views, the threat of 
violence chief among them. On August 27, 1797, he recorded “Standing at my door” and hearing 
several guns unload, “one or two of which struck the house.”623 A year later, on April 29, 1797, 
two men approached his home with a gun.624 On November 27, 1802, his house “was violent[ly] 
broke open and Several articles taken out.”625 Two days after he died, on October 9, 1806, his 
house was set on fire.626 Banneker never speculated about why he was targeted, and several reasons 
unrelated to antislavery might explain it.627 But it would be impossible to discount his work on 
behalf of the antislavery movement as one likely cause: antislavery activism was dangerous, for 
anyone, but particularly for black women and men. Banneker had the foresight, however, days 
before he died, to write a will. Never married and childless, he left what money he saved to his 
sisters, Minta Black and Molly Morten. George Ellicott, meanwhile, received the only written 
record he kept close guard over, the only item that survived the fire: his astronomical journal.628  
It was what he wanted to be remembered for.  
*** 
  The contributions Franklin, Rush and Banneker made to American antislavery matter not 
because they were the staunchest of allies, but because their tepid commitment underscores how 
much the movement’s leaders valued their support. As scientific figures, they had rare intellectual 
skills, and by attacking slavery with scientific arguments, they could expand the movement’s 																																																								
623 Banneker, Astronomical Journal, Mss. 2700, MDHS, page facing ephemeris for March 1799. 
624 Ibid., page facing calculations for April 1799. 
625 Ibid., page facing calculations for August 1802. 
626 Bedini, Banneker, 270. 
627 Bedini, Banneker, 239-240, speculates that, in addition to his antislavery writings and fame, conflicts Banneker 
had with neighbors he lent money to may have been a cause. 
628 Bedini, Banneker, 270. 
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appeal beyond its core Quaker leadership. But in tying their antislavery arguments to political 
agendas, they exposed the challenges that the movement’s politicization entailed. The early 
Quaker transatlantic alliance was threatened, if not quite destroyed, by the nationalist agendas 
abolitionism began to serve after the American Revolution. In addition, antislavery leaders were 
forced to address the question that Franklin, Rush and Banneker had all posed answers to but had 
never resolved: What would happen to slaves after they were free? That question was most 
pressing for the American movement, since slaves lived within the nation’s borders and few white 
Americans were willing to give freed slaves equal citizenship. But even for Britain, whose slaves 
lived in far off Caribbean colonies, a related question proved no less vexing: What would replace 
West Indian slavery? The answer British abolitionists offered—creating a free black colony in 
Africa, named Sierra Leone—provided a tantalizing solution. There too men of science, on both 




Figure 6. Franklin-Folger Gulf Stream Map from 1768. 




Unlike the later American map, the 1768 map, pictured above and designed for British, officials, depicts 







Below, the 1786 Gulf Stream map, which focuses only on the current’s relevance to the newly independent 
American states. The confined view eliminates Africa and the Caribbean, reflecting Franklin’s desire to cut 
America off from the Atlantic slave system. 
	
		
Figure 7. Franklin’s 1786 Gulf Stream map, for the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society. 
Courtesy of Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 			 	
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Figure 8: Portrait of Benjamin Franklin, by Joseph Duplessis, circa 1785 




Figure 9: Benjamin Rush, engraving after painting by 
Charles Willson Peale, circa 1818 
Courtesy of Wikicommons 
Benjamin Franklin often placed his antislavery 
remarks in his scientific essays, and was most 
concerned about slavery’s potential to threaten a white 
majority. 
Benjamin Rush, who was mentored by Franklin, devised 
numerous medical arguments about the disease-inducing effects 
on slaves and slaveholders alike. Like Franklin, he tied his 
antislavery ideas closely to his nationalistic views.   
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Benjamin Banneker, a self-taught astronomer, allowed abolitionists to use his astronomical calculations for a popular 
antislavery almanac published throughout the 1790s. Banneker was as interested in getting his scientific achievements 
publicly recognized as he was in helping the antislavery cause. 
Figure 10: Engraving of Benjamin Banneker, from cover of Banneker’s Almanac for 1795, 
printed by John Fisher, of Baltimore. 
Courtesy of Wikicommons 
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Chapter 3 
A Natural History of Sierra Leone  
 
 Henry Smeathman made his scientific career in Sierra Leone. During his four-year 
expedition to West Africa, beginning in 1771, he studied the termite in greater detail than any 
naturalist before him. Termites had been devastating slave plantations in the West Indies for 
decades, eating through the wood homes of slaves and slaveholders alike. For more than a century, 
naturalists assumed that termites’ only purpose was to wreak havoc on colonial settlements. But 
after closely observing Sierra Leone’s termites, Smeathman realized that they also served a useful 
ecological function: they ate away decaying trees, hastened their decomposition and helped 
fertilize the surrounding forest. As he later explained to Joseph Banks, the president of the Royal 
Society who sponsored his sole African voyage, “these insects attack such things as we would not 
wish to have injured.”629  In Smeathman’s view, Europeans should learn to harness the termite to 
their own advantage rather than seek to dominate and destroy it.  
 Smeathman’s understanding of termites mirrored his view of Africans.630  Both were a 
nuisance and rightly feared. But Europeans could do better than simply enslave and discard them. 
Akin to termites, Africans should not be seen “as mere beasts of burden” and treated only with 
“avarice and cruelty,” he wrote in 1783 to the London physician and abolitionist, Dr. Thomas 
Knowles, in an attempt get support for an abolitionist colony in Sierra Leone. Europeans should 
instead employ Africans on their own continent as paid and colonized laborers. Smeathman 
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assured Knowles that, having traveled to Africa on a scientific expedition, he knew better than any 
other “philosophical writers” that Africans had “suffered by misrepresentation.” Africans’ 
“indolence and ignorance” was not due to the “hot climate,” a view many men of science shared; 
instead, their laziness stemmed from a lack of “wiser laws and a more rational mode of 
education.”631  
 For the next three years, Smeathman worked tirelessly to promote an abolitionist colony in 
Sierra Leone, explicitly countering much of the scientific evidence levied against it. He insisted 
that the climate was nowhere near as deadly for Europeans as many believed, a claim essential for 
a colony that would rely on white overseers.632 He trumpeted the notion that all the commodities 
grown in slave colonies—rice, sugarcane, indigo, and cotton—grew much more abundantly in 
Africa.633 And to the abolitionist men of science who formed a central base of support for his plan, 
he stressed that science as much as humanity would reap tremendous rewards from an African 
colony. Using Sierra Leone as a base for research would lead to the “promotion of science, by 
making [possible] various researches and observations after new subjects of commerce and 
manufacturers, some of which I have already discovered,” he wrote in 1785 to Dr. John Coakley 
Lettsom, another London physician and prominent abolitionist.634  
 Men of science on both sides of the Atlantic played a crucial role in Sierra Leone’s 
founding, a fact often noted but seldom explored in depth.635 Their scientific work laid the 
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intellectual groundwork for the colony, and men of science based in the colony continued to gather 
and interpret evidence that portrayed the colony in the best possible light. Smeathman was only 
one of several antislavery men of science who described the region’s climate, commodities and 
native people in a way that downplayed the more troubling realities on the ground. Though they 
do not appear to have fabricated evidence, they often interpreted the data in a way that shifted the 
blame toward the slave trade itself. Other times, they blamed the colony’s failures on its black 
settlers, many of them former American slaves; in doing so, they denied the culpability of the 
colony’s directors and failed to recognize entirely the ability of surrounding African nations to 
resist colonization. Establishing a successful, slave-free colony in Africa as an alternative to slave 
plantations was critical to abolitionist arguments leading up to the slave trade ban in 1807-8. Thus, 
the role antislavery men of science played in Sierra Leone’s creation demands closer scrutiny.  
 
I. 
 Smeathman did not conceive his plan for a slave-free African colony alone. The intellectual 
roots lay with Dr. John Fothergill, a key sponsor of Smeathman’s African voyage.636 One of 
London’s most prominent botanists, Fothergill was born in 1712, the son of a wealthy Quaker 
preacher, and received his medical degree from the University of Edinburgh in 1736. Like many 
eighteenth century naturalists, Fothergill first looked to Britain’s North American colonies to 
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amass his enormous botanical garden in Essex, which would eventually rival the royal gardens at 
Kew. 637 Fothergill’s family had deep ties to Quakers in North America, and throughout his life 
Fothergill kept in frequent contact with American Quakers, exchanging seeds, plants and fossils 
and closely following their antislavery work. He collaborated with America’s most prominent 
botanist, John Bartram, once thanking him for a “box of plants” and asking for more “American 
seeds.”638 The New York Quaker and botanist, Peter Collinson, not only taught Fothergill his “love 
of plants,” as he told Carl Linnaeus, the era’s most revered naturalist: he also introduced him to 
America’s most renowned man of science, Benjamin Franklin.639 This transatlantic network of 
men of science, initially centered around Fothergill, provided a core of support for Sierra Leone’s 
creation.  
 Though Fothergill left no record describing his plans for an antislavery colony, abolitionists 
at the time credited him with the idea.640 It is impossible to know whether he told Smeathman of 
his intentions, but it was no secret that Fothergill was deeply engaged with antislavery politics at 
precisely the time he sent him on the African expedition. In 1769, Fothergill thanked England’s 
leading antislavery advocate, Granville Sharp, for sending a deeply “humane” antislavery 
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pamphlet; three years later he offered to pay Sharp’s legal fees for defending James Somerset, the 
enslaved Virginian whose freedom suit in London had become a cause célèbre; and it would 
ultimately fall to Sharp to direct the initial colony of Sierra Leone, in 1787.641 Fothergill’s links to 
antislavery activism extended even further back, and were closely tied to the North American 
colonies. In the mid-1750s, Fothergill’s younger brother, Samuel, traveled with the Philadelphia 
Quaker Israel Pemberton throughout the American colonies preaching against slavery.642 With 
Samuel’s help, Fothergill invited the American Quaker, John Woolman, to attend the critical 
Quaker Yearly Meeting, in London in 1772, where, for the first time, England’s Quakers resolved 
to collectively protest slavery beyond their own ranks; afterwards, a delighted Fothergill wrote to 
his brother Samuel that “the Americans help us much” and gave particular credit to Woolman for 
his “solid and weighty” remarks.643 Indeed, it would be impossible to disentangle the rising tide of 
transatlantic antislavery activism from Fothergill’s decision to send Smeathman to Africa.  
 Lettsom, a young confidante of Fothergill who had written his biography, was the first to 
make this connection explicit. In his 1786 biography of Fothergill, written six years after his death, 
Lettsom depicted Fothergill’s patronage of Smeathman as a convergence of his scientific and 
abolitionist interests. As Lettsom explained, Fothergill believed that “the cultivation of the Sugar-
Cane upon the continent of Africa” would obviate the need for the brutal slave trade.644 Rarely 
noted, however, is that Fothergill himself was partly inspired by a local Guinean leader. Lettsom 
described how Fothergill first came upon the idea after hearing a story about an unnamed African 
prince, who, in 1727, was “bent upon the execution of [a] plan” to shift British trade from the 
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buying and selling slaves to trading for commodities. “The richness of the soil, the abundance of 
provisions,” and the money saved by sending commercial goods produced in Africa directly to 
Britain, rather than first sending slaves to the West Indies, “strongly supported [the Guinean 
prince’s] opinion.” 645  But in an indication of how lucrative the slave trade had become to local 
Africa traders, the African envoy the prince had sent to negotiate a new trade absconded to 
Barbadoes before ever boarding his ship to England, presumably becoming a slaveholder 
himself.646 Nonetheless, Lettsom’s account of the colonization scheme ultimately credits 
Fothergill, and not the Guinean leader, for the idea’s conception. 
 Fothergill’s hope for a “legitimate trade” with Africa—the phrase abolitionists used for 
trading in anything but slaves—may have also been influenced by the American Quaker, Anthony 
Benezet. The two had exchanged several letters, and Lettsom alluded to Benezet’s possible 
influence when describing Fothergill’s plan for Sierra Leone.647 In 1771, Benezet published Some 
Historical Account of Guinea, which compiled the most prominent natural histories written about 
Africa to date. Years later, the British abolitionist leader, Thomas Clarkson, would cite Benezet’s 
essay as “instrumental, beyond any other book ever before published, in disseminating a proper 
knowledge” about the slave trade.648 In Some Historical Account, Benezet carefully selected 
passages from African natural history texts that highlighted Africans’ innate intelligence and 
industry, as well as the continent’s naturally abundant commodities. He quoted at length the French 
naturalist Michel Adanson, who had written one of the most authoritative studies of West Africa 
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based on his voyage to Senegal in 1749-1753.649 Aware that Benezet’s authority might lack 
credibility, he underscored Adanson’s scientific credentials: Adanson had traveled to Senegal 
“wholly in making natural and philosophical observations,” Benezet wrote, and was  “a 
correspondent with the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris.” 650 The implication was that Adanson 
had no particular agenda. Benezet went on to quote directly Adanson’s description of the 
Senegalese soil, so “rich and deep, and amazingly fertile,” and his observations of local Africans, 
who, though “a rude and illiterate people,” had obvious potential.651  Local African knowledge 
was not only responsible for the “fine cotton cloth, which they dye blue and black”; the natives 
also displayed immense astronomical skill. Having observed Africans’ descriptions of the “stars 
and planets,” Benezet quoted Adanson as being convinced that “with proper instruments” they 
might become “excellent astronomers.”652 
 Fothergill likely shared Benezet’s views about Africans, which were by turns 
complimentary and condescending. In the latter eighteenth century, scientific descriptions of 
Africans on their native continent were essentially ethnographic studies, focused primarily on the 
social and political customs of particular African groups. Ideas about innate racial difference were 
still in their infancy, even though ethnographic studies almost always speculated about the general 
“character” of all Africans from observations of individual ethnic groups. Thus, ethnographic 
descriptions loosely correlated to racial descriptions but with one critical difference from later 
forms of scientific racism: the environment, both social and natural, largely determined a group’s 
characteristics, not fixed inheritable traits. This environmentalist framework implied that racial 																																																								
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characteristics could change—at least so far as the social and natural environment could change. 
Moreover, ethnography and racial descriptions were often yoked to Enlightenment theories of 
civilizational progress. Stadial theory, as it has since been called, described how social groups 
advance from a primitive or “savage” state to a modern, commercial and “civilized” state. Not 
surprisingly, Enlightenment thinkers defined savage societies as everything Europeans were not: 
savage groups relied on hunter-gathering or subsistence farming; they lacked a monotheist 
religion; they used a barter economy.653  
When it came to ethnographic descriptions of Africans, one important way in which pro- 
and antislavery men of science differed was the extent to which the natural environment, 
particularly the climate, accounted for Africans’ perceived backwardness. Slavery’s defenders 
tended to place greater emphasis on the natural environment, positing that Africa’s extreme heat 
thwarted Africans’ improvement. They argued, somewhat contradictorily, that only Africans were 
naturally suited to work in hot climates, yet also that the heat made Africans lazy and dim-witted. 
They reasoned that because Africa’s environment was abundantly fertile, or “tropically 
exuberant,” Africans never had to work too hard nor think too much.654 Antislavery men of science 
accepted aspects of this tropical exuberance notion, particularly the idea that the continent teemed 
with natural commodities. But they increasingly downplayed the climate’s inhibiting effects and 
instead pointed to the social environment—the laws, religion, and customs Africans lived by—to 
explain Africans’ perceived lack of development. The implication was that the social environment 
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could be more easily changed than the climate, especially by imposing European forms of law, 
religion and commerce. In addition, they highlighted the latent signs of cultural development that 
already existed, which indicated Africans’ potential for improvement.655  
Fothergill's chosen explorer, Smeathman, perfectly captured what might be called this 
antislavery ethnography, flatly dismissing explanations for Africans' perceived laziness on "the 
extremes of heat.” Instead he underscored that "all men in regard to their dispositions" are "formed 
more by artificial than natural causes”—that is, by the social environment, not the natural one.656 
Relatedly, the evidence Benezet had pointed to, like Africans’ “fine cotton cloth” and their 
astronomical observations, suggested that Africans, while still behind European standards, were 
clearly capable of improvement. Yet Fothergill’s interests also differed from Benezet’s in 
important ways. Benezet quickly dismissed the idea that freed American slaves should “be sent to 
Africa,” insisting that it would expose them to “a strange land,” since American slaves had 
increasingly been born in the colonies.657 Instead, he proposed a solution that would find, in the 
years to come, a momentary purchase among American abolitionists: freed slaves should be settled 
in the “most western colonies” of North America.658 For the British Fothergill, the question of 
what to do with freed slaves was less of a concern, since few slaves existed within mainland 
Britain. Thinking from a metropolitan, imperialist perspective, Fothergill saw the colonization of 
Africa, using its own inhabitants as free labor, as a way to put economic pressure on slave 
plantations, and eventually drive them out of business. As Lettsom wrote, Fothergill understood 
that only when “the pecuniary interests of Europeans” could be “diverted into another channel” 
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would slavery be abolished.659  To be sure, British colonial projectors had been pushing the idea 
of colonizing Africa since at least the mid-eighteenth century. But its main proponents had been, 
until the 1770s, defenders of slavery.660 Fothergill’s importance lay in transforming the 
colonization idea into an abolitionist project, and, crucially, laying the intellectual groundwork for 
Sierra Leone through funding Smeathman’s scientific expedition.  
 Fothergill’s scientific and humanitarian interests sometimes worked at cross-purposes, 
however. He often advocated scientific projects that even slavery’s defenders could support. Most 
obvious was his lobbying of Parliament, on behalf of the Royal Society, to transplant the breadfruit 
tree to the West Indies in order to supply slaves with a cheap and nutritious food supply.661 Though 
Fothergill left no record explaining his logic, he may have believed that better nutrition would help 
slaves reproduce, and thus diminish the need for the slave trade. This would have been in line with 
abolitionists’ general interest in ending the slave trade: if slaveholders no longer had a ready source 
of new slaves, they would be forced to take better care of the ones they did possess. 662  Fothergill’s 
plan would have complemented the anti-slave trade crusade. A better, cheaper source of food 
would have made ending the slave trade less painful for slaveholders, and, in Fothergill’s mind, 
would have made slavery more tolerable for blacks.  
 But slavery’s defenders supported some abolitionist ideas, including transplanting the 
breadfruit, for opposite reasons. Their intention was not to end slavery, but to prolong it, a position 
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they often masked under the reform program called “amelioration.” 663 Proslavery ameliorationists 
in the West Indies denied their intention of prolonging slavery, and convinced abolitionists that 
they both shared the same goal: better treatment of slaves would make them more productive and 
would encourage them reproduce on their own, thus helping to eliminate the slave trade. But where 
abolitionists hoped that better treatment and ending the slave trade would lead to a gradual 
emancipation, proslavery ameliorationists quietly hoped it would extend slavery’s longevity. 
Indeed, the extent to which proslavery ameliorationists worked alongside abolitionists in the early 
years of the antislavery campaign is not often appreciated.664 It should therefore not be surprising 
that Fothergill often collaborated with men of science whose commitment to antislavery was far 
more suspect. Fothergill’s work with Joseph Banks provides a telling example. Banks not only 
credited Fothergill’s early support in his successful campaign to plant breadfruit trees in the West 
Indies; he joined with Fothergill to fund Smeathman’s voyage to Africa.665 Yet Banks kept his 
distance from abolitionism.666  Though Banks patronized Smeathman and later provided a botanist 
for Sierra Leone, he was primarily interested in finding evidence for a profitable trade with Africa, 
regardless of whether it might combat slavery. When it came to debates over slavery, he deferred 
to West Indian planters and often seemed to favor proslavery ameliorationism: in 1792, he wrote 
that “a slave well provided for & humanly treated is as certainly happier than a free man who has 
a choice only of bad master or none.”667   
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 Fothergill may have been more committed to abolitionism, but even he was willing to 
appeal to slaveholders’ interests when necessary. At the same time that he sent Smeathman to 
Africa, he was writing to John Ellis, the British agent overseeing plantations in the West Indian 
island of Dominica, about the wisdom of cultivating coffee. Fothergill argued that coffee would 
cost less to grow than sugar, and would not require slave labor. But this was to the advantage of 
slaveholders, not their detriment, he told Ellis. Because white farmers could grow coffee 
themselves, planters would have more whites around “to quell the insurrections of their negroes,” 
Fothergill wrote; in any event, he added, “Negroes, who, being lazy, ignorant, and generally ill-
disposed, either cannot or will not” grow coffee as productively as whites.668  Nor did Fothergill 
oppose collecting plants in regions rampant with slaveholding. In 1772, he paid John Bartram’s 
son, William, to collect botanical specimens throughout South Carolina. “If the plants or seeds of 
such curious plants could be collected and sent hither,” he wrote to Bartram, based in Charleston, 
“it would be very acceptable.”669  Thus, while Fothergill hoped his science would eventually help 
end slavery, he was perfectly capable of ignoring slavery where his scientific work might profit. 
As his promotion of Caribbean coffee suggests, he was even willing to use his botanical knowledge 
to slaveholders’ benefit.  
Lettsom himself had deep ties to slavery. Born in 1744 to a wealthy slaveholding family in 
Tortola, in the British West Indies, Lettsom readily acknowledged his intimate links to slavery. 
But when the abolition campaign got off the ground in the late 1780s, he recast them in a way that 
bolstered his antislavery credentials. He proudly noted that immediately after inheriting his father’s 
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slave plantation in 1767, he “gave [his slaves] freedom, and began the world without fortune.”670 
Yet Lettsom did not believe that all slaveholders deserved rebuke. Some were worthy models. In 
his eulogy for Fothergill, Lettsom spoke with nothing but admiration for Major John Pickering, a 
slaveowner in Tortola with whom he and Fothergill had been close friends.671 Lettsom named his 
son after Pickering, and described the alleged loyalty Pickering’s slaves had for their owner as 
evidence that not all masters were monsters:  “I frequently accompanied [Pickering] to his 
plantations,” Lettsom wrote, and every time Pickering passed “his numerous negroes” they 
“saluted him in a loud chorus of song.”672  
Yet Lettsom’s eulogy for Pickering also revealed the fears that slaves could induce in even 
humane slaveholders. Lettsom described how, while at Pickering’s deathbed in 1768, scores of his 
slaves “insisted upon seeing their master.” Neighboring planters feared that his slaves intended to 
kill him, a thought that also crossed Lettsom’s mind: even he “could not be insensible to the danger 
of a general insurrection.”  To placate these slaves, Lettsom assured them that they would continue 
to receive “lenient treatment” after Pickering’s death.673 Here Lettsom implied that slave revolts 
arose not from the very condition of slavery but the way slaves were treated. It was the logic of 
amelioration, not emancipation. And it was this kind of logic that made gradual abolitionists so 
able to work with slaveholders. It also helps explain why so many antislavery men of science 
willingly used their scientific knowledge to slaveholders’ benefit: If slavery would not die quickly, 
they felt, at the very least they could make it more humane using the beneficent hand of science. 
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 Henry Smeathman, the naturalist Lettsom championed to help establish an antislavery 
colony, had an even more conflicted relationship to slavery.674 Perhaps more than anyone involved 
in Sierra Leone’s founding, Smeathman readily courted slavery’s supporters even while touting, 
to abolitionists, his antislavery intentions. Not long after arriving in Sierra Leone in December of 
1771, he realized that the only way to gain free access to the region was to ingratiate himself to 
local leaders, the most dominant of whom were slave traders. To that end, and following local 
custom, he married three African wives, one of them the daughter of the region’s most powerful 
slave trader, James Cleveland, a man of Afro-European descent. He even briefly worked as an 
agent for the Liverpool slave trader, William James, in 1774.675 The degree to which he was willing 
to court slave traders suggests that his support for Sierra Leone had less to do with promoting “the 
happiness of those wretched people,” as he wrote in 1782, than with finding a way to advance his 
scientific work.676  
 The son of a brandy distiller, Smeathman was born in 1742, in Yorkshire, England, to a 
family of modest means. He was part of a new generation of ambitious young men that took part 
in the craze for overseas exploration. All these men had been inspired by the glory that greeted 
Captain James Cook on the return of his South Sea voyage in 1771, a voyage which Banks himself 
had joined as a young man. No doubt Smeathman saw an expedition to Africa as a way to achieve 
a similar kind of scientific fame, and in turn boost his social standing. In the years before the 
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voyage, he had held a series of odd jobs: cabinet-maker, upholster, insurance agent. But he had 
harbored a love of science since childhood and had taken it upon himself to improve his education. 
In the early 1760s, on the recommendation of a teacher, he began to read the Philosophical 
Transactions, the Royal Society’s scientific journal, and perhaps hoped that he too would one day 
be published in its pages. In 1768, a wealthy family hired Smeathman to tutor their children in 
Birmingham, where Erasmus Darwin and Josiah Wedgwood had been gaining scientific acclaim; 
while there, Smeathman kept pushing his way into scientific circles, most importantly joining the 
Aurelian Society. A short-lived scientific society, the Aurelian Society opened Smeathman to a 
powerful network of men of science who would soon select him to take the dangerous journey to 
Africa.677 
 Fothergill does not appear to have explicitly tied Smeathman’s expedition to establishing 
an antislavery colony. But there is little doubt that Smeathman knew of Fothergill’s antislavery 
ideas. The notion that free labor plantations in Africa were not only more humane but more 
economically sensible had been floating around since the 1750s. In 1759, the British naval officer, 
John Lindsay, suggested contracting free African laborers to work as miners in the Senegambian 
mountains; in 1763, an anonymous author argued in A Plan for Improving Trade at Senegal that 
Africans would be more productive working as paid laborers on their own continent than as slaves 
in the Caribbean.678 And the year Smeathman set sail, the French agricultural economist, Pierre 
Samuel Du Pont de Nemours, made a proposal strikingly similar to Fothergill’s.679   
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 Smeathman’s unpublished journals, intended for his patrons’ perusal, also occasionally 
played to abolitionist sympathies. When Smeathman first arrived on the Bananas Islands, just off 
the coast of Sierra Leone, in late 1771, one of the first things he did was board a slave-ship named 
Africa. Smeathman estimated that the ship held about 400 slaves, and jotted down a description 
that at times seethed with disgust. He described two enslaved women, “infants yet at the breast,” 
who suffered “a silent grief.” He wrote of the horrible smell, the cramped, suffocating slave 
quarters, and the grotesque sounds echoing from under deck: “Our ears were struck at some 
distance, with a confuse noise of human voices and the clanking of chains which on board affects 
a sensible being with inexpressible horror,” he wrote in December of 1771.680 But other notes 
reveal a far less pained reaction. The children on board the ships “seemed much more happy than 
the constrained disciples of a country grammar schoolmaster.” Though a few enslaved mothers 
were clearly anguished, “the greater part of the women … seemed rather cheerful.”681  Elsewhere 
he depicted the ship captain, Captain Tettle, as judiciously working to maintain the slaves’ mental 
and physical health. Tettle kept a place for the slaves to perform “dress recitals”; enslaved children, 
especially little girls, were allowed to play “upon the deck at pleasure being all without fetters”; 
Tettle even built scaffolds up the ship’s sides and mast “for the convenience of washing and 
cleansing the ship.”682 Smeathman’s journal thus had enough to appease all kinds of views on 
slavery. 
 But what mattered most to Smeathman’s sponsors, regardless of their particular feelings 
towards slavery, was that he find the region hospitable to agriculture and trade. As a man of 
science, he was uniquely qualified to assess the fertility of the soil, the healthiness of the climate, 
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and whether Africans were capable of improvement. On all these fronts, Smeathman found just 
what they were looking for. His journal described Sierra Leone’s coast as overflowing with beans, 
berries, pineapple and palm trees: a place that “teemed with natural wonders.” Abundant mineral 
ores, ideal for factories and paving streets, also dotted the coast: ““the whole country abounds with 
Iron as is evident from the rocks on the shore” and might be “Used in paving the streets of 
London.”683 He was also happy to report that he, as a white man, survived the initial sickness that 
struck him shortly after arriving on the coast. He recovered, he emphasized, because he “put my 
faith in Dr. Fothergill’s prescriptions and my own drugs.”684  The emphasis on medical cures was 
critical. At a time when Europeans believed all whites were ill-suited to tropical climates, knowing 
that medicine could overcome the ravages of the climate gave Sierra Leone’s backers much needed 
confidence.685 Smeathman also wrote that Africans had promising cures of their own, noting that 
they “have some plants which they use with great skill.” But he then added that natives “will not 
trust” their own healers “if they can procure a white Dr,” displaying the euro-centrism that had 
become a hallmark of even the most avowed antislavery men of science.686   
 Smeathman’s views on native medical knowledge, a mix of fascination and denigration, 
extended to his attempt at a broader ethnography of the region’s inhabitants. Smeathman recorded 
his ethnographic observations before a more fully developed pro-slavery ethnography emerged at 
the end of the century. His writings thus featured few of the ethnographic arguments intended to 
refute pro-slavery explorers. For Smeathman and his patrons, it was only necessary that African 
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kind of evidence would imply that Africans could become trading partners, or even colonized 
subjects. On these counts, Smeathman offered a promising report. His comments on local religion 
were particularly revealing, combining the hopeful with the haranguing.  
 On the one hand, he described the Mandigo people he met as a “kind of bastard 
Mohatematens,” depicting their conversion practices as petty financial scams. A Muslim preacher 
would sell a charm, or greegree, to the destitute solely for profit, and by the “same insidious and 
diabolical methods as the founder of their religion.” Yet he also noted that Islamic converts, far 
more than Africans who practiced non-western faiths, zealously embraced their freedom:  African 
Muslims “have a strong notion that they have a right to freedom...and are ever plotting to cut off 
[slave ship] vessels in which they are shipped and often succeed too well.”687  Though 
Smeathman’s comments revealed a flagrant anti-Islamic bias, they must be understood in the 
context of early abolitionist thought. Demonstrating that Africans were capable of embracing 
something resembling Christianity, and the broader idea of civilization it symbolized, was taken 
as promising evidence that Africans might make willing subjects. If they could comprehend 
Muhammad and follow a Western creed, then certainly they could subscribe to the teachings of a 
more civilized Christ. By extension, Africans could also embrace commerce. For abolitionists on 
both sides of the Atlantic, commerce, Christianity and civilization were intimately entwined.688 
 During Smeathman’s four-year stay in Sierra Leone, he conducted an impressive amount 
of scientific research. He planted his own botanical garden, experimented with rice irrigation, and 
closely observed the region’s geography, plant-life, animals, and, of course, humans. He hoped to 
publish a comprehensive work of natural history on West Africa, but the outbreak of the American 
Revolution stopped his plans short. While on board a slave ship back to England in early 1775, 																																																								
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which had made a detour to sell its human cargo in the West Indies, an American privateer captured 
his ship. In the mayhem, Smeathman lost many of his notes. Ultimately, the Americans allowed 
Smeathman’s ship to continue to West Indian island of Tobago; Smeathman remained in the 
Caribbean for the next four years as the war raged on.689 Despite the setback, the saving grace was 
that Smeathman could now study another tropical climate. While in the West Indies, local planters 
contracted Smeathman to help exterminate the sugar-cane ants that had been destroying the 
islands’ plantations. Smeathman’s proposed solution—drowning them in whale-fat oil—did not 
work. But shortly after he returned to England, in 1779, he wrote the essay that would secure his 
scientific fame. Written as a letter to Joseph Banks, Smeathman’s “Some Account of the 
Termites,” was the first article he ever published in the Philosophical Transactions, in 1781, and 
was soon translated into several foreign languages.690  
 It would be too much to suggest that Smeathman wrote his essay on termites as a deliberate 
attack on slavery. If anything, Smeathman probably knew its most immediate beneficiaries would 
be West Indian planters, who complained endlessly about termites.691  But it seems at the very 
least possible that the broader insights he had about termite colonies may have fueled his thinking 
about African colonization, whether consciously or not. Certainly the parallels between his work 
on termite colonies and African colonization are everywhere apparent.692  When it came to 
termites, Smeathman’s core insight was that, contrary to the scientific consensus, termites had a 
positive ecological function; they were not simply put on earth to destroy human homes. 
Smeathman realized that termites mistook wooden structures for decaying trees, which, in their 
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native environments, they ate in order to hasten their decomposition. Smeathman’s plan for 
Africans—that they could be used more wisely if employed in their own native environment, not 
taken to the Caribbean and treated as dangerous, disposable chattel—reflected a similar logic.  
 The links between Smeathman’s views on ants and humans were not only implicit. He 
made explicit analogies between termite and human societies. In describing the termite’s social 
structure, he borrowed a three class system derived from England’s social hierarchy: he called the 
lowest order, the working insects, “labourers”; above them were the “soldiers”; and above them 
“the nobility or gentry.”693 Each class had a clear function, and the good of the entire colony was 
served when each class treated the other according to their natural purpose. Most significantly, he 
highlighted that the lowest class, the laborers, played a crucial role in providing security for the 
king and queen termite, especially while the queen hid away to lay her eggs. “The manner in which 
these labourers protect the happy pair from the innumerable enemies” during the queen’s 
pregnancy, “will I hope justify me in the use of the term ELECTION.”694 Most obviously, 
Smeathman was alluding here to the growing calls for working class reform in England. Born to a 
lower class himself, Smeathman likely sympathized with working people, and many within his 
scientific network were Whig sympathizers. Yet Smeathman also drew direct comparisons 
between termites and Africans, which suggest that his views about the working class’s place within 
England’s social structure might be extended to Africans’ place within its overseas empire. 
Smeathman noted that termite villages, composed of dozens of human-size huts, “appear like the 
villages of the natives” of Africa.695  Termite nests also resembled “Negro Heads,” with their 
domed “roofed turrets” colored “black”; and his suggestion that termites should be feared yet 
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respected—that they could be both “most pernicious” and “most useful”—also shared much with 
his depictions of Africans.696  
  
 After the publication of his essay on termites, Smeathman began to solicit patrons for an 
antislavery African colony. For years he had complained that his travails during the War of 
Independence left his work incomplete. But occasionally he blamed his native African aides for 
what had been lost. “The stupid carelessness or curiosity of the ignorant natives,” he wrote, 
explained why Fothergill received so many ruined plants while he was still in Africa.697  For his 
part, Fothergill attributed the ruined items to the slave trade. Writing to Linnaeus in 1774, he noted 
that Smeathman had sent him plenty of insects, but little else survived: “No plants, no seeds – not 
a single one.” The reason, Fothergill told Linnaeus, was that Smeathman’s ship first had to sail all 
the way to the West Indies to sell “the wickedest of cargoes”—slaves; “because of this long detour, 
everything dies.”698 The difference between Fothergill and Smeathman’s explanations, however, 
obscures a closer ideological kinship. Fothergill was equally capable of dismissing Africans as 
“lazy” and “ignorant,” as his letter to John Ellis illustrates.699 For both of them, founding a free 
labor colony in Africa had as much to do with advancing their own scientific work as it did the 
abolitionist cause. 
 Yet Smeathman very much believed that his own scientific ideas would directly aid in the 
establishment of an antislavery colony. Perhaps his most audacious plan was to invent a hot-air 
balloon, patent it, and use the profits to fund an African colony.700 By 1783, the scientific 																																																								
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community had become enthralled with the new technology of ballooning. That summer, the 
French chemist Jacques Alexandre César Charles staged a widely attended event in the outskirts 
of Paris to show off his new invention: a hydrogen-fueled balloon. Only a year before, the 
Montgolfier brothers built the first flying machine, the hot-air balloon. But Charles’s balloon used 
hydrogen instead of common air, an insight partly drawn from Priestley’s chemical work. 701 
Smeathman was among the 400,000 guests who travelled to the Parisian suburbs for the event, and 
immediately after he began to design his own balloon. Smeathman’s “dirigible aerostatic 
machine,” as he called it, hoped to solve the fundamental flaw of all balloon technology: there was 
no way to control the direction.  
 To that end, the designs he submitted to the Royal Society in 1784 featured an elaborate 
set of wings that drew upon the knowledge he accrued of bird and insects, including winged 
termites, while in Africa.702 The sketches he submitted, five in total, indicate that he thought the 
key to controlling for direction was for the wings to tilt, not flap. Tilting a wing slightly downward 
would use gravity to rocket the balloon down to earth, while tilting a wing upward would, by 
catching a clip of air, help the balloon ascend. Smeathman’s design essentially functioned like a 
hang-glide; or using his own analogy, like the “birds of prey” and “many insects” he observed 
while traveling to Africa.703 He made this link explicit in a letter to Lettsom in 1784. Describing 
his winged balloon, he noted that while observing the “rapid descents” of birds and winged insects, 
he saw that they controlled their direction by tilting their wings upward to “float with the wind”; 
similarly, by “means of their gravity ... they project themselves through the air: and it is always on 
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inclined planes.”704 Smeathman’s unpublished journal from Africa confirms the connection. One 
of his few escapes from boredom while on the overseas journey to Africa was watching the “vast 
numbers of insects, particularly moths, which were brought on board of us by a gale of wind.” His 
descriptions of sea creatures also invoked the imagery of the skies, astronomy and the cosmos: all 
the domain of flight. He lingered over the glow worms that “twinkle like stars”; he described how 
the Portuguese man of war, the periwinkle, and the jellyfish all “float[ed] upon the surface” of the 
ocean, itself a “fine purplish blue.”  The sea-worms’ neon sparks even reminded him of “the flashes 
from an electrical machine,” language that anticipates his own invention, the “aerostatic 
machine.”705  
 The language of Romantic poetry suffused Smeathman’s descriptions as well. Like many 
of the era’s antislavery scientific writers, Romantic poets offered a vision of Africa that was similar 
to their own: idealized and naïve. But the links between Romantic poets and scientific writers were 
not only literary; often, Romantic poets were themselves men of science. That included Erasmus 
Darwin, and others like him, such as William Roscoe. Roscoe practiced botany, and, having been 
elected a member of Parliament in 1806, he was instrumental in passing the 1807 anti-slave trade 
bill. His most famous anti-slavery poem, The Wrongs of Africa (1787-8), commissioned by the 
Society for Effecting the Abolition of the African Slave Trade, borrowed heavily from African 
natural histories. The poem depicted indigenous Africans as the prototypical “noble savage,” itself 
an invention of Romantic writers; and it also alluded to the benefits of colonizing Africa.706 He 
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spoke of “Afric’s wealth, Her ivory, and her granulated gold,”707 and likened the African continent 
to the Garden of Eden: “Fair is the fertile spot, which God assign’d / As man’s terrestrial home,” 
he wrote, further describing this African Eden as a “chearful green” [sic] replete with “luxuriant 
forests.”708   
 The world of romantic poetry provides another link to Smeathman’s African scheme. In 
1810, the poet Percy Bysshe Shelley asked “Why are we still so ignorant of the interior of Africa?,” 
suggesting that Europeans should “dispatch intrepid aeronauts” to “survey the whole peninsula.”  
The very “shadow of the balloon” cast over Africa would, he exclaimed, “emancipate every 
slave.”709  Though Shelley wrote his poem years after Smeathman’s death, one literary scholar has 
suggested that ballooning enabled observers to see the world, or imagine it, from a flattened 
perspective.710  From thousands of feet up in the air, little distinguished kings from slaves. Perhaps 
watching Charles’s hydrogen balloon ascend that Paris summer had a similar effect on 
Smeathman. Or perhaps he simply hoped that a winged balloon could be used for exactly the 
purposes Shelley described: to observe the geography of Africa. As many of his fellow scientific 
explorers hoped, finding a navigable waterway into the interior would enable a more rapid trade, 
and thus make establishing a colony on the coast of Africa all the more lucrative.711 
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 In more concrete ways, Smeathman’s work on balloons influenced his colonization plan. 
He not only wanted to use the money he might earn from a patent to fund a slave-free colony; he 
also used the ballooning event to approach Benjamin Franklin. Franklin attended the event while 
in the city to negotiate the treaty ending the War of Independence. Shortly after, Smeathman asked 
him whether he would consider funding his own balloon design as well as his colonization idea.712 
“Master Termite”—a teasing reference to Smeathman—“is gone to Paris to tell Dr. Franklin of his 
plan for civilizing Africa,” wrote one of Smeathman’s patrons, privately, to a friend.713  Lettsom 
had already primed Franklin that Smeathman was coming, writing to Franklin in August that 
Smeathman had “visited the coast of Africa” and could give “ample information” about a future 
settlement.714 By this point, Smeathman needed no further introduction; his scientific reputation 
spoke for itself. But Lettsom made sure to add that Fothergill, Franklin’s contemporary and good 
friend, who had only died three years earlier, had funded Smeathman’s earlier African voyage.715  
The transatlantic network forged over science and embodied in Lettsom, Fothergill, Smeathman 
and Franklin, was now being harnessed for an antislavery settlement in Africa.   
As noted earlier, Franklin began to register unease with slavery as early as the 1750s. But 
his antislavery views were far less radical than has often been suggested. 716 Franklin owned slaves 
much of his adult life and showed little compunction advertising for runaway slaves while editor 
of the Pennsylvania Gazette. Yet Franklin scholars have seldom explored his relationship to Sierra 
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Leone. Franklin not only encouraged Smeathman and followed the colony’s early developments 
closely; he also shared many of the scientific ideas that lay at the root of African colonization.717 
Franklin offered Smeathman much encouragement when they first discussed the plan. In 
July 1784, a thrilled Smeathman, writing to Lettsom from Paris, noted that “Dr. Franklin tells me 
that he has not doubt I should get it”—his colonization scheme—“adopted at Boston.”718 
Smeathman told much the same thing to another one of his patrons, the wealthy poet George 
Cumberland: “Dr. Franklin with whom I have breakfasted, dined...and had much conversation,” 
he wrote, “has paid me some great complements” on the plan. Franklin’s support was particularly 
significant: “when such a man tells me that my sketch abounds with important information, it does 
not seem a mere compliment.”719 Franklin also expressed support for Smeathman’s balloon design, 
which Smeathman hoped would help fund the colony. After explaining to Franklin the physics of 
his winged balloon, Franklin “launched half a sheet of paper obliquely in the air, observing, that 
that was an evident proof of the propriety of my doctrines.”720 However, in a telling sign of 
Franklin’s cautious approach toward abolitionism, he offered little beyond verbal support. Of 
course, Smeathman may have exaggerated Franklin’s endorsement as well: after all, it would have 
been a major coup had Franklin, America’s most revered man of science, wholeheartedly backed 
Smeathman’s plan. 
The last and most strident piece Franklin published against slavery, weeks before his death, 
suggested an even closer sympathy for colonization. On March 23, 1790, an 84-year-old Franklin 
wrote a scathing satire of proslavery arguments in the voice of a fictional seventeenth century 																																																								
717 For an example of Franklin’s interest in Sierra Leone’s first years, see the letter from Granville Sharp to Franklin, 
which explains why the first settlers were having difficulty. Sharp to Franklin, Jan. 10, 1787, PBF (unpublished, online 
only). Accessed on June 6, 2017. 
http://franklinpapers.org/franklin//framedNames.jsp;jsessionid=4EB4A5E30A01B71736293F5821640D1E. 
718 Smeathman to Lettsom, July 16, 1784, Memoirs of Lettsom, ed. Pettigrew, 2:271. 
719 Henry Smeathman to George Cumberland, Paris, August 31, 1783, Cumberland Papers, Add MS 36494, ff. 131. 
720 Smeathman to Lettsom, Feb. 7, 1784, Memoirs of Lettsom, ed. Pettigrew, 2:280. 
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African slaveholder, Sidi Mehemet Ibrahim. Franklin’s satire worked by showing how absurd it 
sounded when an African Muslim made the same proslavery arguments as his present-day 
Americans, but in relation to the enslavement of white Christians. The satire invoked several 
colonization arguments that rested on scientific assumptions. Franklin’s Ibrahim asked, for 
instance, “If we forbear to make slaves of their people, who, in this hot climate, are to cultivate 
our lands?”  The implication was that, in Africa, there was no one better to cultivate the land than 
Africans themselves. Africans were most capable of working in hot climates, a belief shared by 
pro- and antislavery men of science alike; and the African soil was supremely fertile. Almost all 
the period’s African natural histories attested to these presumed facts. 
Franklin also implied that establishing legitimate trade with Africans was the best way to 
combat slavery. When Franklin’s Ibrahim asked, “how shall we be furnished with the commodities 
their countries produce?” he begged the colonizationist answer: through free trade.721  
Smeathman’s final plan for an antislavery colony centered on the idea that it would not only be 
humane, but economically prudent. Many other scientific backers of Smeathman’s plan 
underscored this point.722 Franklin’s frequent correspondence with Smeathman and other scientific 
supporters of Sierra Leone suggest that he likely shared their views, as does his close relationship 
with the French physiocrat, Pierre Samuel De Pont de Nemours, who was among the first to argue 
for an antislavery colony deploying political and agricultural science. 723 Franklin continued to 
solicit evidence from de Nemours when he served president of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society. 
																																																								
721 Franklin (anon.), Federal Gazette, March 23, 1790. PBF (unpublished, online only). Accessed on June 6, 2017. 
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In 1788, he thanked de Nemours for an antislavery essay he sent the society, and indeed all the 
help he gave  “to aid us in [our] work.”724 
With regard to ethnography and the subject with which it often blurred—race—Franklin 
shared essentially the same ideas as Sierra Leone’s scientific founders. As he wrote in his 1790 
letter, all men’s “intellects operate and are operated on with surprising similarity in all countries 
and climates.” Like many antislavery men of science, Franklin insisted that Africans’ flaws were 
not rooted in nature but in the conditions of slavery.725 Franklin’s longtime support for the 
education of black children in America was premised on the idea that, if given the opportunity, 
blacks could improve.726 It followed, then, that if blacks in Africa were taught European 
commercial, political and religious values, they too would improve.  
The closest Franklin ever got to publicly endorsing colonization came in his 1790 
antislavery letter. Twice, Franklin’s Ibrahim raised the question of what he should do with his 
Christian slaves after he gave them freedom. “I repeat the question, what is to be done with them?” 
Ibrahim asked, after deflecting an answer the first time. This second time, Ibrahim came very close 
to endorsing colonization, whether in Africa or elsewhere. “I have heard it suggested, that they 
may be planted in the wilderness, where there is plenty of land for them to subsist on, and where 
they may flourish as a free state.” 727  Ibrahim left the idea of colonizing freed slaves in “the 
wilderness” as only a suggestion, and quickly moved on. But Franklin’s correspondence with 
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Sierra Leone’s scientific founders, as well as his sympathy for the scientific ideas that underwrote 
colonization, suggests that the private Franklin was far more willing to support colonization than 
his Ibrahim would admit. 
 
 Smeathman’s final plan for a settlement in Sierra Leone, published in 1786, had a rocky 
reception. Many antislavery advocates recoiled at his suggestion that the first settlers be allowed 
to own slaves. Smeathman insisted that this would only be temporary, and that the slaves would 
quickly be able to buy their own freedom.728 Nonetheless, several members of the London 
Committee for the Relief of the Black Poor, the group of philanthropists that ultimately helped 
fund Smeathman’s plan, bemoaned Smeathman’s “Intention of trafficking in Men.”729  
Understanding why they stuck to his plan even though they questioned his scruples requires some 
explanation. The basic reason is that the black residents of London who volunteered to emigrate 
refused to accept any alternative destination to Sierra Leone. Shortly after Smeathman’s death, 
which occurred just a few months after publishing the plan, members of the black poor committee 
proposed changing the location to Nova Brunswick or the Bahamas.730 Undoubtedly, London’s 
black community deserves the most credit for securing Sierra Leone over committee members’ 
suggested alternatives. But at least part of the credit lies in the scientific arguments Smeathman 
made in Sierra Leone’s defense. As a man of science who had recently travelled to the planned 
place of settlement, Smeathman could comment on its merits with an authority few at the time 
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could match. When he published his plan, hardly any European explorers had survived the journey 
to West Africa, and even Smeathman’s own travel companion in 1771, Anders Berlin, died during 
the expedition.731  
Smeathman’s published plan was far more detailed than anything Fothergill had written, 
and it became the blueprint not only for Sierra Leone but for several other antislavery colonies 
proposed over the next few decades.732 Most relevant are his extremely positive portrayals of 
subjects related to natural history. He promised that all the first settlers would be given plots of 
land where they could produce “Rice, and a species of Indigo superior to any other,” as well as 
“Cotton and Tobacco equal to those produced in the Brasils.”733 The natives would also welcome 
them: “The peaceable temper of the natives, promise the safest and most permanent establishment 
of commerce,” he noted, adding that “the Africans in the neighborhood of Sierra Leona [sic], are 
sagacious and political, much beyond what is vulgarly imagined.”734  
He also offered a highly favorable view of the climate’s effect on health. For blacks, he 
wrote that “the climate is very healthy,” though he implied that it was not a concern for them, since 
whites simply assumed that blacks had virtual immunity to tropical climates. But for the white 
overseers and destitute women the colony’s backers also recruited, Smeathman had good news: 
“the cause why [Africa] has been fatal to many white people, is that they have led the most 
intemperate lives.”735  Though Smeathman’s argument fell within the bounds of legitimate medical 
theory, he stretched it to its limits. Physicians at the time attributed disease to a complex interplay 
between environmental factors, an individual’s personal behavior, and her inherited 
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“constitution.”736 Smeathman’s emphasis on personal behavior, rather than the surrounding 
environment or constitution, was thus plausible, but clearly intended to deflect attention away from 
the environment and onto the individual.737 In addition, he insisted that most European deaths in 
Africa could be attributed to those who were “generally ignorant of the proper mode of treating 
diseases in that climate,” and who have “not been sufficiently supplied with medicines.” But that 
would not be a problem with this new settlement, since it would be “under the care of a Physician, 
who has had four years practice on the coast of Africa” and would be joined by assistants trained 
in “Surgery, Midwifery, Chemistry, and other medical arts.”738 Indeed, Lettsom took it upon 
himself to supply the first settlers with its surgeons, telling a friend that they were “all 
recommended by me.”739  Of course, any settlement plan explicitly intended to entice recruits 
should be expected to portray the destination in the best possible light. But the extent to which 
Smeathman colored the evidence illustrates the importance of science to the abolitionists’ agenda. 
Smeathman’s plan made no mention of his personal interest in the settlement. But there 
can be little doubt that he hoped to conduct more scientific work while there. As late as 1785, he 
was still soliciting funders for a separate scientific voyage to Africa, in case the Sierra Leone plan 
fell through. He even continued to court slave traders in London to fund this separate expedition, 
and hardly concealed the fact to his closest antislavery confidantes. Smeathman told Lettsom that 
he had secured funding from “an eminent African house in the city,” a thinly concealed reference 
to a slave trading firm. The trip was mainly for scientific research, Smeathman noted, and he asked 
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Lettsom to provide additional help attaining the necessary scientific tools—“books of natural 
history…philosophical instruments, paper for drying plants…soppers, casks, jars.”740  By 
appealing to their shared love of science, Smeathman revealed his willingness to sacrifice whatever 
moral scruples he had about taking money from a slave trader in order to advance scientific 
research. As Smeathman wrote Lettsom, his voyage “cannot fail to enrich science general”; he 
would return with “many interesting facts relative to the Natural History that continent” that were 
“useful to the Physician” as well as “the Philosopher.”741 
 
 Even though Smeathman died the year his plan was published, the committee for the black 
poor pushed forward on his idea. Local black leaders in England, notably Olaudah Equiano, were 
responsible for recruiting black residents in London, while Granville Sharp worked as Equaino’s 
liaison to the committee and became its nominal director. By April 9, 1787, the 411 first settlers, 
the vast majority black men and women, set sail for Sierra Leone. They arrived a month later, and 
almost immediately the picture Smeathman painted—a healthy climate, a fertile soil, gracious 
natives—failed to match the reality. Many reasons account for the initial failures of the settlement, 
but the lofty expectations set by Smeathman and likeminded men of science deserve special 
scrutiny.742 
 The extraordinarily high death rate—among black as well as white settlers—posed the 
greatest challenge to the colony in its first three years.743 By the end of the first summer, in 1787, 
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almost one third of its settlers had died from malaria or yellow fever, as well as dysentery. Though 
the white settlers died at a higher rate than black settlers, black settlers were startlingly vulnerable. 
Thirty blacks, and 20 whites, died by July 1784, and nearly 150 were sick.744  Scholars now know 
that black settlers died less frequently than white settlers not because of innate racial immunity, 
but mostly because of acquired immunity. Yellow fever and malaria, the two deadliest diseases in 
tropical climates, are contracted through mosquitoes, which carry the diseases from one stricken 
person to the next, and which thrive in hot, humid environments. Survival rates of people stricken 
with yellow fever or malaria at a young age are far greater if one has survived an initial bout with 
either illness. Since nearly all the black settlers had either been enslaved in tropical regions, 
whether in the Caribbean or North American colonies, or had been born in West Africa, they had 
likely acquired immunity from a very young age.745  However, no one at the time, physicians or 
otherwise, understood the exact causes of these two diseases. In their minds, the climate and 
personal behavior were the only plausible explanations. Yet they refused to acknowledge climate 
as a cause and instead blamed the behavior of the settlers for the problem. 
 Granville Sharp’s explanation for the deaths to both Franklin and Lettsom vividly captures 
this dynamic. Writing to Franklin in January of 1788, Sharp echoed Smeathman, emphasizing that 
the high death rate had little to do with the climate and mostly to do with the “wickedness and 
gross intemperance of the Settlers themselves.”746 Later that year, writing to Lettsom, Sharp went 
to even further lengths to downplay the climate’s role. The high death rate “is not to be attributed 
to the climate,” he wrote, but instead to the “intemperate” behavior of the settlers.747 Sharp 																																																								
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carefully noted, however, that intemperance was not uniquely a black problem, and that white 
settlers had also succumbed to excessive drinking. To bolster his account of the climate’s relative 
healthiness, he also referenced a natural history of West Africa written by a slave trader. Sharp 
walked a fine line: on the one hand, he was trying to avoid accusations of bias, and on the other, 
he was attempting to eschew reflexive arguments that blamed the colony’s problems solely on the 
black settlers. Nonetheless, Sharp’s blinkered hope for the colony’s success made him unable to 
challenge the basic scientific assumptions that underwrote the colony. The climate was clearly less 
healthy than promised, and blacks were, if not equally vulnerable to the climate as whites, then 
certainly still at great risk. 
 As the colony’s director in its first three years, Sharp’s explanations were particularly 
influential. But other men of science gave credence to his claims by either ignoring or outright 
rejecting the climate as a plausible cause of death. When Lettsom explained the deaths of the first 
settlers to a fellow physician in 1787, he made no mention of the climate at all. Instead, he simply 
underscored the high death rate as a central factor impeding the colony’s development, and then 
went on to blame the settlers’ bad work habits for the settlement’s lack of productivity.748 
Similarly, the Swedish naturalist Carl Bernhard Wadstrom, who had embarked on a scientific 
expedition to the region in 1787 and became a prominent defender of Sierra Leone, avoided any 
discussion of the climate. Wadstrom attributed the black settlers’ deaths to their being “daily 
intoxicated”; as for whites, he wrote that “Europeans have their own conduct, more than the 
climate, to blame for their unhealthiness in Africa.” 749  
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 Smeathman’s promise about the “peaceable temper of the natives” also proved wanting.750  
When the first settlers arrived, the colony’s overseers assumed they had signed a legitimate 
contract for the outright purchase of twenty square miles of land from the Temne, the local African 
tribe controlling the region. But King Tom, the Temne functionary who signed the treaty, did not 
have the political authority to relinquish the land. Nor did the Temne share the settlers’ definition 
of what constituted a land contract. Most of the region’s African tribes treated land agreements 
with Europeans as requiring ongoing gifts and guarantees of military protection. The colony’s 
directors failed to acknowledge this, even though their slave trading European counterparts 
understood it perfectly well. As a result, the colony’s backers refused to provide the settlers with 
adequate provisions for gifts.751 But rather than acknowledge their own parsimony, Sharp and the 
colony’s patrons blamed either the Temne for their greediness, or the black settlers for foolishly 
trading away what few goods they had.  
 Men of science gave these arguments added legitimacy when making them themselves. 
Lettsom wrote that the neighboring natives came to the colony “merely to get clothes and 
provisions without labour.”752  The black settlers, moreover, part with their goods “very foolishly” 
and “give [away] clothes and provisions for what formerly might have been purchased for half a 
biscuit.”753  Wadstrom also described the black settlers as “generally profligate,” and underscored 
the settlers’ bad habits to explain the colony’s commercial failures. “Laziness, turbulence and 
licentiousness of every kind entirely pervaded this wretch crew,” he wrote, attributing these 
qualities to the settlers’ “indolent and depraved dispositions.”754 As men of science, Wadstrom and 
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Lettsom shared specific scientific ideas that justified these explanations. Stadial theory and the 
belief in free trade’s civilizing influence refused to allow for natives’ to partake in trade on their 
own terms. African ethnography and environmentalist understandings of race also made room for 
arguments about the laziness of natives and settlers. Antislavery men of science may have 
downplayed the climate’s role in shaping blacks’  “dispositions,” and instead emphasized the 
social environment—especially the conditions of slavery—in which blacks were raised. But their 
scientific framework still could accommodate explanations that placed a fair share of blame on 
black settlers and natives.  
 Promises that the soil would grow spontaneously also failed to materialize. A large part of 
the reason was that nearly half of the settlers had died, including the botanists sent to assist them. 
But the colony’s backers continued to insist the soil was exuberantly fertile. Sharp assured Lettsom 
that the “natural products are equal to the most sanguine hopes,” highlighting the “fine cotton, the 
best indigo in the world, [and] sugar-canes” that grew “wild upon the mountains.”755  Lettsom 
failed to mention any possibility that the soil was less ideal than promised. The most he would 
admit to, ironically enough, was that “voracious ants”—termites included—had “destroyed the 
new vegetation.”756  Wadstrom’s treatise on colonization continued the trumped-up claims: the 
“sugar-cane,” he wrote, “grows spontaneously in many place”; the natives grew such fine cotton 
that even manufacturers in Manchester “declared it would not disgrace their best workmen”; and 
from his own voyage in 1787, he had “in my possession a kind of bean, used by the negroes in 
dying.”757 If cultivated, it would prove a boon to England’s cotton manufacturers. 
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 By 1791, the fledgling colony was taken over by a new set of directors intent on turning it 
around. But the failures of the initial three years had done their damage. The colony’s initial 
problems resulted from many factors: The colony’s patrons provided few provisions and ignored 
native political agreements; some settlers, black and white, contributed to the difficulties as well. 
Several of them succumbed to alcohol, theft or entered the slave trade when matters became 
desperate. But many of these problems stemmed from the overly optimistic portrayals given by 
the colony’s scientific supporters. Men like Smeathman, Lettsom, and Wadstrom were not the only 
ones to make arguments about the soil’s fecundity, its favorable climate, and its peaceable natives. 
Yet they gave these arguments credibility by casting them as legitimate scientific claims. It was a 
bitter irony then that the very same science that helped lay the groundwork for the colony’s 
founding did much to undermine it.  
 
II. 
 By 1792, Sierra Leone began to recover. That year roughly 1,200 formerly enslaved Africa 
Americans living in Nova Scotia immigrated to the colony. Most of them were former slaves from 
Virginia and South Carolina who had fought for the British in the War of Independence and had 
been resettled in Nova Scotia immediately after the war. Without them, Sierra Leone may well 
have vanished.758 But the colony’s survival also depended on a steady public campaign that 
portrayed Sierra Leone, and the broader abolitionist movement for which it stood, as a promising 
alternative to slave plantations. Central to this effort were a handful of Swedish men of science 
who became deeply invested in Sierra Leone’s success.759   
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 The most significant was Carl Berhard Wadstrom. In 1787, the forty-one-year-old 
Wadstrom traveled to West Africa on a scientific expedition funded by the Swedish king, Gustav 
III.760  Three years later, he testified before British Parliament in the first-ever hearings to consider 
abolishing the slave trade. Wadstrom played up the scientific nature of his expedition to the hilt. 
He defended the integrity of his evidence by emphasizing that he explored Africa not on behalf of 
abolitionists, but in the service of a disinterested, science-adoring king: Gustav III was, he told 
Parliament, a “great lover of natural history.”761 In truth, a similar tangle of interests that inspired 
Smeathman also motivated Wadstrom: fame, faith, morality, wealth. But as one of the only living 
men of science who had recently been to the coast of Africa, he gave abolitionist claims a 
credibility none of their opponents could match. His testimony on West Africa’s natural history—
its fertile soil, its favorable climate and its friendly natives especially—were particularly 
important: all these were scientific matters, his area of expertise.  
 Other men of science would continue defending Sierra Leone through 1807, the year the 
United States and Britain abolished the slave trade. Native Africans and black settlers provided 
essential aid to these men, often helping them conduct their scientific research. Yet rarely did they 
receive recognition. Even though men of science erased the role of black men and women, men of 
science used the work they produced together to defend Sierra Leone at a moment when it needed 
it most. In shielding Sierra Leone from its harshest critics, men of science allowed abolitionists to 
successfully attack the slave trade without white society having to worry about what came after 
emancipation. Whites could continue to believe freed slaves might eventually be resettled 																																																								
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elsewhere, and that free labor settlements in Africa were one possible alternative. Sierra Leone’s 
potential was therefore crucial to abolitionist arguments leading up to the slave trade ban. And the 
support men of science gave to the colony in these critical years thus became freighted with 
importance. 
 Wadstrom moved to London in 1789, just as the abolitionist movement was rapidly 
expanding. He immediately threw himself into the campaign, publishing an antislavery essay taken 
from observations he made during his six-month voyage to Africa. Titled Observations on the 
slave trade and a description of some part of the coast of Guinea, the essay’s importance lies as 
much in its vivid depictions of the brutal realities of the slave trade, as in its wildly favorable 
depiction of the region’s natural history. Wadstrom made it perfectly clear that he hoped that all 
European nations would “unite in establishing colonies on the coast of Guinea,” and stressed that 
the “free circulation of commodities” with Africans would more than pay for the loss in revenue 
from dismantling the slave plantations. Critically, he underscored that his observations were based 
not in his antislavery views but in his work as a scientific explorer. “All the observations I have 
been able to make,” he wrote, came from when “I went to the coast of Africa, not with any 
commercial views, but for the sole purpose of inquiry and observation”—or, in a word, science.762  
 Wadstrom addressed head-on the core criticisms against African colonization. He flatly 
dismissed the notion that Africans were inherently lazy. He conceded that African were not the 
most industrious people, but said that this was not unique to Africans. Like all “raw nations,” they 
were simply in a “state of infancy,” and worked less hard “solely because their faculties have not 
been cultivated.”763 He had first-hand evidence that Africans had a taste for finer things, and that 
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once they were taught that honest labor was the only means to acquire material goods, they would 
work hard to acquire them. A local African leader he met was enamored by the bejeweled buttons 
he showed him: “this fondness for European baubles,” he wrote, “proves that an advantageous 
commerce might be established” among the natives.764 As for the climate, he argued that the region 
had several different climates, some more healthy than others, and stressed instead that most white 
deaths on the coast arose from slave traders’ own ruthless pursuit of profit. In order to cut costs, 
“monopolizing Companies”—slave trade companies—failed to provide white traders with 
adequate medicine or food.765  Africa’s soil, moreover, begged for cultivation: All the slave-grown 
commodities—sugar-cane, tobacco, cotton, indigo—could be “cultivated on the coast with very 
little trouble, and in a profusion perfectly astonishing to an European.”766 
 After Observations was published, Thomas Clarkson, a young new leader of the abolition 
movement, immediately realized Wadstrom’s value. “I perceived the great treasure I had found,” 
Clarkson wrote after they first met, in his history of the abolition movement.767 As a man of 
science, Wadstrom could comment on Africa’s natural history with an authority that, especially 
since Smeathman’s death, few others had. The first parliamentary investigations into the slave 
trade, conducted between 1788 and 1791, focused in large part on the possibility that African 
colonization could be a viable economic alternative to slave plantations. Clarkson understood that 
because Wadstrom and his travel companion, Dr. Anders Sparrman “had been lately sent to Africa 
… to make discoveries in botany, mineralogy, and other departments of science,” they could testify 
to Africa’s economic potential with a rare kind of credibility. 768  Clarkson also used their 
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expedition journals to help write his own antislavery pamphlets. As Clarkson wrote, “I obtained a 
more accurate and satisfactory knowledge of the manners and customs of the Africans from these, 
than from all the persons put together whom I had yet seen.”769 
 Yet Wadstrom in particular did more than lend antislavery arguments credibility.770 The 
evidence he provided about Africa’s natural history specifically, even more than the brutalities of 
the slave trade, mattered because studying natural history was what he had travelled there to do. 
Wadstom’s abolitionist sympathies were well known, and slavery’s defenders might have had an 
easier time dismissing him on those grounds had he only stuck to descriptions of the slave trade. 
But the evidence he gave about the Africa’s natural history proved much harder to discredit. 
Several questions the committee put to Wadstrom revolved around ethnography and its corollary, 
race. The committee wanted to know whether Africans had the innate capacity to engage in 
commerce and become industrious workers. “What have you formed of the capacity of the 
Negroes?” they asked Wadstrom, during his first day of questioning on April 28, 1790.771  
Wadstrom refused to even acknowledge gestating ideas about innate inferiority; nor did he default 
on the climate to explain Africans’ character. Instead, he deployed what was becoming the standard 
scientific argument of antislavery colonizationists: he turned to stadial theory, stating that while 
Africans were still in a savage state, they are “as capable of being brought to the highest perfection, 
as those of any white civilized nation.”772 When the committee pressed further and asked whether  
“their indolence would be such as to prevent their supplying the market” with goods grown on 
their own continent, he took the civilizational theory one step further, placing the slave trade itself 
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as the root cause preventing Africans from becoming more developed. Because the “minds of the 
natives” were at present only “excited by merchants to engage in [the slave trade] business,” they 
had “no encouragement to improve their country, and cultivate the productions.”773 
 The rest of Wadstrom’s testimony, taken over three days, highlighted similarly favorable 
descriptions of Africa’s natural commodities. African indigo was “in all respects equal to the best 
Carolina indigo”; the coast not only had an abundance of cotton, but the natives also manufactured 
it “with uncommon neatness.”774 The metals he found were also important. The fine jewelry they 
made, like the cotton cloth they manufactured, demonstrated that Africans already had the ability 
to produce for a global market.775 Wadstrom also “brought with [him] a collection of minerals” to 
show the committee members, items essential for Britain’s growing number of steam-powered 
cotton mills and pottery factories. 776 Then there was all that remained to be discovered. He 
mentioned the thousands of specimens he collected for the “cabinet of natural history, of the royal 
academy of Stockholm,” as well as the “Materia Medica”—or pharmaceutical drugs—both to 
document what he had already found but also as an inducement for further research.777 Pointing 
out that many of these commodities stemmed from a separate scientific expedition was a wise 
choice: whether he did so intentionally or not, it served as a tacit reminder of the impartiality of 
his evidence.  
 British abolitionists immediately circulated Wadstrom’s testimony to their allies in the 
United States. Parliament issued several versions of its slave trade investigations, and in 1792, 
abolitionists on both sides of the Atlantic began to publish condensed “Abstracts” of the testimony 
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which highlighted the best evidence given in abolitionists’ favor, including Wadstrom’s.778 
Benjamin Rush, the Philadelphia physician and abolitionist, cited a parliamentary report on the 
slave trade in an essay he published in the American Philosophical Society’s Transactions, the 
early republic’s premier scientific journal. Published in 1793, Rush’s essay made the case for 
cultivating maple sugar in western New York and Pennsylvania using free labor as a means to 
wean Americans off slave-grown West Indian sugar. “The maple sugar may be manufactured 
much cheaper, and sold at a less price than that which is made in the West-Indies,” he wrote.779 
Rush quoted the report not for Wadstrom’s evidence, but for the testimony of a British planter. 
The planter had travelled to the East Indies and saw that the natives in “China, Bengal, the coast 
of Malabar,” among other places, cultivated sugar by using “free people,” and still produced sugar 
of a “superior quality and inferior price.”780 To bolster his case further, Rush cited another travel 
account to Africa that showed that Africans could produce sugar themselves.781 Rush marshaled 
this evidence not as a defense of African colonization but in order to inspire his scientific 
colleagues to think of alternative, more humane modes of sugar production. Yet the references to 
free labor colonies, particularly in Africa, demonstrate the way that the British antislavery 
campaign had begun to influence American scientific research.  
The escalation of the French and Haitian Revolutions had, by 1794, put abolitionists on the 
defensive. Bills to end the slave trade in the United States and Britain would not get a serious 
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hearing for another decade.782  With the chance of ending the slave trade now dashed, defending 
Sierra Leone became even more important—and more difficult. Wadstrom’s defense of the colony, 
particularly after 1794, thus took on an added significance. Two years earlier he had written a 
constitution for the colony, though it had never been implemented. Nonetheless, he continued to 
defend the colony and the broader idea of colonization in print. Between 1794 and 1795, he 
published a two-volume Essay on Colonization, particularly applied to the Western Coast of 
Africa that repeated many of the arguments he had made in Observations and his government 
testimony. Yet the essay was written as much as a scientific work of natural history as a case for 
colonization. Ever since he had written Observations he had promised readers that he would soon 
be publishing a separate work of pure natural history: Observations even included an 
advertisement for that work, which Wadsrom tentatively named Two Views of the Coast of 
Guinea.783 But he never managed to publish an English translation, in all likelihood because of his 
deepening investment in the antislavery movement.784 Instead, he seems to have used his Essay on 
Colonization to include all the natural history details he had gathered on his earlier voyage.  
 In the preface, Wadstrom introduced the Essay as both a work of natural history and an 
argument for colonization. But Wadstrom pleaded with his reader not to conflate his politics with 
his science. “The reader has no doubt, by this time, discovered that the person who now addresses 
him”—Wadstrom—“is a zealous friend to the Africans,” but his abolitionist “zeal is not 
inconsistent with sober truth.”785 The sections devoted to West Africa’s natural produce, the 
fertility of its soil, and its climate all repeated the arguments he had made earlier. “The vegetation 																																																								
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is luxuriant to a degree unknown in the most fertile parts of Europe,” he wrote, which only 
“confirms the observations of M. Adanson, my fellow travellers and myself”; settlers had their 
“own conduct, more than the climate, to blame for their unhealthiness.”786 But worth particular 
note is his explanation of Africans’ alleged backwardness. Here he gave a much fuller articulation 
of why Africans were less civilized, placing greater emphasis on the slave trade than he ever had 
before. 
 Wadstrom argued that continuing the slave trade “will prove the grand obstacle to their 
improvement and civilization.”787 The logic of his argument flowed from his presumption that 
government, and not the climate—or, put another way, the social environment, and not the natural 
one—was the key factor impeding African development. Like Smeathman, Wadstrom focused on 
the government because it implied a greater possibility of change: men could change laws more 
easily than they could the climate. It also allowed him to blame Africans’ perceived lack of 
civilized government on the slave trade. During the first burst of anti-slave trade activism, between 
1787 and 1792, slavery’s defenders argued that the lack of civilized government in Africa would 
prevent the stability and security necessary for establishing plantations and trade on the 
continent.788 Wadstrom, like many abolitionists, rejected this argument and insisted that political 
instability in Africa arose from the slave trade itself. Indeed, the entire “state of anarchy and blood” 
that characterized African societies, Wadstrom wrote, stemmed from the constant need to make 
war on neighboring tribes in order to procure slaves for the European market.789 This had become 
a common abolition argument during the early slave trade debates. But Wadstrom now embedded 
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it into a broader scientific framework that fused ethnography and stadial theory; in doing so, he 
effectively wove antislavery ideas into the fabric of his science. 
 Wadstrom’s essay became an international success and was quickly translated into French 
and German. In 1795, he moved to France, becoming a prominent member of the French abolition 
society and, with Napoleon’s support, he helped convene the first conference on African 
colonization in 1799. At the time, Wadstrom was seen as radical, even hopelessly naïve. Upon 
Wadstrom’s unexpected death, in 1799, Helena Maria Williams, a prominent Scottish abolitionist 
living in Paris, called his colonization plans “sometimes romantic, and perhaps sometimes 
delusive.” But, she wrote in his obituary, no one did more to give “rise to the foundation of Sierra 
Leone.”790 Wadstrom may have been more radical than some of his elite abolitionist peers. But he 
nonetheless shared many of the same conflicted interests and views that characterized them. He 
viewed Africans as, if entirely capable of improving, nonetheless stuck in a state of savagery and 
child-like simplicity. His plan of colonization rested on the belief that “this timid, weak, and 
ignorant people” should be given “a masculine and courageous education,” which would in turn 
civilize them.791 Wadstrom’s religious views, taken from the theologian Emmanuel Swedenborg, 
also deeply influenced his ethnography. Swedenborg believed that Africans were purer and more 
innocent than Europeans, especially the deeper one travelled into the interior. This view was rooted 
in the same romantic imagination that conceived the African “noble savage” and that had imbued 
the ethnography of Smeathman and others like him. 792    
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 Like Fothergill and Lettsom, Wadstrom also tried to appease slaveholders. He suggested 
that he was not calling for emancipation per se, but rather offering a more humane alternative to 
plantation slavery.793 And so convinced was he that Africa “yields spontaneously the tropical 
productions now so much wanted” in Europe, that he invested in a Manchester cotton factory in 
1795.794  His hope for financial gain may cast doubt upon the sincerity of his abolitionism, but 
Wadstrom would have found nothing cynical in the overlap of his humanitarian and commercial 
interests. According to stadial theory, legitimate commerce would bring the gentle hand of civility 
to Africa. Commerce and conscience went hand in hand. 
  
 While Wadstrom waged a public campaign to defend Sierra Leone, another Swedish man 
of science, Adam Afzelius, quietly tried to revive the colony’s fortunes in Africa. In 1792, Joseph 
Banks recommended the 42-year-old student of Carl Linnaeus to the directors of the Sierra Leone 
Company, who had been struggling to grow commercial-grade crops. Afzelius had left his post as 
professor of botany at Uppsala University to go to England in 1789, where several fellow 
Swedenborgian men of science, including Wadstrom, had recently settled. Afzelius quickly made 
his way into Banks’s scientific network; to Banks, this young cohort of Swedes, most of them 
students of Linnaeus, had a command of botany few could rival. “Afzelius is here still & Looks 
vastly well & Fat” he wrote to another Linnaean student, Olof Swartz, in 1790. “He is in truth an 
excellent Botanist…I wish the kind Fates would always allow me a Swede or two to Study in my 
Library.”795 From 1792 to 1796, Afzelius worked as Sierra Leone’s official botanist, 
simultaneously conducting research for Banks. He travelled on small expeditions into the interior, 
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experimented with indigo, cotton, coffee and rice production, and sent to Europe scores of rare 
African goods he thought held promise—medicines, dyes, yams, guava, a plant “not unlike 
mint.”796 As a collector of potentially valuable commodities, Afzelius was doing what is 
sometimes called “bioprospecting”: searching the natural world for lucrative scientific 
materials.797 
 Like many bio-prospectors, Afzelius relied extensively on indigenous Africans and the 
recent African American settlers.798 Afzelius’s unpublished correspondence and personal journal 
reveal a close partnership between himself, the African American settlers and local African men 
and women. But as his private writings were translated into published scientific texts, the role of 
these aides was all but erased. That erasure both reflected and reinforced the view that all black 
men and women were culturally inferior. In denying settlers and natives scientific attribution, the 
science men like Afzelius produced effectively became another tool of colonial control—playing 
a subtle but no less important role in abetting the uprisings that beset the colony in the late 1790s 
and early 1800s.799 
 In his private journal, Afzelius readily acknowledged the help settlers and natives gave 
him. Women helped as often as men: “A Native woman who had some powdered bark fastened in 
the middle of her forehead” told Afzelius that the bark was used for headaches; Mrs. Logan, a 																																																								
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black settler, likely from Nova Scotia and possibly a former Virginian slave, demonstrated how to 
dry the leaves of a certain plant, burn them, then use the ashes to make soap; the sister of one of 
his closest assistants, an Angolan settler named Peter, “brought to me a Banisteria [plant], which 
she called Marimba”; natives used it for medical and religious purposes, and Afzelius sent some 
seeds back to England.800 Not a few of these plants went to Banks. Upon receiving a package in 
1794, Banks wrote to Swartz: “May heaven assist him!” From what Afzelius had sent, “we have 
been assured, of his good luck.”801 Black men from throughout the Atlantic world were Afzelius’s 
closest aides. Tarleton Fleming was among the 1,200 Nova Scotian settlers, likely either from 
South Carolina or Virginia, who sailed to the colony in 1792. He served as one of Afzelius’s 
gardeners until 1796, and, in May of 1795, warned Afzelius that “there was not to be found any 
timber” if the settlers kept cutting the trees down. His warning mattered: by 1829, timber exports 
would account for 69.2 percent of the colony’s exports.802 Thomas Cooper, a black settler from 
London, often collected botanical specimens used by locals and gave them to Afzelius, including 
the “beer of the root called Ningee” which Afzelius wrote “resembled table beer.”803  
But perhaps more important was Cooper’s work as a go-between, an intermediary 
connecting Afzelius to local leaders. 804 Afzelius occasionally went on excursions around the 
region, hoping to find trading routes into the interior. For the colony’s directors, such routes might 
not only help promote trade once the colony’s commercial crops began to grow; they could also 
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potentially preclude the need to grow any commodities at all. Rather than relying on a plantation 
economy, Sierra Leone might instead become a trading post. Using the colony as the gateway to 
African trade, the logic went, British manufacturers could exchange textiles and pottery made in 
England for “legitimate” African commodities—cloth, dyes, gold, ivory, silver; in short, anything 
but slaves—and forget about all the time and money needed to establish slave-free plantations.805  
In March of 1796, Afzelius went on one such journey, and Cooper proved an essential 
guide. Afzelius noted in his journal how Cooper “met us in a broken Timmaney Canoe” and 
introduced Afzelius to a nearby king, Mong Kerrapha. Cooper often had to dismiss local slave 
traders who had become accustomed to trading with Europeans only in slaves. Cooper’s refusal to 
buy slaves sometimes put them in danger. At one point, a slave caravan with about 250 slaves ran 
out of food and demanded Cooper give them rice. For their own safety, Cooper relented, but when 
he refused to buy slaves, he told Afzelius that “the slave-traders were now as inveterated [sic] 
against him as ever”; hastily, they passed through.806 Cooper’s knowledge of local trading routes 
also proved useful to Banks. Cooper wrote a letter that was sent onto Banks, confirming the 
information gathered from another explorer, Simon Lucas, whom Banks recently sent to Africa. 
Cooper noted that the Arab man whom he consulted “ought to be the best judge as he has walked 
it more than once.”807  
Banks took an avid interest in exploring Africa’s interior and recommended Afzelius to the 
colony’s directors in part for that purpose.808 In 1788, Banks rounded up a group of wealthy 
patrons, some of them men of science like himself, to form the African Association; its sole 
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purpose was to fund expeditions into Africa’s interior. While several abolitionists joined the group, 
wealthy men invested in slavery were equally prominent, including the absentee Jamaican 
merchant and Parliament member, Bryan Edwards.809  The association’s pro-slavery members 
joined for a combination of reasons. On the one hand, they hoped to portray aspects of Africa’s 
natural history in a way that promoted planters’ interests. In 1798, for instance, Edwards edited 
Mungo Park’s travel narrative—the association’s greatest exploratory mission—and deliberately 
highlighted the ubiquity of the slave trade in Africa. Edwards wanted to suggest that, given 
slavery’s entrenchment, ending the British slave trade would do nothing to eradicate it. As Park’s 
narrative, edited by Edwards, noted: the effects of abolishing the slave trade “would neither be so 
extensive or beneficial, as many wise and worthy persons fondly expect.”810 At the same time, 
proslavery members understood that the knowledge accrued from expeditions might help them 
recoup their losses if the slave trade ended and slavery itself became doomed. Should slavery end, 
they would be the first to invest in new African colonies, capitalizing on their research and the 
British empire’s broader “swing to the east.”811 
Despite the importance of aides like Cooper to scientific research in Africa, they rarely 
received formal recognition. To be sure, almost every travel narrative in this period mentions local 
aides. Yet they are usually treated as ancillary, rendered subordinate even when they make it into 
print. For his part, Azelius often mentioned the black settlers and natives who helped him, at least 
in private letters. Writing to the colony’s directors in 1794, he noted that the natives “at 
Anamaboo” had shown him the cotton seeds he included in the accompanying package; Mr. 																																																								
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Kooda, “a black man and from Gambia,” gave him medical herbs that natives used “with great 
success against cold, cough and all sort of rheumatic complaints.” Afzelius also wrote that natives 
supplied him with cola, yams, wild figs and a new species of coffee, which, he told the directors, 
was “worth while” to cultivate.812 But men of science in Europe mostly ignored these 
contributions. Nowhere is this clearer than when looking at how the species Afzelia Africana, 
named after Afzelius, received its formal scientific name. Afzelia Africana remains the tree’s 
official name to this day, but local African tribes have many different names for it: in Yoruba, it 
is called bilinga; in Edo, apa; in Temne, kontah—itself a derivation of the common English name, 
“counterwood.” Native tribes have used the tree for everything from making djembe drums to a 
drug that promotes pregnancy. It is particularly good at resisting termites.813 Afzelius spent much 
time searching for various species of the Afzelia genus, and almost always natives and settlers 
helped him: a man named Amarah gave him a bark which the Susu tribe called Serig Baillee; Peter, 
his Angolan aide, found three different species in January 1796; on his journey with Cooper, 
Afzelius noticed that natives near Tooka Kerren used the tree’s bark, but for a ceremonial custom 
he could not understand.814   
Afzelius probably hoped that one of the species might help cure the diseases that continued 
to fell the colony’s settlers. He and Dr. Thomas Winterbottom, the colony’s chief physician in the 
1790s, spent much time experimenting on barks they hoped might be used as an alternative to 
Peruvian bark. At the time, Peruvian bark from South America was the only known treatment for 
malaria, but the Spanish zealously horded it. By 1803, Winterbottom suggested that one of the 
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barks they experimented with was indeed a potential alternative, albeit cautiously. The “African 
bark,” he wrote, is “an object of importance for us,” noting that it could be used as an alternative 
to Peruvian bark.815  Ultimately, African bark proved to be an ineffective substitute, but no doubt 
Afzelius hoped one of the species of Afzelia he collected might be used for some kind of medicine.  
Whatever its potential uses, getting a plant named after oneself was a significant honor. 
Banks secured Smeathman’s scientific fame by naming a species of plant he found near Sierra 
Leone, Smeathmania. Now it was Afzelius’s turn. Given the stakes, it is not surprising that 
Afzelius and John Gray, a former Sierra Leone official, exchanged several angst-ridden letters 
about whether the bark samples Afzelius sent home were indeed all the same species. As the 
deadline approached for the tree’s formal naming, a panicked Gray wrote in 1798: “I am afraid the 
doubt about the Bark has not yet been cleared up.” If they were not all the same species, “we shall 
be more embarrassed in our researches for the genuine kind then ever.”816 In anticipation of the 
naming, Afzelius sent several more samples to James Edward Smith, the president of the Linnaean 
Society in London, in charge of naming his new species. In 1798, Smith promised Afzelius, now 
in London as a Swedish ambassador to England, that the forthcoming issue of the Linnaean 
Society’s Transactions would include, “very soon,” the first official description.817 Smith kept his 
word. But the 1798 issue of Transactions, all in Latin, only mentions the “celeberrimi” 
(“celebrated”) Afzelius.818 There is no mention at all of Amarah, Cooper, Peter or anyone else. 
Afzelius cannot be entirely faulted for the exclusion; certainly he acknowledged the help natives 
and settlers gave him in his private journal and letters. But never did he appear to fight for their 
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inclusion in Transactions either. Afzelius and the Linnaean Society’s omission seems less a 
deliberate act of erasure than the unwitting negligence of men steeped in the certainties of their 
own science, men who never questioned the central, even exclusive role Europeans played in 
making it.  
Afzelius’s scientific reputation was partly built on the work he did in Africa. But he failed 
entirely to achieve the goal for which the colony’s directors had sent him. None of the crops or 
cures they hoped to profit from ever materialized: not the “specimens of African cotton” Thomas 
Clarkson’s brother, John, had requested; not the “blue Dye” that the wealthy East Indian merchant, 
John Prinsep, hoped to grow; certainly not the “African bark” and its purported healing powers.819 
Afzelius was not solely responsible for all these failures. A large part of the problem stemmed 
from the directors’ stinginess. Afzelius complained to the colony’s directors that not even the most 
talented botanist could grow plants with the second-rate seeds they had been sending him: the 
directors, a frustrated Afzelius wrote, should “pay less attention to the cheapness of the seeds than 
to their goodness.”820 Another important factor was the mismatch between the cultural preferences 
of the black settlers and the colony’s directors. The directors wanted Afzelius to experiment 
growing English foodstuffs in the hope that the colony might provide Britain with the food staples 
Britons preferred: cabbage, turnips, carrots, “English potatoes.” But Afzelius wrote that these 
crops “grew very well, but not so copious, large and dry as in Europe.”821  The black settlers grew 
their own foods—yams, cassava, red rice, black-eyed peas—all of which, Afzelius wrote, “seem 
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to be in a thriving state.”822  The tropical climate obviously favored the foods that the settlers’ 
preferred; but in insisting that their English foods take priority, the directors wasted valuable 
resources. 
But perhaps nothing impeded Afzelius’s botanical work more than the colony’s political 
turmoil. The French raid on the colony in September of 1794 delivered the most direct blow to 
Afzelius’s botanical work. With England at war with France, seven French boats, led by a separate 
American slave ship, ransacked the colony, destroying Afzelius’s experimental garden in the 
process. “As soon as they got possession of the Governor’s and my house,” Afzelius wrote the 
colony’s governor, Zachary Macaulay, “they went into the gardens cutting down and pulling up 
all the plants they either knew were useful or which had a showy appearance.”823 Shortly after the 
raid, Afzelius briefly sailed back to England, where his patrons promised to help him return. The 
botanist and abolitionist, John Sims, denounced the “mischievous” French and “American slave 
traders” who attacked him, telling Afzelius that he would soon send him “a case of Instruments” 
to replace the tools he had lost.824  
Afzelius’s agricultural experiments also stalled because disgruntled settlers led repeated 
strikes, protests, and, occasionally, violent revolts. The settlers’ anger stemmed in large part from 
the directors’ refusal to honor their promise of twenty acres, free of charge, guaranteed to 
individual male settlers. Not long after the Nova Scotians arrived, lured by that guarantee, the 
directors began to charge rent. For years the settlers sent petitions to the British government in 
protest, but the government ignored them.825 The directors’ backtracking and government inaction 
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settlers, Scipio Channel and Robert Keeling, who worked as porters, for threatening a slave-ship 
captain. After refusing to leave their jobs, Channel and Keeling gathered a handful of settlers and 
attacked the colony’s marshal; in response, the colony’s governor, Macaulay, stationed a cannon 
at his front gate. Rioting ensued for a day.826  
The problems that began under Afzelius continued after he left. In September of 1800, 
another group of settlers, fed up with a political system controlled entirely by white directors, 
wrote a new code of laws. When the company directors refused to accept it, another group of 
settlers revolted. The governor successfully recruited 550 Jamaican maroons, who had led their 
own revolt in the island five years earlier and recently arrived to the colony, to put down the 
rebellion.827 But between 1801 and 1808, the year the British government took formal control of 
colony, settler rebellions continued. Though a small minority, the rebels often allied with Temne 
locals; it was an alliance of convenience, however. The Temne’s power relied on the slave trade, 
and thus saw Sierra Leone as a threat; black settlers loathed the slave trade but needed allies to 
overthrow their white directors.828 Whatever botanical promise Afzelius’s experiments held out, 
political instability ensured limited gains. 
Afzelius never published a natural history of the colony, but the directors highlighted his 
scientific work to promote the colony’s image. In the reports the directors published throughout 
the 1790s, they repeatedly complimented his research. “It is hoped that some future benefit, either 
to the Company or colony, as well as some useful accession of botanical knowledge, may result 
from the labours of this gentleman,” they wrote in 1794 report, in reference to Afzelius.829  They 																																																								
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also included, in an appendix, the list of crops Afzelius had been bioprosecting for: from the rice 
which grows “as luxuriantly as in Carolina,” to the sugar cane that, though not growing abundantly, 
“will thrive exceedingly, as soon as the land in which [the seeds] have been planted shall have 
been some time in cultivation.”830 The directors’ promotional reports of Afzelius’s work helped 
stave off the colony’s most ferocious critics. They gave the impression that serious scientific work 
was being done to promote agriculture, and nothing signaled that more than Afzelius’s formal 
training and his actual experiments. Afzelius was thus critical to Sierra Leone’s survival—if hardly 
its success.  
But like the antislavery men of science before him, Afzelius’s optimistic portrayals set 
unreasonably high expectations. When the promises failed to materialize, the directors did not 
blame Afzelius, and certainly not themselves. Instead, they turned on the settlers. The directors 
ridiculed the Nova Scotians who petitioned the government: rather than showing gratitude, they 
wrote in their 1794 report, the settlers cling to “the false and absurd notions which the more 
forward among them have imbibed concerning their rights as freemen.”831 In 1801, when the high 
hopes Afzelius fueled still proved wanting, the directors again blamed the settlers as “idle, 
turbulent, and unreasonable.”832 Abolitionist-friendly journals, like The Critical Review, embraced 
this view, attributing the colony’s struggles to the settlers’ unreasonable demand for the “right to 
nominate judges from among themselves.”833 Afzelius largely shared these views. When 
conducting his scientific work, he acknowledged their help and recognized their potential. But he 
would not see them as the equal partners they were. Similar to the colony’s directors, Afzelius left 																																																								
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Sierra Leone with his scientific reputation intact, even improved; the failures that resulted when 
he was gone would have to fall on the settlers. 
 
Sierra Leone’s men of science shared many assumptions about the colony’s black settlers 
and its neighboring inhabitants, many of them unfavorable. But their views never overlapped 
completely. The colony’s official physician, Dr. Thomas Winterbottom, with whom Afzelius 
worked closely, provides a case in point. Educated at the University of Edinburgh, he arrived in 
Sierra Leone the same year as Afzelius, in 1792, and stayed until 1799. Only twenty-six when he 
moved to the colony, he came with few of the attachments to slavery that many of his scientific 
predecessors had had. He had grown up in northeast England, in South Shields, a city that the 
Industrial Revolution was quickly turning into a hub for coalminers and glassmakers. His father 
ran an apothecary shop.834 A few years after he returned to South Shields in 1799, he produced 
one of the most aggressive abolitionist natural histories to date. Published in 1803, An Account of 
the Natives Africans in the Neighborhood of Sierra Leone featured many of the same arguments 
his predecessors made: about the favorable climate, the fertile soil, the peaceable natives.835 Yet 
given the colony’s difficulties, he focused less on the colony itself than on the broader idea of 
colonization and the positive effects ending the slave trade would have. In addition, he devoted far 
more attention to denouncing ideas about racial difference that had only recently come into print, 
some of them produced by the day’s most revered men of science. Relying on his first-hand 
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experience, he also cast doubt on the evidence in natural histories of Africa that slavery’s 
apologists were now using to justify the slave trade and discredit colonization. Indeed, few would 
offer as full-throttled and unapologetic a defense of antislavery colonization as Winterbottom—
all of it couched in scientific terms.  
Winterbottom did not hide his motives. He opened his two-volume Account by highlighting 
his “hopes that [his work] may at least tend to remove some prejudices respecting its inhabitants, 
whose customs have, in various instances, been misrepresented.”836 He gave numerous examples 
of how the slave trade itself was impeding the spread of civilization—but also instances where 
civilization had begun to progress, especially after Africans themselves prohibited slavery. He 
gave “remarkable proof” of a Muslim sect of Mandigoes near Sierra Leone that had, seventy years 
prior, ended slavery as a punishment for crimes. By the time he encountered them, “a great 
comparative degree of civilization, union, and security was introduced.” 837 He then rebuked 
several natural history accounts that cited instances of cannibalism, which slavery’s defenders used 
to show that Africans were hopelessly depraved. Winterbottom conceded that the authors of some 
of these texts were “highly respectable,” but he impugned their assertions of cannibalism on the 
grounds that they were based on hearsay. His evidence, by contrast, was based in “ocular 
demonstration alone.”838 Neither in nor around Sierra Leone, he observed, does “this horrid 
practice…exist.”839  
But Winterbottom’s most significant contribution came in his defense of Africans’ full 
equality, an emphasis that far exceeded anything his predecessors had offered. Indeed, his focus 
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on Africans’ innate intelligence and their full humanity reveals the extent to which the debates 
over slavery had, by century’s end, generated a profound new interest in scientific theories of 
race.840 Winterbottom differed from his predecessors, however, in that he not only gave evidence 
of Africans’ potential but also of their actual achievements. At a moment when abolitionist ideas 
had been receiving sustained attacks, many centered on the perceived failures of Sierra Leone’s 
settlers and natives, Winterbottom’s evidence became crucial. To make his point about black 
intelligence, he showed how “the Nova Scotian settlers brought from America” had made 
impressive gains “in the different schools established in Free Town,” an observation he made “with 
great pleasure.”841  As for the natives near Sierra Leone, he described how the Foolas had made 
“considerable progress in the science of agriculture.”842 Like the nearby Mandigoes, they were 
“passionate admirers of Arabic literature,” further proof of their mental abilities. He also noted, 
like antislavery men of science before him, that whatever progress had not been made was 
primarily attributable to “the debasing effects of the slave trade.”  It had nothing to do with “a want 
of genius.”843  
Winterbottom’s essay stands out for the lengths he was willing to go to counter his fellow 
men of science. Winterbottom showed little patience for respected colleagues whose racial theories 
he disapproved. He singled out men like Dr. William Falconer, a member of the Royal Society and 
once a close friend of Fothergill’s, who had argued, in 1781, that the tropical climate caused 
African minds to develop unevenly. Like plants that grew too rapidly in the hot sun, Falconcer 
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contended, the brains of Africans matured too quickly, resulting in their inability to control their 
baser passions: Africans were by nature compulsive, licentious, and irrational. Winterbottom 
directly countered Falconer’s theory. He pointed to the educational achievements of Sierra Leone’s 
settlers and its literature-loving natives, then wrote: “So far indeed does the opinion quoted 
above”—referring to Falconer—“differ from the result of my observations, that I should be 
disposed to say that African children are no more inferior to English children than men in Africa 
below men of the same age in England.”844 The attention Winterbottom paid to Falconer indicates 
the extent to which environmentalist notions of race still persisted. Falconer may have argued that 
Africans were inferior, perhaps inconvertibly, but he still based his argument in the climate, and 
he insisted that Africans were part of the human species.  
But by the end of the century, the gestating science of race had taken a new turn. Professors 
of natural history and anatomy in America and Europe’s leading universities began to study closely 
bodily differences among the four racial groups first proposed by Linnaeus in 1758. In short, race 
increasingly had a biological basis. Most of the leading proponents of this anatomical science 
insisted that Africans were part of the human species, and many explicitly distanced their work 
from slavery’s defenders, some of whom suggested that Africans were an entirely different species. 
Yet even while they insisted upon Africans’ fundamental equality, they argued that certain 
physical features—hair, lips, nose, and most significantly, the shape of the skull—reflected lesser 
forms of beauty, even lesser forms of the human species. Anatomical explanations of human 
difference still functioned within an environmentalist framework, but they forced men of science 
to pay far greater attention to physical differences.845 The ethnographic component of natural 
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histories increasingly had to account for these differences, too. The old denunciations of the 
climate as an explanation for Africans’ alleged inferiority, and an emphasis on the social 
environment and stadial theory instead, would no longer do. 
One of the more prominent racial theorists Winterbottom denounced was Pieter Camper. 
A professor of anatomy at the University of Groningen in the Netherlands, Camper had argued, in 
the 1770s, that differences in facial angles confirmed the differences between the races, and 
suggested a racial hierarchy. Though Camper opposed slavery and insisted that the four main 
races—African, European, Asian and American—were all part of the same species, he described 
Africans as the least developed group, closer to apes than Europeans. The 1794 edition of his work, 
the first one published in English, suggested that, based on his “assemblage of craniums,” there 
was a “striking resemblance between the race of Monkies [sic] and Blacks.”846 Winterbottom 
rejected Camper’s facial-angle theory, insisting that it “will probably not be found to stand the test 
of experience.”847 He noted that, from his own observations in Sierra Leone, as much variety 
existed between the facial features of individual Africans as “is to be met with the nations of 
Europe.”848 He also denounced Camper’s belief that Grecian sculpture provided the objective 
baseline of beauty, which Camper had used to suggest Europeans’ aesthetic superiority. The notion 
of an “ideal beauty,” Winterbottom countered, “never existed.”849 
Winterbottom was not alone in this fight, and could point to other prominent men of science 
who denounced racial hierarchies as well. Like many other abolitionists, Winterbottom cited the 
German anatomist Dr. Johan Blumenbach in his defense. By the 1790s, Blumenbach’s 
craniological studies had been translated into English, and they underscored that Africans had as 
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many varieties in their facial features as Europeans. A strong opponent of slavery, Blumenbach 
insisted that no racial hierarchy existed and that “the negroes, in regard to their mental faculties 
and capacity, are not inferior of the rest of the human race.”850  Winterbotton even included 
Blumenbach’s work in his appendix.851 Similarly, Winterbottom paraphrased Blumenbach’s 
student, “the learned and accurate Professor Soemmering,” who argued that the physical 
differences between races are “of so trifling a nature, that they would probably have escaped a less 
accurate and intelligent an observer.”852 But Winterbottom could lay claim to a kind of knowledge 
that none these men, based in Europe, had had: first-hand experience in Africa. The scientific 
evidence he provided antislavery colonizationists was thus something rare. 
If Winterbottom was far more willing to critique fellow men of science than his 
predecessors, he was not entirely immune from their biases. While he seldom blamed the settlers 
or natives for the problems that beset Sierra Leone, he could be just as blinded by his own scientific 
certainties. As a physician, Winterbottom paid close attention to African medicinal practices, 
knowing that Europeans could learn, and often had learned, from them. To this end, he cited 
Benjamin Rush’s work on Native American medicine. “Dr. Rush, who is so deservedly eminent 
as a physician and philosopher,” he wrote, understood that “we are indebted to the experience of 
nations, more rude than those of Africa...for some of our most valuable remedies.”853 This 
confidence in African medicine led him to experiment with Afzelius on African bark and several 
other native medicines. And the transatlantic abolitionist network, epitomized in Rush, helped 
reinforce his interests in native medicine. 
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But Winterbottom depicted African medicine as far less evolved than European practices. 
In Africa, the role of physician and priest, surgeon and sorcerer, he observed, were rolled into one, 
similar to the way Europeans had practiced medicine centuries earlier. As Europeans once had 
done, natives ignorantly believed that amulets could ward off evil spirits and diseases alike.854 He 
viewed the practice of obeah, a mixture of medicine, magic and religion, as another form of 
witchcraft; in that, it “may be properly considered a mental disease.”855 To be sure, Winterbottom 
pointed out that, while these practices reflected a kind of cultural backwardness, they were not 
signs of innate inferiority. In fact, he argued, they were not much different from what many simple-
minded Europeans still believed. “In Europe, at the present day,” he wrote, “the superstitious 
practice of wearing amulets still prevails.”856 For that matter, even “Paracelsus”—a revered 
sixteenth century naturalist—“appears to have believed implicitly in the power of witchcraft.”857 
 Yet Winterbottom’s insistence that African medicine represented a lack of cultural 
development reinforced the notion that European culture was, by contrast, superior. Undoubtedly, 
many of the native medical beliefs he observed did not stand up to scrutiny. But neither did many 
of the practices he ascribed to. It was as much his own fear in the deadliness of the climate, and 
his own hope for Sierra Leone’s survival, that led him to believe that African bark would cure 
malaria, despite having limited evidence to support it. Winterbottom also failed to realize that 
African faith healers, or “obia professors” as he called them, kept their potions and cures secret 
not only to inspire awe in natives; they did so also to strike fear in Europeans.858 Europeans had 
long feared obeah healers, and African practitioners knew it.859 That not a few European men of 																																																								
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science even used African healers when their own cures failed suggests that Europeans could just 
as easily believe in African medicine’s occult power as anyone else. 
 
For all of Winterbottom’s limitations, he provided critical evidence that helped bolster 
Sierra Leone’s image and the broader abolitionist agenda of which it was a part. A year after he 
published An Account, the transatlantic abolitionist campaign revived. By 1804, the rise of 
Napoleon and his attempts to reestablish slavery in the Caribbean had turned abolitionism in 
Britain into a patriotic act. The resurgence of British abolitionism breathed new life into the 
American campaign as well. After years in abeyance, the London and Pennsylvania abolitionist 
committees renewed their correspondence.860  Most of their work focused on attacking the slave 
trade itself, not rallying support for Sierra Leone. Even Winterbottom avoided a sustained defense 
of the colony, and instead focused on the broader idea of colonization and the positive effects 
ending the slave trade would have. But in doing so, he successfully deflected attention away from 
the colony’s perceived failures, and kept the hope alive that African colonization might still work. 
By suffusing his writing with scientific arguments—about the continent’s fertile soil and its 
manageable climate, but above all, Africans’ innate abilities—Winterbottom was building on a 
long tradition. Like Fothergill, Smeathman and Wadstrom before him, he lent credible scientific 
evidence to an aspect of the antislavery campaign that was sorely in need of it.  
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Yet even if Winterbottom eschewed a prolonged defense of Sierra Leone, he could have 
found evidence to support one. The colony was hardly thriving in 1808, the year the British 
government took official control of it; of its roughly 2,000 settlers, almost no one grew 
commercial-grade crops, and most of its basic foodstuffs had to be imported.861 But everywhere 
there was evidence of industry, improvement and widespread faith. Women in particular had been 
among the most enterprising settlers. That included Mary Perth. Once a slave in Norfolk, Virginia, 
Perth ran to British lines with her three children during the War of Independence. After the war, 
the British resettled her in Nova Scotia; she then sailed to Sierra Leone, in 1792, with her children. 
She saved enough money working as the colonial governor’s housekeeper that she could open her 
own store, in 1794, and eventually buy a home. Like many women, Perth also preached in one of 
the colony’s many black-run churches.862 To be certain, Perth lived in difficult times: repeated 
battles with the Temne; constant tension with the white authorities; a bitter rivalry with the 
Jamaican maroons. Several settlers succumbed to alcohol; others left the colony to partake in the 
slave trade. Death from disease continued, for black and white settlers alike.863   
But for all the colony’s problems, it survived. More importantly, it became increasingly 
important to the antislavery campaign after the British government took it over. The Royal Navy 
used it as a base to enforce the slave trade ban, prosecuting slave traders in courts located in the 
colony, and resettling thousands of captured slaves there too.864 Men of science continued to use 
it as a base for exploration, and, in the United States, it provided a model for Liberia, the U.S.’s 
own colony for freed slaves that would be established in 1821. Sierra Leone thus remained crucial 
to the antislavery campaign, though not in the way its scientific founders had hoped: it never 
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became a viable economic alternative to slave plantations. Neither the soil nor the climate nor the 
natives ever quite matched the image Smeathman, Wadstrom, Afzelius and Winterbottom 
projected. Nonetheless, the men of science so instrumental to Sierra Leone’s founding could take 













Figure 11. Map of Sierra Leone, 1794. 





Figure 12:  Henry Smeathman, “Some Account of the Termites, Which are Found in Africa and Other Hot 
Climates. In a Letter from Mr. Henry Smeathman, of Clement's Inn, to Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. P. R. S.” 




Figure 13. Henry Smeathman drawing no. 1, hot-air balloon, 1784. 




Smeathman designed his own hot-air balloon in 1784, pictured above. He wanted to patent the design to 


























Figure 14. Henry Smeathman drawing no. 2, hot-air balloon, 1784.  








Figure 15. Dr. John Fothergill, c. 1781. Painting by 
Gilbert Stuart.  








Fothergill, a British Quarter with deep ties to North 
America helped  conceive the idea of Sierra Leone as a 
slave-free colony in the 1770s. 
 
Figure 16. Adam Afzelius, circa 1780s. 
Painting by Carl Frederik von Breda. 




Afzelius, a student of the Swedish botanist Carl 
Linnaeus, lived in Sierra Leone as the colony’s 




Figure 17. Carl Bernhard Wadstrom with Peter Panah, an African prince. 





Wadstrom, a Swedish-born man of science, defended African colonization 
during parliamentary hearings in 1790. Here he is picture with Panah, an 
African prince that had allegedly been rescued by abolitionists in the 1780s. 




Experimenting with Freedom 
 
Even as Sierra Leone foundered, Benjamin Silliman continued to believe that colonization 
offered the only plausible route to emancipation. Appointed Yale’s first chemistry professor in 
1804, Silliman grew up admiring the antislavery leaders of the generation before him, men like 
Rush and Priestley, both of whom he met while training to become a chemist in Philadelphia.865 
But as he set about modernizing Yale’s curriculum in the 1810s and 1820s, placing the sciences at 
its core, he quickly saw how dependent he had become on slaveholders to fund his work. His 
former student, John C. Calhoun, one of South Carolina’s wealthiest slaveholders and eventual 
champion of states’ rights, helped him start the American Journal of Science in 1818, which soon 
became one of the nation’s premier scientific journals; to create Yale’s natural history cabinet, 
Silliman needed to raise money and collect geological minerals from deep within slave country.866 
Helping him on both projects was William Maclure, a wealthy British émigré who moved to the 
United States in 1796. Though a merchant of slave-grown tobacco by trade, Maclure refashioned 
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himself as a geologist in the early nineteenth century.867 To do so, he also had to rely on 
slaveholders, whether to publish his work, or to house, clothe and feed him on his geological 
expeditions.868 
Silliman and Maclure were two of the early republic’s most prominent men of science. 
Both committed themselves to building up the nation’s scientific institutions—journals, academic 
chairs, natural history collections, scientific organizations.869 But they quickly learned that creating 
scientific institutions required the help, both financial and intellectual, of the nation’s slaveholding 
elite. Maclure and Silliman faced a choice: they could either devote themselves to creating a 
vibrant scientific culture in the United States, which they saw as essential to the new republic’s 
survival; or they could make strident attacks on slavery, jeopardizing slaveholders’ patronage. 
Neither willing to give up hope for a slave-free republic nor wanting to grossly offend their patrons, 
they chose a middle way: they backed various colonization schemes, hoping they would nudge 
slaveholders to gradually free their slaves without putting the nation’s budding scientific 
institutions at risk. 
 Between 1807 and 1830, colonization became central to the American antislavery platform. 
White and black antislavery leaders alike supported colonization on the grounds that whites would 
never fully accept blacks as equal citizens, no matter how educated or Christianized they 
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became.870 Anti-black discrimination in the North lent these views support: by 1800, 
Massachusetts passed laws barring interracial marriage and calling for the deportation of any non-
resident black citizen.871 In Philadelphia, black incarceration soared: by 1810, free blacks made up 
45 percent of city’s main prison, despite numbering 10 percent of the population.872  Yet even as 
white and black antislavery leaders pointed to discrimination in their support for voluntary 
colonization, white leaders alone stressed the need to respect slaveholders’ wishes. Planters had 
long contended that emancipation without immediate removal was a non-starter, and until the 
1830s, many white abolitionists, though insisting removal be voluntary, willingly obliged.  
 Historians have traditionally depicted colonization as a proslavery ruse that slaveholders 
cunningly recast as an antislavery project in order to stall the abolitionist movement.873 Focusing 
on the national organization that tried to resettle blacks in Liberia, the American Colonization 
Society (ACS), founded in 1816, they have argued that southern slaveholders “tricked” antislavery 
northerners into believing that they would accept gradual emancipation only if they did not have 
to live with blacks once free.874 Many scholars emphasize the forceful rejection of the ACS by 
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nearly 3,000 black Philadelphians shortly after the ACS’s founding in 1817, which has served to 
highlight the anti-black bias that lay at the heart of the national ACS agenda.875  
 But other historians have begun to challenge these views of the ACS, as well as the broader 
idea of colonization it represented. Many members of local ACS chapters, particularly in the North, 
had legitimate emancipation intentions, some historians have shown, while others have resisted 
the temptation to write colonization off simply as “racist.” Though colonization’s white supporters 
accepted the idea of white citizenship, many also believed that blacks were fully equal and could 
only realize their potential if removed from white prejudice.876 Nor did black leaders entirely reject 
colonization schemes after Philadelphia’s black community denounced the ACS in 1817. Black 
leaders like John Brown Russwurm, Daniel Coker, Prince Saunders, as well as the new black 
political leadership in Haiti, advocated black emigration well into the 1820s, if not to Liberia, then 
to other sites like Haiti, Mexico, Sierra Leone or a potential black state out west. They argued that 
white prejudice would never disappear and that true freedom awaited them only outside of the 
United States. 877  
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The widespread appeal of colonization, particularly in the late 1810s and 1820s, was not 
inevitable. Many reasons help explain colonization’s popularity at this precise moment: the 
persistent eruption of slave revolts both in the Caribbean and the southern United States; the ending 
of the Napoleonic Wars and War of 1812, which created a space for domestic problems to 
resurface; the Missouri Compromise of 1820, which put the question of slavery’s westward 
expansion at the fore of the nation’s politics; the increasing curtailment of black rights in the North, 
which highlighted whites’ refusal to accept black citizenship.878 But these were the conditions that 
made abolitionism itself newly attractive; they do not fully explain the specific appeal of 
colonization. For that, colonization needed respectable figures to support it, and critical to that 
effort was the endorsements it received from the nation’s elite, including men of science. Silliman 
and Maclure were only two of the most prominent men of science to support colonization schemes 
and their support lent it the legitimacy it might have otherwise lacked. 
Yet scientific support for colonization, like colonization’s popularity itself, was hardly 
guaranteed. Exploring the scientific careers of Silliman and Maclure reveals how scientific work 
itself could help shape one’s antislavery views. Dependent on slaveholders to support their work, 
they learned to appease planters’ concerns in order to avoid jeopardizing their scientific projects. 
Only Maclure eventually broke ranks with Silliman and the ACS, supporting a more radical 
colonization scheme to Haiti in the 1820s. What changed him was Frances Wright, a young British 
émigré and early feminist who moved to the United States in 1824. Wright convinced Maclure to 
support the “experimental” plantation she set up in western Tennessee in 1825, called Nashoba. 																																																								
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She tried to apply scientific management theories and Maclure’s science education-based schools 
to her plantation, convinced it would reverse slavery’s “degrading” effects, and turn Nashoba’s 
slaves into profit-making, moral citizens capable of supporting themselves in a state of their 
own.879   
While it is tempting to view Maclure and Wright’s collaboration as pointing to a more 
radical future—women working as antislavery leaders alongside men; white men and women 
listening to their free black peers—their collaboration shared more in common with the earlier 
antislavery generation. They remained committed to colonization even after it began to lose its 
appeal among antislavery leaders in the 1830s, certain that slaveholders could be persuaded by the 
scientific logic that underwrote their project. Maclure thought her plan brilliant: “a masterpiece of 
Logical reasoning,” he called it, while Wright wrote that her experiment would prove that “human 
life [could be] studied as a science.”880 For a time, the younger generation of antislavery leaders 
listened. The abolitionist paper Genius of Universal Emancipation, where a young William Lloyd 
Garrison started his career, eagerly reported on Nashoba’s progress:  “An experiment that has such 
an end in view,” the paper wrote in 1826, “is surely worthy of the trial.”881  Indeed, the Nashoba 
experiment represented more than a small-scale effort at colonization. Though largely forgotten, 
it symbolized the clash between an older antislavery generation certain that science could help 
solve the problem of slavery, and a more radical one beginning to lose faith in slaveholders’ reason.   
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 In 1796, for his commencement speech at Yale, Benjamin Silliman composed a poem. 
Titled “The Negroe,” it depicted slavery in the most unsavory terms. The slave’s “life, His labor, 
are another’s wealth,” he said; slavery was nothing more than “the uncur’d gangrene of the 
unreasoning mind.”882 Nine years later, in 1805, he visited a slave ship anchored at a Liverpool 
dock, an experience that left a searing impression: “Liverpool is deep, very deep in the guilt of this 
abominable trade,” he wrote in his memoir from the trip.883 Yet Silliman was in deep as well. To 
fund his undergraduate education at Yale, Sillman’s mother, Mary Fish Noyes, sold two of the 
family’s twelve slaves.884 Shortly after he graduated, Silliman gained legally custody over at least 
one of them, Cloe. In 1802, the twenty-three-year-old Silliman briefly considered allowing Cloe 
to be split up from her husband, Iago. Only after Cloe and Iago refused did Silliman change his 
mind: “Iago is determined to prevent it,” Silliman’s brother-in-law wrote to him in 1802, asking 
for his advice: “She says that she was yours.”885 
 Silliman’s role as a slaveholder makes it easy to dismiss him as a hypocrite. But doing so 
would miss an opportunity to understand why so many scientific figures embraced colonization. 
Like Franklin and Rush before him, it was not uncommon for early antislavery leaders to have 
owned slaves; like them, Silliman sincerely believed slavery was a blight on the nation. The trouble 
was how to prevent freed slaves from overrunning a nation that many antislavery advocates 
believed was for white men alone, while at the same time not forcing free blacks to leave without 
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their consent. Following Silliman’s transition from a fiery youth denouncing slavery at his Yale 
graduation, to a far more cautious antislavery moderate who became vice president of the 
Connecticut Colonization Society, demonstrates the important role science played in shaping his 
antislavery views. To acquire the natural history objects and funding he needed to strengthen Yale 
and the nation’s scientific institutions, Silliman had to rely extensively on slaveholding elite. To 
appease these powerful donors, Silliman learned to tame his antislavery views.886 
 After graduation, Silliman studied to become a lawyer. But in 1799 Yale’s president, 
Timothy Dwight, asked the precocious Silliman if he would consider taking on the chair in 
chemistry and natural history the university planned on creating. At the time, Yale’s curriculum 
was geared heavily toward theology, and creating chairs in the natural sciences would help Yale 
establish itself as a truly modern university.887  Silliman could not refuse: “It excited almost as 
much surprise as if I had been named President of the United States,” he later recounted in his 
private journal.888 To study up for the job, Silliman enrolled in the only American university with 
a chemistry curriculum, the University of Pennsylvania, where he briefly took a course with 
Benjamin Rush. Though Silliman greatly admired Rush—“his voice was musical,” he wrote in his 
journal, “his diction clear and emphatic”—Silliman had to drop his class due to his heavy course-
load, a decision that greatly offended Rush.889 While studying in Philadelphia, he also got to know 
the aging Joseph Priestley. Silliman was thrilled when, in 1803, he was invited to meet him at a 
dinner hosted by Dr. Caspar Wistar, a medical professor at University of Pennsylvania and later a 
president of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society. Priestley regaled Silliman with scientific stories, 																																																								
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including one about how he once met Isaac Newton. But most important was the practical advice 
he gave: if you want to make a name for yourself in science, Priestley told Silliman, do not worry 
if your ideas are not fully formed; just get them out in public before a competitor does: “When I 
had made a discovery,” Priestley told him, “I did not wait to perfect it by a more elaborate research 
but at once threw it out to the world.”890 
Silliman took the advice to heart. In order for Silliman to build up Yale’s science program, 
he first needed to make a name for himself. To that end he rushed into print whatever scientific 
news the broader scientific community, particularly in Europe, might be eager to hear. When, in 
December of 1807, a massive meteor reigned down chunks of extraterrestrial rock not far from 
Yale’s campus, in Weston, Connecticut, Silliman got there as quickly as he could. But it bothered 
him that he had to publish his account in local newspapers rather than scientific journals. He took 
Connecticut’s Academy of Arts and Sciences to task for taking nearly three years to republish his 
chemical analysis of the meteor’s debris: “No communication was made to the Connecticut 
Academy,” he wrote when the academy finally got around to publishing his work in 1810, 
“because they did not then contemplate publishing any thing immediately.” 891 
Silliman’s comment not only reflected his frustration with the early republic’s torpid 
scientific culture. It also evinced his canny ability to draw scientific attention to his university, 
Yale, without having to take sides in the period’s most heated scientific debates. Silliman shrewdly 
placed his essays on the meteor in various European scientific journals, and Europe’s intelligentsia 
commented favorably on his work.892 But Silliman’s account spent little space dwelling on what 
meteors were actually made of—the reason why the Weston meteor attracted so much scientific 
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attention in the first place. At the time, the scientific community divided into two main camps 
about the origins of meteors. One side argued that meteors were merely masses of condensed gas 
formed in the atmosphere, which gravity pulled down to earth. Others speculated that meteors were 
actually congealed volcanic ash, possibly from volcanoes erupting on the moon.893 The latter 
theory conjured a doubly provocative idea: that the residue of volcanoes, sources of immense 
destruction and death, threatened to reign down terror at any given moment, coupled with the idea 
that conditions similar to those on earth existed beyond the planet.  
Over the course of the eighteenth century, astronomers realized that multiple worlds 
existed, an idea called pluralism. Yet they came to a détente with Christian theologians, choosing 
not to spend much intellectual energy dwelling on the possibility of extraterrestrial life and its 
sacrilegious implications.894  But that changed in 1793, with Thomas Paine’s The Age of Reason. 
The vehemently secular Paine argued that astronomy provided indisputable evidence of multiple 
planets, and made explicit what astronomers were glad to leave unmentioned: that some other life 
forms must have existed on them. Paine then drove a wedge between science and Christianity: 
Why would Jesus die for humans here on earth when there were so many other humans he also 
had to look after? Would “the person who is irreverently called the Son of God, and sometimes 
God himself,” he wrote, “have nothing else to do than to travel from world to world, in an endless 
succession of death?”895  
The deeply religious Silliman was not about to compromise his beliefs and endorse 
wholeheartedly the volcano-on-the-moon theory. But nor would he risk being cast as a retrograde, 
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religious-bound conservative. Rather keenly then, Silliman sidestepped the debate and instead 
simply courted the scientific community’s interest in the issue in order to showcase his own 
scientific skills. Silliman enticed his readers with a breathtaking account of the meteor shower, 
which he admitted he did not see first hand: “a sudden flash...illuminated every object,” he 
recounted; it appeared like  “a globe of fire,” “a sun seen through the mist.”896 He then put on 
display his chemical skills, explaining how he used an elaborate blow-pipe, magnesium, and 
various other acids to ascertain the meteor’s exact mineral content. The nearest he got to wading 
into the debate was to suggest, buried in a footnote, that the meteor must have fallen from outer 
space. Its iron content, he explained, shared the same chemical composition as meteors found in 
Peru, Bohemia and Senegal, a composition entirely unlike the kind of iron ores found in earthly 
mines.897 
Silliman developed a knack for finding his way to controversial scientific topics without 
stoking controversy himself. For someone determined to put American science on par with its 
European counterparts, it was simply too risky to take any extreme position. As he did with the 
meteor-origin debate, Silliman artfully navigated the other great controversy that had been roiling 
the scientific community in the early nineteenth century—the origins of the earth. One group of 
geologists, led by the German scholar Abraham Gottlob Werner, argued that the earth’s surface 
formed out of a massive body of water that covered the entire planet, then gradually wore down 
its crust. This Neptunist theory was rivaled by the Vulcanist view: volcanic eruptions tore through 
the earth unpredictably, this view held, and better explained the abrupt, jagged, often vertical layers 
of strata found around the globe. Which side any person took tended to correlate with their degree 
of religiosity. Neptunists were often more religious and liked the idea that their theory comported 																																																								
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with the biblical account of the Great Flood. Vulcanists usually distrusted religion, and had little 
trouble accepting their theory’s uneasy fit with biblical narratives.898   
When Silliman travelled to Europe in 1805 and 1806, he attended geological lectures at the 
University of Edinburgh where this debate took center stage. Silliman recounted in his memoirs 
how the new chair of natural history at Edinburgh, Robert Jameson, had revived Werner’s 
Neptunist theory. Dismayed, a cadre of chemistry professors at Edinburgh staged rivaling public 
lectures endorsing the Vulcanist theories of the Scottish chemist James Hutton. “Being a young 
man, uncommitted to either theory,” Silliman recounted, “I was a deeply interested listener.” 
Though he swore he would only “yield to evidence,” he unwittingly evinced just how much the 
social implications lurking beneath the debates had affected him.899 The Vulcanist followers of 
Hutton spoke only of volcanoes, of “fierce central heat,” “of fires and its destructive heavings.”900 
So much violence made him yearn to “bathe in the cool ocean of Werner.”901 In a pattern that 
would repeat itself, he again struck a compromise: “I was not long in coming to the conclusion 
that both theories were founded in truth.”902  
Silliman also used his trip Europe to start building up Yale’s collection of natural history 
objects. To have a truly legitimate scientific program, it was essential to have a natural history 
museum, or then, more likely a smaller “cabinet” placed in a room and displaying everything from 
fossils and rocks to dried plants and insects. It embarrassed Silliman deeply that when he began 
teaching chemistry and natural history, in 1804, there were only a “few minerals...in the drawers 
of the old Museum at Yale College.”903  He set out to amass a natural history cabinet that would 
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rival any one of those in Europe. No one proved more important in this effort than George Gibbs, 
a wealthy Rhode Island merchant, mineralogist and slaveholder. As a merchant in his father’s 
company, Gibbs had spent the latter-1790s and early 1800s traveling to China, the East Indies, 
Switzerland, and France, amassing as many minerals as he could. By 1805, Gibbs collection of 
minerals, known as the Gibbs Cabinet, had grown so large that he had to store them in a Newport 
warehouse. Silliman’s brother, a fellow Rhode Island merchant named Gold Selleck Silliman, Jr., 
knew Gibbs and arranged for Benjamin to inspect part of the collection upon his return from 
Europe. Gibbs’ collection astonished Silliman from the first: “What I now saw I had never seen 
before, excited in my mind a strong interest to see and examine the whole.”904  
Acquiring the Gibbs Cabinet, however, forced Silliman to face some uncomfortable 
realities. Of all the northern states, none had deeper links to slavery than Rhode Island. Until the 
slave trade ban went into effect in 1808, it had been one of the largest slave-trading cities in North 
America. No state, north or south, shipped more slaves, with 40,000 slaves shipped from all Rhode 
Island’s ports in the twenty years leading up to the slave trade ban.905  Gibbs himself owned several 
slaves, most of them on the estate he owned on Long Island, New York.906  But even in Rhode 
Island, which passed a gradual emancipation law in 1784, slaveholding was still ubiquitous among 
the city’s merchant elite. On his numerous visits to Gibbs’ warehouse, Silliman was even doted 
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upon by one of Gibbs’ slaves. “An intelligent coloured servant, Scipio, was always ready to admit 
me,” Silliman wrote in his journal.907  But Silliman chose to quiet whatever discomfort he may 
have had in order to convince Gibbs to lend his collection to Yale—and not its rival, Harvard, 
whom Gibbs had initially hoped would display it.908   
Convincing Gibbs required a tricky bit of diplomacy. Gibbs demanded that a separate hall 
be built within the college to lend his cabinet the grandeur he felt it deserved. Silliman had to ask 
Yale’s trustees whether they would consider tearing down some of the college’s main walls in 
order to make room for the Gibbs Cabinet. One tradition-bound trustee worried that doing so 
threatened to undermine Yale’s classical education: is there “not a danger that with these physical 
attractions you will overtop the Latin and the Greek?” he asked Silliman. Silliman replied firmly: 
“Sir, let the literary gentlemen push and sustain their departments. It is my duty to give full effect 
to the science committed to my care.”909 Silliman’s willingness to advocate on Gibbs’ behalf 
indicates how much stock he put into turning Yale into a center for scientific scholarship. 
The importance of the Gibbs Cabinet in establishing Yale as a leader in American higher 
education is hard to overstate. In the early republic, mineralogy and geology were just beginning 
to carve themselves out from the broader field of natural history. The Gibbs Cabinet thus enabled 
Yale to not merely play catch up in the natural sciences, but to launch itself ahead of its 
competitors. Many European universities did not even have natural history cabinets to match the 
Gibbs Cabinet.910 When the cabinet opened to the public in 1810, Silliman aptly captured the effect 
it had on Yale’s reputation: “This cabinet doubtless exerted its influence upon the public mind in 
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attracting students to the College,” Silliman wrote in his journal.911 Since New Haven “was then a 
focus of travel between North and South,” it also attracted “trains of ladies,” and many of the 
nation’s most prominent statesmen.912  
The minerals on display—over twelve thousand in total—were, of course, more than mere 
teaching tools: they were entertainment, a marvel for the eye as much as the mind.913  There were 
quartz of every imaginable shape, color and size: violet blue amethyst, “apple-green” crystals, 
iron-infused minerals ranging in color from yellow to red to “light rose.”914 The beauty of the 
display masked a more unseemly picture. Throughout the 1810s the collection continued to grow 
as Gibbs bought the collections of other mineralogists in Russia and France. Many of those 
minerals came from places where slavery dominated: Brazil and the West Indies especially.915 
Many also came from “Red River, Louisiana,” from Maryland, and “good size pieces from 
Georgia, Tennessee and Virginia”—in short, slave country.916 It is difficult to trace exactly who 
located and extracted these minerals, but slaves certainly played some role. Silliman himself 
occasionally relied on slave labor to collect the minerals he contributed to the collection. Silliman 
went on frequent geological expeditions with William Maclure around New Haven, for instance, 
and on one expedition in 1808, Silliman noted in his journal that Maclure “travelled in a private 
carriage with a servant.”917  When Silliman went to visit the gold mines of Virginia in 1836, he 
described how he was “met with slavery everywhere.”918 Slaves “were employed to crush the 
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quartz for us in heavy iron mortars,” he wrote, “they also broke the quartz from the veins.”919 
Silliman also recorded another first-hand encounter with the brutalities of slavery. When he went 
to bed one night in the home of a slaveholder who housed him, the owner abruptly intruded to take 
down a whip he accidently kept in their room. “Within a few minutes,” Silliman wrote, “we heard 
through our open windows, the sharp reverberations of the lash rapidly repeated and accompanied 
by loud cries of distress.”920  
Silliman’s private journals do not reveal the unfiltered views of its author, but rather a 
deliberate attempt to manage his reputation as he neared the end of his life. He wrote most of the 
entries between 1857 and 1862, two years before his death, and during the throes of the Civil War. 
By that point, abolitionist support for colonization had largely subsided, and Silliman’s antislavery 
views had begun to blend in with those of most northern Republicans. Not surprisingly, the several 
passages that discuss slavery self-consciously downplay his links to slavery and play up his 
antislavery bona fides. The lengthy passage on the slave whipping in the Virginia mines, for 
instance, ends with a stern antislavery declaration: “Slavery, being wrong, is sustained by 
cruelty.”921 Every chance he could, he underscored his abolitionist sympathies. He recorded with 
pride taking the advice of Yale’s president, Timothy Dwight, about not taking a professorship in 
Georgia: “I would not voluntarily, unless under the influence of some commanding moral duty, go 
to live in a country where slavery is established,” Silliman records Dwight as having told him.922 
But throughout Silliman’s scientific career, and even in the journal, there are copious 
examples of ways in which slavery became inextricably tied to his scientific work. The Gibbs 
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merchant: it was also funded directly by slaveholders. In 1825, Gibbs no longer wanted to loan the 
collection gratis and asked Yale to purchase it for the remarkable sum of $20,000, roughly two-
thirds of Yale’s annual revenue.923  Unable to pay for it with the school’s funds, the trustees 
initiated a fund-raising campaign aimed at their most affluent alumni. Graduates in South Carolina, 
most of them slaveholders, made up the third largest donor group, raising $700, trailing behind 
only alumni in New York and Connecticut.924 John C. Calhoun, one of Sillman’s first chemistry 
students, a slaveholder, and eventual architect of states-rights ideology, was among the larger 
donors, pledging $100.925 “The loyalty of our alumni and the liberality of the friends of science of 
the College” was essential to Yale’s ability to finally own the Gibbs cabinet, forming the base of 
what is now Yale’s Peabody Natural History Museum.926  
The Gibbs Cabinet also changed the way the sciences were taught at Yale. Silliman 
originally planned to use the cabinet as teaching tool in his chemistry lectures. But as he began to 
label the minerals, students became interested in learning more about the study of mineralogy 
itself. “The mineral portion of chemical lectures,” Silliman wrote, “served to awaken an interest 
in the subject of mineralogy.”927 By 1813, Silliman could finally teach “separate lectures on 
mineralogy and geology from the chemical course.”928 The Gibbs Cabinet thus not only raised the 
stature of Yale; it also changed the nature of scientific education. With the specialization of the 
sciences underway, the Gibbs Cabinet helped Yale both follow the trend and push it forward. It 
came at a high price.  
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Scientific promoters in the early republic always hoped to win federal support. But it was 
no easy task. The government operated under severe financial constraints, funding projects only 
with clear practical value. Surveys and expeditions were the most common, like the survey of 
Washington, D.C. that Banneker had taken part in in 1791, or the expeditions made famous by 
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark between 1804 and 1806.929 But the practical value of mineral 
collections, of air-pumps and pyrometers and blowpipes—the basic stuff of academic science that 
Silliman was building at Yale—was less apparent. Silliman, however, was a shrewd fundraiser. 
Rather than give up on the government, he supported Yale’s early effort to get a fellow alumnus, 
Eli Whitney, class of 1792, to build his gun factory next to Yale in 1798. That year, Silliman helped 
write the contracts between Whitney and “the government of the United States, for the manufacture 
of arms.”930 The following year, Whitney even offered to take Silliman with him to Europe “for 
the purpose of obtaining patents for the Cotton Gin,” though Silliman declined on account of his 
“youth and inexperience.”931 Of obvious interest to the government, Whitney’s New Haven gun 
factory helped bring a steady stream of government patrons to Yale’s campus; in turn, Silliman 
was able to forge even stronger relationships with federal officials. These personal connections 
not only made it easier to solicit money from them in the future: they also tied him ever more 
closely to the slaveholding elite whose anxieties about emancipation he would learn to 
accommodate.  
Silliman’s support for Whitney, of course, also tied him directly to the inventor whose fame 
lies not with guns but with the single machine most responsible for slavery’s resurgence in the 
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nineteenth century: the cotton gin. Though much else went into slavery’s resurgence—Britain’s 
industrialization, the seizure of Native Americans lands, new financial instruments allowing for 
easy credit, the British empire’s violent takeover of overseas markets, and of course the relentless 
labor of slaves—Whitney’s cotton gin solved a major bottleneck to cotton production.932  Picking 
the seeds out from the cotton fiber by hand was a time-consuming task. But Whitney’s cotton gin, 
invented in 1793, mechanically separated the cotton fiber from the unusable seed in a fraction of 
the time. As a result, cotton production soared: from a paltry 2 million pounds per year grown in 
the United States in 1791, two years before Whitney’s cotton gin, to 40 million pounds per year in 
1801.933  The slave population spiked in tandem. In Georgia, where cotton plantations sprung up 
seemingly overnight, the slave population doubled between 1790 and 1800, to 60,000; in South 
Carolina, the other state to experience the first of the cotton boom, the slave population went from 
21,000 in 1790 to 70,000 twenty years later.934 
Silliman resented the fact that Whitney was not able to see more of the profit for himself, 
but his most direct link to Whitney was not through cotton but through guns.935 After helping him 
establish the gun factory adjacent to Yale’s campus, Silliman made frequent trips to it to conduct 
some of his own chemical research. In 1808, for instance, Silliman described how Whitney helped 
make him a “tube of block tin, for the purpose of drawing, through an innocent metal, the soda 
water” he was creating.936 But the main benefit came in the attention the gun factory brought to 
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science, particular among the political class. Silliman could ride the coattails of Whitney’s 
practical successes to make a broader case about the importance of science to the nation’s leaders.  
Silliman’s obituary of Whitney, published in the scientific journal he edited, the American 
Journal of Science, in 1832, demonstrated Silliman’s ability to raise the stature of science using 
Whitney as his vehicle. He presented Whitney’s work as something more valuable than what it 
seemed, something any wise politician could not do without. Whitney’s factory provided “a model 
for the more extensive manufactories which are the property of the nation,” he wrote, depicting 
the water-wheels that powered his gun factory in terms that elevated an otherwise lowly 
technology into a work of art. 937 “They are elegant objects, especially when in motion.”938 He 
even quoted the South Carolina lawyer who, in 1831, tried to secure Whitney’s cotton gin patent 
by comparing the machine to something no less brilliant than anything written by Milton, 
Shakespeare or Cicero: nothing “short of the highest intellectual vigor—the brightest genius” 
could create it.939 Silliman had always been an outspoken advocate of the utility of science to the 
nation, but it took more than dry facts to make the case. Silliman’s obituary shows that it also took 
literary skill, the ability to describe scientific inventions as something that had as much value, as 
much prestige, as any work of art. Whitney’s gun factory and Silliman’s science program thus had 
a synergist effect. Whitney benefited from the prestige that Silliman gave to his work, while 
Silliman used Whitney’s gun factory to play up both Yale’s scientific program and the importance 
of science to the nation. In turn, Silliman used Whitney’s government contacts to tighten his 
relationship with the federal government. Whitney knew all the “leading members of both house 
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of Congress” and “the State governments,” Silliman recalled.940 And Silliman likely cajoled some 
of the federal officials stopping by Whitney’s gun factory to see his own scientific facilities at 
Yale, like his own impressive mineral collection.941   
Of course, Silliman was not solely dependent on Whitney for government connections. 
Over the years, Silliman taught chemistry to several Yale students who would go on to become 
powerful government officials.942 No one was more influential in this regard than John C. Calhoun, 
the Yale alumnus who formed a close working relationship with Silliman throughout the 1810s 
and 1820s.943 The son of one of South Carolina’s wealthiest slaveholders, Calhoun returned to his 
family’s plantation after graduating and soon embarked on a lifelong career in politics. By the late 
1820s, Calhoun became the intellectual architect of “nullification,” a state’s legal right to reject 
federal laws it deemed unconstitutional. Though Calhoun’s states’ rights advocacy would come to 
define his career, for much of the 1810s and 1820s Calhoun actually supported a strong central 
government. As a South Carolina congressman in 1815, he drafted a bill to create the Second Bank 
of the United States, and pushed for internal improvements.944  When he became Secretary of War 
under President James Monroe one year later, he turned that same nationalist impulse to a joint 
enterprise: building up the nation’s scientific institutions alongside its military.  
Silliman became an obvious source of help. In May of 1822, Calhoun wrote to Silliman 
inviting him to inspect the science curriculum at West Point. Calhoun wanted to make sure that 
West Point graduates received an education in “all of the branches of the sciences,” and said he 
would be “highly gratified to receive a report of your observations upon the actual state and 
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progress of the institution.”945  Silliman happily obliged, issuing a report that same year.946 
Calhoun had been an avid supporter of science for much of his career. As Secretary of War, a 
position he held until 1824, he was a chief proponent for federally-funded geological surveys of 
the western frontier. He was also among the first political patrons to help fund the scientific journal 
Silliman created in 1818, the American Journal of Science, which quickly became one of the 
nation’s leading scientific journals, and of course a major patron of the Gibbs Cabinet.947  
Commenting on the prospectus of the journal Silliman sent to Calhoun in 1818, Calhoun 
responded: “The utility of such a work, particularly in this county, must be apparent,” adding that 
he had “every reason to feel the strongest gratitude to Yale College, and shall always rejoice in her 
prosperity.”948 
Calhoun was not the only powerful slaveholding politician with whom Silliman formed a 
close relationship. Andrew Jackson, a bitter enemy of Calhoun, had sent one of the children he 
acted as guardian over, Anthony Butler, to Yale in 1821. Jackson had secured national fame for 
his unauthorized military raid into Spanish Florida three years earlier, which hastened the U.S.’s 
government’s acquisition of Florida. As governor of Florida in 1821, Jackson wrote to Silliman 
from his Pensacola office, pleading with Silliman to re-admit Butler after he had been expelled for 
bad behavior. That Butler acted with “impudence,” Jackson did not deny, but he told Silliman that 
the expulsion had taught Butler a lesson, and that such a harsh sentence would, if not overturned, 
harm “his future life and studies.”949 While he was at it, he gently requested for Silliman to “erase 
the sentence” from his record.950 The close relationships Silliman formed with the nation’s 																																																								
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slaveholding elite would help shape his antislavery views. To varying degrees, men like Calhoun 
and Jackson provided the financial and social capital necessary to build up the nation’s scientific 
institutions. Cultivating these relationships helped him understand the mentality of southern 
slaveholders and softened his stance toward them. Even if he continued to register his disdain for 
slavery in private, he would not let those remarks out in public. To do so would jeopardize their 
support. Instead, he would strive to find a middle-way, one that allowed him to resolve the conflict 
between his antislavery commitments and his practical need to secure slaveholder support. 
In the journal he wrote decades later, Silliman tried to explain away these relationships. 
The states’ rights ideologue that Calhoun became in the 1830s and 1840s, he wrote, was not the 
same Calhoun he knew in the 1810s and 1820s. But “all this changed when sectional jealousies 
arose … The high-minded, honorable patriot became the antagonist of internal improvement, and 
was narrowed down to a South Carolina politician.” 951 Yet none of that stopped Silliman from 
keeping up a cordial correspondence with him well into the 1830s. In June 1836, Calhoun’s 
staunch defense of slavery and states’-rights well under way, the “narrowed down...South Carolina 
politician” wrote to Silliman from Washington: “the brother of my colleague . . . is very desirous 
of affirming your acquaintance.”952 Would he mind meeting personally with him?  Silliman did 
not refuse. 
 
It was in this context that Silliman became a leader of Connecticut’s colonization 
movement. On May 6, 1828, Silliman was elected vice president of the recently created 
Connecticut Colonization Society. Like other northern state chapters, the Connecticut auxiliary 
was explicit about its antislavery intentions. The organization’s inaugural address made it clear 																																																								
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that establishing a colony for freed slaves in Africa would “make abolition of slavery through the 
world a thing inevitable.”953 Yet it insisted that slaveholders’ rights be respected, forcefully 
rejecting federal intervention. “The National Government has no control over the subject,” it 
wrote, “for the right of the slave-holder to his property is guaranteed by the very compact on which 
the National Government rests.”954 Connecticut’s colonization society reflected the moderate 
stance on ending slavery that many abolitionists took in the 1820s.955  As the condition of free 
African Americans deteriorated in the North, and slaveholding expanded throughout the South, 
many white antislavery leaders allowed themselves to believe in the good intentions of “benevolent 
masters,” as the Connecticut society put it.956  
The most important speech Silliman made on colonization came on July 4, 1832. It 
appeared at a moment of crisis within the abolitionist movement. Nat Turner’s revolt in August 
1831 in Virginia, followed by the slave uprising in Jamaica later that Christmas, known as the 
Baptist War, prompted an immediate response by pro- and antislavery leaders alike. On both sides 
of the Atlantic, abolitionists grew impatient with the gradualist agenda and began to reject 
colonization. Emblematic of this shift was William Lloyd Garrison, who in the 1820s was an 
outspoken supporter for colonization “as a means of righting the wrongs that our slaves endure,” 
but denounced it with the founding of his immediatist newspaper, The Liberator, in 1831.957 
Following the lead of an increasingly vocal and independent free black community, men like 
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Garrison realized that slaveholding was simply too lucrative for masters to voluntarily give it up. 
958   
Silliman’s speech was also directed at related events occurring in New Haven. In 1831, 
black and white abolitionists led a joint campaign to create the first college for blacks not far from 
Yale’s campus. James Forten, an aging leader within Philadelphia’s black community, published 
a petition arguing that the college would “cultivate habits of industry…while pursuing a classical 
education,” and planned for the school to be “located at New-Haven, Conn.”959 But when 
abolitionists began to recruit supporters in New Haven, the town erupted in disapproval. The city’s 
mayor convened a committee, comprised mostly of Yale law professors and alumni, which quickly 
rejected the proposal. The committee resolved that such a college was, for unelaborated reasons, 
“incompatible” with the town’s already existing institutions of education; it was also too closely 
associated with calls for immediate emancipation—“an unwarranted and dangerous interference 
with the internal concerns of other States.”960  
The pro-colonization speech Silliman gave to his New Haven church was his attempt to 
manage these tensions. Silliman forcefully rejected radical abolitionists’ calls for the immediate 
rather than gradual end to slavery, and reassured those skeptical of abolitionism that he had the 
slaveholders’ best interests in mind: “No person can be more sensible than myself of the great 
amount of personal excellence which is found in the states where slavery exists.”961 This was the 
closest thing to an open acknowledgement of the tight relationships he formed with slaveholders 
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on account of his scientific work. He rejected the more radical abolitionists’ claim that colonization 
contradicted efforts to improve blacks’ condition within the United States. On contrary, he said, 
“efforts to give them good habits, useful knowledge, moral and religious instruction…is worthy 
of all praise and of every encouragement.”962 He also suggested that free blacks could be 
assimilated into the United States, though he clearly hoped that a successful free black colony 
would diminish their desire to do so. “If they become good members of society, and prefer to 
remain in this country, it is obviously wrong to urge, much more to coerce, them to leave it,” he 
said. Better simply to “convince them that it is for their interest and happiness, and they will [look] 
forward to emigrate.”963  
To make his case, Silliman drew extensively on scientific imagery. Addressing radical 
abolitionists like Garrison, who believed that that the republic would be saved by cutting its ties 
with the slaveholding south, he argued that such a plan would put the health of the entire republican 
project at risk: “Diseased members affect the entire physical system,” he said, “and soundness is 
to be restored to the limbs, not by excision, which would … hazard the entire body; but by a general 
return to health and a genial circulation of the whole.”964 Moreover, to advocate for emancipation 
without colonization would cause “the moral machinery” of emancipation to “be clogged and 
crippled.”965 He also pointed to climate and agricultural science to quiet radical abolitionists’ 
insistence on immediate emancipation. Had the northern soil and climate been conducive to 
plantation agriculture “New England, New York, New Jersey, and even Pennsylvania” would be 
producing “cotton, rice, indigo and sugar.”966 Deploying scientific rhetoric was not the same thing 
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as making scientific arguments, however. Unlike scientific abolitionists who, in the decades prior, 
were quick to make a scientific case against slavery—pointing to the fecundity of Africa’s climate, 
the disease-causing effects of slavery itself, the potential for steam technology to destroy the need 
for slave labor—Silliman took a more restrained path. Scientific language may have lent his 
arguments authority, but it was futile to use scientific ideas or innovations, in a more literal sense, 
to advance the antislavery cause. Too much was riding on it. Building up the nation’s scientific 
culture required the kind of financial support slaveholders’ wealth made possible. Instead, he 
would rebuke radical abolitionists for what he considered was a feigned high moralism, as if they 
were not themselves deeply implicated in the institution. Do not forget, he chastised these new 
radicals, “the slave trade, for the supply of the South, was carried on by too many persons in the 
North.”967   
Silliman’s defense of colonization was not only influenced by the wrenching divisions 
within the antislavery movement. Also critical was his continued reliance on slaveholding federal 
officials. Nothing epitomized this better than federal commission he received in 1831, for a report 
on ways to improve the nation’s sugar industry. The Secretary of the Treasury, Louis Maclean 
“desired me to take charge” of the investigation, Silliman wrote in his journal; and over the 
following two years, Silliman worked closely with his protégé, Yale’s natural history professor 
Charles Upham Shepard, who went on frequent trips throughout the South to investigate its sugar 
plantations.968 Silliman also enlisted other members of Yale’s science faculty to help him inspect 
northern sugar refiners, in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Salem. Yale’s president and Silliman’s 
close friend, Jeremiah Day, closely involved himself in the project as well, getting trustee approval 
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to reimburse Shepard “any moneys which may be due” during his southern trips.969  The 
government paid Silliman directly the hefty sum of $1,200.970 Indeed, though hardly mentioned 
by Silliman’s biographers, few instances better illustrate the links between science and slavery in 
the early republic, and how these links pushed men like Silliman to compromise their antislavery 
views.  
Not many southern planters grew sugar at the start of the nineteenth century. But two 
factors helped spark an interest in the 1820s: the North’s growing labor force, which relied on 
sugar as a diet staple, and the unsure future of slavery in the Caribbean, which created an 
opportunity for risk-taking American planters.971 Between 1827 and 1831, the number of sugar 
estates in Louisiana, the nation’s main sugar planation region, more than doubled, from 308 
plantations to 691.972  Contrary to what historians once believed, planters were in fact eager to 
adapt the latest technologies and scientific knowledge to improve their profit margin.973 And the 
federal commission Silliman received perfectly reflected that desire.  
The sugar commission also reflected the difficult position antislavery scientific men like 
Silliman often found themselves in. Silliman was being asked to directly aid an industry he knew 
depended on slave labor. Yet the added prestige such a commission would bring to Yale, its 
scientific faculty, and science writ large was unmistakable. When he delivered his report in 1833, 																																																								
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he was invited to the White House to dine with Andrew Jackson, now president. Silliman recorded 
in his journal how he told Jackson that, upon his next visit to New Haven, he would show him “the 
Colleges, which he said he should be very happy to see.”974 But Silliman also fretted, during the 
two-year investigation itself, about the way slavery hung over the entire project. Silliman’s 
unpublished letters to Shepard, written while he visited various plantations in 1832 and 1833, 
reveal Silliman struggling with the moral implications of the commission. The detailed list of 
questions he gave Shepard to investigate on each and every plantation include not only strictly 
technical, scientific questions—“do they use any alkali” during processing?; “do they use 
thermometers?”; “let no improvement which they are willing to communicate escape you”—but 
also moral ones.975 “The slaves on the sugar estates—do they appear hard worked, dispirited, and 
oppressed?976 Then, in a parenthetical sotto voce: “(Open your eyes and ears to every fact 
connected with the actual condition of slavery everywhere—but do not talk about it—hear and see 
everything but say little.)”977 
Shepard dutifully followed Silliman’s orders. The planters Shepard corresponded with 
after his visits demonstrate how eager sugar planters were to adopt the latest scientific and 
technological ideas. “I could talk to you forever on the improve[ment] of Sugar,” one New Orleans 
planter wrote Shepard, on March 3, 1833, now back at Yale.978 He hoped Shepard would quickly 
send down “some able chemist…to investigate the properties of our cane juice” further, adding 
that he “subscribed to no nostrum or discovery without knowing its basis.”979  Another planter 
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thanked him for “leaving me your chemical Book” and hoped “god willing we shall meet early 
next fall if your business or affairs will permit you to leave the north.”980 Shepard also received at 
least one detailed response about the treatment of slaves. Stephen Henderson, one of Louisiana’s 
largest sugar plantation owners, reported back on everything from the number of slaves he owned 
and how child-bearing decreased an enslaved mother’s productivity, to the amount of rest, garden 
space and food he allotted each slave. “A woman does no hard work for 6 weeks before and 6 
weeks after her confinement,” Henderson reported.981 “At 65 negroes are of no further value.”982 
He also calculated that, on average, a slave’s price decreased “from 3 to 5 percent annually.”983 In 
his opinion, this was caused by their “habit of eating earth,” and by implication, not the healthy 
diet of corn, rice and chicken he allowed them to grow and eat themselves.984 
What Silliman might have made of this information is impossible to say. His subsequent 
letters to Shepard are silent on the matter, and the only reaction he left must be discerned by reading 
the final report he published in 1833.985 Titled Manual on the Cultivation of Sugar Cane, the 126-
page report is remarkable for the total absence of any mention of slave labor. In his overview of 
the planting process, Silliman adopts a number of rhetorical strategies to avoid the obvious reality 
that slaves were doing all the work. He attributes the initial clearing, cutting and damming of the 
plantation grounds to “the planter,” not the slave: “the planter often intersects the heads...” 986  
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When the fact of slave labor becomes unavoidable, he adopts the slaveholder’s euphemisms: “the 
force,” he calls slave labor, or “hands.”987 The omission is more glaring still in light of his detailed 
descriptions of wage laborers working in northern refineries. Silliman describes everything from 
the monthly wages, housing conditions, and “patient and skillful care” of the mostly German 
refiners, and goes out of his way to praise their sobriety, trustworthiness, and “good judgment.”988 
A generous reading might discern an indirect attack on slavery, with Silliman meaning to imply 
that wage labor makes for a more reliable worker. But more likely is that Silliman simply knew 
that any mention of slaves, even by name, would offend the very people he was now trying to help. 
At the core of Silliman’s report were his recommendations for improvement. Silliman 
lightly chastised both planters in the South, and refiners in the North, for their reluctance to adopt 
the most important new technologies: steam engines and vacuum-pan evaporation. Only 240 of 
Louisiana’s 691 sugar estates used steam-powered mills to grind down the raw sugar cane, 
choosing instead to rely on antiquated animal-powered mills, he noted.989 Meanwhile, “all the 
refineries except three” refused to adopt the vacuum-pan evaporation.990 Vacuum-pan evaporation 
was invented in 1813 by the British chemist and Royal Society member, Edward Charles Howard, 
and helped transform sugar production.991 The method gradually replaced open-kettle evaporation, 
which, by relying on open-air furnaces, was dangerous, wasteful and resulted in a brown sticky 
mass riddled with impurities. By contrast, vacuum evaporation relied on steam and expensive 
metal drums, thermometers and air-pumps; the result was a fine-grained and reliably white sugar 
crystal, or, as Silliman put it, sugar that was “remarkably pure and [had a] delicate sweetness.”992  																																																								
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Silliman had an opportunity to tout the ways these new technologies might, in theory, 
reduce the need for slave labor. For decades, abolitionists like Priestley, Darwin and Rush, and 
even Silliman’s contemporary abolitionists in Britain, made a point of emphasizing technology’s 
potential to lessen the need for slaves. But Silliman studiously avoided making similar claims. To 
be sure, Silliman highlighted the many cost-cutting, labor-saving advantages these new 
technologies might bring. Howard’s vacuum-pan, for instance, resulted in “a great saving of time”; 
was “economical”; saved “considerable labor”; and diminished “the danger from fire.”993 But he 
framed all of this solely in terms of the economic profits it would bring to planters and refiners, 
not once mentioning its potential antislavery benefits. Similarly, Silliman hemmed himself in when 
he mentioned alternatives to sugar cane. Near the end of the report, Silliman suggested in passing 
that northerners might consider growing maple trees and possibly beets as alternatives to sugar 
cane. “It would be a great national loss if our maple forests—now rapidly disappearing—should 
be finally extirpated,” he wrote.994 Silliman undoubtedly knew that advocating either maple or 
beet-based sugar carried a potential antislavery argument. The loss of Haiti in part led Napoleon 
to divest from West Indian sugar and instead focus on domestic beet production, a fact Silliman’s 
report cited in a footnote, though without mentioning the slavery component.995 In 1820, Silliman 
published an article in his journal that advocated maple trees for sugar and explicitly cited 
Benjamin Rush’s own article, years earlier, boosting maple’s ability to reduce “the quantity of 
human suffering.”996   
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But rather than discuss potential antislavery implications, Silliman focused on the utility 
of science to national profits alone. Everywhere he could, he argued that investing in the newest 
technologies and applying the latest chemical knowledge would make sugar production more 
profitable. The best refinery in New York “is worked by a steam engine,” he wrote.997  “The 
greatest improvements of modern times, perhaps the great that has ever been made in the 
manufacture of sugar,” he wrote elsewhere, “is the introduction of steam and vacuum process into 
the plantations.”998 But a survey of American plantations, he rued, revealed that “the account given 
nearly forty years ago, by Bryan Edwards, the celebrated historian of the West Indies, is, 
substantially, a statement of what happens to this hour.”999 
In truth, the two main technologies Silliman advocated, steam engines and vacuum-pan 
evaporation, were still prohibitively expensive. Silliman dutifully registered planters’ complaints 
about the price, but concluded they were essential anyway.1000 Not until the mid-1840s did 
modifications to the steam engine and vacuum-pan process cut costs enough to justify the 
investment.1001 Even then, it was obvious that these new technologies only increased planters’ 
hunger for slaves. The number of slaves cultivating sugar in Louisiana nearly doubled between 
1830 and 1844, from 36,000 to 65,000; the number of sugar plantations soared: from 691 in 1831 
to 1,536 in the early 1850s.1002 But Silliman’s report was not the place for a more honest 
assessment. For him, it provided an opportunity to advertise the strength of the sciences, 
particularly at Yale. From a “few minerals...in the drawers of the old Museum at Yale,” the 
university now had the most impressive mineralogical collection in the nation.1003 Its science 																																																								
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faculty, too, was ever expanding, and he would proudly highlight their contribution to the sugar 
report. It was based not only on his own investigations and Shepard’s, but also “Mr. O.B. 
Hubbard,” his “science and practical assistant in the chemical department of Yale College.”1004 
Perhaps he even believed his report would sooth some of the sectional tensions that had now begun 
to divide the nation. In highlighting the interdependence of northern refineries and southern 
plantations, he suggested that north and south would equally gain from better-coordinated sugar 
production. He told northern refiners that, if southern planters also invested in refining technology, 
the costs of the machines would drop; in consequence, northerners could buy the new technology 
more cheaply. It would also give “the planter a fair chance of sharing, with the refiner, the profits 
that have been hitherto almost exclusively his.”1005 
Silliman’s report lays bare the ties between science and slavery in the early republic. But 
it is equally revealing for what it says about antislavery relationship’s to science. Silliman’s career 
suggests that building up the nation’s scientific institutions could force antislavery advocates to 
compromise their views. At a moment when many antislavery leaders began to distance 
themselves from the colonization movement, Silliman held firm. Caught between a scientific 
culture dependent on slaveholders and an abolitionist movement no longer willing to tolerate them, 
colonization offered Silliman a bridge to surmount the impasse.  
II. 
 In the effort to build up the nation’s scientific institutions, Silliman found a useful friend 
in William Maclure. Born to an affluent Scottish family in 1763, Maclure spent his early adult 
years selling slave-grown Virginian tobacco for one of London’s largest merchant firms, Miller, 
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Hart & Company.1006 The work made him extraordinarily wealthy, and in 1796 he left England for 
Philadelphia, where he quickly retired and shifted his attention to science. Maclure spent much of 
the following three decades years establishing himself as a geologist.1007 In 1820, while on a 
geological expedition in Europe, he sent Silliman a “cabinet of specimens containing all the rocks” 
he collected for the Gibbs’ Cabinet; in New Haven, Silliman recorded spending “several days with 
[Maclure] exploring our geology.”1008 Together he and Silliman played an outsized role growing 
the nation’s scientific institutions.1009 
 Maclure shared Silliman’s belief that promoting science was essential to securing the new 
republic. Both saw science as the embodiment of modern knowledge, and, as products of the 
Enlightenment, they felt the dissemination of scientific knowledge provided a bulwark against a 
tyrannical elite, which, in the past, had hoarded that knowledge to oppress the majority. But where 
Silliman, a Federalist, saw the federal government as already democratic, and therefore had little 
reservations stressing science’s utility to the national state, Maclure, a Republican, focused on the 
advantages science brought to the individual. Armed with the practical knowledge the sciences 
embodied, Maclure believed citizens would be able to improve themselves without the need of a 
strong central government to aid them. To strengthen the nation’s scientific culture, Maclure 
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became one of the nation’s most important patrons of scientific journals, schools and societies in 
the late 1810s and 1820s. In 1817, he donated hundreds of books and minerals, as well as a printing 
press, to the fledgling Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, an upstart rival to the more 
elite APS, which immediately named him president; two years later, he was named president of 
the newly established American Geological Society. But perhaps even more important was his 
effort to create a center for scientific research in the West. In 1825, he helped establish a short-
lived cooperative commune in New Harmony, Indiana, with the British labor reformer, Robert 
Owen. Rather quickly, however, it morphed into a hub for scientific research, functioning as a kind 
of social laboratory to test his theories about a science-based education, as a publisher for scientific 
books, and as a base-camp for western exploration.1010   
 While at New Harmony, Maclure came under the influence of a powerful new voice for 
reform, Frances Wright. Though she was more than thirty years younger than Maclure, the two 
had much in common. Both were born to wealthy families and both were British émigrés; both 
also viewed the United States as the living embodiment of everything Britain was not, but might 
yet be: a classless society, built upon egalitarian and republican principles. But unlike Maclure, 
Wright immediately realized the stain slavery made on this otherwise idyllic republican 
experiment. To rectify the problem, she devoted five years of her life, beginning in 1825, to 
creating a model plantation near Memphis, Tennessee, called Nashoba, about 400 miles south of 
New Harmony. Her plantation would give slaves the incentive of freedom, which she believed 
would encourage them to work harder to earn their owners a profit. Those profits would in turn be 
used to buy their freedom, as well as the cost of resettling them outside America’s borders. She 
billed her plan as the most rational yet: it would “demand no pecuniary sacrifice from existing-																																																								
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slaveholders,” she wrote in the newspaper Maclure created in the West, the New Harmony 
Gazette.1011 Moreover, she assured her readers that whites would not have to live with blacks once 
they were free: it was “indispensible, that emancipation be connected with colonization”— not to 
Liberia, she insisted, but instead to Haiti.1012    
 Between 1826 and 1828, Maclure and Wright worked closely together. Wright visited New 
Harmony often and adopted Maclure’s educational theories to her plantation. When Maclure 
visited Nashoba in 1826, he came away convinced that she had created “a masterpiece of Logical 
reasoning,” one that would convince slaveholders to gradually free their slaves without having to 
live alongside them once free.1013  Indeed, though seldom acknowledged, it was under Wright’s 
influence, more than anyone else, that Maclure became an outspoken abolitionist.  
 Appreciating the mutual influence Maclure and Wright had on each other reveals several 
important truths about the abolitionist campaign in these pivotal years. For one thing, it 
demonstrates the increasing role women played not only as foot-soldiers but as intellectual leaders 
within the movement. For another, it reveals how new ideas about education and the nature of 
human development—both deeply informed by scientific theory and practice—came to shape a 
new generation of elite abolitionists. Exploring Wright’s influence on Maclure’s antislavery 
activism also charts a direct path between Maclure’s support for colonization in places other than 
Liberia, and his implicit rejection of the American Colonization Society. Unlike many of 
Maclure’s scientific peers, from Benjamin Silliman to Thomas Jefferson, he never became 
involved with the ACS and would instead support Wright on her more radical scheme of resettling 
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slaves to Haiti. Yet Maclure and Wright’s abolitionist ideas also showcase the limits of an 
antislavery platform devised by foreign-born elites. As wealthy foreigners, they could afford to 
live wherever they chose; indeed, they spent long periods of time outside of United States despite 
claiming U.S. citizenship. As a result, they could project visionary schemes for emancipation 
without having to live with the practical difficulties of implementing them. Nor were their 
abolitionist ideas rooted solely, or even primarily, in their sympathy for enslaved men and women. 
For both of them, adopting the abolitionist cause provided them with a means to critique the social 
ills of British society: if they could rid America of this one stain, they believed, the early republic 
would prove itself a model for what Britain ought to become.1014     
  
 Few who knew Maclure early in his life would have described him as an abolitionist. He 
left no record of speaking out against slavery until meeting Wright in 1826, and never joined an 
abolitionist society, two facts that have led historians to read backwards from his later writings 
what his earlier views on slavery might have been.1015 To be sure, Maclure likely sympathized 
with abolitionism early on, given his close friendships with leading reform-minded Enlightenment 
thinkers. In the early 1790s, as a merchant for Miller, Hart & Company, he spent a significant 
amount of time in Paris, socializing with figures like the French naturalist, le Comte de Volney, 
and the American poet living abroad, Joel Barlow.1016 Enlightened reformers like Barlow fretted 
about slavery not for its effects on slaves, but for the threat it posed to the idea of an agrarian 
republic, a view Maclure would himself later adopt.1017  
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 To understand Maclure’s early reluctance to embrace abolitionism, it helps to understand 
his place within the scientific community at the time. When Maclure moved to Philadelphia in 
1796, he was seen as a businessman, not a man of science. But he quickly set about remaking his 
image. He began hosting salons in his Philadelphia home, inviting the leading scientific figures of 
the day, many of them visitors from abroad, like Volney and the Italian naturalist Giambattista 
Scandella, both of whom he housed.1018 At one dinner on March 1, 1798, the Polish poet Julian 
Niemcewicz recorded an “instructive and interesting” discussion about husbandry and agriculture, 
a conversation that “made the time fly by quickly.”1019 But if Maclure wanted to gain genuine 
scientific credibility, he needed to publish, and the most important person to that endeavor was 
Thomas Jefferson. Elected president of the American Philosophical Society in 1797, Jefferson 
would hold that position for the next eighteen years, making him a gatekeeper for the society’s 
journal, Transactions. Whatever Jefferson’s personal agonies over slavery, the pages of 
Transactions would see a noticeable downturn in antislavery-laced articles under his watch.1020  
 Maclure and Jefferson formed a close bond over science in those early years. Jefferson 
frequented Maclure’s salons, and when Maclure left for Europe in 1800, where he lived the next 
eight years, he continued to foster the relationship. Jefferson appointed Maclure to a commission 
to settle the claims of American sailors against French pirates, and Maclure used their political 
correspondence to exchange scientific information as well. In a letter to Jefferson written in 
November, 1801, Maclure gave a detailed report of the climate similarities between Europe and 
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the eastern states, sending along cabbage, turnip and beet seeds: they were “for you to make the 
experiment” on whether they grew well in Virginian soil, Maclure wrote. 1021  He wrapped the 
seeds in “an abstract of the Kantian Philosophie,” which, though much in fashion, neither he nor 
anyone else seemed to understand: “I neither comprehend it nor have met with any one that 
appeared capable of explaining it.” 1022 Jefferson would have found Maclure’s comment endearing. 
It perfectly reflected the disdain for high theory that scientific practitioners in the early republic 
prided themselves on. Throughout the early national period, American men of science cast theory 
and speculation as the embodiment of European elitism. By contrast, America’s scientific culture 
would emphasize, they argued, the primacy of fact, an epistemological stance sometimes called 
Baconianism.1023 By sticking to the facts and presenting them unfiltered in easily accessible 
journals, they hoped to create a scientific culture that mirrored and reinforced the egalitarian ethos 
of the early republic. They were self-consciously creating a “democracy of facts,” one where the 
collection, description and display of raw evidence would allow the people themselves to 
determine the truth, a belief that did not always match the reality.1024 
 Maclure appealed to Jefferson’s scientific curiosity in other revealing ways. When a 
scientific subject might carry antislavery implications, he studiously avoided bringing them up. In 
the same letter where he mocked the pretensions of Kantians, he described new tobacco growing 
methods in Germany. Since the American Revolution, Virginian planters had been trying to 
transition away from tobacco, associating it with a host of ills that were often linked together—
slavery, indebtedness to British merchants, soil exhaustion.1025 If there was any moment to make 																																																								
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an explicit case against slavery, this was it. But Maclure avoided the subject and instead stuck only 
to the facts. German farmers told him that, contrary to what Virginians believed, tobacco actually 
helped enrich the soil. They used it as a “pulse” crop, not a cash crop, meaning that if planted only 
periodically, tobacco could enrich the soil so that other more desirable crops could be grown in its 
stead. “Ive rather been of [the] oppinion that the common idea in Virginia of the Tobacco being 
an impoverishing crop” was false, he told Jefferson.1026  
 Perhaps Maclure hoped to nudge Jefferson further in his antislavery views, but if so, he 
showed remarkable restraint. Men of science with firmer antislavery commitments had no qualms 
reminding Jefferson about the antislavery potential of their scientific ideas. Benjamin Rush, 
writing to Jefferson in 1790, extolled maple tree farming mainly for its ability to wean Americans 
off slave-grown sugar: “I cannot help contemplating a sugar maple tree with a species of affection 
and even veneration,” Rush wrote to Jefferson, in a letter that Transactions republished in 1793, 
“for I have persuaded myself to behold in it the happy means of rendering the commerce and 
slavery of our African brethren ... unnecessary.”1027 Maclure would take no such risk. Having not 
yet achieved the scientific respect he desired, he avoided potentially offending the man he hoped 
would publish his work. In the burgeoning democracy of facts, it was wiser to stick only to the 
evidence and let the reader come to his own conclusions.  
 Maclure’s courtship worked. In 1809, the American Philosophical Society invited Maclure 
to deliver a paper on the geological survey of the United States he had conducted the previous 
year, and quickly published the finished paper. The published 1809 report was not only Maclure’s 
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first scientific publication: it was also the nation’s first comprehensive geological survey, a 
significant milestone in the nation’s scientific history. After its publication abroad in 1811, 
Maclure secured a measure of scientific respect.1028 But it is only when compared to the much 
lengthier, expanded version he published on his own, in 1817, that the first edition’s significance 
becomes clear.1029 The 1809 edition was a slight eighteen pages, compared to the 127-page 1817 
version; most importantly, it included none of the explicit political commentary that made the later 
version a more popular success. The 1809 Transactions version was written as a dry report 
detailing the main geological categories covering the nation’s surface.1030 Maclure used Abraham 
Werner’s classification system, which broke down the earth’s stata into four basic categories: a 
primitive class, representing the oldest layer, and also the least mineral-rich; a secondary class, 
which was younger and richer in mineral content; a transition class, spliced between the two and 
a mixture of both primary and secondary sediment; and an alluvial class, the kind of sandy, 
unproductive sediment found near coastlines.  
 But where Maclure’s 1809 report stuck only to description, the 1817 version veered deep 
into speculative territory. For instance, the 1809 version adopted Werner’s system with little 
comment, but the 1817 edition included an extended preface bemoaning the whole practice of 
“systemizing,” or the need to devise elaborate conceptual frameworks that, Maclure argued, 
wrongly prioritized theory over fact.1031 Maclure wrote that the “science of Geology” had, in 
Europe, been “confined to speculative theories on the origin and formation of the earth,” 
effectively hijacking the science from what its main purpose ought to be: collecting raw “data,” 
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which could then be put to “useful application.”1032 Maclure made a similar point in Silliman’s 
American Journal of Science a few years later, noting how unfortunate it was that so many talented 
young geologists were under the spell of the “Europeans” and their theorizing impulse.1033 He 
feared that geology had “scarcely got rid of the innumerable hypothetical suppositions” and 
continued to “warp and confuse the collection of facts, on which alone must rest all rational 
theories.”1034 Like Silliman, Maclure’s empirical focus was never about epistemology alone, 
however: it was about legitimizing American science by proving that it was more rigorous, open 
and democratic than the science being done in Europe.  
 Understanding the anti-European sentiment at the heart of Maclure’s geological writing is 
important for what it reveals about Maclure’s political commitments. He was as invested in 
critiquing Europe as he was in building up the United States. Though he proudly claimed himself 
an American and spent much time and money supporting its scientific institutions, he was 
unmarried and childless and therefore could, and did, spend long intervals abroad. The utopian 
settlement he eventually established in New Harmony, Indiana, was itself a second effort: it was 
only after he tried and failed to create a similar community in Spain in 1823 that he returned to the 
United States to try once more.1035 Maclure’s peripatetic habits would have repercussions for his 
antislavery work. In the years ahead, Maclure would come to see American slave labor as 
synonymous with European industrial labor, and the naïveté of his solutions would mirror his naïve 
grasp of the issue.  
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 Maclure’s anti-European views greatly influenced his understanding of America’s political 
problems. When he published the 1817 edition, remnants of the Federalist’s nationalistic and 
commercial agenda had gained appeal, even among southern Republicans like Calhoun. Dubbed 
the American System, the plan envisioned the federal government creating a national bank, raising 
taxes, and building a nation-wide network of canals, roads and bridges. Maclure was unimpressed, 
however, and remained committed to Jefferson’s increasingly quaint vision of a yeoman, agrarian 
republic, premised on a weak federal government. Whatever his professed disdain for theorizing, 
he dove headlong into speculation in order to attack the American System. He singled out the plan 
to build the Erie Canal, which would link New York to the Ohio River Valley, arguing that the 
vast distance would demand so much labor that it would not justify the cost: “so great a distance,” 
he wrote, “would make it an expensive undertaking,” one where even the projected profits from 
the increase in trade “would not pay one percent” of the cost to build it.1036   
 Maclure’s geological essay was not only an argument for limited government: it was an 
argument for westward expansion. For Maclure, the key axis dividing the nation’s geography did 
not run horizontally, across the Mason Dixon line, but vertically, up the spine of the Allegheny 
Mountains. The eastern half was dominated by primitive, alluvial and transitional rock, the kind 
that made for poor soil, he wrote. Even Georgia and South Carolina consisted “almost entirely of 
alluvial and primitive” strata—an odd assertion, given its obvious fertility.1037 In addition, the 
Atlantic Ocean exposed the eastern states to the constant fear of foreign invasion. He predicted 
that an elite cabal of politicians would learn to exploit these fears and drum up support for a large 
standing military and the taxes necessary to pay for it. As a result, he speculated, “the Atlantic 
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states” would be “liable to be governed by the few or the minority.”1038 By contrast, the lands west 
of the mountains had nature as a protective barrier. Removed from the ocean and shielded by the 
Allegheny Mountains, its geography “deprives the rulers even of an excuse of keeping either a 
fleet or army establishment,” both of which “always produced the ruin of free and equal 
representative government.”1039 The west also had the natural benefit of a more temperate climate 
and the greatest concentration of “secondary” sediment, giving it richer soil.  
 Maclure’s 1817 report was noteworthy for how explicitly it linked America’s democratic 
future to western expansion, and in clear scientific terms. But it was equally telling for what it left 
out—any direct discussion of slavery. To be sure, Maclure’s map contained a few ambiguous 
comments that could be read as subtle antislavery remarks. The one explicit mention he made of 
slaves came in his critique of the Erie Canal. He argued that in order for the Ohio River Valley’s 
agricultural production to cover the costs of building the canal, slave labor would be required to 
farm the region. In addition, “slave states,” he wrote, would have to provide them with foodstuffs, 
and even then, net profits from the whole ordeal “would be much smaller than most people are 
aware of.”1040 But this was hardly a full-throated attack on slavery. Maclure made no direct moral 
comment about slavery, and instead put the moral burden on his readers: if they could tolerate 
slave labor expanding into the west, including the Ohio region, where it had long been prohibited, 
that was their choice. Though he hinted disapproval, he would not judge.  
 One might also see a subtle antislavery message in his description of southern geology. 
Most of the region was made up of alluvial, transitional and primitive rock, none of them ideal for 
agriculture, he explained. But to see this as a rebuke of slavery per se would ignore the fact that 
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he described northern geology in much the same way. The percentage of each class of rock may 
have differed in each region, but the effect was exactly the same. The North’s predominantly 
primitive sediment “serves as a foundation for much of the sterile regions of the north,” he 
wrote.1041 Likewise, the South’s alluvial sediment, though technically rich in minerals, was 
counteracted by either the high quantity of sand and gravel mixed with it, or the soil’s sogginess, 
which made it “difficult to drain.”1042 The illustrated map included with the report made the 
message even clearer. The entire geographic mass east of the Allegheny Mountains was colored a 
wavy blend of pink, orange or yellow, each color signifying a different class of rock; west of the 
Allegheny Mountain was entirely blue. The eye immediately sees the point: America’s future lay 
out west, all open blue; to the east, north as well as south, the sun was setting.  
     A number of factors might explain Maclure’s absence from the antislavery debates prior to 
the 1820s. Though it requires a fair amount of speculation, given the limited sources, it seems 
reasonable to suggest that part of the explanation lies in his not being in the United States for long 
stretches of time. Living abroad, his attention may simply have been elsewhere. Another reason 
may be that the public debate over slavery had largely died down after the passage of the anti-slave 
trade bill in 1807. Even the nation’s leading abolitionist societies focused their attention not on 
public agitation but on enforcing the slave trade ban and protecting free blacks’ fragile position 
within northern states.1043 Only with the Missouri Crisis of 1819, when the debate over slavery’s 
westward expansion dominated political discourse, did public interest again peak.1044 
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 Yet we can also look to Maclure’s scientific work for part of the answer. After all, many 
people committed to the antislavery cause from its inception did not simply walk away after the 
slave trade ban. Never having joined in the first place, Maclure may have seen little point in 
identifying himself with abolitionists when he needed to rely on slaveholders to conduct his 
scientific research. For instance, similar to Silliman, Maclure relied extensively on slaveholder 
hospitality to conduct his geological expeditions. This was true for his expeditions through 
Virginia, Maryland, Georgia and Southern Carolina, and it was especially true for his expedition 
to the West Indies in the mid-1810s. Between 1815 and 1816 Maclure traveled throughout the 
Caribbean on a geological expedition, bringing in tow a rising French geologist and illustrator, 
Charles-Alexandre Lesueur, whom he met in Paris. Maclure published their work, Observations 
on the Geology of the West Indies, in 1817, in the journal he started for the Academy of Natural 
Sciences (one year later, Silliman published it in his own American Journal of Science).1045 
Though the West Indies report came out at roughly the same time as the expanded United States 
geological survey, the West Indies essay conspicuously avoided politics. Maclure’s Baconianism, 
his professed allegiance to “the facts” alone, now became a useful alibi for him to avoid sensitive 
issues. The purpose of his West Indies essay, Maclure wrote, was simply to collect geological facts 
that would eventually help answer the question of how the earth formed. “Speculations, beyond 
what we actually know” were meaningless, he insisted, unless all the facts were known first.1046  
 Comparing the published report to Maclure’s unpublished journal from the expedition 
suggests that he knew controversy might greet him if he stepped out of line. But the controversy 
here was not the scientific one, about the earth’s creation, but the more straightforwardly political 
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one, about slavery. Maclure’s journal reveals a telling detail that he excised from the published 
report. In his journal, he recorded a man describing a recent volcanic eruption in which “30 negroes 
on Mr. Grants plantation were burned in their houses or scalded to death by the liquid mud and 
boiling water.”1047  The volcano’s activity was an important fact and included in the published 
essay, since it helped establish that the islands were created from volcanoes, a detail useful to 
Vulcanists. But despite Maclure’s private interest in the human story—30 slaves being burned to 
death—he cut it from the report. Perhaps he felt including it would have been a distraction, inviting 
attention to a political controversy he had till then been avoiding. At a moment when he was still 
establishing his scientific reputation, he would not allow the politics of slavery to get in the way. 
 
 Maclure’s conversion to the abolitionist cause came in 1826. That year, he met the radical 
young feminist and abolitionist Frances Wright. Connecting them was a wealthy cotton 
manufacturer turned social reformer, Robert Owen, who had begun an international campaign 
against the exploitation of the manufacturing working classes. In 1813, Owen applied utilitarian 
economic theory to the organization of his Scottish cotton factory, New Lanark, promoting it as a 
model for humane, equitable and profitable industrial management. Despite partial success—
increased wages, cleaner working conditions—he failed to win Parliament’s support to fund him 
as he tried to expand his model to Ireland in 1823. Frustrated, he turned to the United States, 
embarking on a speaking tour throughout the country the following year.1048 Wright met Owen in 
the United States while on her own U.S. visit. Born in Scotland in 1795, she was part of a new 
generation of well-born, reform-minded thinkers who used the United States as a model to critique 
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the social and political system at home. Having imbibed the work of Mary Wollstonecraft, Thomas 
Paine, and others, she began publishing plays and essays in her early twenties, often depicting the 
United States as a modern Athens, the epitome of enlightened democracy. 1049 Upon returning to 
Britain after her first visit to the United States in 1819-20, she wrote to her friends Julia and Harriet 
Garnett, who hosted her, about how meek Britain looked by comparison: “England had once public 
spirit, she had dignity, she had, to a certain degree, freedom, —where is all this now?” she wrote, 
in October 1820. “Class is opposed to class, the higher detest & despise the lower, & the lower 
detest & envy the higher.”1050 
 But one thing troubled her: slavery. She noted disapproval after that initial visit, telling the 
Garnett’s that she only wished the South would “follow [the North’s] example” of freeing its 
slaves.1051 But it was not until her second U.S. visit, in 1824, after which she established permanent 
residence, that she committed herself wholeheartedly to abolitionism. That year, she accompanied 
the aging Marquis de Lafayette, who supported her writing and briefly housed her in Paris, on his 
valedictory tour through the United States.1052 Witnessing slavery firsthand, she rebuked the 
institution in even stronger terms. In a letter to Garnett in early 1825, Wright emphasized how 
slavery undermined the legitimacy of American democracy: “This plague spot so soils the beauty 
of the robe of American liberty that I often turn in disgust from the freest country in the world,” 
she wrote.1053 
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  Both Lafayette and Jefferson were important influences. Decades earlier, Lafayette 
embraced colonization as the only viable means for emancipation, and spent years trying to set up 
his own model free black settlement. After serving in the War of Independence, Lafayette came 
away convinced of abolitionism’s necessity, in part due to James Armistead, a Virginia slave who 
provided him with crucial reconnaissance during the war.1054 As soon as the war ended, Lafayette 
tried to enlist George Washington to “Unite in Purchasing a small Estate Where We May try the 
Experiment to free the Negroes,” perhaps somewhere along the western frontier.1055 “If it Be a 
Wild scheme,” Lafayette continued, in a letter of February 1783, “I Had Rather Be Mad that Way, 
than to Be thought Wise on the other tack.”1056 But Washington gave only verbal support, and 
Lafayette decided to go it alone, purchasing a plantation in French-controlled Cayenne, today 
French Guiana, on the northern edge of South America, in 1785. When Napoleon reestablished 
slavery in 1802, a despondent Lafayette felt the cause hopeless, and sold the colony along with its 
slaves. But he did not give up on the idea of colonization.1057 During his tour of the United States 
in 1824, he got another chance. With Frances Wright travelling with him, Congress granted 
Lafayette 20,000 acres of new Florida land, which he briefly considered turning into a free black 
colony. The timing seemed perfect. The Missouri Compromise, coupled with Denmark Vesey’s 
conspiracy in 1822, made planters, particularly in the Upper South, more anxious than ever to find 
a solution to slavery. Newly emboldened, the American Colonization Society, with aid from the 
U.S. Navy, seized land in West Africa at gunpoint, creating Liberia in 1821. When Lafayette 
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arrived in the U.S. two years later, the ACS welcomed him with open arms, giving him the office 
of “perpetual vice-presidency.”1058 
 Jefferson shaped Wright’s views as well. Wright had begun corresponding with him during 
her first visit, in 1820, and Lafayette reminded him how much she admired him upon their return: 
“You and I are the two men in the World the Esteem of Whom She values most,” he wrote 
Jefferson in October of 1824.1059 When she began to think about creating an experimental colony 
that year, she indicated to Garnett that Jefferson’s support for colonization was critical. Jefferson 
was “anxious” that “some steps...preparatory to the abolition of slavery” be taken soon, Wright 
told her; his own colonization plan, “sketched in the Notes”—Notes on the State of Virginia—
argued that black removal was critical to any emancipation scheme, and was, she implied, a 
promising indication of enlightened planters’ willingness to free their slaves.1060 In the summer of 
1825, with her own plan now taking shape, she asked Jefferson for his approval: “I feel very 
anxious for your opinion,” she wrote. “Since my interesting visit to Monticello” she had been 
“engrossed by this one object”—slavery—which “alone defaces the beauty of this proud citadel 
of human liberty.”1061  
 But it is an indication of Wright’s independence that she did not back the obvious 
colonization project, Liberia. Instead, she left all options open. Jefferson and Lafayette’s influence 
are well known, but rarely mentioned is another source that likely pushed her away from Liberia. 
In 1824, Haiti’s president, Jean-Pierre Boyer, revived a campaign to recruit free African 
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Americans to the island. Boyer hoped to secure formal diplomatic recognition from the United 
States by turning Haiti into model free black republic. With Liberia barely established, Boyer 
hoped more independently-minded black and white abolitionists would see that only a country 
firmly controlled by blacks could bring about racial equality.1062 In the fall of 1824, Wright met 
personally with Boyer’s emigration emissary to the United States, Jonathas Granville, while in 
Philadelphia, and she came away convinced that Haiti, not Liberia, was the better option. “The 
near vicinity of Hayti,” Wright wrote Garnett after meeting with Granville, afforded “a safe & 
convenient haven for the black population of the US,” with the added incentive that “its President,” 
Boyer, offered “to advance money for its transportation.”1063 
 If Boyer’s emigration plan helped convince Wright that Haiti was a more viable destination 
for freed slaves, she remained hazy about what an actual emancipation scheme would look like. 
She found a useful model in 1825, however, when she went to visit the colony that Owen and 
Maclure were building in New Harmony, Indiana. In January 1825, Robert Owen purchased a 
town inhabited by roughly 1,000 religious German settlers in New Harmony, Indiana.1064  Owen 
had taken the radical step of promising all its residents an equal share in the settlement’s profits, 
creating a co-operative model of labor and ownership that would soon influence Karl Marx. 
Equally crucial to Owen’s experimental colony was secular, empirical-based education. Though 
often made out to be a radical egalitarian, Owen not did believe that either his educational or co-
operative ideas would eliminate social distinctions; rather, he wanted to make workers more 
efficient, content and moral so that they could participate more fully within the existing social 
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structure. In addition, though he believed workers ought to have full political rights—the franchise, 
most importantly—he believed they needed to be prepared for it first.1065 
Perhaps it was inevitable that Wright would find much to admire in Owen’s ideas. Though 
Owen refused to allow free blacks into his colony and even defended slavery in an 1829 lecture in 
Cincinnati—“their condition, in a great many respects, is much preferred to...a large majority of 
the working class”—his emphasis on lifting up the dispossessed through education and rational 
management had obvious appeal to reformed-minded elites like her.1066 After visiting Owen at 
New Harmony in 1825, she realized his colony model could be adapted to a plantation: “When I 
first visited [New Harmony],” she wrote Julia Garnett, soon after visiting New Harmony, “a vague 
idea crossed me that there was something in the system of united labor...which might be rendered 
subservient to the emancipation of the South.”1067 By the end of the year, she used money she had 
recently inherited to purchase a few hundred acres fifteen miles west of Memphis, Tennessee, for 
her own experimental planation, which she named Nashoba. With her younger sister Camilla she 
also purchased eight slaves ranging in price from $500 to $1,500—Willis, Jacob, Grandison, 
Henry, and Redick, the men; Nelly, Peggy and Kitty, the women. At least three more were donated 
gratis by a South Carolina well-wisher.1068 
 Wright’s first published plan for Nashoba displayed all the hallmarks of these earlier 
influences. Published in the Maclure-funded New Harmony Gazette in October 1, 1825, Wright’s 
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essay focused almost exclusively on appealing to “benevolent masters.”1069 She believed Jefferson, 
and men like him, could be persuaded to give up their slaves if “it demand[ed] no pecuniary 
sacrifice.”1070 It was also “indispensible that emancipation be connected with colonization,” 
another explicit capitulation to slaveholders.1071 But unlike Jefferson and likeminded slaveholders, 
she refused to endorse Liberia as the final site of removal. Many destinations should be considered: 
“Independent of Hayti,” she wrote, there was also “the Mexican territory of Texas...and a fine 
region beyond the rocky mountains, within the jurisdiction of the United States.”1072 Though 
swayed by an older generation, she retained her fierce independence. Wright was not free of their 
paternalism, however. Her initial plan reflected a shared belief that slaves needed to be re-educated 
in a “school of industry,” since slavery made them lazy. In addition to teaching them industrious 
habits, she offered “the prospect of liberty, together with the liberty and education of their 
children” which would further motivate them. Last, she would adapt the “co-operative labor” 
model used by Owen at New Harmony, speeding up the time to emancipation. A major part the 
plan’s allure was its appeal to scientific management theories, a hallmark of Enlightenment 
thought. Ever since Adam Smith explained the principles of division of labor through the model 
pin factory he described in Wealth of Nations (1776), industrial managers could cast the strict 
control of their workers not as a form of coercion but as a model of enlightened management that 
naturally increased productivity, wealth and happiness.1073  
 The appeal of Wright’s Nashoba plan was enhanced by her detailed calculations. Included 
in her essay was a table calculating the time it would take to emancipate the United States’ two 
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million slaves. If she started with 100 slaves and no one else helped, she would meet her goal in 
85 years, she estimated. She reasoned it would take five years for each slave to be able to buy back 
their purchasing price, projected at $500 each, in addition to the cost of transporting them to a 
colony once free, as well as the price of two more new slaves brought in to replace them. Wright 
did not think the 85-year process of emancipation, which meant that slavery would have existed 
in the U.S. until 1910, was the real goal; as she wrote, her calculation “is only presented to evince 
the general redeeming power of labor, if all its earnings be preserved and applied to one 
purpose.”1074 What is important is what the table did for her argument: it showed how the principles 
of scientific management, embellished with an impressive chart, could be mobilized to enhance 
colonization’s appeal. 
 The initial results of Wright’s Nashoba experiment proved wanting. By the summer of 
1826, several of the enslaved men and women caught malaria, as did Wright and her sister, 
Camilla. Hemorrhaged money, Wright invested another $10,000 of her inheritance just to keep 
everyone fed, clothed and housed.1075 But once she recovered, she was determined to salvage the 
project and now turned to William Maclure for guidance. Wright met Maclure earlier that year, on 
one of her visits to New Harmony. Maclure arrived at New Harmony in January 1826, after Owen 
enlisted him to run the educational arm of the settlement. Maclure’s educational plan would come 
to define New Harmony well after Owen’s co-operative labor model failed. And it was this 
educational model that Wright would turn to as she strove to re-order her plantation. 
 Maclure had little interest in the co-operative element of Owen’s settlement. But he 
realized he could use Owen’s scheme to establish a new type of school, based on the ideas of the 
Swish educational reformer, Johan Heinrich Pestalozzi. Pestalozzi believed children learned 																																																								
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primarily through the senses. They would best learn how to think abstractly if exposed to tactile 
experiences first—touching wooden blocks, seeing real trees, birds, fish; language and thought 
would naturally follow. The concept had obvious appeal to Maclure, given his affinity to 
Baconianism and its prioritizing of fact before theory, observation before idea. Pestalozzi also 
advocated for children to learn at their own pace, not according to their age, and rejected rote 
memorization. Equally important, Pestalozzi prohibited any form of abuse, particularly since 
children were deeply impressionable and would forever show its marks. Maclure saw a 
Pestalozzian school firsthand in a Paris orphanage years earlier, and had taken one of its teachers, 
Joseph Neef, back to Philadelphia to start a Pestalozzian school there. When he arrived at New 
Harmony, he brought with him another Pestalozzian educator, Marie Duclos Fretageot, to help 
him implement his plan.1076 
 Though Maclure educational ideas were rooted in Pestalozzi’s, Maclure made a few 
important alterations of his own. First, students would be trained in a practical trade alongside 
more traditional subjects. Second, and most importantly, scientific subjects would be at the center 
of his curriculum. He created an adult education program of free lecturers, requiring the men of 
science he brought with him to New Harmony—they dubbed the steamship they travelled on to 
the colony the “Boatload of Knowledge”—to give regular lectures in their areas of expertise: 
Lesueur on zoology and natural history drawing; Thomas Say on natural history; Gerard Troost on 
chemistry, mineralogy and mathematics.1077 The children’s curriculum also placed the natural 
sciences at its center. Explaining his theories in the New Harmony Gazette in 1828, Maclure wrote 
that natural history, with its emphasis on careful observation, was a natural ally to Pestalozzian 
theory: “Natural history, ought perhaps to be the foundation on which instruction is bottomed,” he 																																																								
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wrote, “consisting of simple ideas obtained by the direct exercise of the senses.”1078  Similarly, 
mineralogy’s emphasis on detailed observation would help pique children’s curiosity. He even 
insisted that no fancy cabinets were necessary, taking a swipe at the elitism reflected in the 
expensive mineralogy cabinets that he helped Silliman build. Each student ought to collect a 
cabinet of minerals “themselves,” since expensive cabinets were, in reality, “of no practical use” 
and would eventually “vanish like smoke.”1079  
 The science element of Maclure’s curriculum was a major selling point. When he promoted 
his school to parents in the East, he stressed its rigorous scientific content. In 1826, Silliman 
published a copy of “Maclure’s Outline, Or Course of Study, for the New Harmony Schools” in 
his American Journal of Science, helping him promote the school.1080  Students would be given 
the latest technologies to aid them in learning of mathematics and mechanics, Maclure wrote: “The 
children are to learn mechanism”—mechanics—“by machines, or exact models of them.”1081 For 
arithmetic, they would be given “a machine called the arithmemoeter”; for geometry, “a machine 
called the trigonometry”—“by which the most useful propositions of Euclid are reduced to the 
comprehension of a child five or six years old.”1082 On it went: natural history would be taught 
only with real natural objects; anatomy “by skeletons and wax figures”; geography with 
“globes.”1083 Maclure even tried to get Silliman to send his own son to the New Harmony school, 
but he “politely declined,” Silliman wrote in his journal.1084 
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 When Maclure met Wright in the spring of 1826, he asked if she would help Marie 
Fretageot lead his school.1085 Though she declined, his ideas deeply impressed her. 
“McClure...possesses one of the soundest heads I have met with,” Wright told Julia Garnett in 
December 1826.1086 In the winter of 1826-27, Wright radically revised how her plantation would 
be run, with Owen’s management theories now playing an even larger role. But less appreciated 
is the central role she also gave to Maclure’s educational model. Publishing parts of the revised 
scheme in the abolitionist paper, Genius of Universal Emancipation, where a young William Lloyd 
Garrison would soon find work, Wright wrote that a “school for coloured children” would be a 
“principal part of the plan.”1087 Slaveholders were encouraged to send only enslaved children, 
without their parents, since otherwise they would absorb their parents’ negative influence. She also 
told planters that they would be paid back in installments as the profits of the settlement grew. If 
profits proved less than stellar, the enslaved children would “be retained till the age of twenty-
three or twenty-five.”1088  
 But it was a telling sign of Wright’s detachment from the lived experience of most 
Americans, black and white, that she adamantly rejected religious instruction in the school. Like 
Maclure, she saw religion as a smoke-screen that blinded its believers, especially the downtrodden, 
from fully grasping their reality. Indeed, Maclure’s insistence on a strictly secular, science-based 
education was a great part of its appeal to Wright.1089 In her new plan, she even rejected working 
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with well-established antislavery organizations, insisting that they were more interested in finding 
new souls to convert than the genuine “moral instruction of human beings.”1090 With religious 
fervor peaking amidst the Second Great Awakening, and the church becoming a central force 
within free black communities, Wright made a revealing choice. At precisely the moment when 
religion began to play a greater role in the abolitionist movement, Wright turned her back on it: 
for her, a secularized version of science (which science often was not) became the only true path 
toward emancipation. 
 Maclure’s influence on Wright is often remarked upon, but less so is Wright’s influence 
on Maclure.1091 Yet no one played a more important role in turning Maclure into an abolitionist. 
Prior to meeting Wright at New Harmony, Maclure made no public comments against slavery. But 
afterwards he increasingly inserted himself into the antislavery debates. By the end of 1826, unable 
to afford Nashoba any longer, Wright gave legal ownership of Nashoba to Maclure, Lafayette, and 
a few others.1092 As Maclure’s involvement with Nashoba increased, so did his antislavery 
convictions. When he visited Nashoba in December of 1826, he wrote back to Marie Fretageot 
that he was “astonished at the order and good conduct of the Negroes.”1093 The “oeconomy, 
cleanliness, tranquility...introduced in so short a time amongst the slaves” delighted him, later 
telling Fretageot that Wright’s general plan was “a master piece of Logical reasoning.”1094 A year 
later, Maclure promised to start his own free black colony. In 1827, he wrote into his will that one-
third of all his wealth should be given to “establishing, maintaining, and supporting a colony of 
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free coloured People on the lands in the vicinity of New Harmony.”1095 Skeptical of the ability of 
men to run the project, he named “said Marie Duclos Fretageot and Frances Wright” its 
directors.1096 The colony, dubbed New Hope, never came into being, but it marked a turning point. 
Maclure not only transformed himself into an abolitionist, he also implicitly rejected the ACS’s 
Liberia scheme. It was a significant step, demonstrating the growing distance between himself and 
men of his pedigree (Silliman, Jefferson), who tended to support the ACS, and one that evinced 
Wright’s guiding hand. 
 But Maclure never shed all his older views. Like Franklin before him, Maclure showed less 
concern with slavery’s effect on blacks than its negative effect on whites. In one of his early essays 
against slavery, “Effects of Slavery on the Education of Free Children,” published the New 
Harmony Gazette in January 1828, he argued that white children raised by enslaved nannies and 
surrounded by enslaved children showed all the signs of the slave’s degradation. “The language of 
children ... where negroes are the nurses and servants, is sufficient proof,” he wrote, though he 
added that “the character” of white children suffered too.1097 The character of white children 
showed all the qualities of slaves: “abject submission, cringing flattery, and low, artful 
cunning.”1098 Maclure’s educational theories provided a useful framework for him to understand 
the problem of slavery. As Pestalozzi had taught, nothing was more important than those early 
years of childhood development. Expose the “infant minds” of white children to “the vices and 
propensities [of] slaves,” Maclure wrote in faint echoes of Pestalozzi, and they might never 
recover.1099  
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 In another essay, “Fear, A Concomitant of Slavery,” published in 1829, Maclure used 
chattel slavery to critique political tyranny more broadly.1100 Drawing again on Pestalozzi, he 
argued that the submissiveness of slaves, like that of animals, proved that if one was ruled by fear 
any form of oppression would last indefinitely. Control a slave by fear, “and you can mold him 
into any form you please.”1101 By extension, “make a nation afraid, and the rulers can have full use 
of the persons and property of the people.”1102 By this point, Maclure began to devise his own 
political philosophy, arguing that knowledge and property were the two essential checks on 
excessive power. Moreover, all societies, he argued, could be divided into “two great classes”: the 
“productive class” and the “nonproductive class.”1103 In his essay on fear, he deployed this 
philosophy to argue that knowledge—education—was the first antidote needed to overturn any 
unequal set of relations. “Knowledge of the reality dissipates the fear, and converts the craven 
passion into moral courage.”1104 Or as he put it elsewhere, in an ode to the Scientific Revolution 
icon Francis Bacon, “KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.”1105 
 Maclure’s emphasis on the harm slavery caused to white society and democratic 
government echoed the earlier abolitionist generation. He would sound even more like them in the 
explicit scientific case he made against slavery. In “The Effects Produced by Climate, on Different 
Forms of Government,” published in 1826, he returned to the climatic theory of political and social 
development, one Benjamin Rush was particularly fond of.1106 Maclure argued that regions closer 
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to the equator were naturally predisposed to slave labor as well as political tyranny. The climate 
and soil of these regions were naturally more productive, and thus made their inhabitants lazier. 
The “thoughtless inhabitants” of tropical latitudes were, in turn, easily exploited by “tyrants and 
masters.”1107 He then used Africa “as an example.” Not only was tyranny rampant, but so was 
“slavery, with all its most degrading, and horrible features.”1108 By contrast, he argued that 
America’s northern latitude and more temperate climate made slavery and tyranny unnatural to its 
environment. 
 It is easy to mistake Maclure and Wright’s antislavery views as presaging the radical turn 
the antislavery movement would soon take. Their rejection of Liberia, coupled with their growing 
political radicalism in other arenas—women’s equality, working class liberation, universal 
suffrage—certainly point in a bolder direction. But they are better understood as legatees of the 
earlier, cautious antislavery generation, one that found so many scientific supporters. Like the 
scientifically-minded abolitionists before them, they fully believed that enlightened planters, or 
“benevolent masters,” could be convinced of liberating their slaves, especially when presented 
with rational, scientific arguments. In addition, they not only hoped scientific managerial and 
educational theories could be applied to Nashoba to hasten emancipation; they also turned to more 
straightforward scientific ideas, like climatic theory, to make their case. Like Maclure, Wright 
argued that Haiti and Mexico were particularly strong candidates for black colonies because each 
had “a climate suited to the complexion of the negro race.”1109 
 By the mid-1827, Nashoba’s future looked grim. Far from motivating her slaves, the 
scientific management and educational policies Wright and Maclure implemented, especially after 
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1826, only made the settlement’s enslaved residents more miserable. Wright brought in a few 
white overseers to act as both managers and instructors; in line with Maclure’s educational ideas, 
she continued to force enslaved children to live separately from their parents, over both the parents’ 
and children’s rejections.1110 Though they officially banned corporeal punishment, while Wright 
was away for a brief visit to Europe, she learned that one of the slaves was “to be punished by 
flogging.”1111  Then, in the summer of 1827, news got out that Wright’s sister, Camilla, approved 
of an interracial out-of-wedlock relationship occurring at Nashoba, a scandal that reverberated 
throughout the national press.1112  
 Wright would not go down without a fight. Her final public defense of Nashoba, 
“Explanatory Notes,” published in installments in early 1828, revealed much about her antislavery 
views.1113 She defended the interracial relationship by pointing out that it was only America’s 
racial prejudices that made it a problem: “the aristocracy of color is the particular vice of the 
country,” she wrote.1114  But as she went on, she unintentionally revealed how those biases had 
begun to affect her. She now viewed slaves as hopelessly ruined. Having been “raised under the 
benumbing influence of brutal slavery,” it was impossible for them to be “elevated to the level of 
society,” even after being taught the principles “of moral liberty and mutual cooperation.”1115 
Craftily, she turned Maclure’s educational ideas, once a basis of hope, into an explanation for 
failure: her slaves’ alleged inability to improve was not the fault of her management style but of 
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being raised under “brutal slavery.” Once a slave, always a slave. Like Maclure, Wright’s 
antislavery crusade was never just about slavery. For her, it became a means to promote women’s 
equality. “Explanatory Notes,” in fact, marked Wright’s first public critique of marriage, seeing it 
as one of the chief obstacles to women’s full independence.1116 “Matrimonial law,” she argued, 
was its own kind of “tyranny.”1117 It forced wives to submit to their husbands, suppressed both 
party’s natural sexual appetites, and turned children borne out of wedlock into social pariahs.1118  
Indeed, what made “Explanatory Notes” so incendiary was less that she railed against one of 
America’s great taboos—interracial relationships, or “amalgamation”—than that she defended 
out-of-wedlock sex.1119  
When Wright sent Maclure the rough draft, the marriage critique seemed to electrify him 
more than the defense of interracial sex. Marriage was “a priests trap,” he wrote to Fretageot 
immediately after reading the essay, instructing her to print it in the New Harmony Gazette.1120 It 
subjects “mankind to [priests’] control at Birth, Death and Marriage.”1121 Given Wright and 
Maclure’s willingness to accommodate America’s racial prejudices—both insisted colonization be 
a part of any emancipation scheme—it might even be argued that they defended the interracial 
element mainly to advance more personal concerns: at the time, neither one of them was married, 
and both faced the same stigma. Ridiculing marriage was therefore a way to liberate themselves, 
and women and men generally, from the unnecessary limitations it imposed on both sexes.  
 Science had a critical role to play in all this. Whenever they could, they cast science as the 
antidote to society’s many ills. In their public writings, slavery appeared more and more just like 
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any other social inequality, one that would prove the wisdom of applying scientific theory to 
human problems. Through a rational, science-based education, slaves would, as Wright wrote, help 
“benevolent masters” who, though eager to free their slaves, were “apprehensive of throwing them 
unprepared into the world.”1122 Maclure named one of the newspapers he established at New 
Harmony, The Disseminator of Useful Knowledge, which printed many of their antislavery 
writings, and appropriated the common motto of the Enlightenment age scientific societies. 
Moreover, scientific arguments and language permeated all their antislavery writings, from ideas 
about the climate to Wright’s repeated description of Nashoba as an “experiment.” Wright had 
always emphasized that her new plan would prove that human nature ought to be treated like any 
other branch of science: “Were human life studied as a science...it would soon appear that we are 
only happy in due and well proportioned exercise of all our powers, physical, intellectual, 
moral.”1123  Elsewhere, she ridiculed the ideas proposed by other abolitionists, particularly ones 
motivated by religion, arguing that their ideas were nothing more than “theories...unsupported by 
experiment.”1124  It was a shame, she continued, that these moralists believed “our own species” 
was “unbecoming of experiment.”1125 Nashoba would be different; she would treat her slaves like 
any other species men of science experimented on. As she concluded one of her many Nashoba 
essays: “An experiment, that has such an end in view is surely worthy of a trial.”1126 
 By the end of 1828, however, Wright was finished with Nashoba. The sexual controversy 
made it impossible for her to garner further support, and Wright initiated plans to free the roughly 
30 slaves now in her possession and resettle them in Haiti. But she used the failure of Nashoba to 																																																								
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her advantage. The notoriety made her an intellectual celebrity, and educated northerners and 
southerners alike packed into lecture halls to see this rare sight—a woman, speaking publicly, and 
increasingly about women’s rights. As the crowds grew and money poured in, she even went about 
building her own scientific institution. In 1829, she bought a church in Lower Manhattan, and 
turned it into a secular forum for lectures on anatomy, natural history, arithmetic: in short, all 
matters scientific. She called it the Hall of Science.1127 While on the lecture circuit, she wrote to 
Maclure from New Orleans, in January of 1829, about her “lecturing to the white and master 
population,” letting him know that while she was there, she was also preparing for the “removal 
of my colored people to Hayti.” 1128 Whatever sense of failure she may have felt about Nashoba, 
her lecturing and Hall of Science-fundraising provided a useful distraction. She felt like she was 
“in twenty places at the same,” she told Maclure, giddily if exhausted. 1129  
 Maclure largely moved on as well. The failure to implement his educational plans at 
Nashoba and New Harmony left him disillusioned with America. By 1830, he moved to Mexico, 
writing to Marie Fretageot back at New Harmony that he “lost confidence of being any public use 
to the instruction of the United States.”1130  In Mexico, newly independent and, as of 1829, slave-
free, he felt “more could be done for the general good.”1131 To be sure, Maclure kept close ties 
with his scientific friends back in the United States, including Wright. He instructed the naturalist 
Thomas Say, who ran the printing press and laboratory he funded at New Harmony, to print his 
own geological works. Maclure rewarded Say by giving him permission to publish his own natural 
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history text, with all the expensive scientific trappings—colored plates, fine paper, embossing.1132 
Say’s wife, Lucy Sistaire, who did all the drawings, and a fair amount of the collecting—she 
“collected and dried a considerable number of plants,” Say wrote oft-handedly, in 1831—was not 
so lucky; she received no credit.1133  
 Indeed, New Harmony’s reputation has been revived in recent years in large part on 
account of its contribution to science.1134 It quickly became the center for scientific research and 
publication in the West. The printing press run by Say (and, briefly, Wright), and funded by 
Maclure, published some of the nation’s most important scientific texts in the antebellum period. 
Lesueur went on to become the first curator of the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle at Le Havre, in 
1845. Many of the leading European scientists of the day made New Harmony’s natural history 
museum, library and laboratory a regular stop, from Sir Charles Lyell, the Scottish geologist who 
mentored Charles Darwin, to the Prussian prince, Alexander Philip Maximillan, who helped fund 
Alexander von Humboldt.1135  Though the reputation is deserved, it has had the effect of obscuring 
its failures, one that includes Nashoba. After all, the Nashoba and New Harmony projects were 
intimately entwined. And if science played a role in Nashoba’s demise—from the failure of Wright 
and Maclure’s scientific educational theories to work, to the failure of their scientific arguments 
																																																								
1132 Thomas Say, American Conchology; or, Descriptions of the shells of North America (New Harmony, Indiana, 
1830). 
1133 Thomas Say to Charles Wilkes Short, New Harmony, March 1, 1831. Mss. Thomas Say Papers, APS. Series 1. 
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Short, Jan. 14, 1832; Say to Short, March 5, 1833, Mss., Thomas Say Papers, APS, Series 1. 
1134 For examples, see: Pitzer, “William Maclure’s Boatload of Knowledge,” Indiana Magazine of History; Warren, 
Maclure of New Harmony. For the 200th anniversary of New Harmony, in 2014, the Indiana Historical Society also 
devoted an entire issue one of its publications, Traces of Indiana & Midwestern History, to New Harmony. Its 
contributions to science featured prominently. See especially, Ryan Rokicki, “Science in Utopia,” Traces of Indiana 
& Midwestern History, Vol. 26, No. 2 (Spring 2014): 51-55; Donald Pitzer, “Why New Harmony Is World Famous,” 
Traces of Indiana & Midwestern History, Vol. 26, No. 2 (Spring 2014): 5-15. 
1135 Pitzer, “William Maclure’s Boatload of Knowledge,” Indiana Magazine of History, 131-33. 
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to persuade slaveholders—then the reputation of science at New Harmony must also suffer as a 
result.  
 
 Maclure may have left Nashoba behind, but he continued to speak out against slavery. 
Using his printing press at New Harmony, he wrote several more antislavery essays throughout 
the 1830s. While it is tempting to see them as a sign of Maclure’s growing alliance with the more 
radical abolitionists now calling for immediate emancipation and a multiracial society, Maclure’s 
views are more aptly described as a hodge-podge of ideas both old and new.1136 On the one hand, 
he became more forceful than ever in his rejection of Liberia: “sending [free blacks] back to 
Africa...is too absurd to be reasoned on,” he wrote, in an essay published in 1835.1137 He also 
defended universal suffrage, including for free blacks.1138 Certainly, these ideas were radical, new. 
 But in other ways he held to older views. Even in 1834, with Britain in the process of 
enacting its own immediate emancipation bill, he insisted that southern slaveholders’ wish for 
“gradual emancipation” be respected.1139 Colonization, or at least a separate state for free blacks 
within the United States, should also still be an open option, he said, if only to accommodate white 
racial prejudice: “there is room enough here for all, either as a distinct race or mixed.”1140 Most 
importantly, he continued to lean heavily on scientific ideas and language. The Ohio River 
Valley’s extensive natural waterways, combined with ever improving steamboat technology, 
																																																								
1136 Sinha, The Slave’s Cause, 195-227. 
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1138 Maclure, “Sugar Tax for the Support of Slavery,” Nov. 5, 1834, Opinions on Various Subjects, 2:373. 
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would drive down the cost of labor, rendering “slaves a loss instead of yielding a profit.”1141 As 
slaves became more educated, they would no longer accept their subservient status: “diffusion of 
knowledge brings both the parties”—slave and master—“nearer a par.”1142 He even cast the entire 
institution of slavery as part of a pre-modern era, one that “is too great a contradiction with the arts 
and sciences of the present age.”1143 Of course, Maclure could afford to try on more radical stances 
for reasons that other men of science, including Silliman, could not. Independently wealthy, single, 
and living outside the United States, he could critique slavery in harsher terms without running the 
risk of offending his scientific patrons. By now, he was his own scientific patron.  
 Tracking Maclure’s evolution from a negligible voice in the early antislavery debates to an 
increasingly vocal, even radical one, reveals the deep entanglement between science and 
antislavery in the early republic. Like Silliman, Maclure’s early efforts to build his scientific 
reputation required him to work with prominent slaveholding men of science, and he would not 
risk offending them for the antislavery cause. But once his scientific reputation was secure, and he 
had the freedom, financial and familial, to establish his own scientific organizations out west, the 
conditions that once constrained him no longer applied. Under the influence of Wright, he emerged 
from Nashoba transformed. Together, Wright and Maclure would apply their scientific ideas to 
their experimental plantation hoping to prove that the problem of slavery could be solved like any 
other scientific problem. Through scientific management and education, the slave could be re-
molded into a citizen capable of fulfilling her full equality outside the American republic. Though 
their experiment failed, their hopes for science did not. Nashoba may have been largely forgotten, 
but Wright and Maclure’s reputation was rescued partly on account of the robust scientific culture 
																																																								
1141 Maclure, “Sugar Tax,” Opinions on Various Subjects, 2:373. 
1142 Maclure, “Slavery,” Opinions on Various Subjects, 3:111. 
1143 Ibid., 3:109. 
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Figure 18: Edward Charles Howard’s Vacuum-Pan Sugar Refiner.  
Courtesy of Frederick Kurzer, “The Life and Work of Edward Charles Howard FRS,” Annals 
of Science 56 (1999): 136. 
 
 
Edward Charles Howard’s “vacuum-pan” sugar refiner, invented in 1813. Benjamin Silliman, 
a leader of the Connecticut Colonization Society, helped slaveholders improve sugar 
production as part of a federal commission he won in 1831. Silliman’s close work alongside 





Figure 19. Calculation Table from Frances Wright, “A Plan: For the Gradual Abolition of 
Slavery in the United States,” New Harmony Gazette (Oct. 1, 1825). 	
This table was included in Frances Wright’s original “Plan” for Nashoba. She estimated 
that it would take 85 years to free America’s two million slaves if she began with 100 slaves 
at Nashoba. Detailed calculations such as these helped give her Nashoba plantation the 









Figure 20: Map for William Maclure’s Observations on the geology of the United States of America, 1817. 
Source: Maclure, Observations on Geology, 1817. 
 
 
This illustrated map was included with Maclure’s 1817 geological survey of the United States. The clear 
divide, geologically, is between the eastern and western sides of the Allegheny Mountains, and suggests 
that the western half is better suited for agrarian agriculture. The map demonstrates how, prior to meeting 
Wright, Maclure’s political views were not geared toward the north-south divide over slavery, but east-






Figure 21: Frances Wright, illustrated by John 
Chester Buttre, after J. Gorbitz, c. 1880. 
Source: Public Doman. 
 
Figure 22: William Maclure, painted by Charles 
William Peale, c. 1800. 












Figure 23: Benjamin Silliman, image printed by F.E. Jones 
between 1839 and 1870. 




The Technological Fix 
 
    British abolitionists looked on hopefully as the colonization movement gained 
momentum in the United States. William Allen, a chemist, abolitionist, and one of Britain’s 
wealthiest pharmaceutical manufacturers, was particularly encouraged by the support that the 
colonization movement received from free black leaders, whose endorsement gave black colonies 
like Sierra Leone much needed legitimacy. Paul Cuffe, a wealthy free black merchant from 
Massachusetts, and a prominent emigrationist, became an intimate confidante of Allen in the 
1810s. Having twice travelled to the region, Cuffe keenly understood the ability of science and 
technology to improve Sierra Leone’s fate. He provided Allen with detailed descriptions of the 
region’s soil and plants, carried seeds to the colony that Allen had obtained from India, shipped 
new agricultural machines to its residents, and taught black settlers he recruited from America the 
“Navigation science,” which would help them wrest control of trade from contemptuous white 
merchants.1144 Cuffe was one of several black leaders who helped Allen gather scientific data from, 
and transport machinery to, Sierra Leone in the 1810s and 1820s; collectively their work 
demonstrated the ways science and technology could be used to try to turn Sierra Leone into a 
modern agricultural settlement. 
 But reviving Sierra Leone was only part of the British antislavery agenda. Between the 
slave trade ban of 1807 and Parliament’s final emancipation bill, passed in August of 1833, British 
																																																								
1144 Paul Cuffe to William Allen, Sept. 28, 1813. Mss. William Allen’s African Correspondence, Mss. 
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there as well as in the West Indies.” See: William Allen’s Journal, July 1811 [n.d.], excerpted in Life of William Allen: 
Selections from His Correspondence (London, 1846), 3 vols. 1:133. 
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abolitionists greatly expanded their mission.1145  In addition to turning Sierra Leone into a 
successful agricultural colony, they tried to improve the treatment of slaves in its Caribbean 
colonies, a process called “amelioration.”1146 At the time of the slave trade ban, Britain still had 
roughly 800,000 slaves in its Caribbean colonies.1147 British abolitionist leaders, careful to appeal 
to slaveholders’ financial interests, argued that legal reforms like a mandatory day of rest, religious 
instruction, and restricting the use of the lash, among other measures, would not only be more 
humane but also improve profits.1148  
 British abolitionists also became the de facto watchdogs for slavery worldwide. Britain’s 
emergence as a global imperial power after the Napoleonic Wars opened abolitionists’ eyes to 
slavery’s ubiquity not only in the Atlantic World, but in many regions around the globe that the 
British empire now reached. From both coasts of Africa to the South Indian Ocean, abolitionists 
found multiple slave trades flourishing.1149 Particularly noteworthy were parts of the Southeast 
Asian islands—Java, Singapore, Sumatra—where the British acquired several colonial outposts 
during and shortly after the Napoleonic Wars. Abolitionists hoped to transform these colonies into 
free-labor alternatives to the West Indies, but they struggled to understand and stamp out its 
flourishing slave trade. Thomas Stamford Raffles, a British imperial official, botanist and 
abolitionist, argued that the region’s climate and soil were ideal for free labor plantations. But he 
faced a daunting task trying to undo an indigenous form of slavery that, while oppressive, often 
																																																								
1145 For British antislavery efforts between 1807 and the 1830s, see: Blackburn, Overthrow of Colonial Slavery, chap. 
8, 11; Drescher, Abolition, chap. 8, 9, 10; Howard Temperly, British Antislavery, 1833-1870 (London: Longman, 
1972), chap. 1. 
1146 See: Christa Dierksheide, Amelioration and Empire: Progress and Slavery in the Plantation Americas 
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2014); J.R. Ward, British West Indian Slavery, 1750-1834: The Process 
of Amelioration (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988).  
1147 B.W. Higman, Slave Populations of the British Caribbean, 1807-1834 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1984), 72. 
1148 Blackurn, Overthrow of Colonial Slavery, 422. 
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functioned as a form of social protection for the region’s most vulnerable populations.1150 In 1814, 
he reported finding 18,792 slaves in Java’s capital city of Batavia, out of a population of roughly 
47,000.1151  His attempt to reduce slavery would not only demonstrate Britain’s benevolent 
intentions, but also the utility of science to its imperial mission. 
 Historians of the British empire increasingly appreciate how the antislavery cause served 
Britain’s imperial interests at the turn of the nineteenth century.1152 Abolitionism offered British 
imperialists, to borrow from one recent historian, moral capital—that is, moral legitimacy—that 
provided cover for Britain’s global imperial expansion.1153 The men of science who aided the 
abolitionist cause in the early nineteenth century lent British imperialists something distinct but 
intimately connected: intellectual capital. Several abolitionist leaders in this period were men of 
science, and, in addition to offering the movement a wide range of scientific arguments and 
practical scientific know-how, they claimed that establishing free labor colonies in the east offered 
unprecedented opportunities to advance scientific research. In doing so, they added intellectual 
respectability to the antislavery agenda, further protecting the empire from its harshest critics. But 
in the process science and antislavery increasingly became handmaidens of empire.  																																																								
1150 See: Anthony Reid and Jennifer Brewster, eds. Slavery, Bondage, and Dependency in Southeast Asia (New York: 
St. Martin's Press, 1983), esp. 1-47, 156-81, and S. Abeyasekere, “Slavery in Batavia,” 286-314, in Slavery, Bondage 
and Dependency. See also: Kerry Ward, “Slavery in Southeast Asia, 1420-1804,” in The Cambridge World History of 
Slavery Volume 3: AD 1420–AD 1804, eds. David Eltis and Stanley Engerman (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2011). 
1151 S. Abeyaskere, “Slaves in Batavia: Insights from a Slave Register,” in Slavery, Bondage and Dependency in 
Southeast Asia, eds. Anthony Reid et al., 288. 
1152 See, for instance, Christopher L. Brown, “From Slaves to Subjects: Envisioning an Empire without Slavery, 1772-
1834,” in Black Experience and the Empire, eds. Philip D. Morgan and Sean Hawkins (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2004), 111-40; Brown, Moral Capital; Huzzey, Freedom Burning; Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation 
1707-1837, rev. ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009 [1992]), 367; Andrew Porter, “Trusteeship, Anti-
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Andrew Porter (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 198-221; Michael Barnett, Empire of Humanity: A History 
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Britain and its Empire, ed. P.J. Marshall (Burlington: Ashgate, 2003): 69-95. For recent syntheses of abolitionism 
stressing how antislavery served European imperial agendas in the latter-19th century, see: Blackburn, American 
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 Exploring the men of science who closely aided the antislavery movement in this period 
reveals how this process unfolded. William Allen played a critical role keeping alive imperial 
interest in West Africa in the 1810s and 1820s. He was one of the most active members of the 
African Institution (A.I.) in these years, the humanitarian organization that replaced the SEAST in 
1808, as well as a core member of the Anti-Slavery Society, which became the dominant 
antislavery organization in the mid-1820s. Working closely with elite free black leaders in 
America and Sierra Leone, Allen provided imperial officials in London with evidence of potential 
waterways, medicines and tropical commodities from West Africa that he used, like Smeathman 
and Afzelius before him, to contest the region’s image as hopelessly uninhabitable. These efforts 
helped sustain imperial interests in the colony, so that, by the 1820s, Sierra Leone had become, in 
addition to the central depot for captured slaves, a base camp for all kinds of scientific research, 
from astronomy to geography.  
 Men of science played an equally crucial role promoting the East Indies as an improved 
alternative to West Indian slave plantations. Raffles argued that the temperate climate of the East 
Indies made slavery unnatural to the region, and, when he discovered slavery’s ubiquity in the 
region, insisted that it must have been an artificial imposition of the rival Dutch authorities from 
whom he sought to wrest control.1154 He also worked closely with a former student of Benjamin 
Rush, the Pennsylvania-born botanist and physician Thomas Horsfield, to disprove the fanciful 
notion that the East Indies was infested with poisonous trees and therefore uninhabitable (an idea 
ironically popularized by Erasmus Darwin). Horsfield showed that the East Indies was in fact 
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“abounding in profuse vegetation,” which was “likely to become most valuable articles in general 
medicinal practice.”1155 
 Abolitionist efforts to promote new slave-free colonies in Africa and the East Indies 
directly linked to the amelioration effort in the West Indies. The East Indies might provide a model 
for West Indian slave colonies, if not compensate for whatever economic losses Caribbean 
emancipation might entail.1156 Among the most powerful arguments abolitionists used to discredit 
Caribbean slavery during the post-1807 amelioration period was planters’ alleged refusal to adopt 
modern technologies. Though largely ignored by historians, abolitionists included the adoption of 
new technologies as part of the amelioration process, contending that modern agricultural tools 
would lessen slavery’s harshness. By the 1820s, abolitionists began to argue explicitly that 
planters’ alleged refusal to adopt new technologies was evidence of their backwardness. In 1832, 
on the eve of emancipation, an abolitionist-friendly Parliament repeated this claim, indicating how 
influential technological arguments had become: why did slaveholders not “substitute machinery 
for manual labor?” one official asked a Jamaican planter.1157 “Because I conceive,” the slaveholder 
said, exhausted after hours of testimony, most planters have “not sufficient confidence in the 
superior benefits of machinery to manual labor.”1158 
 But what was a coup for abolitionists was hardly that for emancipated slaves. By elevating 
Western machinery over alternative technologies favored by the enslaved, ones that were often 
more efficient, abolitionists erased the role slaves played in their own emancipation. Slavery came 
to embody a pre-modern practice, one that science and technology would inevitably help destroy. 
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The men of science who helped bring about emancipation in the British Caribbean thus left 
twinned legacies that persisted long after slavery’s demise. The first was that modernity, 
symbolized by science and technology, would inevitably destroy slavery. The second was the 
assumption embedded within the first: namely, that European inventiveness, rather than African 
ingenuity, would hasten slavery’s destruction. Though scholars have worked hard to challenge this 
narrative, understanding the role men of science played in the antislavery movement helps explain 
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 Like many bright, ambitious young men in eighteenth century Britain, William Allen 
became enthralled with chemistry. Born in 1770, Allen never received a college education. But he 
began to teach himself chemistry at the age of fourteen, eventually being invited to join a host of 
scientific organizations, including the Royal Society.1160 In the early 1790s, he recorded attending 
his first chemical lectures, despite occasionally worrying that his taste for “chemistry and natural 
philosophy” might “usurp the highest seat” in his heart, meaning his devotion to God.1161  Seeing 
William’s enthusiasm for chemistry, Allen’s father, a successful London silk manufacturer, asked 
a wealthy Quaker pharmacist he knew, Joseph Bevan, if he would consider hiring his son. Bevan 
agreed, and in 1792 employed the twenty-two-year-old Allen as his clerk, allowing him to 
experiment in his chemistry lab on the side. 1162 An idealistic Quaker, Allen took part in the boycott 
against sugar a year earlier. So he must have found it troubling that West Indian slave-owners were 
among Bevan’s biggest customers. Bevan did not particularly like that fact either. He disparaged 
the “man-trade” in his private journal, and recorded with pride how he once refused to accept a 
client’s offer “to sell thy slaves” to quickly pay him.1163   
 Allen took a more aggressive stance against West Indian customers. Bevan made him a 
partner in 1795, and by the time the slave trade ban went into effect in 1808, Allen shifted the 
company’s core customer base away from the West Indies and toward Britain’s domestic market. 
Of course, the changing geopolitics made the transition easier. Britain’s gradual turn away from 
its Atlantic colonies, coupled with the difficulties shipping goods across the Atlantic during the 
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Napoleonic Wars, forced many British businessmen to search for new markets. Allen, a fastidious 
bookkeeper, may have also been relieved that he no longer had to rely on perpetually indebted 
planters. In any event, he did not entirely cut off the company, renamed Allen & Hansbury, from 
the West Indies: into the 1810s, the Caribbean islands remained a source of raw materials for his 
medicines.1164 But like the antislavery men of science who preceded him, his turn away from the 
West Indies was also informed by a complicated mix of personal motives: moral conviction, 
financial gain, and the scientific opportunities the antislavery agenda afforded him.  
 It is difficult to discount Allen’s moral sincerity. In 1788, before he had any financial stake 
in abolition, he recorded in his private diary his “growing concern” over slavery, hoping 
abolitionists would “put a stop to a traffic which is disgraceful to human nature.”1165 By 1794, he 
introduced himself to Thomas Clarkson, who remained a close friend and ally the rest of his life. 
Allen helped edit Clarkson’s history of the slave trade’s abolition, writing in his journal in January 
1807 that he was “reading the manuscript of T. Clarkson’s proposed work on the History of the 
Abolition of the Slave Trade.”1166 Later that winter Allen privately cheered the official passage of 
the slave trade bill: “A glorious triumph!” he wrote in his diary.1167 By April 1807, he became 
directly involved in antislavery politics. He was among the first members of the African Institution 
(A.I.), the organization that replaced the SEAST after the slave-trade ban went into effect: 
“Wilberforce, Sharpe...T. Clarkson” and several other reformed-minded elites attended the group’s 
inaugural meeting, Allen recorded: “a most satisfactory meeting,” he called it.1168 
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 But the antislavery agenda also offered Allen unprecedented financial and scientific 
opportunities. There was always the possibility that public acts of goodwill would reflect well on 
his growing pharmaceutical business. But more importantly, Allen, like Wedgwood before him, 
understood that Africa might become a new potential market for his medical products, as well as 
a source of indigenous medicinal cures. Allen took a particularly aggressive role searching for 
medicines, or “bio-prospecting,” in West Africa. Though he never left London, he did not have to. 
Sierra Leone’s black settler community had matured by the 1810s, and many of its leaders were 
eager to work with him. The settlers may have bristled at white abolitionists’ paternalism, but at 
least they were sympathetic to the settlers’ concerns—unlike the white colonial officials and 
merchants who frequently denigrated them and cheated them out of profits. A group of black 
settlers wrote directly to Allen in 1813, complaining that white merchants “at all time endeavor to 
throw as many obstacles in our way as they well can”; Allen responded that he would talk to 
government officials about their concerns, adding that he was “glad that you have spoken out.”1169   
 Many of these black correspondents became crucial aides in Allen’s scientific research. In 
1811, a group of Sierra Leone’s black male settlers founded a group, called the Friendly Society, 
whose explicit aim was to work with the A.I. to help strengthen the colony’s commercial ties with 
Britain and the United States.1170 Allen became their main contact in London and its members 
conducted all kinds of scientific research on his behalf. “I have sent you three specimens of 
medicine which you will accept as from a Friend,” wrote John Kizell, the Friendly Society’s 
president, in July 1812.1171  Kizell went on to describe in exacting detail how natives used each 
medicine he gathered from them. A plant called Shargby had to be first “ground to powder,” then 
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added to wine or water to control for fevers; mixed with gruel, it “gives good appetites.”1172 Natives 
used another plant called “Lee” to help pregnant mothers combat nausea.1173 They also gave Kizell 
a bark that, after seeped in brandy for “4 or 5 days” helped cure consumption, the common term 
for any number of body-withering illnesses.1174 Allen immediately recognized Kizell’s skill: “I 
have so much confidence in thy integrity and abilities,” he wrote back to Kizell, in October 1812, 
“that I shall write to thee with the same freedom as to an old Friend.”1175  
 Kizell was more than a passive conduit of indigenous medical knowledge. In all likelihood, 
his ability to discern the subtle differences between different mixtures, illnesses and cures stemmed 
from an intimate knowledge of the local culture. Kizell was born in the Sherbro region of Sierra 
Leone in 1760, only to be captured and sold to a South Carolina planter in 1773. During the War 
of Independence he escaped to British lines and, as a black loyalist, was sent to Nova Scotia before 
being resettled in Sierra Leone in 1792.1176 Significantly, the African slave traders who first 
captured him accused him of witchcraft.1177 If true, he would have understood that what Europeans 
disparagingly called “witchcraft” was in fact part of a larger medico-religious belief system that 
had deep roots in African societies.1178 To be sure, Kizell’s youth and the frequency with which 
slave traders falsely accused captives of witchcraft to justify their enslavement cast some doubt on 
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something of the peoples’ medicinal practices. Versed in both cultures, Kizell may therefore have 
not simply been relaying indigenous knowledge to Allen, but actively translating it into a language 
Allen could understand. By omitting the spiritual dimensions of these cures and describing only 
what he knew Allen felt was legitimate—that is, the naturalistic elements—Kizell revealed himself 
an adept producer of scientific knowledge himself. 
  The scientific partnership Allen formed with Kizell and other members of the Friendly 
Society extended beyond searching for medicines. Allen was particularly interested in 
corresponding about all matters relating to natural history: “I should like to know whether any 
person in the Colony capable of corresponding has a taste for Natural History,” he wrote James 
Wise, a Friendly Society member, in March of 1814.1179 “My Philosophical Friend, T. F. Forster, 
a member of the Linnaean Society, request[ed] me to get one of my correspondents at Sierra Leone 
to procure for him a Box of two of the bulbous roots of some of your flowering plants.”1180 Wise 
responded enthusiastically: “I am very willing to learn something of it,” he wrote, requesting Allen 
to send him “the 1st Vol. of Grove’s Dictionary of Arts and Sciences.”1181 Here, the natural history 
commodities Allen requested were for ornamental gardens, and had little value to a broader public 
market. But their importance lay elsewhere. Exotic natural history objects could help sustain the 
interest of the wealthy, elite members of the A.I., many of whom had a taste for natural curiosities. 
It was their patronage that would strengthen the link between Allen and the settlers, and in turn 
allow the settlers to gain a measure of control over their fate.  
 Allen suggested as much when he wrote directly to the Friendly Society asking them to 
procure a few natural history objects for the A.I.’s president, the Duke of Gloucester, a nephew of 
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King George III. The duke had requested “a specimen of African ingenuity or natural curiosities,” 
Allen wrote.1182 The society’s members wasted no time fulfilling the request, sending Allen “8 
leopard skins,” a two pound “Tortoise shell,” pearls, and several “Mandigoe” handmade bags and 
jewelry.1183  In finding precisely the kinds of “natural curiosities” the A.I.’s elite members were 
interested in without explicit directions, the Friendly Society’s members, all of whom lived for 
long periods in either in the United States or England, demonstrated a clear knowledge of natural 
history collecting. They may never have had a chance of being accepted into the elite, racially 
exclusive scientific societies in Europe and America, but their ability to spot the valued item, to 
distinguish between the worthy scientific “curiosity,” and mere junk, evinced a scientific eye every 
bit as discriminating as the patrons they collected for. 
 Other natural history related requests Allen made had clear commercial potential. Allen 
encouraged several settlers to go on expeditions into the interior and describe the climate, soil, 
medicines, crops and trading routes, the details of which would help the colony become more 
profitable. This natural knowledge could be exploited both for commercial gain and as 
propaganda: by publishing the findings in the A.I.’s annual report, it could, and was, used to project 
an image of financial potential.1184 Kizell sent Allen several different mineral ores, and Allen 
diligently kept him abreast of their quality. After examining a sample of iron, Allen replied: “if 
you can find sufficient quantities of the magnetic Iron, it would perhaps turn out a profitable thing 
for you.”1185 Allen’s correspondence with another settler, Henry Warren, followed a similar 
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pattern: “What is the nature of the soil? Is it rocky, or stony?,” and when he dug down through the 
soil, “what comes next? Clay, Chalk, gravel or what?”1186 Henry Savage, a settler born in England 
and trained as a teacher, began to write an ethnographic “account of the Timmanees,” which would, 
he assured Allen, provide a more honest, and implicitly more positive, view of “the true state of 
this county.”1187 He stressed how he went to “great pains in the collection of facts” so that Allen 
“may firmly rely on my observations,” demonstrating a subtle mastery of the genre’s common 
tropes: “collection of facts,” “observations.”1188 Savage hoped his “short account” would so 
impress Allen that he would help fund a more elaborate expedition “to explore the interior of this 
country & examine its real extent, position, & local situation.”1189  
 But Allen had another settler in mind: Kizell. As someone born in the region, Kizell would 
be able to negotiate his way through the area better than anyone else. In October of 1812, Allen 
sent Kizell explicit instructions and “a little writing paper” for him to take down all that he 
discovered. Like all expeditions into the interior, it was extremely dangerous, but it was a testament 
of Kizell’s commitment to the mission—and by extension, to science—that he agreed to it. He 
might “run the risk of [his] life,” Allen told Kizell, but if he were to “keep a regular Journal,” Allen 
would publish it as a travel narrative and forward all profits back to Kizell.1190  Unfortunately, 
Kizell’s journal from the journey has not been found.1191 But the only known letter he left about 
the trip makes clear that, like most abolitionists, his motives were not confined solely to promoting 
the antislavery cause or even science. He confessed to Allen, on March 15, 1813, just before the 
trip, that he volunteered in part so he could see his mother’s relatives; he had not seen them since 																																																								
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being enslaved forty years earlier. 1192 An uncle who lived near Sierra Leone, Kizell told Allen, 
“wants me to go with him to my Country to see my Mother’s brothers and friends,” adding: “I do 
not wish that it may trouble you or any of your friends...that is my reason for informing you of it.” 
1193 Allen understood. Kizell went. 
 When Sierra Leone’s black leaders agreed to help Allen in these scientific missions, they 
were not simply doing him a favor. By dint of their long experience living in Anglo-American 
societies, these men became adept at assimilating themselves into both European and African 
cultures; they were true “Atlantic creoles.”1194 As such, they appreciated and valued many of the 
same things Europeans did, science chief among them. Like Allen, they understood that knowledge 
about the region’s plants, mineral ores, geography and native inhabitants, would help make their 
colony more profitable. Their racial identity may have prevented them from being formally 
recognized as men of science, but their eagerness to work with Allen on these endeavors evinced 
a tacit belief in science’s value to the colony. Though it is tempting to search for a story of mistrust, 
deception, or resistance in these improbable partnerships, their correspondence conveys a strong 
sense of shared values and mutual respect. At least when it came to science, Kizell, Warren, Savage 
and Wise seemed to think in much the same ways Allen did: the colony’s future in part depended 
on it.  
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 Allen depended on other black leaders who equally understood science’s utility to Sierra 
Leone. Perhaps most critical was the early African American sailor Paul Cuffe. Cuffe was born 
free in Massachusetts in 1759 to a Native American mother and a formerly enslaved African 
man.1195 As a sailor and merchant, Cuffe made himself into one of the nation’s wealthiest black 
men. Though scholars tend to characterize him as an early black nationalist, this in certain ways 
obscures the intellectual world that shaped him: the Enlightenment world of predominantly white 
antislavery reformers. Cuffe hoped to create an independent black colony in Sierra Leone not as a 
kind of separatist movement, but in the hope that it would integrate people of African descent into 
the civilized world of European trade, commerce and modern, scientific agriculture. “I see no 
Reason,” Cuffe wrote Allen, from Sierra Leone in 1811, “why they”—indigenous Africans—“may 
not become a Nation to be Numbered among the historians nations of the world.”1196   
 Cuffe shared with the white abolitionist elite a belief that free black colonies would give 
blacks the means to demonstrate their natural equality. Like them, he believed slavery and racial 
bigotry had “degraded” Africans on both sides of the Atlantic, preventing them from acquiring the 
Christian faith and secular education they needed to become the equals of whites. “Come, my 
African brethren and fellow countrymen,” he said upon first greeting Sierra Leone’s settlers in 
Freetown, in 1811, “let us walk together in the light of the Lord,” and we “may become a 
people.”1197 When he returned to the United States to attract recruits, he implored the black 
audiences who came to see him in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston to “act worthily of the 
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rank you have acquired as freemen.”1198 Celebrating the Franklin-esque virtues of industry, 
frugality and education, he told black parents to teach their children “reading, writing, and the first 
principles of education.”1199 Cuffe was convinced that if all blacks acquired the enlightened, 
industrious habits he himself had mastered, it would help wash away white prejudice. “By your 
good conduct alone,” he said, “you can refute the objections which have been made against you as 
rational and moral creatures.”1200 
 Cuffe emerged as a black leader through his work with the A.I. In 1808, James Pemberton, 
the former president of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society who earlier sought out Banneker and 
Franklin’s help, asked if Cuffe would be willing to help the A.I. and its American allies recruit 
black emigrants to Sierra Leone.1201 Though Cuffe had previously distanced himself from black 
emigration schemes, his fortune was now made and he looked to refashion himself into an 
enlightened reformer.1202 Humanitarian works were critical to this project, and he gravitated 
toward the most relevant causes: abolitionism and racial uplift. Yet wealth and fame hardly 
prevented him from being harassed on account of his race. As he sailed back to the United States 
from his first trip to Sierra Leone, his reputation well-established, a Royal Navy ship stopped him. 
The immediate context was the embargo between Britain and the U.S., but Cuffe knew the real 
issue was race: “The pretense,” Cuffe told Allen, was that on board with him were four “Africans 
. . . which I did not take away without the Governor’s leave.”1203  The naval officer assumed they 
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were slaves on account of their color, and thus illegally taken from Africa. The officers then 
ordered Cuffe to sail back to Freetown and have the white governor sign off on his trip. No amount 
of fame could guard black men like Cuffe from these routine indignities.  
 Cuffe brooked these humiliations with equanimity, only committing himself more deeply 
to the mission of racial uplift. But when he searched for insights into what it meant to be “African” 
in America, he had few models to turn to. The sense of a unified racial identity had not yet formed, 
and a key platform that would help shape it—an independent black press—was still more than a 
decade away.1204 In consequence, the printed sources Cuffe relied upon for ideas about 
“blackness,” and particularly about Africa and native Africans, were written almost entirely by 
white abolitionists. Significantly, many of them were written by naturalists and explorers. One 
natural history-suffused pamphlet he likely read was Henry Smeathman’s Plan of Settlement to be 
Made Near Sierra Leone (1786), which could be found on the shelves of Newport’s African Union 
Society library, and whose members Cuffe had befriended.1205 He certainly read Mungo Park’s 
Travels in the Interior Districts of Africa, first published in 1798 then re-edited by the A.I. to 
reflect better on the continent in 1815.1206 In 1816, Sarah Howard, a free black woman, wrote to 
Cuffe about opening a black school in Massachusetts, and requested a book on “geography.”1207 
In response, Cuffe sent her the “History of Parks Travels.”1208  
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 Cuffe never made any pretensions of being a naturalist himself. But he knew that becoming 
conversant in the idioms of natural history—how to describe the soil, natives, climate, 
geography—would help bolster the case for a black colony.1209  In the summer of 1811, after his 
first brief stay in Sierra Leone, Cuffe sailed to England to meet Allen and the A.I.’s leaders. Cuffe 
made a point of describing the region’s natural environment in terms Allen would appreciate. Allen 
recorded in his diary Cuffe telling him that “the country about Sierra Leone is remarkably fertile, 
and that sugar cane would grow there as well as in the West Indies.”1210 The “coffee grows wild,” 
Cuffe added: “Cotton, indigo, and rice are indigenous.”1211 It was as if Cuffe had taken a page 
straight from Smeathman’s Plan. Indeed, Cuffe’s Brief Account of the Settlement of Sierra Leone, 
published shortly after his visit in both the United States and London, reads much like that essay. 
“Its soil is generally productive,” Cuffe wrote, emphasizing how, along with the temperate climate, 
Sierra Leone was “well calculated for the cultivation of West-India and other tropical 
productions.”1212 
 Cuffe’s familiarity with natural history practices not only helped improve Sierra Leone’s 
image. It also impressed the elite reformers he met in London. Like Sierra Leone’s Friendly 
Society members who collected exotic “curiosities” to impress the A.I.’s president, the Duke of 
Gloucester, Cuffe had also arrived in London bearing natural curiosity gifts. “I made the Duke a 
present of an African Robe, a letter box and a Daggar,” Cuffe recorded in his private journal, “to 
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Shew that the Africans” were capable of “mental Endowments.”1213 Cuffe’s choice of curiosities 
was clearly intentional, noting exactly what he wanted these objects to demonstrate—innate 
intelligence. But he was not the first abolitionist to use natural history objects in this way. Thomas 
Clarkson, who with Allen hosted Cuffe throughout the summer of 1811, made this practice famous. 
During the first slave trade debates, he carried around an “African box” of natural history 
curiosities showcasing Africans’ innate capacities—a dagger, woven textiles, a cotton loom.   
 Clarkson’s “African box” was rooted in his own fascination with natural history and the 
sciences in general.1214 He studied mathematics at Cambridge, reviewed natural histories in the 
press, and even used the image of a geographic map to illustrate the growth and spread of the 
abolitionist movement in his history of the slave trade ban. In the two-volume history, published 
in 1808, Clarkson depicted four “classes” of abolitionists, ranging from the lone, white antislavery 
voices in the late seventeenth century to two separate branches of American and English 
antislavery Quakers that emerged one hundred years later.1215 Figures like “Dr. Franklin” and 
“Benjamin Rush” were depicted as rivers that flowed down the page. As the eye follows these 
“many springs or rivulets” downward, they all meet up, flowing into a “swelling torrent which 
swept away the Slave-trade.”1216 Knowing Clarkson’s enthusiasm for natural history, Allen even 
had him write anonymous reviews for the philanthropic journal he edited: “setting aside its 
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geological contents,” Clarkson wrote privately to Allen, in reference to a natural history of Sweden 
Allen gave him to review, “the book ... is one of the dullest I have ever read.”1217   
 Cuffe’s own natural history performances—collecting, displaying, writing—must have 
impressed these men. But he did not limit himself to natural history. The way he described his 
efforts to teach black settlers the “science” of navigation also demonstrated his awareness of the 
power scientific discourse had over his patrons. Cuffe certainly knew that many non-Western 
cultures had a highly-sophisticated knowledge of navigation. On both sides of his family—his 
Wampanoag mother, his Akan father—navigation had a rich and varied history.1218 But, when 
writing to Allen, he chose to talk about navigation in a very specific, Western way. He repeatedly 
referred to the skill-set he was teaching the black settlers as the “science of Navigation,” and 
further underlined how his student-sailors had become “well versed in arithmetic.” 1219 The 
implication was that these sailors were receiving the best, most “scientific,” training. Cuffe’s 
efforts paid off. After spending several weeks with Cuffe in 1811, Allen wrote in his diary that 
“Clarkson and I are both of the mind” that “through the means of Paul Cuffee” the chance “for 
promoting the civilization of Africa...should not be lost.”1220 The A.I. even began describing Cuffe 
in the press not simply as a sailor, merchant, or free man of color, but as an “enlightened African,” 
a refrain that partly evoked a certain learned, scientific worldliness.1221  
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 Cuffe’s embrace of science was not simply for show. Perhaps more than the scientific 
patrons he courted, Cuffe keenly understood the utility of scientific knowledge and technological 
know-how to commercial success. His personal wealth in part stemmed from his mastery of the 
mathematical skills navigation required, as well as his investment in modern technologies. His 
sailing log-book is filled with precise calculations of the wind’s strength, their speed in knots and 
flow of the ocean’s currents. As he sailed from Sierra Leone to England, in May of 1812, he 
recorded wind variations of “1 ½ point westerly”; the distance left to travel, measured by using the 
“1/2 k[not] current setting W.W 120 hours give 60 miles S. West,” put them 231 miles out; by 
December, he estimated a latitude of 15° 49′ , and longitude of 23° 10′ .1222 Cuffe also built his 
own commercial farm in Massachusetts, investing in an expensive gristmill to turn his raw crops 
into market-ready commodities. 1223  Cuffe did not have the privilege of a formal education; 
everything he knew he acquired through sheer will and everyday experience. But rather than spurn 
enlightened, scientific discourse as mere pretension, Cuffe came to admire it. He did so not only 
to impress his patrons, but out of a genuine belief that Africans would only become civilized if 
they embraced Western modes of thought, science included, as their own.  
 Cuffe’s embrace of science is further evidenced by his effort to help bring modern 
agricultural science and technologies to Sierra Leone. Among the A.I.’s highest priorities was to 
transform Sierra Leone into a modern agricultural colony. Allen spent much of the 1810s 
corresponding with the Friendly Society and Cuffe about the best commercial crops that would 
grow in the settlement, sending them new breeds of seeds to plant, and purchasing modern 
“machines” that would help improve its agricultural output. In 1813, Henry Warren, a member of 
the Friendly Society, wrote to Allen: “we can most readily procure rice; but we want a Machine to 																																																								
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clean it.”1224  The following year, Allen asked the society to send him a list of “agricultural 
instruments” the settlers needed, as well as how the construction of a new sawmill and rice-mill 
was progressing.1225 Meanwhile, Allen tapped into naturalists stationed in Britain’s expanding 
eastern empire to collect new seeds for the settlers to experiment with. Captain T.P. Thompson, a 
naval captain with a taste for natural history, and who had previously been stationed in Sierra 
Leone, sent Allen “seed & roots from this part of India,” describing in detail how the climate, soil 
and “latitude” of India was “not very different from that of Sierra Leone.”1226 William Roxburgh, 
a physician and botanist living in Calcutta, supplied even more seeds and agricultural advice to 
Allen. Roxburgh “has forwarded some more seeds to Sierra Leone, among them a species of aloe 
tree,” Allen told Kizell, instructing him to be on the lookout.1227 The aloe tree’s wood “frequently 
sells for its weight in silver.”1228  Indeed, tracing the global transit of these seeds underscores the 
ways the scientific networks of abolitionists and Britain’s imperial expansion helped facilitate 
Sierra Leone’s revival.  
 Allen not only relied on men like Roxburgh for behind-the-scenes scientific help. He also 
published these exchanges in the A.I.’s annual reports, in effect turning them into propaganda for 
the colony. In 1809, the committee printed a lengthy exchange with Roxburgh “of Calcutta,” the 
institution’s directors demonstrating the great lengths to which they were going to improve the 
colony’s agriculture.1229  The report highlighted Roxburgh’s shipment of coconut seeds, the “justly 
famed Teak,” and the “Cajaputta oil-tree,” among others, to Sierra Leone.1230 To underscore the 
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scientific nature of this effort, the letter noted that the results of these agricultural experiments—
planting Indian crops in West Africa—would soon be published in the Transactions of the Society 
for the Encouragements of Arts.1231 Cuffe readily embraced this agricultural mission. He carried 
seeds from Allen for the settlers “to distribute among you,” Allen wrote Kizell, in August of 1811, 
further asking him to send back plants related to “any other subject of Natural History” that Allen 
could examine in his own laboratory.1232  While Cuffe was in the United States, he gathered 
information on the cost of new agricultural machines and whether any potential black emigrants 
might be able to construct a sawmill when they sailed to the colony.1233 In 1813, he petitioned 
Congress for a license to send agricultural “machines” to the colony in spite of the U.S.-Britain 
embargo.1234 Allen relayed all this information back to the Friendly Society: any day, he wrote 
James Wise, a Friendly Society member, Cuffe would be sending “a Rice & Saw Mill,” and “also 
a Waggon.”1235    
 Allen in particular had been a serious student of agricultural science. As a chemist, he was 
especially interested in the ways new developments in chemistry could help improve fertilization 
techniques. Writing in his diary in 1813, Allen reminded himself to “Finish Davy’s Agricultural 
Lectures,” referring to a recent work by Humphry Davy, a chemist and the eventual successor to 
Joseph Banks as president of the Royal Society. But it is somewhat ironic that while Cuffe hoped 
to elevate his everyday knowledge by using the language of gentlemanly scientific discourse, Allen 
tried to do just the opposite: puncture the pomposity of scientific jargon. In the scientific lectures 
he gave at Davy’s Royal Institution, he described how the greatest natural philosophers ever to 
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exist, namely, Francis Bacon and Isaac Newton, “reject[ed] that philosophy which consisted in a 
mere jargon of words.”1236 At root, science was for the many, not the few. If the early nineteenth 
century witnessed a gradual turning away from this public-oriented scientific culture, Allen hoped 
to stall it.1237  Science was worthy only insofar as it “sheds a benevolent influence over the mind 
of the possessor...adding to our own happiness and that of others.”1238 Science in the service of 
humanity: this was the Enlightenment ethos Cuffe undoubtedly understood. 
 Cuffe’s ability to transform himself into an “enlightened” gentleman rested on more than 
his canny deployment of scientific language. What mattered most was that he embraced the basic 
principles of the early abolitionists: by replacing the slave trade with free trade, implementing 
modern agriculture, teaching settlers and natives scientific navigational skills, and adopting 
Christianity, Africans would, as Cuffe had put it, “become an enlightened people.”1239 But 
appreciating the subtle scientific tropes Cuffe invoked helps elucidate the image of himself he most 
wanted his white abolitionist peers to see. He was more than a lowly sailor, more than a wealthy 
but uneducated merchant: he was an enlightened gentleman, epitomized by his respect for science. 
Perhaps nothing captured Cuffe’s success better than the gift Allen gave him as he departed. Allen 
“presented him with a telescope.”1240 Few objects embodied scientific culture better. It was as if 
Allen was saying to Cuffe, through the coded language of scientific instruments, that he was one 
of them: an enlightened man of science.  
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Cuffe, Allen and the Friendly Society’s effort to turn Sierra Leone into a modern 
agricultural colony ultimately failed. But appreciating the reasons helps elucidate the gap between 
early abolitionists’ lofty beliefs in science and technology’s transformative power and the practical 
realities of their mission. It took Cuffe more than three years to send even a single sawmill to Sierra 
Leone. What stalled him was the War of 1812. Cuffe repeatedly petitioned President James 
Madison and Congress for special licenses to transport machines and migrants to Sierra Leone 
during the war. But he was repeatedly rebuffed.1241  “It is growing very hazardous for me to keep 
this path open,” Cuffe wrote to Allen in the June of 1812, as the war began.1242  The ability of 
political conflict, of war, to prevent the successful transfer and implementation of new 
technologies pointed to the limits of Enlightenment optimism: Neither science nor abolitionism 
was above national politics. 
Other obstacles also got in the way. Allen may have been a sympathetic ally to the colony’s 
black setters, but his fellow A.I. abolitionists proved far more skeptical. Allen tried to convince 
his colleagues that the settlers’ lackluster agricultural output was not on account of them being 
“lazy,” but, as the settlers’ repeatedly told him, the bigotry of the colony’s white merchants and 
colonial officials.1243 Kizell wrote to Allen about white merchants who sold basic goods to black 
settlers at exorbitant prices, and how government officials sold land cheaply to white speculators, 
who in turn jacked up the price when reselling it to black settlers. “They care not a copper for the 
colony nor for no black man,” Kizell wrote to Allen on February 14, 1814, referring to the colony’s 
white merchants and speculators.1244 “They endeavor to keep us down below the rank of 
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freemen.”1245 Allen may have taken the settlers’ side, but he did not convince his A.I. colleagues. 
“We can assure you that the complaint here,” Allen wrote to the Friendly Society’s members, in 
August 11, 1815, “still is [that] these people”—black settlers—“are not at all disposed to cultivate 
their land.”1246 Even Clarkson betrayed his distrust of the settlers when, in 1819, he terminated the 
institution’s formal relationship with the Friendly Society. “Because the Friendly Society having 
never attended to that which was intended to be the great object of the intercourse between us,” he 
wrote to James Wise, a society member, the A.I. was taking its donors’ money and “put[ing] it to 
other benevolent purposes.”1247 He even demanded a repayment for items the institution loaned to 
the society: “Your debt to us is £779.”1248 
Agricultural improvements also suffered from unrealistic expectations. Every few months, 
Allen wrote to the Friendly Society encouraging them to grow a new commodity based on the 
price it was selling for in English markets. First it was coffee, then tobacco, then, as war broke out 
with the U.S., cotton. “Cotton you should cultivate above all things,” Allen wrote giddily, in 
November 23, 1814. “Its price under the present circumstances with America is extravagantly 
high.”1249  Allen spoke to the settlers as if the seasonal cycles of crops did not exist, as if the natural 
rhythms of hoeing, planting, watering and waiting could immediately be switched to match the 
vicissitudes of global markets and global wars. In addition, the massive influx of captured slaves 
made it even more difficult to maintain stable, large plots of land. In 1802, before the slave-trade 
ban went into effect, the colony’s population stood at 1,917; in 1811, the number of captured slaves 
deposited in the colony—1,991 in just three years—surpassed the entire 1802 population.1250 
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Cuffe had set his own expectations dangerously high. In 1816, the year before his death, 
he managed to attract several African American families, thirty-eight settlers in all, to sail with 
him to the colony.1251 But by January 1817, it was clear that the majority of free African Americans 
would not be leaving anytime soon. In a meeting convened by Philadelphia’s black leaders in 
Mother Bethel church that month, roughly 3,000 free black women and men forcefully rejected 
colonization. The proposal to resettle was largely initiated by Cuffe, who was now working with 
the newly founded, exclusively white, American Colonization Society (ACS). The prominence of 
slaveholders within the ACS led most free black Philadelphians to believe that they would be 
forced to leave the country against their will, regardless of Cuffe’s assurances to the contrary.1252 
“To banish us from her bosom,” the church members wrote in a published manifesto denouncing 
colonization, “would not only be cruel, but in direct violation of those principles, which have been 
the boast of this republic.”1253   
The black community’s rejection of colonization is usually read as a rejection of white 
supremacy.1254 At root, this is true. But when Cuffe is viewed as the ACS’s surrogate, a more 
nuanced picture emerges. Cuffe presented colonization not as means of enhancing white 
supremacy, but as a means of refuting it. Steeped in the thought of enlightened, white abolitionist 
elites, Cuffe believed that if blacks embraced European civilization—Christianity, commerce, the 
benefits of science—white prejudice would eventually diminish. When Philadelphia’s black 
community rejected colonization, then, they were not only rejecting white supremacy. They were 
rejecting a specific, enlightened abolitionist vision of racial uplift: one that said it was the 
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responsibility of blacks to assuage white prejudice, a kind of “respectability politics” before it had 
a name.1255  
The failure of Sierra Leone to become agriculturally profitable had little to do with 
problems inherent in scientific ideas and technology. For all intents and purposes, the discovery 
of new commodities, the use of new machines and the implementation of agricultural chemistry 
might well have improved Sierra Leone’s agricultural production. But science and technology can 
never be divorced from their social and political contexts. New ideas and new tools are not only 
shaped by specific historical circumstances; their successful implementation depends on multiple 
historical contingencies. In Sierra Leone, war, racial distrust, black skepticism towards Cuffe’s 
ideas—in addition, to the vicissitudes of the free market and, ironically, the success of the Royal 
Navy implementing the slave trade ban—prevented science from having its intended effect. 
 
Despite Sierra Leone’s failed agricultural experiment, by the 1820s the colony emerged as 
a critical base for scientific expeditions into the interior. The Royal Navy’s presence in the colony 
increased dramatically in the late-1810s and 1820s, largely due to the bounty sailors received for 
each slave they caught and brought ashore.1256 Between 1819 and 1825, the navy captured 17,833 
slaves off the west coast of Africa, depositing them in Sierra Leone while their ships’ owners 
awaited trial in the colony’s Court of Mixed Commission, responsible for adjudicating illegal 
slave-trading cases.1257 As the number of military and colonial personnel increased, the British 
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state and other private patrons took over the job that the A.I. had championed throughout the 
1810s—promoting scientific expeditions. For these patrons, expeditions would help turn Sierra 
Leone not into an agricultural colony but a trading post. If explorers discovered waterways into 
and across Africa, the thinking went, Sierra Leone could become something like a commercial 
trading hub, connecting British manufacturers to African consumers deeper inside the 
continent.1258 Explorers of all political stripes increasingly highlighted the importance of the slave 
trade ban in their published travel narratives. But, given the complicated, often conflicting agendas 
these expeditions served, their abolitionist pretenses only evinced the way scientific explorers 
facilitated abolitionism’s gradual transformation from a means to emancipation into a justification 
for imperial expansion.  
This gradual transformation—from science chiefly serving emancipation, to science 
chiefly serving imperialism—received a significant push from the A.I. In 1815, the organization 
decided to edit and publish the unfinished journals of the revered Scottish explorer and physician, 
Mungo Park. Park, who led the most heralded expedition into the interior in 1798, died on his 
second mission in 1805. But the A.I. obtained these journals and, while editing them, began to 
publish excerpts in their annual reports, keenly aware of the power Park’s word would have on 
Sierra Leone’s prospects. Quoting from Park’s unpublished journals, an 1813 A.I. report extolled 
the “fertility of the soil of Africa,” adding that the Gold Coast is “quite favorable to the production 
of coffee.”1259 The report even highlighted how, according to Park, Africans in the interior were 
more civilized than the “inhabitants of the coast.”1260 The reason, Park explained, according his 
editors, was that the “baneful influence of the Slave Trade” corrupted coastal Africans, and that 
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the “advantages derived…from the sea and navigable rivers” provided an escape for at least some 
of them into the “interior parts of Africa,” where they remained untouched by slavery.1261 
The completed Park journals that the A.I. published in 1815 expanded on these points. It 
gave a fawning view of the region’s soil, climate, navigable waterways and natives. 1262 The deeper 
one travelled into the interior the more civilized the natives became (which the editors, 
ingeniously, called a kind of “moral geography”).1263 But equally noteworthy was the lengths the 
editors went to discredit the depiction of Africa offered by Park’s first expedition narrative. 
Published in 1798 and edited by Bryan Edwards, a distinguished man of science and prominent 
Jamaican slaveholder, it included lengthy passages that clearly favored slaveholders. European 
slave traders, it suggested, were neither the cause nor chief agitators of the slave trade, and in fact 
were saving enslaved Africans from a worse fate. If African slaves captured in war were not 
needed, the journal noted, native African traders routinely had them “put to death”; war and famine 
were so frequent in Africa that, “in many instances,” Africans are “voluntarily surrendering up 
their liberty to save their lives.”1264  In case there was any doubt about Park’s opinion on abolition, 
the journal stated it bluntly: “my opinion is, the effect would neither be as extensive nor beneficial, 
as many wise and worthy persons fondly expect.”1265 
 The A.I. had to explain away these earlier views attributed to Park. To do so, it relied on 
extensive interviews with Park’s relatives to prove Park’s true abolitionist sympathies, since Park 
had long been dead; additionally, they highlighted the proslavery agenda of his editor, Bryan 
Edwards. Regardless of Edwards’ scientific abilities, the introduction to Park’s 1815 journal noted, 
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he “came forward on every occasion as an advocate of the planters”; therefore, “his first object 
must have naturally been to gain the services of Park in the direct support of the Slave Trade.”1266 
Edwards must have written Park’s anti-abolitionist passages, they suggested, since all of “Park’s 
nearest relations” say that Park “uniformly expressed a great abhorrence of Slavery and the Slave 
Trade.”1267 They assured their readers that the new journal now being presented would not be 
subjected to the same biases that affected the earlier one.1268 The new journal included none of 
Park’s “opinions,” only his “facts,” which, they added, just so happened to support not slavery’s 
defenders, but “their opponents”—the abolitionists.1269 
The A.I. hoped Park’s journal would encourage others to fund similar expeditions. The 
discoveries made would not only help revive Sierra Leone and the abolitionist agenda, but Britain’s 
collective wealth as well. To encourage other expeditions, the A.I.’s annual reports included 
excerpts from Park’s journal that touted Africans’ sophisticated dying and cloth-making skills, 
implying that, with further research, Africans in the interior might make viable trading partners.1270 
Another excerpt showed the value of goods traded between Britain and Sierra Leone before and 
after the slave trade ban, using calculations taken from Park’s journal.1271 “The increase in the 
commerce of Africa, during the before-mentioned period, is altogether astonishing.”1272  To entice 
further investors, they noted how many other patrons were rushing in to fund their own 
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expeditions. Over two hundred men had approached the A.I. directors about funding “further 
discoveries in the interior of Africa” after Park’s journals appeared, they noted, hoping others 
would follow.1273 By soliciting other patrons to support expeditions, the A.I. abolitionists took a 
risk. The information gleaned from future expeditions might help improve Sierra Leone’s 
economic utility to imperial administrators, but abolitionists would lose a significant degree of 
control over how that information was used. British officials, for instance, might exploit explorers’ 
discoveries to promote an agenda in Africa that had little to do with ending slavery. Explorers 
themselves might take on these missions not out of interest in emancipation but to garner fame as 
heroic, humane scientific explorers. Whatever the risks, the A.I. showed little apprehension. In 
1816, they reported enthusiastically that their appeals for further support paid off: the British 
government, they reported, committed themselves to funding several new expeditions that would, 
they wrote proudly, “follow up the important discoveries of Mr. Park.”1274 
Many of the first expeditions after the publication of Park’s second journal were led by 
military officials based in Sierra Leone, such as the expeditions of Major John Peddie, Captain 
Thomas Campbell and Major William Gray that the A.I.’s 1816 report celebrated.1275 Several of 
these explorers highlighted the obstacles to “legitimate trade” posed by the ongoing slave trade, 
which was still being carried on by foreign European powers and illegal American traders. But 
these moral claims increasingly served as a prop holding up a much larger imperial mission. The 
overriding focus for these missions was to determine whether the African interior and its 
inhabitants, not Sierra Leone, were potential sources of wealth, and, by implication, worth 
colonizing, in some shape or form. To fulfill this agenda, explorers embarked with a core set of 
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questions: did Africans in the interior have a more developed “civilization,” which would bolster 
the case for expanding British trade in the region? Did the much-rumored gold reserves really exist 
in Timbuktu and its surrounding environs? And did the Niger River, which flowed into Sierra 
Leone, extend eastward to the Nile River? If so, it would greatly facilitate trade throughout the 
continent.1276  
The first government-sponsored expeditions ended in failure. Many explorers died from 
disease, or failed to gain the approval of local leaders to travel further.1277 But there was an 
unintended consequence to the surge in government-backed missions: private patrons started 
funding expeditions of their own. Most critical were the shareholders of the African Company, a 
group of wealthy British slave-trade merchants whose agents lived near the Gold Coast (present-
day Ghana). Now that the slave trade was legally dead, they looked to find new sources of wealth. 
The African Company sponsored the first expedition to receive widespread attention, one led by 
Thomas Edward Bowdich and begun in 1817. Bowdich’s Mission from the Cape Coast to Ashantee 
(1819) portrayed the natives deeper in the interior as highly sophisticated, the surrounding region 
comparably healthy, and its geography favorable to trade.1278 But it also demonstrated how 
abolitionism increasingly became co-opted by patrons with little interest in the broader antislavery 
cause.  
Bowdich’s goal was to entice British officials to turn the Gold Coast and the location of 
the African Company’s now defunct slave-trading forts into Britain’s imperial headquarters in 
West Africa.1279  “Another great object,” the African Company wrote in the Mission’s opening 
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chapter, was to open a path “as far as [the Ashantee king’s] territories extend toward the Cape 
Coast.”1280 This would not only help the African Company recoup its losses from the slave trade 
ban, but also prevent Sierra Leone’s backers—the A.I. abolitionists—from claiming that privilege 
for their colony. Yet the African Company’s rivalry with the abolitionists did not prevent Bowdich 
from championing the anti-slave trade cause. On the contrary, he understood that fighting the slave 
trade would flatter Britons’ collective sense of virtue, and, more practically, believed it would 
endear native Africans to the British. The tribes Bowdich met deeper in the interior had a 
“disagreeable impression of us,” he wrote, believing that all that Europeans wanted were slaves.1281 
Making matters worse was the “inconsistent and selfish” behavior of “the different European 
powers,” who continued “the slave trade.”1282 This lowered natives’ estimation of all Europeans, 
and made it more difficult to trade in anything but slaves; the money was simply too good.1283  
Bowdich’s expedition begat others. Alexander Gordon Laing, a British army officer 
stationed in Sierra Leone, who had previously served in the West Indies, received a commission 
by the colonial governor to explore the interior in 1822. Like Bowdich, Laing’s finished narrative, 
published in 1825, played up the importance of enforcing the slave trade ban in order to promote 
a “legitimate and honest trade.”1284 He also underscored how Britain’s lead in implementing the 
slave trade ban endeared the natives to the British: British enforcement was “rapidly obtaining for 
Great Britain an influence in this vast continent.”1285 He even included a lengthy exchange between 
himself and the king of the Soolima people, Assana Yeera, to illustrate the point. “Ah…you 
English are good people,” Laing recorded Yeera as having said to him. “You do not wish to see 																																																								
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black men in trouble…you do not sell them; you put them down in at Sierra Leone, give them 
plenty to eat, plenty of cloth, and you teach them to know God.”1286 
These expeditions also became a means to promote science. While most would have 
understood the practical utility of expeditions, these missions also could be described as worthy 
ends in and of themselves. Discovering the route of the Niger, the chemical content of rare 
minerals, novel medicines, and even using Sierra Leone as a base for astronomical observations, 
added intellectual capital to the moral virtue these explorers already claimed. Bowditch’s second 
travel narrative, published in 1821, not only promoted Britain’s commercial interests but, he wrote, 
added “much light” on “Natural History and Physical Science.”1287 The Royal Gazette and Sierra 
Leone Advertiser, the newspaper established by the colonial authorities in Freetown in the early 
1820s, extolled another expedition led by a military officer and surgeon as not only bringing 
“commercial advantages”; it would also be “of the highest interest to science.”1288 Meanwhile, 
Laing’s mission would “benefit...geographical science.”1289 In 1822, the Royal Gazette touted the 
astronomical observations conducted by Edward Sabine: “the results will unquestionably prove 
beneficial to the interests of science.”1290 Partly on account of this work, scientific and political 
careers were made. Sabine went on to become the president of the Royal Society.1291 An 1821 
expedition led by Dixon Denham resulted in his election to the Royal Society four years later; 
shortly after he was appointed head of the Liberated Africans Department in Sierra Leone, the 
bureau responsible for processing the newly captured slaves; and then, he was briefly appointed 
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governor in 1828.1292 These men thus embodied how the cause of science and the cause of 
antislavery were used to distinguish oneself—and, in the case of Denham, to attain political power.  
Occasionally, writers would attack explorers for hijacking the abolitionist cause. One critic 
took Bowdich to task for co-opting abolitionism, given his support from “the African 
Company.”1293 Kenneth Macaulay, an abolitionist and briefly the governor of Sierra Leone in the 
mid-1820s, cast doubt on Laing’s account after proslavery writers began to cherry-pick parts of it 
to discredit Sierra Leone.1294 Laing was “brought up in the West Indies,” Macaulay wrote, so “may 
[he] therefore not unreasonably be supposed to have had prejudices against the colony”?1295 But 
the anti-slave trade ban—if not emancipation itself—was becoming too popular. Even those with 
little interest in ending slavery now found something useful in this critical first piece of the 
abolitionist agenda. By the 1820s, colonial officials in Sierra Leone were using the slave trade ban 
as a bargaining chip with surrounding native tribes. Many groups in the region, the Ashantees most 
notably, grew powerful partly on account of the wealth they acquired through the Atlantic slave 
trade. Reluctant to give it up, British officials now signed treaties with rival groups offering 
protection against their enemies—on the condition that they end the slave trade and give the British 
access to more territory.1296 To be sure, a diverse set of West African tribes—the Igbo, Ashantees, 
Fante, and Yoruba—successfully thwarted British attempts to gain full control of West Africa until 
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the late nineteenth century.1297 But the expeditions that the abolitionists helped revive in the 1820s 
managed to sustain imperial interests in the region for decades. They also provided cover for 
Britain’s imperial designs: promoting science and antislavery were inherently worthy causes. That 
imperial expansion was bound up with them was easy to miss. 
 
II. 
Britain’s abolitionist elite, particularly those behind the A.I., did not look upon Britain’s 
imperial expansion with disdain. They embraced it. The expansion of British power into West 
Africa gave them a means to promote antislavery measures through treaties, free trade and, if need 
be, war. New colonies in the east—not only in Africa, but in India and Southeast Asia—might 
provide a clean slate where, they thought, slavery was only a recent institution imposed by illiberal 
foreign regimes. The East Indies, which includes modern-day Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia, 
was particularly attractive. These islands formed part of a vast archipelago anchored halfway 
between British-controlled Australia, to the southeast, and British India in the northwest. 
Abolitionists and reformed-minded imperialists, often one in the same, believed the East Indies 
could function as both a trading post linking colonial Australia and India, and, given the similar 
climate to the West Indies, an alternative base for free-labor plantations.1298   
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Men of science in the East Indies provided A.I. leaders with the evidence they needed to 
make the argument for free labor plantations in the east. No one was more important in this effort 
than Thomas Stamford Raffles, an imperial official in the East Indian Company who, by the 1810s, 
fashioned himself into an enlightened, antislavery reformer and, crucially, a man of science.1299 
The British East India Company functioned as Britain’s de facto government in India since the 
eighteenth century, but they had limited control over the nearby East Indian islands, which was 
largely controlled by the Dutch. Yet the Napoleonic Wars suddenly put it up for grabs. Raffles 
convinced his higher-ups in the East India Company to invade the Dutch-controlled island of Java 
in 1811 and then have him appointed lieutenant-governor.1300  For six years, Raffles ruled Java, 
and though the British exchanged the colony for other Dutch-controlled East India colonies in 
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1817, the scientific research he conducted, and the anti-slave trade measures he enacted, became 
touchstones for abolitionists throughout the 1820s.  
Raffles’s natural history of Java, titled History of Java and published in 1817, not only 
helped secure his election to the Royal Society.1301 It also firmly linked abolitionism to Britain’s 
imperial agenda in Southeast Asia. It offered a defense of liberal, humane policies—abolishing 
slavery above all—and therefore made British annexation of the East Indies seem not a form of 
coercive colonization but a humanitarian necessity. As governor of Java, Raffles made it his 
mission “to uphold the weak, to put down lawless forces, to lighten the chain of the slave,” and to 
promote  “humane institutions.”1302  His section describing the island’s population featured a 
detailed analysis of slavery on the island, and, significantly, placed the institution’s existence 
squarely on Dutch misrule. The native population had not known slavery until the Dutch arrived, 
he wrote, and, after imposing chattel slavery, the Dutch denied their slaves even the most basic 
rights. “Slaves in the future should not be considered as objects of real property,” he wrote, “but 
as objects possessing personal rights.”1303  He touted the reforms he enacted—limiting the slave 
trade, imposing a duty on newly imported slaves, establishing a registry for slaves—as examples 
for what enlightened imperial rule should look like, particularly as Britain extended its control in 
the region. All his own antislavery policies, he said proudly, “took for its basis the principles of 
the African [I]nstitution.”1304  
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Raffles did in fact work closely with A.I. abolitionists. In a private 1819 letter to 
Wilberforce, he re-iterated his support for “the cause of the slave.”1305 In another letter from 1817, 
he described how the spread of Islam in the region seemed to extend slavery—“May not therefore 
the spread of the Gospel go hand in hand with the Abolition of the slave trade?” he wrote.1306  
When Raffles returned to London in 1824, he and Wilberforce and their wives, Sophia Raffles and 
Barbara Wilberforce, spent many evenings together. “Lady Raffles and you would favor Mrs. 
Wilberforce and myself with a visit in our little Retirement?” Wilberforce wrote from his summer 
cottage one July day in 1825.1307  Given Raffles’ “public spirit & Philanthropy,” Wilberforce wrote 
Raffles in December of 1825, “I am persuaded you would find abundant scope” as a local city 
official.1308 
Raffles’ commitment to abolitionism had significant limitations. When he arrived in Java 
in 1811, he discovered a vibrant slave system. He calculated that, as of 1814, some 14,239 slaves, 
mostly taken from surrounding islands, inhabited the city of Batavia, the seat of his provisional 
government, whose population stood at 47,217.1309 The antislavery measures he enacted during 
his six-year rule were among the policies he most frequently publicized. His success increasing 
agricultural output without increasing slavery “proves…that coercive measure are 
unnecessary.”1310 In 1812, he imposed an annual tax on all slaves over the age of eight; a year 
later, he imposed a complete slave trade ban; and by 1816, the final year of his rule, he created a 
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registry for all slaves on the island, all typical A.I.-supported gradualist reforms.1311 But in his 
private writings to the Royal Navy officials responsible for enforcing his anti-slave trade measures, 
he was much less ambitious, often cautioning restraint. “You must be aware that the great 
commerce in slaves is carried on by native powers in amity with the British government,” he wrote 
naval officers in 1812; thus, stopping these friendly vessels would be an invitation to war.1312 
Moreover, he argued that if Parliament showed great concern for West Indian planters’ rights to 
property, “how much more delicately situated must not the government of a newly captured island 
be?”1313  
Raffles’ unwillingness to aggressively enforce the laws he publicly championed revealed 
the cool calculus behind his antislavery measures. In order to win over the island’s elite Dutch, 
and Chinese, slave-owning families, he would not risk attacking a key source of their wealth.1314 
As a new foreign ruler unknown to its local elite, it was wiser to win their approval first, so that, 
in the longer run, he could gradually abolish slavery altogether. For Raffles, the moral imperative 
of ending slavery was of less importance than the political purpose it advanced—British control 
over the territory. Like British officials in West Africa, Raffles stressed that “continuing on Java 
this odious traffic” only “serves but to lower the European in the eyes of the native.”1315 Like them, 
he wanted to endear himself to the locals so that he could more easily gain authority over the 
territory. Raffles thus committed himself to an extremely cautious antislavery agenda not because 
he did not want slavery abolished, but because it was politically inconvenient at the moment he 
seized power.  																																																								
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Raffles’ brief rule contributed at most only modestly to slavery’s very gradual demise in 
Java. After the Dutch took back control in 1817, they continued Raffles’ anti-slave trade policies 
and eventually abolished slavery in 1860. But Raffles greatly exaggerated his role in the 
process.1316 Slavery in Batavia peaked in 1788, when 34,631 slaves were found in the city.1317 By 
the time Raffles calculated the number of slaves in 1814, at 14,239, the enslaved population had 
already dropped by nearly 60 percent. By 1824, the next year when numbers are available, there 
were still 12,486 slaves in the city.1318 Though it is difficult to know exactly how much of that 
decrease Raffles is responsible for, compared to the Dutch regime that took over in 1817, it makes 
little difference: the decline of the slave population during and shortly after Raffles’ rule—1,753 
fewer slaves between 1814 and 1824—paled in comparison to the 20,392 decrease in the twenty-
five years prior to 1814. 
Raffles’ case for an imperial-oriented antislavery agenda relied on a host of scientific 
arguments. Among the most critical was his reworking of a common Enlightenment explanation 
for slavery that tied its origins to the natural environment. Since the eighteenth century, natural 
historians had argued that hot climates made indigenous populations lazy; as a result, their bodies 
and minds became too dull to resist enslavement. “Savages of hot countries are not only lazy to an 
extreme,” Buffon wrote, “but tyrannical,” leading one group to easily dominate another.1319 
Raffles’ History of Java, however, subtly “shifted the blame” away from Java’s tropical climate, 
as one scholar has recently argued, and instead contended that slavery was chiefly the product of 
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recent Dutch rule.1320 Raffles downplayed the region’s tropical climate when it did not suit the 
case for enlightened imperial rule. Though the islands offered, agriculturally speaking, “the fruits 
of a tropical climate,” its many mountains gave it “all the advantages of a temperate climate.”1321  
“The climate of Java, in general, is congenial to the human frame.”1322 The thousands of slaves he 
discovered, then, were not indigenous to the region but belonged to “the Europeans and Chinese 
alone.”1323  
In truth, slavery had long existed in the East Indies. But it differed markedly from the 
slavery modern Europeans practiced. In indigenous Southeast Asian societies, master and slave 
had mutual obligations to each other, unlike the asymmetrical relationship that characterized 
European slavery.1324 Moreover, enslavement was not a permanent, hereditary status conferred 
only on “outsiders,” but a terminable relationship that functioned as short-term collateral for debt, 
as punishment, or, crucially, as a kind of social protection in the case of natural disasters. 
Frequently earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanoes often left East Indians without homes, families, 
or food. As a result, when natural disasters struck, the most afflicted willingly sold themselves into 
slavery to obtain these basic needs. The very structure of indigenous Southeast Asia slavery—
often called an “open system,” since the ability to get out of slavery was considerably greater than 
in Europeans’ “closed system”—thus in part stemmed from the natural environment.1325 Indeed, 
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one of the great ironies of Raffles’ uncoupling of slavery from its environmental origins is that it 
belied the opposite truth:  in Southeast Asia, slavery in part resulted from environmental 
conditions.1326   
To be sure, Raffles did not simply fabricate the idea of slavery as being foreign to Java. 
When he arrived, the Dutch were, proportionally, the largest slaveholding class in Java, while the 
local Chinese elite owned the greatest number of slaves.1327 Most of these slaves were not taken 
from the indigenous population, but from neighboring Southeast Asian islands. Moreover, the 
Dutch and Chinese had begun to transform the indigenous, “open” form of indigenous slavery into 
a “closed” property-based notion of slavery. By the turn of the nineteenth century, Dutch and 
Chinese slaveholders increasingly competed to sell agricultural commodities—coffee, sugar, 
cotton—to mainland China, and began to import slaves to do the labor.1328  Thus, when Raffles 
arrived, he correctly saw a sizable, slave-based plantation economy taking root, and one exploited 
by “foreign” elite. But Raffles misdiagnosed the problem; the answers he proposed—free trade 
and free labor; dual nodes of capitalism—did not solve it.1329  At root, chattel slavery expanded in 
Southeast Asia not in spite of capitalist principles, but directly as a result of them. As competition 
to sell coffee and sugar abroad increased, so did the need for cheap labor. And slaves proved a 
remarkably cheap form of labor.1330 
Divorcing slavery from its environmental origins was not the only way Raffles used 
scientific arguments to help abolitionists. He heaped copious praise on the fertility of the soil and 
the favorable disease environment, while downplaying the frequency of natural disasters, all of 
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which presented the East Indies as an ideal free-labor alternative to the West Indies. The soil was 
Java’s “grand source of wealth.”1331 The “sugar-cane, the cotton tree, and the coffee plants, here 
flourish in great luxuriance.”1332 “No area of land… in any other quarter of the globe, could exceed 
it.”1333 Fears of natural disasters were also greatly exaggerated, he wrote. Volcanoes, far from 
posing a risk, accounted for the soil’s “extraordinary fertility.”1334 Java’s jagged northern coast 
created many “convenient harbors” that offered protection against “the monsoon.”1335 And while 
he did not deny the rumors of frequent earthquakes, he downplayed the danger: they  “are to be 
expected in a volcanic country,” and, for that matter, European settlements had been established 
in parts of the island that “have never sustained any serious injury from them.”1336 Raffles also 
went great lengths to discount negative perceptions of the disease environment. Most tropical 
environments, from the West Indies to West Africa, had been notorious for being a “white man’s 
grave.”1337 But Raffles insisted that Java’s mountains and extensive coastline created constant “sea 
breezes,” which blew away the hot and stagnant air so conducive to tropical diseases.1338  He not 
only included exact temperature calculations to prove Java’s comparatively cooler climate; he also 
relied on the best “professional men”—physicians, natural historians—to back up his claim.1339 
“In point of salubrity,” these men asserted, according to Raffles, Java was equal to “the healthiest 
parts of British India, or of any tropical country in the world.”1340   
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To bolster his scientific credibility, Raffles cited many other naturalists, botanists, 
physicians and zoologists, whose views validated his own. Perhaps most important was Thomas 
Horsfield, a Pennsylvania born physician and botanist who left the United States for Java in 1800. 
Horsfield received his medical degree from the University of Pennsylvania in 1798, studying under 
Benjamin Rush, among others. Though he does not appear to have played a direct role in 
abolitionist politics, he had imbibed the lesson of his abolitionist professors—science ought to be 
in the service of humanity. He dedicated his dissertation, a chemical analysis of poison ivy, to the 
physicians who trained him at the Pennsylvania Hospital, a charitable hospital in Philadelphia 
where Rush was a longtime physician. The hospital embodied everything Horsfield believed 
medical research ought to be—not a quest for “wealth or grandeur,” but for the “more solid and 
durable pillars of science and humanity.”1341   
The reasons Horsfield went to Java are unclear.1342 But once there he worked as a botanist 
and physician to the Dutch East India Company, only to switch allegiance to Raffles and the British 
East India Company when the British invaded. Raffles in turn helped establish Horsfield’s 
scientific reputation. He published Horsfield’s first widely circulated scientific work in the journal 
he created as governor of Java, Transactions of the Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences, modeled 
on the Royal Society’s Transactions.1343 He also sent copies of Horsfield’s articles to the editors 
of various scientific journals in Europe, who quickly praised Horsfield’s work. “The papers of Dr. 
Horsfield are highly interested to science,” wrote the editors of the Royal Institution’s journal, of 
whom William Allen was a member, in 1817.1344 Even more important, Raffles used Horsfield’s 																																																								
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published research to bolster his own claims in the History of Java. Most significant was 
Horsfield’s research on the long-dreaded “upa tree.”  A plant native to the East Indies and today 
used to make veneers, the upa functioned as a kind of mythic botanical weapon that competing 
European powers used to sow fear in rival empires seeking to control the East Indies.1345 In 1783, 
an obscure French naturalist, J.N. Foersch, described the plant as so poisonous that any foreigner 
who set foot near it faced instant death. Like many other European naturalists, Foersch spread the 
rumor to discourage further Dutch encroachment in the islands. The dozens of chemical tests 
Raffles had Horsfield conduct on the plant rose directly from Foersch’s allegations. Yet, ironically, 
it was not the Frenchman, but Erasmus Darwin who inadvertently popularized the “poison-tree” 
myth in his antislavery-suffused poem, Botanic Garden from 1789: “the HYDRA-TREE of 
Death,” he called it.1346 Now, a new generation of abolitionists had to discredit an idea the earlier 
one made popular. 
To refute “the very extraordinary tales told of this tree,” Raffles cited, among others, “an 
authentic account of the poison, as drawn about by Dr. Horsfield at my request,” and published in 
the “seventh volume of the Batavian Transactions.”1347  Raffles then quoted Horsfield’s article at 
length.1348 Naturalists confused one poisonous plant with many harmless ones, Horsfield wrote; 
the sap from the poisonous varieties had to mix with specific ingredients to become dangerous; 
the poisonous plants tended to be “surrounded on all sides by shrubs and plants” and thus difficult 
to encounter blindly.1349 Having conducted more than twenty experiments on various animals with 
the poison, he was confident that all the fantastical claims were “founded in fiction.”1350 Yet 																																																								
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Horsfield’s usefulness to Raffles extended beyond the poisonous plant. He also helped Raffles 
substantiate claims about the fertility of the soil and the potential the islands offered for the 
discovery of new medicines and commodities. Java contained “upwards of a thousand plants” that 
were “already contained in the herbaria of Dr. Horsfield,” Raffles wrote; Horsfield’s analysis of 
the chemicals in volcanic ash showed that, from being a danger, volcanoes actually helped 
vegetation rapidly “progress”; several plants Horsfield found would also likely “become most 
valuable articles in general medicinal practice.” 1351 
The collaboration between Horsfield and Raffles helped fuel abolitionist interest in the East 
Indies. In the History of Java, Raffles not only repeatedly argued that the East Indies were an ideal 
alternative to “the West Indies.”1352  He also kept up a lively correspondence with key A.I. leaders 
about the East Indies’ potential. In addition to Wilberforce, the Duke of Somerset was particularly 
interested. As a natural historian himself—he was a member of the Royal Society and eventually 
named president of the Linnaean Society—Somerset proved a receptive ear.1353 “I am attempting 
to introduce the cultivation and manufacture on the same principle as in the West Indies,” Raffles 
wrote to Somerset in August of 1820.1354 “I find that sugar-work may be established here at less 
than one-sixth the expense which must be incurred at Jamaica,” he continued, adding that the soil, 
climate and lack of hurricanes made the East Indies “almost beyond comparison.”1355 By 1820, 
Raffles was no longer governor of Java. He was now stationed in the long-time British outpost of 
Bencoolen, a small settlement in the western island of Sumatra.1356  But the arguments he made on 
behalf of Java provided the template for the ones he would now make for Sumatra. He hoped 
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Somerset would plead his case back to the A.I. members and the politicians to whom he was well 
connected. “I cannot help regretting that the public attention is not turned to the advantages which 
may result from colonizing this part of Sumatra,” Raffles wrote Somerset.1357 “Our advantages 
over the West Indies are not only in soil, climate and labour, but also in constant markets.”1358 An 
absentee planter from Jamaica had already begun to shift his money to a new plantation in 
Bencoolen, Raffles said, yet he would have no need for slave labor: “The Chinese and natives 
would be the manual labours,” and the “abolition of the slave trade” would “effectively destroy” 
the ability for slavery to take root.1359 
Raffles’ correspondence with Somerset revealed the imperial ambition that underpinned 
his scientific and antislavery work. His letter showed him not simply making scientific and 
antislavery arguments, but using them to advocate for Britain’s takeover of Sumatra. While the 
British never ended up seizing Sumatra, in 1822 they took over Singapore, naming Raffles 
governor. The anti-slavery measures he enacted, and his constant promotion of the region’s 
fertility, laid the groundwork for Britain’s expansion into Singapore, providing both moral and 
scientific respectability to British imperialism. What’s more, Raffles could rely on his A.I. 
supporters to back his claims of being a bona fide abolitionist. In 1817, the African Institution 
proudly reported on Raffles’ efforts to abolish the slave trade, collect seeds, “promote the 
cultivation of the soil,” and “introduce amongst the Inhabitants [in Java] beneficial medical 
discoveries.”1360 In 1823, Thomas Clarkson cited Raffles’ effort to produce sugar with free labor 
in the East Indies as evidence that profitable, humane plantations could replace West Indian 
																																																								
1357 Raffles to Somerset, Aug. 20, 1820, Memoir of the Life of Raffles, 2:148. 
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1360 Eleventh Report of the Directors of the African Institution...26th day of March, 1817 (1817), 78. 
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slavery; indeed, his free-labor measures were “a blessing to the Natives.”1361 In 1828, the Anti-
Slavery Reporter again referred to Raffles’ History of Java to highlight the many viable 
alternatives to West Indian slavery.1362  
Abolitionists’ embrace of Raffles demonstrates that the antislavery cause was not simply 
co-opted by imperialists against their will. On the contrary, the early abolitionist elite encouraged 
Britain’s imperial expansion in the east in the hope that it would help destroy slavery in the west. 
To make that case, they relied on elite men with scientific authority, men like Raffles and 
Horsfield, who could prove that the East Indies would provide humane, profitable alternatives to 
the West Indies. History proved the early abolitionists’ wrong: free labor East Indian colonies 
never could compete with the profits West Indian slave labor made possible.1363 But throughout 
the 1820s, what mattered was not the economic reality but abolitionists’ ability to persuade the 
public that such a reality was possible. Raffles’ scientific work was crucial to that effort.  
 
III. 
 Establishing free labor alternatives in the East Indies and West Africa was directly linked 
to gradual emancipation efforts in the British Caribbean. Abolitionists hoped new eastern colonies 
would recoup any economic losses the British empire stood to lose when West Indian slavery 
ended. In the meantime, abolitionists hoped to reduce slavery’s harshness in the West Indies, a 
process historians call “amelioration,” and abolitionists often called “mitigation” or simply 
“melioration.” 1364 Amelioration was rooted in the Enlightenment belief in gradual progress, and 
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up until the early 1830s the abolitionist elite focused on promoting amelioration measures that 
would reduce the physical burdens on slaves, improve their health and longevity, and prepare them 
for eventual freedom. Part of amelioration’s allure was that it put off the question of emancipation 
and appealed directly to planters’ financial interests: buying slaves was expensive, and thus 
policies that promoted their health and longevity reduced slavery’s costs. After the anti-slave trade 
bill went into effect in 1808, planters increasingly accepted some amelioration reforms, but with a 
different aim than abolitionists: to prolong slavery rather than end it. With the supply of new 
“saltwater slaves” cut off, slavery’s survival depended more than ever on keeping their slaves 
alive.1365 
 Amelioration measures took many forms. The abolition of the slave trade was a 
quintessential amelioration reform, as it was premised on the idea that ending the supply of new 
slaves would force planters to better treat the slaves they had. But between 1807 and 1830, 
abolitionists pushed for a host of other, lesser-known ameliorative measures: outlawing the whip, 
requiring a day of rest, teaching Christianity to slaves, allowing slaves’ evidence to be admitted in 
court.1366  Scholars have explored many of these amelioration reforms, but the adoption of new 
technologies has received little attention.1367 Yet during the 1810s and 1820s, abolitionists 
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consistently argued that adopting new technologies would lessen the burden, and even the need, 
for slave labor. It was argument that had lasting consequences.  
 
 Of all the technologies that abolitionists argued would reduce the need for slave labor, the 
animal-powered plough was among the most frequently mentioned. Throughout the West Indies, 
slaves continued to use the hand-held hoe, rather than the more “modern” plough, to plant sugar-
cane. To grow the crop, the soil first had to be broken up; then, deep holes had to be dug into the 
loosened soil where the seed was finally planted. In the 1810s especially, abolitionists tried to 
convince planters that using a plough would greatly expedite the first step, breaking up the soil, 
while also reducing the slave’s physical burdens. Though the plough was hardly a new invention, 
its widespread use throughout Europe came to symbolize the technological and intellectual 
advancement of European agriculture, particularly when contrasted against non-European 
agricultural practices, many of which still relied on the hoe.1368 West Indian planters and slaves 
had many valid reasons for using the hoe, but abolitionists could turn to a host of scientifically-
minded “enlightened” planters who had advocated for the plough to help make their case. 
 The African Institution took the lead in pleading with planters to adopt the plough. In 1814, 
it commissioned a widely read two-volume work, Mitigation of Slavery, that featured nearly 
twenty planter testimonials advocating for the plough.1369 Mitigation was edited by William 
Dickson, a former governor of Barbados and slaveholder turned abolitionist who helped found 
both the SEAST and A.I.; Mitigation intended to show that if West Indian planters adopted 																																																								
1368 The classic study, from an anthropological view, to explain the social and economic divergence between European 
and non-European societies largely on account of the adoption of the plough over the hoe is: Jack Goody, Production 
and Reproduction: A Comparative Study of the Domestic Domain (New York: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1976). For a 
recent study to challenge the lack of sophistication of the hoe in eighteenth and nineteenth century North America, 
see: Chris Evans, “The Plantation Hoe: The Rise and Fall of an Atlantic Commodity, 1650–1850,” The William and 
Mary Quarterly, Vol. 69, No. 1 (Jan. 2012): 71-100. 
1369 William Dickson, Mitigation of Slavery, 2 vols. (London, 1814). 
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amelioration reforms, labor-saving technologies chief among them, slavery would die out so 
gradually so “as not to be perceived.”1370 Characteristic of the gradualist movement, it emphasized 
that immediate emancipation was out of the question, for “neither the Slave nor their Superiors 
are, in any respect, prepared.”1371 Instead, it would try to demonstrate, through a series of carefully 
controlled experiments conducted by enlightened planters, or “agricultural improvers” as they 
were called, that slavery could be gradually extinguished through “a few safe and easy steps.”1372 
Dickson suggested that the totality of his evidence offered something close to mathematical 
certainty: taken together, the evidence would “prove...by a method established by the 
mathematicians, and followed by all skillful calculators” that gradual emancipation could be both 
economical and painless.1373 
 Perhaps the most respected planter Dickson cited was Edward Long. As a Jamaican slave-
owner and lauded naturalist, Long had unique credibility. His opus, History of Jamaica, published 
in 1774, made an impassioned plea not only for the plough, but for all kinds of scientific assistance. 
Plantation agriculture was in desperate need “of the aid of natural philosophy, chemistry, and some 
other branches of polite science,” Long wrote, lest it stay in the hands of “ignorant clowns.”1374 
Dickson singled out Long’s praise of one “machine” in particular: the plough. With two sets of 
horses, “a plough could do the same quantity of work in a given time, that one hundred Negroes 
could do in the same time,” Long wrote, in a passage Dickson, and other planters he cited, quoted 
verbatim.1375 Other planters Dickson cited came to similar conclusions. Mr. Ashley, whose 
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remarks came from parliamentary testimony he gave in 1788, said that he nearly “double[d] his 
crop...by means of the plough alone.”1376 The anonymously written “Treatise on Planting” noted 
how the plough gave “more ease to their slaves,” citing Linnaeus to validate the work.1377 Mr. 
Fitzmaurice, a Jamaican planter, and Mr. George Woodward, of Barbardos, also asserted that the 
plough “eases the Negroes.”1378 Testimonies that enabled Dickson to conduct mathematical 
comparisons between the outcomes of hoed land to plough land proved especially useful, difficult 
as it was “to conceive of any rational objection.”1379  From the returns of one Jamaican planter, 
Dickson calculated that planters could save “above 75 per cent” of input costs per acre by adopting 
the plough in lieu of slaves.1380 A French slaveholder from St. Domingo conducted his own 
comparison, complete with a graphic table showing his work, which Dickson readily reprinted: 
“Here, says our author,” was proof that a single plough could produce profits equal to forty slaves 
hoeing “280 working days in the year.”1381 
  Many of the testimonials Dickson reprinted came from planters who had either died or had 
little interest in abolition. Joshua Steele, a Barbadian planter who spoke “very favourably” of the 
plough, died in 1791, and despite experimenting with a host of ameliorative reforms, never freed 
his slaves.1382 Edward Long died a year before Mitigation was published, and, to justify slavery, 
suggested that Africans were not part of the human species.1383 Bryan Edwards’s celebration of 
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the plough, in his History of the West Indies (1793) and excerpted by Dickson, also endorsed 
slavery; he died in 1800.1384  While Dickson did not mention that the majority of the men he quoted 
were dead, it helped: the dead could not retaliate. But where Dickson obscured these deaths, he 
highlighted the proslavery views of writers whenever he could. The plough-promoting French 
planter Monsieur St. Venant “is a decided enemy of negrophilisme,” he wrote, and supported the 
plough purely for “oeconomical doctrines.”1385 The advantage was that a proslavery writer’s 
endorsement could be used to downplay the end-game planters feared: emancipation. Since 
freedom was a still a distant goal in the 1810s, the abolitionist elite reasoned that it was wiser to 
extol the virtues of technology not solely in the name of morality but in the name of profit.  
 Of all the “fair trial[s]” of the plough Dickson cited, none proved more useful than his 
own.1386  In 1789, he enlisted the absentee Grenada slaveholder James Johnstone, a member of 
parliament, to test the efficiency of the plough against the hoe on his plantation. They recruited a 
Scottish ploughman and purchased six American horses and set aside “between 150 and 200” acres 
of the 400 total acres Johnstone used for sugar cultivation to use for the plough; the other half 
would be planted entirely by hoe-wielding slaves.1387 If the experiment failed, Dickson wrote, it 
“would probably have condemned the plough to a long oblivion, and might even have been held 
up as proof...that Abolition itself, from which the experiment emanated, was a wild and pernicious 
project.”1388 The results Dickson reported were astounding. Johnstone’s slaves “were unspeakably 
eased” on the ploughed land; the quality of the ploughed sugar far exceeded the quality of the hoed 
crop; profits from the ploughed sugar-cane “more than paid all the expence [sic]” of the initial 
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experiment.1389 Dickson even suggested that the alleged eased conditions for Johnstone’s slaves 
explained why they did not revolt during the Haitian Revolution.1390 Technology not only made 
slaves more efficient, Dickson suggested, it made them docile. Given the results, he wondered why 
“the plough had not been long ago generally introduced.”1391 
   In his description of their experiment, Dickson included several other scientific arguments 
to counter planters’ charges against the plough. To planters who said that the plough killed 
caterpillars that helped break down the soil, he argued that, if true, the plough should have also 
killed off unwanted insects, like the termite; but it did not, he said, citing Henry Smeathman’s 
work to prove his point.1392 To those who contended that the rocky soil too often broke ploughs, 
Dickson noted that ploughs were now being made out of iron, not wood, which ought to eliminate 
the concern.1393 Did ploughs dry out the soil? Not at all, he said, pointing to the success of 
Johnstone’s experiment as a self-evident refutation. Were Africans too inherently dim-witted to 
learn the science of ploughing? Ridiculous: Not only did Johnstone’s slaves quickly learn to 
plough, if anything it was the hot climate that “stunts and stupefies” both the white overseer and 
the black slave. 1394 What, then, was the “real” reason planters did not adopt the plough? Dickson 
asked.1395 Rather than answer explicitly, the mounting evidence he provided was meant to lead 
readers to one obvious conclusion: the cruelty, if not ignorance and backwardness, of slaveholders.  
 Dickson’s emphasis on the plough obscured several important truths. For one thing, several 
of the reasons planters gave for not adopting the plough were valid. Ploughing did dry out the soil; 
the stony soil did break ploughs; and the mountainous terrain did in fact make ploughing 																																																								
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1391 Ibid., 2:293. 
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difficult.1396 More importantly, the focus on the plough concealed the many other scientific 
innovations planters embraced. West Indian planters worked closely with leading men of science 
in Britain and Southeast Asia to improve the quality of their foodstuffs and sugar-cane. In 1789, 
Jamaican planters famously imported Tahitian breadfruit seeds from Joseph Banks, the Royal 
Society president, which quickly became a low-cost food staple throughout the Caribbean.1397  In 
1796, William Roxburgh, the same botanist who sent seeds from Calcutta to Sierra Leone, shipped 
higher quality Indian sugar-cane seeds to Caribbean planters.1398 To improve the accuracy of sugar 
processing, Jamaican slaveholders commissioned London chemists and purchased expensive 
chemical instruments: the hydrometer, the microscope.1399  Indeed, by focusing on the plough, and 
other “machines,” abolitionists helped craft the narrative that scholars now insist is in need of 
revision: the idea that slaveholders were “premodern,” their plantations “an old, static system that 
belonged to an earlier time.”1400 
 The plough argument also concealed an even more essential truth. It was not simply 
planters’ embrace of science and technology, but also the accumulated experience and hard-won 
knowledge of enslaved laborers, women and men alike, that accounted for slavery’s steadily 
increasing productivity.1401 Enslaved Africans did not merely adapt or adopt new tools from 
enlightened European “agricultural improvers.”  They brought with them, from West and Central 
West Africa, a deep knowledge of agricultural practices. As scholars now know, enslaved women 
and men brought from Africa a sophisticated understanding of rice cultivation, as well as a 
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knowledge of how to grow many of the core foodstuffs that planters eventually relied upon to feed 
them—cassava, yams, plantains.1402  Knowing how to grow these foodstuffs would have been 
particularly important during the early nineteenth century period of amelioration, as planters began 
to allot more space for slaves to grow their own foodstuffs (rather than pay for more expensive 
imported foods).1403 In Mitigation of Slavery, Dickson cited the work of Richard Ligon, a 
seventeenth century British planter in Barbardos, but he did not include this revealing statement, 
which stood as a testament to African’s “botanical legacy” in the New World: “There is a Root, of 
which some of the Negroes brought the Seeds, and planted there, and they grew.”1404 
 Abolitionists’ emphasis on the plough also cast Africans’ preferred technology—the hand-
held hoe—as hopelessly backward. Though abolitionists intended this as an affront to 
slaveholders, it equally debased the image of Africans. West Africans had a long history of using 
the hoe that predated their New World enslavement; the tool’s surprising longevity in the 
Caribbean perhaps had as much to do with their personal preference and skills using the instrument, 
as it did the nature of the climate and soil. In any event, the plantation hoe was hardly the humble, 
simpleton’s tool abolitionists made it out to be.1405  By the nineteenth century, planters began 
investing heavily in ever-more sophisticated plough designs, instructing British tool-makers on the 
exact shape of the spearhead, the length of the shaft, the precise curve of the handle.1406  Planters 																																																								
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undoubtedly determined these details by consulting with their slaves. While scholars might debate 
the extent to which slaves’ precise tool preferences stemmed from their experiences with hoes in 
Africa, such a debate distracts from an another important point: the technological knowledge 
enslaved laborers contributed to plantation agriculture did not only come from Africa; it was 
accrued and accumulated, day in and day out, through the back-breaking and violent work on the 
plantation. 1407  
  
 By the mid-1820s, the abolitionist elite began to take a more adversarial stance. They put 
less emphasis on persuading planters to adopt what they believed were labor-saving technologies, 
and now emphasized how planters’ alleged refusal to adopt these technologies demonstrated their 
backwardness. In 1823, the abolitionist elite founded a new antislavery organization, the Anti-
Slavery Society, which soon supplanted the African Institution. Though much of its core 
membership remained the same—Allen, Clarkson, Wilberforce—emancipation was now at the 
core of its mission, despite still insisting it occur gradually.1408 In the inaugural essay that Clarkson 
wrote in 1823 clarifying abolitionists’ objectives, he mocked planters for refusing to adopt the 
plough. Though “the introduction of the plough has been opposed in the West Indies,” he wrote, 
“it has been proven that one plough...would turn up as much land in a day, as one hundred Negroes 
could with their hoes!” citing Long.1409 In 1825, the Anti-Slavery Society’s new journal, the Anti-
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Slavery Monthly Reporter, wrote that “in no one instance had slavery and the use of mechanical 
inventions existed together.”1410 Indeed, the very “use of slaves prevented the introduction of 
machinery.”1411  
 Elite abolitionists’ newly adversarial tone not only marked an important change in the 
character of the British movement; it also reflected a growing awareness that the antislavery cause 
was no longer theirs to control alone.1412 An increasing number of less elite people—women, 
slaves, factory workers, Baptist and Methodist preachers—were now clearly and forcefully 
advocating for emancipation. In 1824, Elizabeth Heyrich called for the immediate end to slavery; 
a year later, Laura Townsend formed the first female antislavery organization in Birmingham.1413 
Slave revolts proved equally influential.1414 Beginning in August of 1823, nearly 10,000 slaves in 
Demerara, a British colony on the northern coast of South America, staged a highly sophisticated 
revolt. Their testimony revealed that they were not rebelling out of blind rage, or even demanding 
immediate freedom: they wanted planters to enact the amelioration reforms Parliament recently 
recommended—Sundays off, more land for their own gardens.1415  Some slaves even seemed to 
deliberately push the boundaries of what the abolitionist elite accepted for them (Sundays off), 
calling instead for “three days in the week for themselves, besides Sundays,” as one eyewitness 
reported slaves to have said.1416 
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 These more radical voices helped shake elite abolitionists from their illusions of 
enlightened planters’ “benevolence.” But the abolitionist elite did not drop the arguments about 
technology they had long been making. In fact, they began linking them to other scientifically-
oriented arguments, which increased their potency. One particularly common strategy was to link 
the technology argument to a statistical one. In 1815, abolitionists succeeded in pressuring 
Parliament to pass a slave Registry Bill, which, for the first time, kept an exact tally of the British 
Caribbean’s slave population. Even though planters’ implementation of certain amelioration 
measures had begun to slow the rate of slave deaths, the overall slave population continued to 
decline by an average annual rate of negative .4 percent between 1808 and the early 1830s.1417 
Abolitionists repeatedly harped on this overall decline to show that planters had little interest in 
preserving their slaves’ lives, and they often linked the statistical data to planters’ supposed refusal 
to adopt new technologies. In 1827, the Anti-Slavery Society directly connected the “quite 
conclusive” fact of a “decrease in population” to the fact that sugar-cane planting was still being 
“executed not by ploughs and cattle...but by men and women” wielding hoes.1418  
 Abolitionists also turned to the East Indies to show that new technologies could help 
naturally increase the labor force, even in similarly hot, tropical climates. In August of 1827, the 
Anti-Slavery Society’s journal quoted directly from Raffles’ History of Java to prove that laborers 
in other tropical climates naturally increased when each farmer “has his own field, his own plough, 
[and] his own buffaloes and oxen.”1419 Given what the editors elsewhere called the 
“unquestionable statistical facts,” they bluntly asserted that free labor, aided by modern tools, “is 
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to be infinitely preferred...to the incessant compulsory toil of the Demerara slaves, which is no less 
rapidly wearing them down and wasting their numbers.”1420 
 Occasionally, planters could rely on their own men of science to counter abolitionists’ 
claims. Particularly threatening to abolitionists was a lengthy report written by Major Thomas 
Moody, a respected military engineer who had served in the Caribbean. In 1825, Moody published 
a dissenting report from one that Parliament had commissioned to investigate the conditions on 
Caribbean plantations. Moody played up his scientific and military background: as “an officer of 
engineers” and “active member of agricultural societies,” he had no “self-interest” to “bias [my] 
judgment”; he would stick only to “the most faithful exposition of the facts.”1421 Moody’s report 
was ruthlessly logical, refuting almost every abolitionist reform with a scientifically-informed 
retort: the heat of the “torrid zone” meant that whips were absolutely necessary, he argued, since 
no one would voluntarily work otherwise.1422 Having travelled the world, he was sure that West 
Africans were alone suited to slave labor, since everywhere they were “in a state of child ignorance, 
but generally with the physical strength of mature age.” 1423  
 One of Moody’s most extensive critiques focused on why Caribbean planters did not use 
the plough and similar “machinery.”1424 What abolitionists had done to proslavery planters, 
selectively editing their work to serve their own agenda, Moody now did in return. He took the 
writing of a white antislavery New York colonizationist, Mr. Dewey, who had recently visited 
Haiti and praised its modern agricultural practices, and either contorted it to fit his own purpose, 
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or explained it away. In Guiana, where Moody once conducted his own “fair experiment” with the 
plough, he found that the soil and terrain made it unhelpful.1425 But in the Barbados, he found that 
planters needed the plough and slaves, and yet still took twice as long to produce the same amount 
of sugar.1426 He even quoted Dewey’s line about pre-emancipation Haitian slaves having “no 
interest in the preservation of the tools they use,” to make the opposite point: given their 
slovenliness, why should planters trust slaves with pricey new tools?1427  
 But abolitionists found ways to neutralize Moody’s report. Rather than back away from 
technological arguments, they deepened and expanded them. They noted that Moody had 
mentioned that “steam engines of great power” were erected throughout the West Indies, but also 
that ploughs had been seldom used.1428 From these two facts, they reasoned that, while steam-
engines increased the speed of sugar-processing, without ploughs slaves could not keep up. Far 
from “lightening the toils of the field,” the Anti-Slavery Monthly Reporter wrote in 1827, “the 
introduction of steam engines may increase the demand for slave labor” when it is not coupled 
with other tools that expedited the planting process.1429 Though it was a nimble argument, it 
revealed an important truth abolitionists were still unwilling or unable to accept: new machinery 
often increased the pressure on slaves; and, over the longer term and in places other than the British 
Caribbean, it helped fuel slavery’s expansion.1430 Steam-powered British and American textiles 
mills—to say nothing of the Eli Whitney’s cotton-gin—ensured that southern cotton plantations 
would thrive decades after Britain emancipation. 
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 Abolitionists’ relentless focus on planters’ supposed aversion to technology grew strength 
from other scientific arguments they linked it to. Arguments about how slavery mono-culture 
exhausted the soil proved especially common: “No soil, however fertile, can resist the deteriorating 
effects of slave cultivation,” the Anti-Slavery Monthly Reporter wrote in March of 1827.1431 In 
1824, the British abolitionist James Cropper reprinted an article written by American abolitionist 
making the same point: “It seems, indeed, to be an inevitable law of Slavery, to curse the soil on 
which it is exhausted.”1432  British abolitionists sometimes strained to link the soil-exhaustion 
argument to new technologies, but they nonetheless tried. Had planters adopted the plough, the 
Anti-Slavery Society argued, they would have more animals, and more animals meant more 
“manure” to “renew the fertility of the soil.”1433 Elsewhere they argued by analogy, likening the 
soil to a machine: In the quest for quick profits, a sugar planter would quickly exhaust the soil in 
the same way that a “proprietor of a cotton mill” would “infallibly abridge the duration of the 
machinery.”1434  
 Whether the public found each individual argument convincing is less important than the 
larger narrative they upheld: that slavery was directly at odds with modern agricultural science. In 
1823, Clarkson scoffed that planters would rather have “Negroes carry baskets of dung upon their 
head” than purchase “mules, or oxens, and carts” to do the work for them.1435 Like most elite 
abolitionists, his patience had run out. Clarkson gave up persuading planters to adopt new 
technologies, and now insisted that the very nature of slavery prevented technological innovation: 
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“From when does such a system arise?” he asked, referring to the lack of modern tools on the 
plantation: “It has it origins in slavery alone.”1436 
  
 By the early 1830s, British West Indian slavery was on life support; all it needed was a 
knock-out blow. Instead of one, it got many. Parliament’s 1832 Reform Bill began to expand the 
number of working- and middle-class male voters, who soon voted into parliament more than one 
hundred officials who had pledged to abolish slavery.1437 Women delivered another hit. Uniting 
under their own antislavery societies, forty in total, they put 350,000 signatures on petitions against 
slavery in 1833.1438 Methodist preachers matched them, spearheading 1,900 of 5,000 petition 
drives that same year.1439 No less central were slaves. On Christmas Day in 1831, roughly 25,000 
enslaved Jamaicans staged another sophisticated revolt upon hearing rumors that planters were 
stifling the emancipation effort.1440 The abolitionist elite, rather than denounce the campaign’s 
increasingly radical dimensions, used it as leverage to pressure parliament to act. Emancipation 
could be safely achieved, they argued, if slaves served a years-long “apprenticeship” before being 
freed, and if slaveholders, not slaves, received compensation. 
  Elite abolitionists’ ability to maintain control of the emancipation process is nowhere more 
evident than in the arguments about technology that appeared in parliament’s final antislavery 
hearings. Parliament convened its final committee to investigate Caribbean slavery in 1832; the 
committee’s abolitionist-friendly members repeatedly asked planters why they did not “substitute 
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machinery for manual labor.”1441  Sometimes they asked why “steam-engines” were not more 
widely used. 1442 But most often they focused on the plough. “With reference to cane hole digging,” 
the committee asked, “why is not it now done by the plough?”1443 “Because I conceive,” one 
planter responded, that the common slaveholder “has not sufficient confidence in the superior 
benefits of machinery to manual labor.”1444 A Caribbean preacher gave a similar reply: though 
some islands had “introduced the plough,” he said, “generally speaking, it is manual labor” that 
does all the work.1445 Another preacher attributed the lack of the plough “to the prejudices of the 
planters.”1446 Ironically, a former South Carolinian slave-owner helped British abolitionists by 
testifying that America’s naturally increasing slave population was in part due to “the introduction 
of machinery,” which “tended to the preservation of the lives of the slaves.”1447  
 The South Carolina slaveholders’ remarks revealed something important about why the 
United States and Britain’s paths toward emancipation began to diverge in the 1820s and 1830s. 
Scholars have offered several convincing explanations that have little to do with technology. For 
one thing, Britons did not have to live alongside slaves once free; confined to distant plantations, 
freed slaves posed no immediate threat to the metropole’s white racial identity.1448 In addition, 
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compared with America, British slaveholders had a limited voice in government. Britain also could 
turn to its expanding eastern empire, in India and Southeast Asia, for the raw commodities the 
West Indies had produced.1449 Demographic arguments, so prominent in final British emancipation 
debates, also proved useless in the American context, as the South Carolinian slaveholder’s 
comments suggest.1450  
 But technology also played a role. In broad economic terms, new inventions like the steam-
engine propelled industrialization more quickly in England than in the United States. 
Industrialization in turn created the conditions necessary for a broad anti-slavery consensus to 
emerge.1451 Though earlier abolitionists, like Wedgwood and Darwin, were wrong to believe that 
steam-engines, and similar new “machines,” would convert slaves into free laborers on the 
plantation, new technologies did help create new free laborers in England. These laborers became 
key signatories to the 1.5 million petitions sent to Parliament between 1831 and 1833.1452 More 
directly, British arguments about the plough and other “mechanical inventions” had more traction 
in England than in the United States. In Britain, where virtually no slaves performed agricultural 
work, ploughs could more easily be associated with free labor. By contrast, by the latter eighteenth 
century, the plough had largely replaced the hoe, but not slaves, on Virginia and South Carolina 
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plantations.1453 With so many slaves working alongside ploughs, arguments about modern 
technology’s ability to reduce slave labor fell flat.1454  
 The nature of Caribbean slavery also differed markedly from American slavery. The 
Caribbean’s rocky soil and mountainous terrain made ploughs ineffective, in contrast to the 
southern United States’ comparatively smooth geography and softer soil. The commodities 
American slaveholders grew—tobacco, wheat, rice, and, by the early nineteenth century, cotton—
also depended on widely known technological innovations. Ploughs not only dominated the older 
wheat, rice and tobacco plantations of the Old South, but the importance of Eli Whitney’s cotton 
gin to slavery’s western expansion was hardly a secret. Even prominent antislavery men of science, 
like Benjamin Silliman, praised Whitney’s cotton gin, while ignoring its slave-related 
consequences.  
 Other scientific influences on Britain’s emancipation bill, passed on August 28, 1833, also 
prevented British abolition from being a useful model to the United States. The bill was framed 
not as an assured example other nations should follow, but a test trial—a “mighty experiment,” as 
the official who opened debate on the bill famously called it.1455 The bill also compensated 
slaveholders, not slaves, the remarkable sum of £20 million, roughly forty percent of Britain’s 
gross domestic product.1456  This was something the cash-strapped United States’ government 
could never afford. In effect, the bill suggested that emancipation was an extraordinarily costly 
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experiment whose results were yet unknown: Freed slaves would have to prove whether 
emancipation was, as Frances Wright once put it, an experiment “worthy of a trial.” 
 Racial science also played a role in the different character of British and American 
emancipation. The British emancipation bill’s initial requirement of a six-year “apprenticeship” 
before slaves could be freed, soon shortened to four years, rested on an older environmentalist 
notion of racial development that was quickly being supplanted in the United States. 
Environmentalism assumed that blacks were innately equal to whites, but also that slavery had so 
degraded Africans that freed slaves would need years of careful supervision before they realized 
their full potential. By the 1840s, prominent American scientists had begun to firmly break from 
the environmentalist paradigm, asserting that African were an innately inferior, categorically 
distinct species.1457 Thus, where scientific ideas about race helped white British abolitionists make 
the case for a gradual transition to freedom in the 1830s, in the following two decades racial science 
began to work wholly against American abolitionists.1458  
 In the end, the abolitionist elites’ legislative success in Britain enabled them not only to 
shape the emancipation process, but how the very story of emancipation got told. For more than a 
century, and arguably still, slavery has been characterized as a backward institution that the forces 
of modernity would inevitably destroy. The arguments abolitionists made about capitalism—free 
trade and free labor—helped create that false narrative. But less appreciated are the ways 
arguments about science and technology deepened and extended that narrative. From scientific 
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arguments about the favorable environment in Africa and Southeast Asia, to slavery’s 
incompatibility with “mechanical inventions,” the abolitionist elite effectively used scientific ideas 
to cast slavery as an archaic institution fundamentally at odds with modern life. In the process, 
they erased the central role slaves played in their own emancipation. It was as if the problem of 
slavery could be solved with “a few safe and easy steps,” as Dickson put it; a technological fix.1459 
 But for the 800,000 enslaved women and men in the British West Indies who were finally 
emancipated on August 1, 1838, they knew full well that freedom was in no small way their own 
accomplishment. They also understood that the “gift” of British freedom would impose severe 
limitations on their post-emancipation lives.1460 To achieve true freedom—and the emancipation 
of the millions more still enslaved in North and South America—much work lie ahead. William 
Gibson, a recently freed Jamaican man, suggested as much during an emancipation day celebration 
in 1838: “Let us pray that our brothers and sisters in other lands may be made free,” he said. “And 
let us look for better freedom.”1461 w 
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Figure 25: Engraving of Paul Cuffe, 1812, based on a drawing by Dr. John Pele 
of Bristol, England.  
Courtesy of Wikicommons.. 
 
Paul Cuffe, an African American sailor and merchant, helped the British 
abolitionist and chemist William Allen (pictured below) carry machinery, seeds 





William Allen, a chemist and pharmaceutical 
manufacturer, was a central figure in the main 
British antislavery organizations of the 1810s 
and 1820s. He was particularly interested in 
turning Sierra Leone into a modern 
agricultural colony, and relied extensively on 
black settlers to conduct scientific explorations 
and collect natural specimens.  
 
 
Figure 26: William Allen engraving. By H. C. 
Shenton after H. P. Briggs., n.d.  






Figure 27: Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles 
engraving, after a miniature in possession of 
Mr. Raffles (1824). 






Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, the first colonial 
governor of Singapore in 1822, was also an 
accomplished naturalist and antislavery 
supporter. His natural history of Java, 
published in 1817, portrayed the East Indies 
as ideal for free-labor colonies that would 






Figure 28: Drawing from Thomas Clarkson, The History of the Rise, Progress & Accomplishment 
of the Abolition of the African Slave-Trade by British Parliament, 2 vols. (London, 1808), 1:259. 
 
Thomas Clarkson, an avid student of natural history and mathematics, used this natural history-
inspired map to illustrate his 1808 history of the abolition movement. Each rivulet names a 
prominent white man he considered part of the abolitionist effort. The top of the map depicts the 
seventeenth century, and the bottom of the map the early nineteenth century, when the slave trade 
was abolished. Clarkson meant to show how the abolitionist movement gained force over one 









Figure 29: Table from an experiment comparing the efficiency of a plough to a hoe.  
Source: William Dickson, Mitigation of Slavery, 2 vols. (1814), 2:480.  
 
The table above compares the amount of days saved when using a plough. Abolitionists hoped it would 
help prove that if planters adopted the plough, considered a more modern technology than the hoe, it 














Figure 30: A plough from 1849. 




British abolitionists often cited planters’ failure to 
adopt the plough as evidence of their backwardness. 
They believed that adopting ploughs would lessened 







Figure 31: A catalog of hoe shovels, c. 1816. 
Source: Joseph Smith, Explanation or Key, to 
the Various Manufactories of Sheffield, with 
Engravings of each Article (1816), ed. John S. 
Kebabian (South Burlington, Vt., 1975). 
Courtesy of Chris Evans, “The Plantation Hoe: 
The Rise and Fall of an Atlantic Commodity, 
1650-1850,” The William and Mary Quarterly, 
Vol. 69, No. 1 (Jan. 2012), 87. 
 
 
The catalog pictured here shows various hoe 
designs marketed to British slaveholders in 
Barbados and Demerara. It demonstrates that 
hoes were constantly being modified to fit the 
specific demands of Caribbean slave 
plantations, as historian Chris Evans has 
argued. The fine tuning of hoes also suggests 
that hoes were more sophisticated than plough 






 As the British push for emancipation intensified in the early 1830s, Maria W. Stewart, a 
young black woman in Boston, watched closely. Like many free black abolitionists, Stewart had 
become disillusioned with the moderation of the early abolitionist elite, particularly in the face of 
imminent emancipation in the British Caribbean and slavery’s continued expansion in the United 
States. “It is useless for us any longer to sit with our hands folded,” Stewart told a black women’s 
advocacy group in Boston in the spring of 1832.1462 “Shall it any longer be said of the daughters 
of Africa, they have no ambition, they have no force?” she wrote in an earlier essay.1463 “By no 
means,” she answered, urging black women and men alike to fight for immediate emancipation in 
the South and their own civil rights in the North. “Sue for your rights and privileges,” she implored: 
“Know the reason that you cannot attain them. Weary them with your importunities. You can but 
die if you make the attempt; and we shall certainly die if you do not.”1464 
 Stewart’s rise signaled a seismic shift in the abolitionist movement. After nearly fifty years 
leading the formal antislavery groups, learned white elites on both sides of the Atlantic were 
pushed aside by a far more radical, less elite and more diverse generation. In the United States, 
where the shift was most pronounced, the new generation rejected colonization as a prerequisite 
for emancipation, calling for racial integration instead. They demanded an immediate rather than 
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gradual end to slavery, and they eschewed rationalist, polite appeals to planters’ self-interest, 
favoring fiery appeals to the nation’s moral conscience.1465  Stewart embodied many of these 
changes. She not only rejected the American Colonization Society’s plan to send free blacks “to 
Liberia”; she also claimed African Americans’ rightful place in the new nation.1466 “WE CLAIM 
OUR RIGHTS,” she declared in 1831.1467 A year later, directing her comments to an interracial 
antislavery group, she said: “I am a true born American; your blood flows in my veins, and your 
spirit fires my breast.”1468 
 Stewart also embodied the new, radical movement’s transformed social composition. 
Women like Stewart increasingly asserted themselves into abolitionist politics, however 
objectionable male abolitionists sometimes found their moxie.1469 Equally important, African 
Americans became central figures within antislavery societies.1470 The radical movement’s main 
organization, the American Anti-Slavery Society (AASS), was founded by the white printer, 
William Lloyd Garrison, in 1833, but black leaders were central to its organization and it drew 
direct inspiration from lesser-known free black abolitionist groups that preceded it. The AASS was 
premised on the explicit rejection of colonization and gradualism, a position that free black 
abolitionists had been insisting on for more than a decade, and that Garrison witnessed black 
Bostonians publicly defend firsthand at a meeting held by the African Freehold Society in 1829.1471  
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 The radical movement was also dominated by less wealthy and less formally educated men 
and women, black and white alike.1472  Stewart, born in 1805, was orphaned at age five, received 
no formal education, and worked as a free black servant until she was sixteen.1473  Garrison, born 
the same year, was abandoned by his father at age three, and, like Stewart, largely taught himself 
to read and write.1474 Like many radical abolitionists, both were also profoundly religious. Garrison 
thanked God for enabling him to “speak his truth in its simplicity and power,” while Stewart 
repeatedly noted how her re-born Christian faith enabled her to “willingly sacrifice my life for the 
cause of God and my brethren.”1475  Fugitive slaves also became some of the movement’s most 
charismatic leaders.1476 Though Stewart was born free, prominent black abolitionists like 
Sojourner Truth and Frederick Douglass escaped to freedom, becoming internationally recognized 
public speakers.1477   
 Fugitive leaders not only added authenticity to the radical movement: some, though far 
from all, condoned slave revolts as a legitimate form of resistance.1478 Henry Highland Garnet, 
who escaped bondage in Kentucky in 1824, delivered one of the antebellum period’s most 
electrifying speeches at a black-run abolitionist convention in New York in 1843.1479 Though the 
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convention’s leaders voted against formally endorsing his speech because it justified violence, 
sympathizers urged him to publish it on his own. Directing the speech directly at slaves, Garnet 
argued that slave revolts were legitimate by the same standard patriots set during the War of 
Independence. “With one voice they cried, LIBERTY OR DEATH,” he said.1480 But when the 
liberty-loving patriots won their independence, “did they emancipate their slaves?” he asked. “No; 
they rather added new links to our chains.”1481 He placed slave revolt leaders like Denmark Vesey, 
Toussaint L’Ouverture, and “the patriotic Nathaniel Turner” in the same revolutionary tradition as 
“Lafayette and Washington.”1482 Moderation, patience, gradualism—all of it had run its course: 
“the time has come when you must act for yourselves.”1483 Garnet urged slaves first to demand 
freedom from their owners, but if they refused, “there is not much hope without the shedding of 
blood.”1484 He went on: “if you must bleed, let it all come at once—rather die freemen, than to live 
to be slaves.”1485 
 The movement’s radical transformation profoundly reshaped the role scientific arguments 
played within abolitionist discourse. As the movement became more radical, more diverse and less 
elite it lost the support of the scientific establishment; partly in consequence, scientific arguments 
moved to the margins of radical abolitionist rhetoric, though they never disappeared. Broader 
cultural currents also dictated against the utility of scientific arguments. Religious revivalism, 
Romanticism, and democratization marked the antebellum period—all of which ran counter to an 
Enlightenment, rationalist mode of argument that privileged a learned elite. In addition, radical 
leaders lost patience with earlier abolitionists’ claims that science and technology would help 
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destroy slavery. Reality suggested otherwise: planters seemed to only profit from new technologies 
like the steam-engine and cotton gin, as well as new developments in agricultural chemistry and 
botany. The less elite status of the movement’s members also meant that few of them had access 
to the prestigious institutions, be they universities or scientific societies, where most scientific 
learning took place.  
 To be sure, abolitionist leaders believed science was a subject worthy of respect. Black 
leaders in particular made the study of science, and the broader world of education of which it was 
a part, central to their antislavery agenda. Black-run educational societies flourished in the 
antebellum North: from the Banneker Literary Institute in Philadelphia and the Philomathean 
Society in New York, to the Afric-American Female Intelligence Society in Boston, where Stewart 
gave her early speeches.1486 Many black leaders were convinced that black intellectual 
achievement would disprove the lie of their innate inferiority. Others believed education would 
promote self-sufficiency, or provide the means to challenge the laws and scientific theories 
designed to keep African Americans oppressed.1487 Stewart could be unrelenting in the demands 
she put on her black audiences to educate themselves in all subjects, including science, whatever 
the obstacles: “Where can we find among ourselves the man of science?” she admonished a black 
audience in 1833. “Where are our lecturers in natural history, and our critics in useful 
knowledge?”1488 Yet she was always careful to balance her critiques with encouragement. “Many 
bright and intelligent ones are in our midst,” she wrote, often invoking Africa’s ancient intellectual 
glories—and science in particular—as proof of what black men and women might again achieve: 
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“We are looked upon as things, yet we sprang from a scientific people.”1489 Above all, she never 
lost sight of the central problem—not a lack of ability but a lack of opportunity. “Give the man of 
color an equal opportunity with the white,” Stewart wrote, “and you would discover the dignified 
statesman, the man of science, and the philosopher.”1490 
 Such allusions to science, however, were not the kind of direct, science-based attacks on 
slavery favored by the early antislavery elite. Yet those kinds of arguments did not go away. If 
they became marginal to radical abolitionist rhetoric, they continued to suffuse the discourse of 
antislavery moderates, northern white colonizationists, and the South’s proslavery ideologues—in 
short, groups largely comprised of the educated, white scientific elite. Before the Civil War, elite 
men of science in the North gravitated not to the radical AASS or like-minded organizations, but 
to northern colonization societies. As scholars increasingly recognize, northern colonizationists 
were not closeted slavery supporters, but, essentially, conservative abolitionists.1491 Northern 
colonizationists continued to believe that rational arguments could convince slaveholders to 
gradually emancipate their slaves, and they refused to challenge segregationist attitudes. In 
addition, by encouraging free blacks to immigrate voluntarily to Liberia, they believed they could 
keep the nation white and enable people of African descent to realize their full potential. 
  Few epitomized this conservative antislavery mindset better than Benjamin Silliman, 
Yale’s aging chemistry professor. He remained a leading force within the Connecticut 
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Colonization Society until the 1850s, and continued to portray gradual emancipation, coupled with 
voluntary black removal, as eminently more reasonable than the radical abolitionist program. One 
year after Britain formally emancipated its slaves, on August 1, 1838, he invited an “English 
gentleman,” John Scoble, who recently visited Jamaica, to report to the Connecticut Colonization 
Society on the results of the “Emancipation experiment.”1492 Scoble’s report was “a 
straightforward story of fact,” Silliman emphasized, explicitly differentiating it from accounts by 
radical “Abolitionists,” which he implied lacked scientific impartiality.1493 Scoble’s report showed 
that post-emancipation sugar exports exceeded those during the days of slavery; the report also 
deployed “prison statistics” to prove that free blacks did not pose a threat to social order.1494 In the 
year since the four-year apprenticeship period ended in 1838, prison data showed that the 
incarcerated black population decreased by “one-half,” proof that criminality decreased in inverse 
proportion to black freedom.1495 Prison data also revealed that “there has been no one instance this 
year of a negro being convicted for an assault on a white man”—further evidence that whites need 
not fear black vengeance.1496 “The experiment in the West Indies would prove successful,” 
Silliman concluded, telling “Southern States” to take notice: “emancipation is for their 
interest.”1497   
 Other men of science affiliated with northern colonization societies attacked radical 
abolitionists more aggressively. In 1838, the prominent New York physician David Meredith 
Reese, head of Bellevue Hospital and member of the New York Colonization Society, penned a 
scathing pamphlet devoted to all sorts of “humbug”—the nineteenth-century term for nonsense, or 																																																								
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as he put it “ingenious sophisms and false logic.”1498 Reese directly linked what he felt were 
scientific “humbug”—medical fields like phrenology and animal magnetism—with what he called 
“Ultra-Abolitionism.”1499 A chapter on phrenology attacked the science on anatomical, moral and 
religious grounds.1500 Phrenologists believed that the brain left physical impressions on the skull, 
which physicians could read for signs of a person’s innate moral and intellectual capacities. 
Though it had not yet become firmly linked to pro-slavery racial science, Reese decried phrenology 
for discounting “human accountability”: it presumed, he reasoned, that immoral behavior stemmed 
from the fixed anatomy of the brain rather than free will.1501  
 Reese’s subsequent chapter on “Ultra-Abolitionism” took a similar tack. Radical 
abolitionists were not the true Christian moralists they claimed to be, he argued, but immoral 
fanatics. He warned that radicals’ obsessive focus on their cause would even lead to mental 
disease—“monomania.”1502 His central argument was that radicals did not carefully distinguish 
between the inherent sinfulness of slavery as a system, and what he argued was only the 
circumstantial, case-by-case sinfulness of individual slaveholders. Reese fully agreed that the 
system of slavery was sinful, but he argued that in many cases individual slaveholders acted 
morally by not freeing their slaves. Slaves often married slaves on nearby plantations, and thus, he 
reasoned, if a slaveholder sold his slaves but his neighbors did not, he might be breaking up a 
family dispersed across plantations. “In such a case,” he concluded, “slaveholding...becomes duty, 
and ... abolition would be sin.”1503 
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 Like Silliman, Reese insisted that slaveholders would only be persuaded with careful 
reasoning. Calling out the “American Anti-Slavery Society” by name, he argued that its “moral 
suasion” strategy—centered on convincing the public of slavery’s inherent sinfulness, rather than 
its illogic—convinced no one of slavery’s flaws, and only “alienated friends and brethren from 
each other.”1504 Success would come only through “calm and dispassionate reasoning,” he argued, 
putting his strategy in line with “abolitionists of the old school”—naming Benjamin Franklin and 
Benjamin Rush, among others.1505 Reese’s own logic had obvious flaws. It was inconsistent, for 
instance, to attack phrenology for denying individual agency, but to absolve slaveholders for 
essentially having no control over the institution of slavery. But he did make one plausible claim: 
northern colonizationists were very much the legitimate heirs of “old school” abolitionists. 
Reese’s emphasis on reason, his discomfort with racial integration, and his repeated use of science 
to discredit his critics certainly mirrored the early antislavery elite. 
  Radical abolitionists did not stay silent in the face of Reese’s attack. David Ruggles, a 
freeborn African American and leading radical abolitionist in antebellum New York, took Reese 
to task later that year. Reese’s arguments were “so illogical and absurd” that he might himself be 
“insane,” Ruggles wrote.1506 He then offered a point-by-point refutation, underscoring how 
thoroughly unconvincing Reese’s claim had been regarding his distinction between slavery and 
slaveholding. “Most writers use the term synonymously,” he wrote; in essence, it was a distinction 
without a difference.1507 Reese deluded himself with “strict etymological and metaphysical 
analysis,” he added, losing sight of a central truth: owning slaves was not a law of nature “set in 
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motion by some physical agent”; it was “a choice.”1508 Ruggles did not have the privilege of 
attending exclusively white medical schools, but he displayed a keen awareness of scientific and 
medical language. Part of this resulted from his unceasing self-education. His neighbors paid for 
a Yale graduate to tutor him as a child, and in the 1830s he established the Garrison Literary and 
Benevolent Association and a public reading room where he continued to educate himself.1509  
 Ruggles also had an intimate knowledge of medicine. He began to go blind in the mid-
1830s, partly on account of the toll activism took on his body. But he learned about medicine 
informally from the two New York physicians who treated him, eventually opening a homeopathic 
sanatorium.1510 His informal medical education enabled him to deftly weave scientific rhetoric 
throughout his critique: he subtitled his pamphlet a “dissection” of Reese’s argument, and he 
likened radical abolitionism to a force of nature akin to an oceanic tide and a “mighty engine.”1511 
Abolitionism was “rolling southward” like an “overwhelming flood,” Ruggles warned, and soon 
slaveholders would be “tempest-tossed and fury-lashed” if they did not relent.1512 Despite Ruggles 
use of scientific language, however, he could never claim the same scientific authority as Reese; 
without formal credentials, his scientific metaphors lacked the same legitimacy. At best, men like 
Ruggles could only “neutralize,” rather than craft, scientific arguments, as Ruggles himself had 
put it.1513 
 By the 1840s, radical abolitionists had to contend with an even more vicious body of 
scientific knowledge: racial science. During the early years of the republic, abolitionists could 
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effectively refute notions of Africans’ alleged inferiority by deploying the environmentalist theory 
of racial difference. Environmentalism emphasized the climatic and social conditions that caused 
human groups to differ; it underscored the mutability of race and highlighted the shared human 
origins of all groups. But by the 1840s, the idea that Africans were innately inferior, a condition 
that was both fixed and immutable, began to gain wider scientific legitimacy.1514 This hardened 
racial view in part drew upon the science of phrenology, a popular new field in which men of 
science measured the skulls of different racial groups and made broad conclusions about the mental 
faculties of each group. Pro-slavery men of science in particular used these measurements to claim 
that people of African descent were innately and irreversibly less intelligent than people of 
European descent; no amount of education and training could change this.1515 Whereas once 
intellectuals like Thomas Jefferson could only speculate about Africans being a distinct and 
separate species, many of these new proslavery “ethnologists,” as they were called, confidently 
asserted that Africans were not only less intelligent but also an entirely separate, inferior species, 
an idea called polygenesis.1516 
 Though scholars tend to focus on the pro-slavery roots of antebellum racial science, the 
early antislavery elite also played an important role shaping the era’s racial science. Several of the 
most prominent theorists of polygenism, and related claims of innate inferiority, had been students 
and colleagues of early scientific abolitionists. Among the most influential polygenists was Samuel 
George Morton, a University of Pennsylvania trained physician, natural historian and close 
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colleague of Silliman and William Maclure. Morton’s ethnology treatises, Crania Americana 
(1839) and Crania Aegyptania (1844), “were the foundational texts” of what was called the 
“American School” of polygenism, as one historian put it.1517 Though Morton did not explicitly 
endorse polygenism until 1849, both texts provided detailed skull measurements allegedly proving 
that people of European descendent had the largest skulls, and thus the highest intellect, while 
Africans had smallest.1518 These differences, Morton claimed, did not stem from environmental 
factors but existed “from the beginning” and were “independent of external causes.”1519   
 Morton kept up a robust correspondence with Silliman throughout the antebellum 
period.1520 Silliman also helped establish Morton’s scientific reputation by publishing his first 
geological works in the American Journal of Science. In 1832, Morton privately thanked Silliman 
for publishing a geological essay, noting how a renowned French geologist had just endorsed his 
findings: it was “highly gratifying to me to receive this corroboration of my sentiments.”1521  In 
1840, Silliman’s journal showered praise on Morton’s Crania Americana. The review carefully 
pointed out that “the unity of the human species is assumed by Dr. Morton”—a remarkably 
generous assumption—while also extolling the work as “the most extensive and valuable 
contribution to the natural history of man, which has yet appeared on the American continent.”1522 
Maclure proved equally important in establishing Morton’s scientific credibility. In the 1820s, 
Morton became secretary of the Academy of Natural Sciences, which Maclure was instrumental 
in funding, and Morton was ever quick to praise his former patron. Morton eulogized Maclure at 
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the academy in July of 1841, lauding his effort at turning New Harmony into a “centre of education 
in the West,” and highlighting his donation of “philosophical instruments and collections in 
Natural History” in particular.1523 Morton concluded by giving a brief description of Maclure’s 
skull, which allegedly revealed his innate intellectual abilities: “His head was large, his forehead 
high and expanded,” Morton wrote, clearly the expression of his “undisturbed serenity of 
mind.”1524   
 Polygenism was hardly the only pro-slavery racial science to emerge in the antebellum 
period. Southern medical scientists began to openly pathologize African American behaviors using 
methods from a newly popular medical subfield known as “statistical medicine,” which tabulated 
the prevalence of diseases throughout a population.1525  For slaveholders, one of the most useful 
data sets to emerge in the antebellum period was the federal census of 1840. Designed by a 
Virginian slaveholder, the census found that free black northerners suffered from insanity at eleven 
times the rate of enslaved African Americans.1526 Southern scientific journals hailed the findings 
as proof that emancipating slaves put blacks’ own health at risk; John C. Calhoun, Silliman’s 
former student and patron, wrote that the studies offered proof that the “African is incapable of 
self-care and sinks into lunacy under the burden of freedom.”1527  In the South, one of Benjamin 
Rush’s most promising students, the medical professor Samuel Cartwright, emerged as statistical 
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medicine’s chief proslavery advocate. He not only endorsed the 1840 census, but also published 
medical reports pathologizing other black behaviors. In 1851, Cartwright penned a study that 
inverted Rush’s half-century-old lecture, “Diseases of Negroes,” which had attributed “black” 
diseases to the conditions of slavery, and instead claimed that resistance to slavery were symptoms 
of disease.1528 Those who shirked their work suffered from a mental disease he named 
“Dysaesthesia Aethiopica”; those who ran away suffered from “Drapetomania.”1529 
 The increasing sophistication of proslavery racial science evinced the ways science’s utility 
to abolitionists had changed in the antebellum period. Where abolitionists once could use science 
as a powerful offensive weapon against slavery, they now primarily had to play defense against a 
vicious proslavery science. But radicals were not defenseless. James McCune Smith was, like 
Banneker, that rare thing: a publicly recognized black man of science.1530 Smith was born in New 
York City in 1813 to an enslaved woman named Lavinia and white father whose identity is 
unknown. New York’s 1827 emancipation law freed Smith, who went on to attend the city’s 
African Free-School, where his classmates included future black abolitionist leaders: Henry 
Highland Garnet, Samuel Ringgold Ward, Philip Bell. Despite being a standout student, Smith was 
rejected from Columbia College, but accepted to the University of Glasgow, where he studied 
medicine. New York City’s black community raised the money for Smith’s tuition, and when he 
returned to New York in 1837—as the first African American to receive a medical degree—he 
plunged into a career as both a physician and abolitionist.1531  
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 Smith was uniquely positioned to attack the day’s proslavery racial science, a mission he 
took to with gusto.1532 In the mid-1840s, Smith published two articles systematically debunking 
the 1840 census. Partly relying on recent study published by the Harvard-trained physician Edward 
Jarvis, he showed that the census data contained egregious errors.1533 Combing through Jarvis’s 
county-by-county data, Smith showed that many free northern towns had zero African Americans, 
yet somehow the census claimed that many of those counties had numerous black “crazy men” in 
them; such obvious errors should have “demolished” the theory that freedom was dangerous to 
black health, he wrote.1534 Smith also compiled decades’ worth of census data to show that black 
longevity significantly improved after emancipation: “whilst 22.68 percent of the free black 
population of the North live beyond 36 years of age,” he showed, “only 15.49 percent of the slaves 
of the South pass that period of life.”1535 These plain numbers, he wrote, “cannot be charged with 
fanaticism...they give cold, silent evidence.”1536 
 Smith was forced to spend most his time, however, debunking polygenism. Indeed, the 
countless references Smith made to polgyenists throughout his work indicate just how pervasive 
the era’s proslavery racial science had become.1537 In 1848, an American ambassador to the Cape 
of Good Hope, in modern South Africa, brought back an eighteen-year-old indigenous African, 
which he named Henry, for professional scientists to examine.1538 Not unlike the “white negro,” 
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Henry Moss, whom Rush examined in the 1790s, white scientists spent weeks examining Henry, 
including Morton. Henry was then given to Smith at New York’s Coloured Orphan Asylum, which 
Smith oversaw, and where the nurses took care of him for nearly a year. Smith then published his 
own racial description of Henry in the AASS’s National Anti-Slavery Standard, deftly refuting the 
notion of African inferiority.1539 Contrary to proslavery ethnologists’ claims that Africans had 
smaller skulls, he wrote that Henry’s head “is well formed” and even “excels that of the 
Caucasian.”1540 Henry’s ability to speak multiple languages, and even his tribe’s ability to “invent 
a language” to communicate with neighboring African groups, Smith added, only further proved 
Africans’ innate intelligence.1541  
 Later essays made similar points. In the 1850s, Smith began writing for Frederick 
Douglass’ Paper, publishing several essays highlighting the scientific achievements of living 
black inventors in order to refute polygenists. In an article from 1853 titled “The Inventor,” Smith 
described numerous enslaved black inventors whose ingenuity was all the more remarkable 
precisely because they were “untutored.”1542 In 1857, Smith wrote another essay on “Mr. Aaron 
Roberts,” a well-known inventor who patented a widely used fire-hose design.1543 Roberts’ 
“mechanical genius” not only rivaled the brilliance of a “WHITNEY or a ARKWRIGHT,” but 
also blatantly countered the idea of black intellectual inferiority.1544 Smith mocked a recent 
polygenist text, with its language of divinely created distinct “types of mankind,” writing: “I 
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should be happy to know...when the Almighty created ‘this type,” in reference to Roberts. “Was it 
before or since the other ‘types of mankind?’”1545  
 Smith’s attacks on racial science have received considerable attention. But less appreciated 
are the ways he wove other scientific ideas into his antislavery writings, ones that had little to do 
with racial science. References to geology and geography, climate and statistics suffused his work. 
In an essay defending the Haitian Revolution, published in 1841, he offered a revisionist take on 
the era’s dominant narrative of the revolution, one that cast it as a race war and failed revolution 
instigated by savage slaves.1546 Smith included statistical charts documenting Haiti’s increased 
agricultural output and demographic increase since independence: “undeniable evidence,” he 
wrote, that “SLAVERY ... was more destructive of human life than the wars, insurrections, and 
massacres to which it gave birth!”1547 Smith also applied a medical framework for disease to his 
theory of historical causation. He argued that the revolution had two distinct sets of causes: one 
pre-disposing, the other immediate. The “immediate” causes included events like the French 
Revolution, which helped spark the revolution, while “pre-disposing” causes included long-term 
developments like slavery, a racial-caste system, and the geography of Haiti. “The topographical 
structure of the island,” he argued, created the physical conditions in which a maroon community 
of escaped slaves could flourish.1548 The mountainous terrain enabled maroons to evade colonial 
authorities for decades. But their isolation, he suggested, also kept them in a less developed “state 
of society”— “eager, restless and panting for liberty.”1549 Maroons ultimately became some of 
L’Ouverture’s fiercest foot soldiers, he argued, helping secure the revolution’s triumph.  
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 Smith’s writings were not devoid of their own biases. In his defense of black capabilities, 
he often denigrated native Africans, the enslaved and white Europeans. In his essay on Haiti, he 
painted maroons—products of enslavement and an uncivilized African continent, he implied—as 
degraded and savage, both of which prepared them to pounce on white oppressors.1550  In an 1859 
essay debunking white supremacist ethnology, he suggested that European and African races 
would both be biologically improved by racial intermixing.1551 His article on Henry described the 
hunter-gathering lifestyle of the teenager’s tribe as keeping them in “the lowest grade of Barbarism 
to which the human family can be sunk.”1552 Smith’s emphasis on virile, manly heroism also 
reinforced unequal and long-standing Western gender norms. Smith thus extended certain 
demeaning stereotypes, even while deftly subverting them. Nonetheless, Smith’s collective work 
represented the most scientifically-informed defense of immediate emancipation that abolitionists, 
in any era, had ever produced. 
 The older abolitionist idea that slavery stood at odds with science—that slavery was a 
backward institution hindering scientific and civilizational progress—never disappeared. But 
instead of permeating radical abolitionist discourse, it migrated to the more mainstream rhetoric 
of antislavery moderates. In the decade preceding the Civil War, the Republican Party became the 
standard bearers of moderate antislavery views. Mainstream Republicans like Abraham Lincoln 
opposed radical abolitionists’ plan for immediate emancipation and racial integration, favoring a 
milder alternative: stopping slavery’s westward expansion. Prior to the Emancipation 
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Proclamation of 1863, Lincoln’s moderate antislavery views captured northern white attitudes 
about slavery far better than radical abolitionists’ views did. He strongly denounced slavery, but 
offered few specifics on how to end it. Apart for insisting that slavery not expand westward, he 
supported black colonization to Liberia, compensating slaveholders, and only gradually freeing 
slaves—in short, the early abolitionist platform.1553 
 Lincoln had a life-long fascination with science, and often used scientific arguments to 
portray slavery as the enemy of progress.1554 An avid inventor, he was the first and only president 
to patent an invention, earning a patent in 1849 for a device that buoyed steamboats over shallow-
water shoals.1555 During his early days as a lawyer, a friend recounted how he often carried “‘a 
geometry,’ or ‘an astronomy’” book to read during his leisure time; in the 1850s, he taught himself 
Euclid’s geometry.1556 In Lincoln’s “mechanical mind,” as one scholar put it, scientific knowledge 
and technological innovation had a central role to play in civilizational progress, the end of slavery, 
and the spread of democracy.1557 In “A Lecture on Discoveries and Inventions,” which he gave six 
times between 1858 and 1860, Lincoln described how Western civilization’s greatness grew 
directly from its “Discoveries, Inventions, and Improvements”; “these, in turn...are the result of 
observation, reflection and experiment.”1558 Lincoln also tied technological advancement to his 
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broader antislavery ideology. His “Discoveries and Inventions” speech painted a picture of an 
idealized American citizen, one who was both a lover of science and “a great friend of 
humanity.”1559 Redolent of Rush’s idealized yeoman farmer, Lincoln’s archetypical free laborer 
wanted nothing more than to “extend the area of freedom,” and was “very anxious to fight for the 
liberation of enslaved nations.” 1560  
 Other speeches associated slaveholders with an anti-science mindset even more explicitly. 
In September of 1859, Lincoln told the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society that small free labor 
farms created the ideal conditions for the promotion of scientific knowledge.1561 “Every blade of 
grass is a study,” he wrote, with free labor being the “natural companion” of education.1562 
“Chemistry assists in the analysis of soil,” he wrote.1563 “Botany assists in dealing with the 
vegetable soil”; “the mechanical branches of Natural Philosophy, are ready help in almost every-
thing; but especially in reference to implements and machinery.”1564 Developments in science in 
turn enabled the creation of wide-spread wealth and reduced the likelihood of oppression: “No 
community whose every member possess this art”—by which he meant agricultural science—“can 
ever be the victim of oppression in any of its form.”1565  
 Lincoln portrayed slavery as having the opposite effect. To slaveholders, the education of 
laborers was “not only useless, but pernicious, and dangerous.”1566 At root, Lincoln argued that 
slavery led to civilizational stagnation: by denying their slaves an education, slaveholders snuffed 
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out any potential for the kind of scientific knowledge that was central to the nation’s progress. He 
even juxtaposed his critique of slave plantations with an argument about how technology could 
improve farmers’ poor crop output, gesturing toward that fact that free labor farming was often 
less profitable than slavery. “The successful application of steam power,” he said, might be added 
to a plough, and thus improve farmers’ output.1567 He went on a lengthy aside about his own 
attempts to invent a “Steam Plow,” noting that, despite the technical obstacles, “ingenious men” 
in the audience should try to “overcome the difficulty.”1568 Echoing older British abolitionists’ 
veneration of steam technology and ploughs, he concluded: “It is to be hoped that the steam plow 
will be finally successful ... producing the largest crop possible from a given quantity of 
ground.”1569 Lincoln’s Wisconsin speech uncannily mirrored the scientific theories of the early 
abolitionist elite. Science, technology and freedom were natural allies, he suggested; slavery, by 
contrast, worked directly against scientific advancement, and thus impeded civilizational progress. 
Slaves themselves were remarkably absent from this story: they had little role to play in their own 
emancipation. In associating technology with free labor, Lincoln had revived the notion that 
slavery might have a technological fix. 
 
 For decades, Lincoln’s narrative—that slavery was a hidebound institution at odds with 
modernity—has dominated traditional understandings of slavery. Scholars still tend to focus on 
the economic arguments that created this myth, one that says capitalism, the chief symbol of 
modernity, would inevitably destroy slavery. But far less attention has been paid to the scientific 
and technological ideas that became intertwined with these capitalist arguments. The early 
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abolitionist elite, and later antislavery moderates like Lincoln, portrayed slaveholders not only as 
the enemies of capitalism, but the enemies of science. In doing so, they created the myth of 
slavery’s backwardness, portraying it as an institution that the inexorable force of modernity, with 
its invisible hands, would eventually destroy. Only recently have scholars begun to uncover an 
alternative interpretation of why slavery ended, one that foregrounds the role enslaved and free 
people of color played in their own emancipation, one that makes millions of black hands visible. 
These alternative narratives are not new: they are only being newly recovered by historians within 
academic institutions that once helped consecrate Lincoln’s narrative in the first place.  
 One need not look any further than the writings of James McCune Smith, the slave-born 
man of science, to recover early versions of these black-centered histories. In 1856, Smith warned 
Americans about the limitations of Britain’s “experiment” with Caribbean emancipation. It was a 
“compromise act,” he wrote, flattering Britons’ sense of virtue.1570 It was a travesty that the British 
government spent twenty million pounds paying out masters for “property which they never 
owned,” he wrote, yet contributed “a paltry twenty thousand pounds...for the education of the freed 
men.”1571 If Americans wanted to follow that model, “it is not worth having.”1572 In short, freedom 
was neither a gift nor inevitable, he argued; it had to be fought for: “It is freedom struggled for and 
won that fits the mind and the body to enjoy,” he told his readers, as opposed to the “given 
freedom” embodied by the British experiment.1573 Moreover, no emancipation decree by itself 
could ever make freedom fully manifest. “Freedom must be won,” he wrote, “and the sooner we 
wake up to that fact, the better.”1574¨ 
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